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REVIEW OF UNITARY METHOD OF TAXATION

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 29, 1986

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT,

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,
Washington, DC.

The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:35 a.m. in room SD-
215, Dirksen Senate Office Building, the Honorable John H. Chafee
(chairman) presiding.

Present: Senators Chafee and Baucus.
[The press release announcing the hearing and a description of

S. 1113 and S. 1974 by the Joint Committee on Taxation follow:]
[Pree Release]

FINANCE COMMITTEE TO REVIEW UNITARY METHOD OF TAXATION

The Senate Finance Committee today announced that the Subcommittee on Tax-
ation and Debt Management will examine S. 1974, a bill introduced by Senator Pete
Wilson (R-California) on behalf of the administration; and S. 1113, a bill introduced
by Senator Charles McC. Mathias, Jr. (R-Maryland), that prohibits the imposition by
States of the worldwide unitary method of taxation.

The Taxation Subcommittee will review S. 1974 and S. 1113 at a hearing set for
9:30 a.m. on Monday, September 29, 1986, in room SD-215 of the Dirksen Senate
Office Building. Senator John H. Chafee (R-Rhode Island), chairman of the sng"eom-
mittee will preside at the hearing.

(1)
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INTRODUCTION

The Senate Committee on Finance has scheduled a public
hearing on September 29, 1986, on legislative proposals to
limit State taxation of multinational business (S. 1113 and
S. 1974).

Part I of the document is a summary.1 Part II is an
explanation of present law regarding State and Federal
taxation of multinational corporations and State taxation of
interstate business transactions. Part III provides a
discussion of possible Federal limitations on State taxation
of foreign source income. Part IV sets forth the principal
issues involved. Part V is a description of the provisions
of S. 1113, and Part VI is a description of S. 1974.

1

This document may be cited as follows: Joint Committee on
Taxation, State Taxation of Multinational Business
(JCX-27-86), September 29"-1986o
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1. SUMMARY

State taxation of corporations

At present, States generally tax the income of
corporations doing business within and outside the State by
apportioning the income pursuant to a formula--this is
commonly referred to as the unitary method. The States have
adopted several different approaches to apply the unitary
method to apportion the income of affiliated groups of
corporations. Some States take into account the operations
of foreign affiliates of the corporation doing business in
the State to the extent that the foreign affiliates and the
U.S. corporation are engaged in phases of a single "unitary"
business. The practices of States in taxing dividend income
from affiliated corporations also vary, depending in part on
whether the income from which the dividend was paid was
already subject to tax pursuant to apportionment. These
State rules for determining the amount of income subject to
tax differ in a number of respects from the methods employed
by the Federal Government in determining the tax liability of
multinational corporations.

Federal limitations on State taxation of corporations

Although the Constitution imposes some limitations on
State apportionment methods, the States generally have
considerable flexibility in determining their rules. The
Congress in 1959 enacted limited legislation dealing with
State jurisdiction to tax, but has not prescribed any
additional rules.

Legislative proposals

S. 1113

S. 1113 (introduced by Senator Mathias) would limit the
manner in which States could tax income of foreign
affiliates. Under the bill, States and localities would
generally be prohibited, in applying their income tax to a
corporation, from taking into account the income of any
related foreign corporation. The provisions of the bill
would apply regardless of whether the parent corporation of
the group is foreign or domestic. In addition, the bill
would limit the ability of States and localities to apply an
income tax to dividends received by a corporation from
foreign corporations or U.S. corporations, substantially all
of whose income is from foreign sources. Generally, some or
all of the dividends would be exempted from State taxation in
order to take into account foreign taxes paid on that income.
A separate exemption is provided in the case of dividends
from corporations making an election under Code section 936.
The bill would be effective for taxable years beginning after
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1986.

S. 1974

S. 1974 (introduced at the request of the Administration
by Senators Wilson, Mathias, and Hawkins) would prohibit
State use of the worldwide unitary combined reporting method.
The bill would allow use of the combined reporting method for
corporations within a water's edge group, consisting
generally of corporations, both U.S. and foreign, with some
threshold level of U.S. activity. The bill would limit State
taxation of foreign source dividends (except in the case of
the State of legal or commercial domicile). Further, the
bill would impose reporting requirements on corporations
subject to State tax, and would provide for sharing of
Federal information with States. The bill would be effective
for taxable years beginning after 1986.
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I1. PRESENT LAW

A. State Income Tax

1. Unitary method of apportionment for State taxation of
corporate income

The question of State taxation of foreign source income
is one aspect of the larger question of State taxation of
businesses operating in more than one State. This larger
question involves the problem of determining a State's
jurisdiction for taxing a corporation's income and rules for
apportioning and allocating that income among the States in
which a corporation does business. Of the 45 States which
impose a corporate income tax, all use some kind of formula
to apportion business income between the various States in
which a corporation operates. However, the specific formula
used varies substantially from State to State.

In 1969, a group of States reacted to the possibility of
Federal legislation (which would have required greater
uniformity in apportionment) by adopting a multi-state tax
compact, which established the Multistate Tax Commission
whose duties are to establish uniform income tax regulations,
auditing standards, and tax forms for member States. The
Commission also established uniform rules regarding the
allocation and apportionment of State corporate income.
Presently, 19 States are members of the compact (the majority
of the States are Midwestern and Western States). Under the
compact, the regulations of the Multistate Commission are
effective in all member States, but any member State can
adopt overriding regulations if it chooses. Since most of
these States have adopted some overriding regulations, the
methods of taxing corporations still vary among States which
are members of the compact. (The authority of the Multistate
Tax Commission to operate as agent of the States in enforcing
their corporate income tax laws was upheld by the U.S.
Supreme Court in United States Steel Corp v. Multistate Tax
Common, 434 U.S. T57T297TF.)

Unitary method

The unitary method requires two steps for the
apportionment of income to a particular State. First, the
total amount of income subject to apportionment is
determined. Second, the apportionable income is multiplied
by a formula intended to reflect the portion of that income
earned within the State. The resulting product is subject to
the State's taxation.

Formula.--In determining income earned within a State,
most States use some variation of a basic three-factor
apportionment formula. Under this formula, the income of a

j i
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business is apportioned to each State according to the
average ratio of three factors: the ratio of sales, payroll,
and tangible property values of the business in the State to
the respective sales, payroll, and tangible property values
of the total business. For example, a corporation which has
one-half of the value of its tangible property, three-fourths
of its payroll, and one-fourth of its sales in a particular
State would take the average of these three fractions to
determine the amount of income subject to tax in that State.2

Apportionable income.--A State's apportionment formula
is app ied on y to thatincome of a corporation which is from
a unitary business. In general, a corporation has a unitary
business when the business activity from within the State is
dependent upon, or contributes to, business activities of the
same corporation outside of the State. Where the business
activity in the State is unrelated to other businesses of the
corporation outside of the State, so that there is no unitary
business which is conducted in part within and in part
outside of the State, all of the income from that business
within that State is allocated to, and thus is taxed by, that
State, and the income from the other businesses conducted
outside the State is not allocated to, or taxed by, the
State. Virtually all States include the income, and tangible
property, payroll, and sales of foreign branches of domestic
corporations in the income which is subject to their
apportionment formula.

In general, a unitary business is considered to exist
where, for example, a product is manufactured in one State
and sold in another State, or where a product is partially
manufactured in one State and then shipped to another State
where the manufacturing is completed. The requirement to
apportion income derives from the difficulty in determining
how much of the total net income is attributable to the
manufacturing operation and how much to the sales activity,
in the first situation, and to the two manufacturing
operations, in the second situation. However, such direct
integration of business operations is not the sole criterion
that has been used by the States to establish the existence

2 Those States which do not follow this three-factor formula
use other apportionment formulas, some based on sales only
and others based on a combination of sales and property or
sales and payroll or property and payroll. Even among those
States which do use the three-factor formula, the manner of
measuring the three items in the formula may differ. For
example, in some States a sale is taken into account by the
State where the sale originated (generally, the location of
the seller) while in other States the sale is allocated to
the State of destination (generally where the buyer is
located).
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of a unitary business. In some cases, the touchstone for
establishment of a unitary business has been centralized
management or centralized purchasing. A unitary business
also has been held to exist where the home office used the
assets of an otherwise unrelated business operation as
collateral for a loan and, with respect to investment
securities, where the securities were purchased from
operating income.

In many States, not all of the income of a corporation
is subject to that State's apportionment formula. For
example, in some States passive income such as dividend
income is allocated entirely to the State of the "commercial
domicile" (generally the State of the principal business
location) of the corporation and is thus excluded from the
income subject to the apportionment formula.

Combined reporting

The States have adopted several different approaches to
apply the unitary method to apportion income of affiliated
groups of corporations (parent, subsidiary, and
brother-sister corporations). Some States apportion on a
corporation by corporation basis, and the income and business
operations of affiliated corporations are not taken into
account even where those operations are directly related to
the business operations of the affiliates operating within
and taxed by the State. However, most States in at least
some circumstances combine (either mandatorily or at the
taxpayer's election) the income and related business
operations of some or all affiliated corporations which
operate a unitary business. The combined income is then
apportioned within and outside of the State in accordance
with the combined property, payroll, and sales factors for
the unitary business of the group within and outside of the
State. Application of the unitary method in this manner is
referred to as *combined reporting" and is analogous to the
filing of a consolidated return for Federal tax purposes.

Worldwide combination.--Most States which use the
combined reporting approach of applying the unitary method in
the case of affiliated groups typically limit the affiliated
corporations included in the combined report to the U.S.
corporations within the group and, as in the case of Federal
consolidated return provisions, the operations of foreign
corporations are not taken into account. However, a few
States include the operations of foreign affiliates in the
combined report where those operations are dependent upon or
contribute to the activities of the U.S. affiliates within
the taxing State. This generally is referred to as the
application of the unitary method on a worldwide
combination* basis. Some of these States require the
inclusion of foreign affiliates involved in the unitary
business as a matter of course; others include foreign
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affiliates only on occasion. In applying the unitary method
on a worldwide combination basis, the income of foreign
affiliates is treated in much the same manner as most States
treat income of foreign branches of U.S. corporations.

Considerable controversy has surrounded the requirement
by these States that the operations and income of foreign
affiliates be included in the combined report. The proposed
legislation which is the subject of the current hearings (see
Parts V and VI of this document) is directed at this
application by States of the unitary method on a worldwide
combination basis.

2. State taxation of dividends from foreign corporations

Almost all States impose a corporate income tax on
foreign source dividends in at least some situations. A few
States completely exempt dividends, or at least all dividends
received from foreign corporations (including deemed
dividends of tax haven income taxable for Federal income tax
purposes under subpart F of the Code). Some of the States
which do tax dividends do not include the dividends in the
income to be apportioned by the unitary method among the
States. (This is particularly the case where the dividends
received from a subsidiary do not arise out of earnings from
business operations of the subsidiary which are related to
those carried on in the State by the U.S. corporation.)
These States generally allocate the dividends, and thus
jurisdiction to tax, entirely to the U.S. corporation's State
of commercial domicile.

In those States where the income and payroll, sales, and
property factors of the foreign subsidiary are taken into
account through worldwide combination in determining the
income of the U.S. parent to be apportioned to the taxing
State, dividends distributed by the foreign corporation out
of the unitary business are not included in the income to be
allocated or apportioned so as not to be taxed twice by the
State. However, dividends which are not out of the unitary
business income which has been taken into account in
computing the U.S. corporation's apportionment formula are
included in income and are taxed when distributed. In other
States where dividends from a foreign subsidiary carrying on
a unitary business with the U.S. parent are subject to tax,
but where the foreign subsidiary's income is not subject to
tax as it is earned pursuant to a combined reporting method
(eg., the Vermont system considered in the Mobil case),
d-vIdends may be included in income and apportioned in
accordance with the payroll, sales, and property factors of
the U.S. corporation (which would allocate to the State a
higher portion of the income being apportioned since the
foreign-factors are not taken into account). The rationale
for apportioning such a dividend is that the income from
which the dividend is paid was not previously subject to tax.
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3. Comparison with Federal taxation of multinational
corporations

In general

For Federal income tax purposes, U.S. corporations
(those incorporated in the United States) are taxable on
their worldwide income--both from sources within and outside
of the United States. The United States does, however, cede
primary tax jurisdiction on foreign source income to foreign
overnments by the allowance of a credit for the foreign
ncome taxes paid on foreign source income. (The foreign tax

credit is limited to the precredit U.S. tax attributable to
foreign source income). The foreign tax credit is allowed
for foreign income taxes imposed by provinces, cities, and
other political subdivisions as well as those imposed by
national governments.

The Federal rules applicable to foreign corporations
(those incorporated outside the United States) are more
directly analogous to the State rules previously
discussed--foreign corporations generally are subject to
Federal income tax only on their U.S. source income. This
generally is true even in the case of foreign subsidiaries of
a U.S. corporation--their foreign income is not taxable by
the United States directly. However, if and when the income
earned by a foreign subsidiary is distributed (or deemed
distributed) as a dividend, the dividend is taxable to its
U.S. shareholders. U.S. corporate shareholders with at least
a 10-percent ownership interest in the foreign corporation
are allowed an indirect foreign tax credit for their portion
of the foreign taxes paid by the subsidiary which are
attributable to the dividend.

The Federal rules do not follow the approach generally
used by the States of aggregating all the income of a
business and then apportioning it in accordance with a single
formula to determine taxable income from sources within the
State. Instead, as outlined below, the Federal system
attempts to determine taxable income on an item-by-item
basis.

Section 482

U.S. corporations are fully taxable by the United States
on their worldwide income while their foreign affiliates
(either foreign subsidiaries in the case of a U.S.
multinational or foreign parent and affiliates in the case of
foreign multinationals) are generally taxable only on their
U.S. source income. Thus, there is an incentive for U.S.
corporations to divert income to their foreign affiliates by
distorting intercompany transfer prices. To limit this
potential, Internal Revenue Code section 482 authorizes the.
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Internal Revenue Service to distribute, apportion, or
allocate gross income, deductions, credits, or allowances
between related entities if the IRS determines that it is
necessary in order to prevent evasion of taxes or clearly to
reflect income.

In 1966, regulations were issued interpreting section
482 which generally provide that in any transaction among
members of a controlled group of corporations, the affiliate
receiving a benefit from a related corporation must make
adequate reimbursement for the benefit. The regulations
provide detailed standards for determining whether the
intercompany pricing arrangements are adequate--the rules
cover the pricing of sales of tangible property by one member
of a controlled group to another, the use by one affiliate of
the intangible property (patents, copyrights, trademarks,
know-how, etc.) owned by another, intercompany loans,
services provided by one affiliate to another, and other
intercompany transactions. The rules generally apply an
arm's-length standard--that is, they generally require that
the intercompany pricing be the same as the prices which
would be charged between two unrelated companies.3

This arm's-length standard is essentially the same
standard used by other countries to govern the intercompany
pricing arrangements of multinational corporate groups
operating within their jurisdiction. This method also is
used by those States which do not include foreign affiliates
in the combined report. Since these States generally
apportion (and thus tax) only the income of the U.S. members
of the group, it is important that the income of the U.S.
affiliates is not artificially diverted to non-taxed foreign

3 The House-passed version of the Revenue Act of 1962
contained an amendment to sec. 482 which provided special
rules for allocating taxable income arising from sales of
tangible property within a related group which includes
foreign corporations. The allocation was to be made by taking
into consideration that portion of the payroll, property,
expenses, and other factors of the group attributable to the
United States. Although this method is somewhat analogous to
the application of the unitary method on a combined reporting
basis, it was to be applied only with respect to income from
intercompany sales rather than with respect to the entire
operations ci the group. The provision was deleted from the
bill as finally enacted because the conferees agreed that
Treasury had the authority to prescribe under section 482
rules which would accomplish that objective, and Treasury was
directed to explore the possibility of promulgating
regulations which would do so. As noted above, the
regulations promulgated in response to this direction
generally adopted a different approach.
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affiliates. As a practical matter, these states rely on the
Internal Revenue Service to police the intercompany pricing
of multinationals. This method contrasts with the combined
reporting methods used by many states, under which
intercompany pricing is not relevant because the income and
deductions of the affiliated companies are combined and
apportioned pursuant to a formula. In much the same way,
intercompany pricing generally is not important for federal
tax purposes in the case of transactions between U.S.
corporations included in a consolidated return.

Allocation and apportionment of income and
deductions-

The rules for determining whether the income of a
taxpayer is from sources within or outside of the United
States are set forth in Code sections 861 through 864. As
indicated above, the source of taxable income is important in
the case of a U.S. corporation because its foreign tax credit
is limited to its pre-credit U.S. tax allocable to its
foreign source income, and it is important in the case of a
foreign corporation because its U.S. tax is based on its
income from U.S. sources.

These rules operate by first specifying a particular
source for the various items of gross income earned by the
taxpayer (interest and dividends received from U.S.
corporations generally are treated as U.S. source income;
income from the performance of services generally is sourced
where the services are performed, etc.). After the source of
the various items of gross int:ome has been determined,
taxable income from sources within and outside of the United
States is determined by deduc'Ang from each the expenses,
losses, and other deductions properly apportioned or
allocated to each, and a ratable part of any expenses,
losses, or other deductions which cannot definitely be
allocated to some item or class of gross income (Code secs.
861(b) and 862(b)).

The regulations (Treas. Reg. sec. 1.861-8) set forth
detailed rules for the allocation and apportionment of
deductions to U.S. and foreign source gross income. These
rules provide in certain circumstances for the apportionment
of deductions of a U.S. corporation on the basis of assets or
sales of all corporations within the controlled group,
including the foreign subsidiaries. The Tax Reform Act of
1986 (H.R. 3838) would, if enacted, require a U.S. affiliated
group to apportion interest expense and certain other
expenses as if the U.S. group were one corporation.

B. Worldwide Unitary Taxation Working Group

In response to concerns expressed by the U.S. business
community and major U.S. trading partners in connection with
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worldwide unitary combination, the Administration organized a
Cabinet Council on Economic Affairs (CCEA) Working Group in
July, 1983, to develop possible options and recommendations
on this issue. The CCEA Working Group was composed of
members of various Federal departments and agencies. The
working group issued a series of options to President Reagan
in September 1983, one option of which was its recommendation
to establish a working group which would include
representatives of the business community, Federal
Government, and State governments to study the issue further
and attempt to achieve coordinated solutions to the problems
created by the worldwide unitary method of taxation.

The Worldwide Unitary Taxation Working Group held
several meetings from its establishment in September 1983
through Hay 1984. The working group was unable to reach a
consensus on some issues, but it did establish a set of
principles that were intended to guide States in developing
legislation subjecting multinational corporations to State
income tax. The three principles on which the working group
reached a consensus are: (1) provide water's edge limitation
on unitary combination for both U.S. and foreign companies;
(2) increase Federal administrative assistance and
cooperation to assure full disclosure and accountability of
taxpayers; and (3) balance the competitiveness of U.S.
multinationals, foreign multinationals, and purely domestic
businesses.

In August 1984, the Secretary of the Treasury submitted
a report to President Reagan containing the three principles
agreed to by the working group, plus an explicit statement of
disagreement on two issues. The report indicated that the
three principles, other than the Federal assistance
principle, should be implemented on a State-by-State basis,
rather than by Federal legislation. The two issues on which
the working group was not able to achieve a consensus were
the proper tax treatment of foreign source dividends by the
States, and whether domestic corporations with predominantly
foreign operations (commonly referred to as "80/20
companies") should be includible in a unitary group. The
report indicated that those issues were to be resolved by
each State, taking into account the competitive balance
principle proposed by the group. Finally, the report
indicated that the Treasury Department would recommend to the
President that the Administration propose Federal legislation
that would require a water's edge limitation to the unitary
method if the States did not show sufficient progress by July
1985 in incorporating in legislative or administrative action
the principles set forth by the working group.

On July 8, 1985, the Treasury Department released
proposed legislative language designed to implement the
recommendations of the Working Group. Although parts of that
July 1985 proposal are incorporated in S. 1974, described in
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Part VI, below, S. 1974 differs substantively from that
proposal.

C. Recent State Legislative Action

When the Worldwide Unitary Taxation Working Group was
established, 12 States based their unitary method on some
form of worldwide combined reporting. At the present time,
all but three of these States, Alaska, Montana, and North
Dakota, have stopped requiring worldwide combined reporting.

California, the State with the longest experience in
worldwide combined reporting, is the most recent State to
modify its worldwide unitary method. California legislation
(SB 85), enacted September 5, 1986, allows corporations to
continue computing their State tax liability under either the
present law worldwide unitary method or under a new
*water's-edge" unitary method. Thus, corporations with a
unitary business in California can either continue to include
all affiliated corporations in the combined group or only
those corporations considered to be within the water's edge.
The legislation treats the following corporations as within
the water's edge: (1) any corporation eligible to be included
in a Federal consolidated return; (2) Domestic International
Sales Corporations and Foreign Sales Corporations (as defined
in Internal Revenue Code secs. 992(a) and 922, respectively);
(3) any corporation that has an average three-factor formula
(sales, property, and compensation) percentage of 20 percent
or more assignable to a location in the United States; (4)
any U.S. corporation other than a possessions corporation if
more than 50 percent of the stock is commonly controlled; (5)
any other corporation, but only to the extent of its income
derived from, or attributable to, U.S. sources and factors
assignable to U.S. locations, as computed under a separate
accounting; (6) Export Trade Corporations (as defined in sec.
971(a)); and (7) controlled foreign corporations (as defined
in sec. 957) but only to the extent of such corporations'
subpart F income (as defined in sec. 952). In addition, U.S.
branches of foreign banks are treated as separate
corporations. Corporations that elect the water's edge
unitary method are subject to a fee of .03 percent of their
sales, property, and payroll assignable to California. The
election also requires that corporations submit to certain
reporting requirements. Other provisions of the legislation
include a provision equivalent to IRC section 482, a 75
percent exclusion for certain foreign dividends in computing
apportionable income, and limits on the installment method of
accounting and reserve method for computing bad debts.

4 These States are Alaska, California, Colorado, Florida,
Idaho, Indiana, Massachusetts, Montana, New Hampshire, North
Dakota, Oregon, and Utah.
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III. FEDERAL LIMITATIONS ON STATE TAXATION
OF FOREIGN SOURCE INCOME

A. Constitutional Limitations

A number of recent Supreme Court cases are particularly
relevant to constitutional limitations on State income
taxation.

Moorman Mfg. Co. v. Bair, 437 U.S. 267 (1978)

Moorman dealt with the application of the unitary method
in connection with interstate, rather than foreign, commerce,
but it would appear to be of general application. The case
sustained Iowa's single-factor sales formula for apportioning
income against a constitutional challenge. The Court first
held that there had been no violation of the Due Process
Clause. The Court rejected Moorman's argument that it was
unconstitutionally taxed on the same income by both Iowa and
Illinois because Moorman could not prove, under a separate
accounting analysis, that Iowa taxed its out-of-State income.
The Court held that it was not necessary for a State's
apportionment formula 'to result in tax on no more than the
exact amount of income earned in the State. Generally, a
State tax would be upheld so long as there was at least a
minimal connection between the activities being taxed and the
values of the enterprise there. A single-factor formula
would presumptively meet the second test, unless there were
clear evidence in a particular case that the results were
grossly distorted. The Court ruled that Moorman had made no
such factual showing.

The Court also held that, in the absence of an actual
shoving of double taxation, it would not find that Iowa's
formula violated the Commerce Clause. The Court declined to
hold that the formula must be invalidated if there were a
mere possibility of double taxation, pointing out that this
would require the Court to prescribe in detail a single
uniform allocation formula by which all the States would be
bound. The Court did indicate, however, that the legislative
power granted to the Congress under the Commerce Clause would
amply justify the enactment of legislation requiring all
States to adhere to uniform rules for the division of income.

Japan Lines Ltd. v. County of Los Angeles,441 #.1S.1'3 '- 9TW)

In this case, the Court considered whether or not a
California property tax imposed an unconstitutional burden in
cases where the tax was imposed on ships' cargo containers
which were utilized exclusively in foreign commerce. The
containers were owned, based and registered abroad. In
finding that the tax was unconstitutional, the Court held
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that it was not enough that the tax meet the requirements
applicable to State taxation of instrumentalities of
interstate commerce: that the tax be on an activity with a
substantial nexus to the taxing State, be fairly apportioned,
be n ondiscriminatory, and be fairly related to services
provided by the State. Rather, the Court observed that there
were two additional considerations where instrumentalities of
foreign commerce were involved. First, multiple taxation was
a greater possibility because no one tribunal was available
to reconcile the claims of the competing taxing
jurisdictions. Second, the State tax might prevent the
United States from speaking with one voice when regulating
commercial relations with foreign governments. The Court
held that California tax failed both of these tests.

Mobil Oil Corp. v. Commissioner of Taxes of
VeraontF, ,5U.S. 425 (F1980F

Under the Vermont tax system, foreign source dividends
received by a U.S. corporation doing business in Vermont are
included in the income subject to apportionment pursuant to
Vermont's three-factor formula and the amount apportioned to
Vermont is subject to its corporate income tax. Mobil
challenged taxation by Vermont of the foreign source dividend
income received by Mobil from its affiliates. (These were
generally foreign corporations, although dividends from
Aramco, a U.S. corporation operating in Saudi Arabia, were
also involved.) Mobil argued that the dividend income should
instead be allocated in its entirety to New York, the State
of its corporate domicile. (Under New York lay, however, the
foreign dividend income would be exempt from State tax.)

The Court first held (citing Moorman) that the Vermont
tax did not violate the Due Process Clause of the
Constitution because there was at least a minimal connection
between Mobil's activities and Vermont and because there was
a rational relationship between the income attributed to
Vermont and the activities in Vermont. These criteria were
met with respect to the apportioned dividend income because
it represented the earnings of Mobil's unitary petroleum
business. In this regard, the Court looked to the underlying
activities of the subsidiaries.

The Court also held that the Vermont tax did not violate
the Interstate Commerce Clause of the Constitution because
the four criteria for State taxation (outlined above in the
discussion of Japan Lines) had been met. Mobil failed to
show that Vermont's apportionment resulted in double taxation
because New York did not tax the dividends. I1 the absence
of actual multiple taxation, the Court found no reason to
require Vermont to switch from its apportionment method to a
method which would allocate the dividends entirely to New
York.
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Further, the Court found no violation of the Foreign
Commerce clause. Mobil took the position that the dividends
should be taxable only in the jurisdiction of domicile, on an
analogy to Japan Lines, in which the Court had held that the
containers should only be taxable in Japan. The Court
observed, however, that Mobil's case did not involve
international double taxation; rather, Mobil was arguing that
double taxation might occur as among the states. However,
such double taxation would be within the power of the Court
to remedy, so the special considerations of Japan Lines on
this point were not applicable. The Court further-hdeclined
to hold that considerations of Federal tax policy required
Vermont not to tax the dividend income, in the absence of an
explicit directive from the Congress.

Mobil argued in its reply brief that, if its dividends
from its affiliates were to be included by Vermont in income
subject to apportionment, then the property, payroll and
sales of those affiliates should be taken into account in
determining the amount of income apportionable to Vermont.
(This method would be similar to the combined reporting
method then in effect in California.) The effect of
including the property, payroll and sales of the affiliates
in the apportionment fraction would have been to reduce the
income apportionable to Vermont, because the activities of
these affiliates were outside the state. However, the Court
held, on procedural grounds, that Mobil had waived its right
to advance this argument. Accordingly, the Court made no
decision as to whether this combined reporting would be
constitutionally required. This holding as to the procedural
posture of the case was in large part the basis of dissent by
Justice Stevens, who argued that consideration of the
property, payroll, and sales of affiliates in the
apportionment fraction would be required if Vermont sought to
tax Mobil's dividend income from those affiliates.

Exxon Corp.v. Wisconsin Dept. of Revenue,
447 U.S. 247 T1985)

Relying heavily on the Mobil case, the Supreme Court
held that Exxon's three separate functional departments
(exploration and development, refining, and marketing)
constituted a unitary business whose income was subject to
apportionment under Wisconsin law. Exxon had argued that
since its functional departments were separate profit centers
that had separate accounting and made intercorporate
transfers at market wholesale prices, and since only its
marketing function had contact with Wisconsin, its tax
liability to Wisconsin should be based upon the separate
accounting income of the marketing function (which incurred a
loss for the four years at issue).

The Court held that the application of Wisconsin's
appointment formula to the income of Exxon's entire group of
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functional departments did not violate the Due Process Clause
of the Constitution, which required that there be a minimum
nexus between Exxon's activities and the State of Wisconsin,
and that there be a rational relationship between the income
attributed to Wisconsin and the intrastate values of Exxon
within the State. The first requirement was met by virtue of
Exxon's marketing activities within the state. However,
Exxon argued that its separate accounting established that
the tax imposed under Wisconsin's apportionment formula was
out of all proportion to Exxon's business activities within
the State and, therefore, Wisconsin's apportionment formula
did not satisfy the second Due Process requirement.

The Court responded to Exxon's argument generally by
stating that separate accounting as a measure of an
enterprise's true income from within a State was not
constitutionally required because it may fall to account for
contributions to income from such things as centralized
management and economies of scale. The Court held that in
the case of a unitary business, apportionment is the
appropriate method of measuring the income that is reasonably
related to the activities conducted within the State. The
Court further held that in order to be excluded from the
apportionment formula, income must be earned in activities
unrelated to the activities carried on within the taxing
State. In making this determination the Court would look *to
the 'underlying economic realities of a unitary business' and
the income must derive from 'unrelated business activity'
which constitutes a 'discrete business enterprise.'"

Exxon made a second Due Process argument that its income
from the sale of crude oil and gas at the wellhead should be
allocated to the situs State rather than be subject to
apportionment. Wisconsin agreed to the extent the oil and
gas were sold to third parties. Therefore, the only issue
before the Court was the treatment of intercorporate sales of
crude oil and gas within Exxon itself. The Court held that
this activity was part of the unitary business and,
accordingly, the income should be included in the
apportionment formula. (The Court specifically stated that
it was not addressing the issue of whether the Due Process
Clause would require that the income from the third party
sales of crude oil and gas be allocated to the situs State
rather than apportioned.)

Further, the Court rejected Exxon's argument that the
Interstate Commerce Clause requires that Exxon's income from
exploration and production of oil and gas be allocated to the
situs state. Essentially, the Court held that those
qualities that make Exxon's activities a unitary business
also satisfy the requirements of the Commerce Clause that the
tax (1) be applied to an activity with a substantial nexus
with the taxing State, (2) be fairly apportioned, (3) not
discriminate against interstate commerce, and (4) be fairly
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related to the services provided by the State.

Container Corp. of America v. Franchise Tax Board, U.S. 103
S. Ct. 2T3317T'3Tl

In the case of a "unitary" business, the California tax
system applies a three-factor formula (property, payroll, and
sales) on a worldwide basis to determine the portion of the
worldwide income of a multinational enterprise that that
State subjects to tax. (California has repealed the
requirement that multinational enterprises use this method,
but only for taxable years beginning after 1987 (see
discussion below).) The Supreme Court held that that
California system, as applied to a multinational enterprise
headed by a domestic corporation, was not so inaccurate as to
violate the constitutional requirement of fair apportionment
under the Due Process and Commerce Clauses. The Court found
that the three-factor formula necessarily was imperfect, but
it found no evidence that the margin of error in that
three-factor furmula was greater than that inherent in
section 482-style separate accounting (the alternative that
the taxpayer contended was constitutionally mandated). In
addition, the Court found that, under the Foreign Commerce
Clause, the three-factor formula did not improperly impair
Federal uniformity and was not pre-empted by Federal law then
in effect. The Court did not address the application of the
California system to foreign-based multinational enterprises.

B. Prior Congressional Action

In response to U.S. Supreme Court decisions in the late
1950's upholding the power of States to tax income from
interstate commerce, Congress enacted Public Law 86-272 (15
U.S.C. secs. 381-384). That law provides that, in general,
no State or locality may impose an income tax on any person
engaged in interstate commerce if the only activities of the
person in the State are the solicitation of orders for
tangible personal property which are sent outside the State
for acceptance and are filled by shipment from outside the
State. For this purpose, a person is not treated as engaged
in a business within the State merely by reason of the sales
activities of independent contractors.

Subsequently, a number of bills were introduced which
would have mandated greater uniformity in the rules for State
taxation of corporations Two of these bills passed the
House of Representatives,5 but no further action was taken.

C. Recommendations of 1977 Ways and Means Task Force
on Foreign Source Income

5 H.R. 2158 (90th Cong.) and H.R. 7906 (91st Cong.).
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The Ways and Means Committee, in the Tax Reform Act of
1976, agreed to a number of major changes which would have
produced significant revisions in the taxation of foreign
source income. In addition, there were several other
proposed changes in the taxation of foreign source income
which were considered by the committee but which the
committee decided needed further study. Therefore, the
committee established a task force to analyze the issues
involved and to recommend to the full committee any
appropriate legislative changes. The proposals referred to
the task force included proposals to limit the manner in
which States could take into account the operations of
foreign affiliates of U.S. corporations.

The task force made the following recommendations with
respect to State taxation of foreign source income:

(1) Income of foreign affiliates not subject to Federal
income tax.--It was recommendedthat the Statei be precluded
from ta[-g into account, under the unitary method or any
other method, the income of foreign affiliates of
corporations doing business within the States until such time
as that income was subject to Federal income tax. (The
provisions of S. 1113 and S. 1974 prohibiting the application
of the unitary method on a worldwide combination basis
generally follow this recommendation, with further
limitations on taxation of foreign source dividends. See
Parts V. and VI. below.)

(2) Income of foreign affiliates subject to Federal
income tax.--It was recommended that no limitation be placed
on the power of States to apply the three-factor formula on a
domestic basis, under the unitary method or otherwise, to
income of foreign affiliates which had been excluded under
paragraph (1) above if and when such income became subject to
Federal income tax.

D. Treaties

U.S.-U.K. Treaty

As originally negotiated, Article 9(4) of the tax treaty
between the United States and the United Kingdom would have
prevented the Federal Government and the States from
extending the unitary method on a worldwide combination basis
to related foreign enterprises where the enterprise doing
business in the State was either a British enterprise or a

6 The task force was comprised of 10 members of the Ways and
Means Committee, with Mr. Rostenkowski as chairman. It
submitted its report on March 8, 1977.
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U.S. corporation controlled directly or indirectly by a
British enterprise. Thus, for example, if a U.S. branch of a
British corporation did business in a State, that State could
not apply the unitary method to combine the income (and
sales, payroll, and property) of any related foreign
enterprises (from the United Kingdom or any third country)
with those of that British corporation in determining the
income of its U.S. branch which is taxable by that State.
Alternatively, if the British corporation did not do business
in the State, but had a U.S. subsidiary doing business in the
State, that State, in dq termining the taxable income of that
U.S. subsidiary, could ot apply combined reporting
requirements to include the income (and the sales, payroll,
and property factors) of the British parent corporation or
other related foreign enterprises.

When t'ie treaty was first considered by the U.S. Senate,
Senator Church proposed a reservation which would have had
the effect of deleting from the treaty this provision as
applied to the States. The reservation lost on the Senate
floor by a vote of 34 yeas, 44 nays. However, the Senate
thereafter, by a vote of 49 yeas, 32 nays, failed to concur
in the proposed treaty containing the State taxation
provision by the required two-thirds vote (ratification would
have required an affirmative vote of 54 of the 81 Senators
voting). After the Treasury Department announced that it
would accept the treaty with a reservation deleting the
limitation on the States, the Senate reconsidered the treaty
and gave its advice and consent to ratification of the
treaty, subject to the Church reservation, by a vote of 82
eas, 5 nays. The reservation was subsequently incorporated
n a protocol to the treaty, which was approved by the Senate

on a unanimous vote of 98 yeas. In its report on the
protocol, the Senate Foreign Relationa Committeee urged the
tax-writing committees of the Congress to hold hearings 9n
the issues presented by Article 9(4) of the U.K. treaty.

On July 10, 1985, the British House of Commons approved
a measure that eventually would, on implementation, allow the
United Kingdom to deny tax credits to U.S. corporations that
have both U.K. subsidiaries and ties to one of the unitary
States of the Union.

U.S.-France treaty

The question of combined reporting requirements of U.S.

U.S. Exec. Rep. No. 96-5, 96th Cong., 1st Seas. 6 (1979).
The House Committee on Ways and Means held a public hearing
on the subject (H.R. 5076) on March 31, 1980. The Senate
Foreign Relations public committee held a hearing on the
subject on September 20, 1984.
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States also was discussed in an exchange of notes
accompanying a recent protocol to the tax treaty with France.
France took the position that for a French multinational
corporation with many subsidiaries in different countries to
have to suLmit its books and records for all of these
corporations to a State of the United States, in English,
imposes a costly burden. However, no provision regarding
this issue was incorporated into the protocol.

Other treaties

Income tax treaties which the United States has entered
into with other countries generally contain
"nondiscrimination" clauses which prohibit both the Federal
Government and the States from imposing on foreign taxpayers
heavier tax burdens than are imposed on similarly situated
domestic taxpayers. Limitations on State taxation also have
been included in a number of Friendship, Commerce, and
Navigation treaties of the United States. Of particular
relevance here is the commercial treaty with France signed
November 25, 1959 (TIAS 4625, 11 UST 2398), which provides in
part that companies of either country engaged in the business
in the other would not be subject to any form of taxation
upon capital, income, profits, or any other basis, except by
reason of their operations in that country or any other bases
of taxation directly related to their activities within that
country. This provision applies to political subdivisions
such as the States as well as to the two national
governments. Certain foreign-based multinational
corporations and certain foreign governments take the
position that provisions such as this prohibit the
application of the unitary method on a worldwide combination
basis in the case of foreign-based multinational covered by
the provisions.
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IV. ISSUES

Overview

Unlike the Federal Government, States generally tax
corporate income according to its source rather than the
residence or domicile of the corporate entity (exceptions are
made for certain passive income). Source-based taxation
requires that income arising within the State be separated
from income arising outside of the State. States that impose
a corporate income tax generally rely on formula
apportionment to allocate domestic income of multistate
enterprises among the States. By contrast, for purposes of
separating domestic from foreign source income, most States
rely on separate accounting rather than formula
apportionment. One issue before the Congress is whether the
three States that continue to use formula apportionment on a
worldwide basis should be required to use separate accounting
principles. A second issue is whether and to what extent the
States should be permitted to tax foreign source dividends
received by State-domiciled corporations. A third issue is
the appropriate balance between the States' right to tax and
the conduct of foreign policy.

Formula Apportionment vs. Separate Accounting

In general

Under separate accounting, a corporation (or a related
group of corporations) is required to treat in-state and
out-of-state operations as separate unrelated firms.
Movements of goods or intangibles between an in-state and an
out-of-state affiliate are treated as sales or licenses and
must be recorded at arm's-length prices. Similarly,
out-of-state affiliates must bear an appropriate share of
centralized management and other overhead costs, determined
on an arm's-length basis.

Under Federal tax principles, arm's-length prices are
measured by reference to comparable transactions between
unrelated parties where such comparable uncontrolled prices
("CUPs*) can be found. In practice, many products, or the
terms and conditions of their sale, are unique and no CUP can
be identified. Intangibles such as patents, copyrights,
trademarks, goodwill, and know-how present difficult pricing
problems. Moreover, the portion of overhead costs such as
central office expense, research, and interest expense that
would be borne by in-state and out-of-state affiliates acting
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as unrelated parties cannot be determined unambiguously.
8

By adopting formula apportionment of domestic income,
the States have sought to avoid conflict among themselves and
with taxpayers with respect to the determination of
arm's-length prices. Under domestic formula apportionment,
the combined domestic income of the in-state and out-of-state
affiliates comprising a unitary business need not be
accounted for separately on a State-by-State basis. Instead,
combined unitary income (other than items that are
specifically allocated) is apportioned between States
according to objective factors such as property, payroll, and
sales within each State.

While formula apportionment has achieved widespread
acceptance for purposes of domestic apportionment,
considerable controversy has arisen over its use by certain
States for separating domestic and foreign source income of
multinational corporations. Critics of "worldwide
combination" contend that it (1) apportions too much income
to domestic source and as a consequence results in double
taxation relative to separate accounting, and (2) imposes
substantial administrative costs.

Double taxation

Worldwide combination apportions more income to U.S.
source than separate accounting if the ratio of profit
(measured on a separate accounting basis) to apportionment
factors is higher abroad than in the United States. This can
occur, for example, if inputs such as property and payroll
are cheaper abroad, or if management systematically requires
higher profit ratios from offshore operations to compensate
for greater risks.

A Treasury study using taxpayer information for the 1980
tax year estimated that on a national basis, domestic source
income under worldwide combination would be 11.7 percent
greater than undur separate accounting.' Only in the

8 Robert Tannenwald states that, *Even when reported
transfer prices are reasonable or comparable market prices
are easily identifiable, separate accounting often fails
because it attempts to separate the inseparable. For
example, the very fact that an enterprise is vertically
integrated reduces its costs, so that its profits are
significantly greater than the sum of the profits its
components would earn if they were unaffiliated." See "The
Pros and Cons of Worldwide Unitary Taxation," Tax Notes
(November 12, 1984) p. 650. (Reprinted from tTie-New England
Economic Review.)
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finance, insurance and real estate industry group did
Treasury find that worldwide combination would apportion less
income to domestic source than separate accounting. Another
study using Commerce Department data for 1977 found that
domestic source income under worldwide combination would be
13.5 percent greater than separate accounting."' This study,
however, found greater interindustry variation and concluded
that excluding petroleum and coal producers, 0... 1977
taxable income of U.S.-based multinationals would have been
2.4 percent lower under the worldwide combination regime."

The empirical evidence described above supports the
contention that worldwide combination overstates domestic
source income in aggregate; however, the opposite result may
occur for particular companies and industries. If worldwide
combination results in overtaxation, separate accounting is
one possible remedy. Alternatively, the States that use
worldwide combination could modify their apportionment
formulas to reduce U.S. apportionment without abandoning the
principle of worldwide combined accounting.

Even if worldwide combination results in greater
domestic source income than separate accounting, U.S.-based
multinationals are not disadvantaged relative to
foreign-based multinationals with respect to U.S. operations
as long as the foreign parents of domestic companies are
included in the worldwide combined report.

Administrative burden

Critics of worldwide combination contend that it imposes
a heavy compliance burden on multinational corporations. For
example, the New York State Bar Association Tax Section
identifies the following compliance issues: *... (1) the need
to translate foreign currencies into United States currency;
(2) the unavailability of information needed to construct the
apportionment formula; (3) laws of foreign countries often
prevent the disclosure of information needed to construct the
apportionment formula; and (4) different accounting systems

9 U.S. Dept. of the Treasury, Office of Tax Analysis,
*Comparison of Various Options on the Treatment of
Dividends,* unpublished paper prepared for the use of the
Task Force of the Worldwide Unitary Taxation Working Group.
The study is limited to U.S. multinationals and their
controlled foreign corporations and excludes payroll factors.
(Text shows domestic base under separate accounting as 89.5
percent of worldwide combination which implies that the
domestic base under worldwide combination is 111.7 percent
(1/.895) of the separate accounting base.)

10 Tannenwald, Robert. 22. cit.
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in use in different countries AYst be conformed to a United
States tax accounting system.

Proponents of worldwide combination have noted that a
domestic-based multinational is required for Federal tax
purposes to provide most of the information that is required
for purposes of worldwide combined accounting, since the
Federal Government taxes income derived by U.S. corporation
on a worldwide basis and requires certain foreign
subsidiaries to file information returns with their U.S.
shareholder that contain information similar to that required
by worldwide unitary reporting. Thus, the additional
administrative burden imposed by the worldwide unitary method
is primarily attributable to foreign-based multinationals.

In addition, proponents observe that the separate
accounting principles in the Internal Revenue Code cause
significant administrative burden and uncertainty. A General
Accounting Office (GW9") study of the Federal taxation of
multinationals found,

wMaking income adjustments using the arm's length
standard has posed administrative burdens on both IRS
and corporate taxpayers. Because of the structure of
the modern business world, IRS can seldom find an arm's
length price on which to base adjustments but must
instead construct a price. A constructed price is at
best an estimate. Because Treasury regulations do not
provide sufficient guidance, corporate taxpayers lack
reasonable assurance concerning how income on
intercorporate transactions that cross national borders
will be adjusted and the enforcement process is
difficult and time-consuming for both IRS and
taxpayers."

Moreover, the separate accounting method in the Code
relies on formula apportionment to determine the source of
certain expenses (sec. 861 and Treas. Reg. sec. 1.882-5).
General and administrative expenses (G&A) and research
expenses are apportioned between U.S. and foreign source on
the basis of income or sales, and interest is apportioned on
the basis of income or assets. (Under the Tax Refom Act of

11 New York State Bar Association Tax Section, Committee on
Interstate Commerce, "Report on Legislation Prohibiting State
Taxation on a Worldwide Unitary Basis," Tax Notes (August,
25, 1986) pp. 817-824. Quoted material appears on page 821.
12 U.S. GAO, IRS Could Better Protect U.S. Tax Interest in
Determining the-Tncome ofMultinational o Crrations, GGD--
(September 30, 1981)p. v.
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1986, H.R. 3838, interest may be apportioned only on the
basis of assets.) In the case of possessions corporations,
income from intangibles may be apportioned between U.S. and
foreign source using one of two elective formulary methods
(sec. 936(h)). Thus proponents of worldwide combination
argue that the Federal tax system uses a mixture of separate
accounting and formula apportionment to determine the source
of income.

In addition, proponents of worldwide combination argue
that the State burden of administration could be increased if
the States are required to use separate accounting since the
States would have to apply rules similar to IRC section 482,
and information from related party transactions is not
available to the States (e.g., exchange of information
agreements generally do not include States, and
confidentiality of Federal information does not allow access
by States).

Critics respond that even if it is conceded that
separate accounting under Federal principles is not
inherently less burdensome than worldwide combination, since
U.S. companies must compute Federal tax liability in any
event, the States should not impose an additional compliance
burdens on taxpayers by requiring the use of an entirely
different method for sourcing income on State tax returns.
However, many States do not follow Federal tax rules with
respect to the taxation of wholly domestic firms. For
example, depreciation methods permitted by the States are
often less accelerated than the accelerated cost recovery
system enacted in 1981. Thus, the burden on taxpayers
resulting from differences in Federal and State tax rules may
not be sufficient reason to impose Federal restrictions on
the unitary method.

80/20 companies

For Federal tax purposes, 80/20 corporations are U.S.
corporations which derive at least 80 percent of income from
foreign sources as measured by Federal source rules. By
contrast, the 80/20 corporations referred to in the options
developed by the Worldwide Unitary Taxation Working Group are
U.S. corporations with at least 80 percent of property and
payroll outside of the United States. The July 1984 report
of the Worldwide Unitary Taxation Working Group expressed a
consensus among participants that separate accounting should
be adopted by the States. However, participants disagreed
about the appropriate treatment of 80/20 companies under
separate accounting principles.

The arguments for and against worldwide combination
generally apply with equal force to the question of whether
80/20 companies should be included in the combined taxable
income of a unitary business. A number of States that

67-908 0 - 87 - 2
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generally support the use of Federal tax principles for
separating domestic and foreign source income (i.e., the
water's-edge principle), nevertheless wish to reserve the
right to apportion the income of 80/20 companies. Critics of
worldwide combination believe that Federal tax principles
should be followed consistently.

Taxation of Foreign Source Dividends

While only three States currently employ worldwide
combinatioT, 27 States tax to some extent foreign source
dividends. Thus, many more States would be affected by a
Federal limitation on the right of States to tax foreign
source dividends than. by a limitation on worldwide
combination.

State taxation of foreign source dividends is a notable
exception from the general principle of taxing income
according to its source. The taxation of foreign source
dividends varies significantly from State to State. Some
States allocate while others apportion dividends. In either
case, the inclusion of foreign source dividends in the State
income tax base may result in multiple corporate-level
taxation of the income giving rise to the dividend. This may
occur because foreign source dividends are paid out of income
which may be subject to foreign income tax, and the dividend
itself may be subject to foreign withholding tax at the time
of repatriation. Unlike the Federal Government, the States
do not provide a tax credit for foreign taxes deemed paid
with respect to foreign source dividends to prevent double
corporate-level taxation.

State taxation of foreign source dividends has been
criticized on the grounds that it can result in a higher tax
burden being imposed on U.S.-based relative to foreign-based
multinationals. To the extent that this occurs, U.S.-based
multinationals arguably are at a competitive disadvantage
compared to foreign multinationals.

Proponents of State taxation of foreign source income
argue that (1) there is no constitutional prohibition against
such taxation, (2) companies are free to switch State
domicile to avoid such tax, (3) restricting the State right
to tax foreign source income will result in higher taxes on
domestic corporations, and (4) State practices do not harm
national interests.

13 Statement of John D. LaFaver, Chairman, Multistate Tax
Commission, before the Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt
Management, U.S. Senate Committee on Finance, September 29,
1986.
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Proponents also contend that State tax rules allow
deductions for costs such as G&A, research, and interest
which generate income from foreign subsidiaries.
Consequently, inclusion of foreign source dividends in the
State tax base is necessary to match income and expense.
Critics of the State view argue that Federal tax principles
require apportionment of certain U.S.-incurred overhead
expenses to foreign sources, and that the States can achieve
matching of income and expense without including foreign
source dividends by following Federal source principles.

S. 1113 and S. 1974 would require partial or, in some
cases, complete exclusion of intercorporate foreign source
dividends from State taxation. These bills appear to strike
a compromise between allowing States to tax fully foreign
source dividends and requiring that such dividends be
excluded from State taxation. Critics contend that no tax
policy principles justify the arbitrary formulas for
determining the exclusion percentages in these bills.

Foreign Policy Considerations

A number of the nation's leading trading partners have
expressed substantial concern about the use by certain States
of worldwide combined reporting. In addition, threats of
retaliation have been made. In part as a response to foreign
policy considerations, the Worldwide Unitary Taxation Working
Group was established in 1983 under the President's
directive. Following the report of the Working Group in July
of 1984, some States have repealed worldwide combination,
most notably California. However, retention of worldwide
combination by three States may be a source of continuing
international friction that could adversely affect trade and
treaty negotiations.

By contrast, foreign governments do not appear to be
very concerned about the U.S. tax treatment of foreign source
dividends, presumably because such taxes fall primarily on
U.S.-based rather than foreign-based multinationals. Thus,
the imposition of Federal limitations on State taxation of
foreign source dividends is unlikely to have any significant
effect on the conduct of U.S. international economic policy.
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V. DESCRIPTION OF S. 1113

(Senator Mathias)

A. Prohibition of Worldwide Combination

The first part of S. 1113 generally would prohibit the
States (or their political subdivisions) from taking into
account, through the application of a worldwide unitary
combination method or by any other method, the income of
foreign affiliates of corporations doing business within the
States and unless that income is subject to Federal income
tax. The corporation doing business within, and subject to
tax by, the State generally would be a corporation organized
under U.S. law, but it also could be a foreign corporation
operating through a U.S. branch. In the following discussion
of S. 1113, the term "taxable corporation" is used to refer,
in either case, to the corporation doing business in the
State.

As an exception to this general rule, the State or
locality may include in the income of a U.S. corporation any
income of a foreign corporation which is includible in the
U.S. corporation's income for Federal purposes under the
income tax provisions of the Code. For example, tax haven
income of a controlled foreign corporation which under
subpart F (Code secs. 951-964) is includible 1 the U.S.
corporation's income for Federal tax purposes also could be
taxed at the State or local level (subject, however, to the
bill's special rules regarding dividend income discussed in
the following section).

The legislative proposal thus would prohibit, for
example, the use of the worldwide combination method of
reporting. Under that method, the income of foreign
affiliates of a corporation subject to tax in a State is
included in total income subject to apportionment if the
activities of the two corporations are part of a unitary
business. (The property, payroll, "nd sales of foreign
corporations frequently are taken into account also in
determining the amount of income apportionable to a State
using the worldwide combination method of reporting.) This
part of S. 1113 would not affect the application of the

14 Under subpart F, a foreign corporation generally is a
controlled foreign corporation (CFC) if more than 50 percent
of the voting power is held by "United States shareholders,'
that is, U.S. persons each of whom owns at least 10 percent
of the voting power. The U.S. shareholders generally are
required to include currently in their income (as a
constructive dividend) their pro rata shares of certain
undistributed tax haven and passive income of the CFC.
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unitary method by those States which generally do not include
the operations of foreign affiliates in the combined report.
However, to the extent that such States actually tax foreign
earnings when they are received as dividends, the provisions
of S. 1113 regarding dividends received from foreign
affiliates (discussed below) would apply.

For purposes of the bill, an "income tax" is defined as
any tax which is imposed on, according to, or in relation to
an amount measured by net income. Thus, for example, a tax
on tle privilege of doing business in a State in a corporate
form which is measured by net income would be an income tax.
For purposes of determining whether the taxable corporation
and a foreign corporation are affiliated, the bill defines
the term "affiliated group" to mean a common parent
corporation and one or more chains of corporations connected
through stock ownership with the common parent corporation.

Certain corporations organized under U.S. law would be
treated as foreign corporations for purposes of the bill,
and, thus, their income generally could not be taken into
account in determining the liability of the taxable
corporation. A domestic corporation generally would be
treated as foreign if less than 20 percent of its gross
income for the preceding three years was from sources within
the United States. (Such corporations generally are referred
to as "80/20 companies"). Included in this category would be
possessions corporations (Code sec. 936).

B. Exemption for Dividends from Foreign Sources

The bill also would prescribe a partial or complete
exemption for dividends received by U.S. corporations from
(1) foreign corporations and (2) U.S. corporations 80 percent
of whose income is from foreign sources. These exemptions
apply whether or not the corporations paying and receiving
the dividends are affiliated.

Dividends from foreign corporations.--In the case of
dividends received from a foreign corporation, the bill would
provide that the amount of income to be taken into account
may not exceed the lesser of (1) the actual amount of the
dividend received, net of any foreign income taxes on the
income but not reduced by foreign withholding taxes, or (2) a
formula amount intended to take into account foreign taxes
imposed on the diy¥dend or on the income from which the
dividend is paid.

15 The following discussion assumes that the taxable
corporation elects to credit, rather than deduct, foreign
income taxes and that it has the 10-percent or larger
interest in the foreign corporation required in order to

(Footnote continued)
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The net effect of this limitation would be that where
the aggregate rate of foreign income taxes paid by a U.S.
corporation with respect to the dividends it receives from
its foreign subsidiaries (grossed up by the foreign income
taxes paid by the foreign subsidiaries which are attributable
to the earnings distributed to the U.S. parent corporation)
equal or exceed the present 46-percent U.S. Federal income
tax rate, no part of the dividends received by the U.S.
corporation from its foreign subsidiaries could be taxed by a
State. Where the aggregate foreign tax rate is less than 46
percent, a proportionate part of the dividends would be
exempt from State income tax (if the foreign rate is half of
the Federal rate, half the grossed-up foreign dividends would
be exempt; if the foreign rate is one-quarter of the Federal
rate, one-quarter of the grossed-up foreign dividends would
be exempt, etc.). Since many U.S. corporations pay (or are
deemed to have paid) foreign income tax with respect to
dividends from foreign subsidiaries at rates comparable to
the 46-percent U.S. Federal income tax rate (determined on an
overall basis for all dividends received by the U.S.
corporation from foreign affiliates), it can be expected
that, for many U.S. corporations, the bill would exempt from
State income taxes most if not all of the dividends they
receive from foreign corporations. (However, under the Tax
Reform Act of 1986 (H.R. 3838), the Federal coporate income
tax rate is reduced to 34 percent after 1987.)

The formula limitation is determined as follows: The
first step under the formula is to determine the "grossed up"
amount of the dividend by adding to the amount of the
dividend the foreign income taxes paid by the distributing
foreign corporation which are attributable to the dividend.
This "grossed up" dividend amount is then multiplied by a
fraction to determine the portion of the dividend to be
excluded in determining the U.S. corporation's liability
under the formula. The fraction takes into account not only
the particular dividend under consideration but all dividends
received during the year from foreign corporations by the
U.S. corporation. The numerator of the fraction is the sum
of (1) the foreign taxes, imposed on the income of the foreign
corporations from which the dividends are paid and (2) any
additional foreign tax withheld on the payment of the
dividends to the U.S. corporation. The denominator of the
fraction is the grossed-up amount of all foreign dividends
multiplied by 46 percent, the highest corporate rate
presently in effect at the Federal level.

15(continued)
claim the foreign tax credit for taxes paid by the foreign
corporation which are attributable to the dividend (see Code
secs. 902 and 960).
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The operation of this formula is illustrated in the
following example. Suppose that a foreign country imposes a
net corporate income tax at a flat rate of 23 percent (half
the current U.S. Federal rate) and imposes no withholding tax
on the distribution of dividends. A foreign corporation
earns $100 in that country, pays the foreign income tax of
$23, and remits the remaining $77 to the U.S. corporation
whose State tax liability is to be determined. The actual
amount of the dividend is thus $77. The amount taxable under
the formula is determined as follows. First, the $77
received is grossed up to include the $23 of foreign tax
imposed on the income from which it was paid, for a total of
$100. The portion to be excluded is determined by
multiplying the grossed-up dividend amount ($100) by a
fraction, the numerator of which is $23, the foreign tax
paid, and the denominator of which is $46, t 4 maximum U.S.
corporate rate of tax on the $100 of income. The resulting
product is $50 ($100 X $23/$46), the excludable amount (half
the grossed-up dividend). Thus, $50 ($100 minus the excluded
$50) is subject to tax under the formula. Because this is
less than $77 actually received, the State may not include
more than $50, the amount determined under the formula, of
the dividend in the U.S. corporation's income.1

If the foreign country's tax rate had been 46 percent,
then the actual dividend received by the taxable corporation
would have been $54. The grossed-up dividend under the
formula would have been $100 ($54 plus $46). The excluded
amount would have been $100 ($100 multiplied by $46/$46).
Thus, none of the dividend would have been subject to tax by

4

16 The 5-percent surtax imposed on certain corporate income
(to phase out the benefit of graduated corporate rates) is
sregarded under the formula in S. 1113.)
The actual amount of a dividend may be smaller than the

formula amount if the taxable corporation also receives other
dividends during the taxable year. This may be illustrated
by returning to the example in which the foreign country
imposed a 23 percent tax on corporate income and assuming
that the U.S. corporation also received a dividend of $900
from another foreign affiliate during the year from which a
foreign income tax of 5 percent ($45) was withheld. Under
the formula, the grossed-up amount of the first dividend
($100) would be multiplied by a fraction, the numerator of
which is the total foreign income taxes paid ($23 plus $45,
or $68), and the denominator of which is 46 percent of the
total grossed-up dividends (46 percent cf the sum of $100 and
$900, or $460). The excludable amount would thus be the
product of $100 and $68/$460, or $15, and the taxable amount
under the formula would be $85 ($100 minus $15). In this
case, the actual amount of the dividend ($77) would be less

(Footnote continued)
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the State.

The operation of these provisions is illustrated by the
following example which compares the total income tax burden
(State, Federal, and foreign) on $100 of income earned by a
U.S. company with the total tax burden under the bill on $100
of income earned by a foreign affiliate of the U.S. company
and paid to the U.S. company as a dividend. The State tax
rate is 10 percent. In the case of U.S. operations, the U.S.
tax base is $90 after deduction of State tax of $10.

Taxation of Taxation of forign source
operations in dividends at different
United States foreign tax rates

only

Zero 23% 46% 50%
Foreign tax ................... 0 0 $23 $46 $50
Net U.S. tax (46%) ............ $41.40 $41.40 20.70 0 0
State tax (10%) ........... .10 10 5 0 0

Total taxes ................ .1.40 51.40 40.70 49 5U

This example shows that under S. 1113 the total (State,
Federal, and foreign) income tax burden of the foreign
affiliate declines as the foreign income tax rises from zero
to 46 percent.

Foreign source dividends from 80/20 companies (other
than sec. 96 corporations).--Tn'the case of foreign source
aTTde-ndsr- elvedfrom an 80/20 company other than one
making an election under Code section 936, the bill would
limit the amount of income permitted to be taken into account
under the same rules applicable to dividends from a foreign
corporation (discussed immediately above), applied separately
to the 80/20 dividends and modified as follows: First, the
numerator of the fraction used in computing the formula
limitation would include, in addition to any foreign taxes
withheld on the payment of dividends by the 80/20 company
(and any other 80/20 companies paying dividends to the U.S.
corporate recipient during the year), foreign income taxes
paid or deemed paid by the 80/20 company (and any other 80/20
companies paying dividends to the U.S. corporation during the

17 (continued)
than the formula amount, and would be the maximum subject to
State or local tax. As to the $900 dividend, the actual
amount of the dividend is $900. Under the formula, the
exclusion is the product of $900 and $68/$460, or $133. Thus
the formula limit is $767, which is less than $900 and thus
would apply. The total amount which could be incl~ided in the
U.S. corporation's income with respect to the two dividends
would be $844 ($77 plus $767).
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year), in the same propurtion with respect to the accumulated
profits of each 80/20 :ompany which the amount of the
dividend bears to the amount of those accumulated profits in
excess of all income taxes (other than those deemed paid).
This modification ensures that, in the case of dividends paid
by 80/20 companies, the numerator of the fraction includes
all foreign taxes imposed on the income of 80/20 companies
from whitih the dividends are paid. This additional inclusion
of foreign taxes in the numerator is not conditioned upon the
dividend recipient's ownership of 10 percent or more of the
dividend payor's voting stock, as is the inclusion in the
numerator of deemed paid foreign taxes in the case of
dividends from foreign corporations.

Second, the dividend amount taken into account in the
denominator of the fraction is grossed up by the additional
foreign taxes just described. Third, the dividend amount
multiplied by the fraction is grossed up by the portion of
the additional foreign taxes just described that was actually
paid or deemed paid by the dividend payor (as opposed to
other dividend-paying 80/20 companies in which the U.S.
corporate recipient owns stock).

Foreign source dividends from section 936 companies.--A
separate rule would apply to exempt foreign source dividends
received from an 80/20 company which makes an election under
Code section 936 (a "section 936 company"). Unlike the rules
which would apply to dividends from other 80/20 companies and
foreign corporations, relief under this provision does not
depend on the amount of foreign income taxes which the
dividend bears. A State or locality would not be permitted
to take into account the amount of any dividend received from
a section 936 company to the extend. that the recipient
corporation is allowed a dividends received deduction under
the Code. The dividends received deduction for dividends
paid by a section 936 company generally is equal to 100
percent of the dividend.

C. Other Rules

Foreign taxes for which a credit is allowed under the
Code's creditability rules (Code sec. 901) would be the only
foreign taxes to be taken into account in applying the
foregoing rules.

The bill would not subject any dividend, other income
item or portion thereof to taxation, if that taxation is
otherwise prohibited by any law, or rule of law, of the
United States.

D. Effective Date

The provisions of S. 1113 would apply to taxable periods
(under State or local law) beginning after December 31, 1986.
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VI. DESCRIPTION OF S. 1974
(Senators Wilson, Mathias, and Hawkins)

S. 1974 was introduced at the request of the
Administration. While its language in some respects follows
draft language issued on July 8, 1985, by the Treasury
Department to implement the recommendations of the Worldwide
Unitary Taxation Working Group, S. 1974 differs in several
major ways from the Working Group recommendations. (A
companion bill, H.R. 3980, was introduced in the House of
Representatives by Mr. Duncan.)

A. Prohibition of Worldwide Unitary Method

The bill generally would bar imposition by any State of
an income tax on any taxpayer on a worldwide unitary basis.
(In this respect, the bill differs from the Working Group
recommendation, which would have allowed Federally obtained
tax information to only those States that do not use the
worldwide unitary method, but which would not have barred use
of that method.) The bill defines worldwide unitary basis to
mean that, in computing its State income tax liability, a
corporation would take into account the income of another
corporation, unless that second corporation both is a member
of the same co,rolled group of corporations (control
generally being defined as more than 50-percent common
ownership) and is one of five kinds of corporations that may
be part of a "water's edge group" (described below).

In two cases, however, a State could impose income tax
on a worldwide unitary basis. First, if a taxpayer makes an
unconditional election to be taxed on a worldwide unitary
basis, a State may permit a taxpayer to be taxed on that
basis. Second, a State may impose tax on a worldwide unitary
basis if (1) the taxpayer materially fails to comply with
certain compliance provisions of this bill, discussed below,
or with the legal or procedural requirements of the State's
income tax laws, or (2) neither the taxpayer nor the
government of the relevant foreign country provides to the
State, within a reasonable period after proper request,
material information relating to the determination of the
taxpayer's income on transactions between the taxpayer (or a
related corporation within the water's edge group) and any
related corporation that is not in the water's edge group.

The bill defines income tax to include any State
franchise or other tax which is imposed upon or measured by
the income of the taxpayer.

B. Foreign Source Dividends

As to dividends received by corporations from
corporations outside the water's edge group, a State (other
than the State of commercial or legal domicile of the
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corporation receiving the dividends) would not require the
inclusion in income, for State income tax purposes, of more
than an "equitable portion" (a defined term) of any such
dividend. (The Unitary Working Group did not take a position
on this issue.) For this purpose, a State will not be
considered to include in its income base more than an"equitable portion" of dividends from corporations outside
the water's edge group if it satisfies any of three tests.

First, it will satisfy this "equitable portion"
requirement if it excludes from its income base at least 85
percent of those dividends (the same percentage as the
current Federal deduction for dividends received from
non-80-percent owned corporations, which applies generally to
dividends from U.S. corporations but only in limited
circumstances to dividends from foreign corporations).
Second, it will satisfy this requirement if it excludes from
its income base the portion of the dividend that effectively
bears no Federal income tax by virtue of the foreign tax
credit. This method is like that mandated by S. 1113,
described above. Third, it will satisfy this requirement if
it adopts a method of taxation, pursuant to regulations to be
promulgated by the Secretary, that, considering all the facts
and circumstances, results in an equitable apportionment of
the dividend to the State substantially similar to the 85
percent exclusion or the exclusion that is analogous to the
foreign tax credit. This provision does not permit State
taxation of any dividend not subject to State taxation prior
to enactment of the bill.

This limitation on taxation of dividends would apply not
only to dividends from related parties, but also to portfolio
dividends earned from passive investments, including
portfolio dividends from foreign corporations.

C. Water's rdge Group

As indicated above, five kinds of corporations make up
the water's edge group (that can be taxed under a combined
unitary reporting method under the bill). The first kind of
corporation in the water's edge group is a U.S. corporation,
including a corporation that has made an election under
section 936 (which primarily benefits Puerto Rico) to be
treated as a possessions corporation. Under ark exception
described below, some U.S. corporations whose U.S. activities
are below certain thresholds are excluded from the water's
edge group. The second kind is a Foreign Sales Corporation
entitled to certain U.S. tax benefits on sales of export
roperty (described in sec. 922 of the Code). The third kind
s a corporation organized in Puerto Rico, Guam, American

Samoa, or the U.S. Virgin Islands.

The fourth kind of corporation included in the water's
edge group is a foreign corporation with substantial U.S.
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presence. To come within the water's edge group under this
test, the foreign corporation must be subject to State income
tax in at least one State by virtue of its business
activities there. In addition, before it becomes a member of
the water's edge group under this test, the foreign
corporation must have activities in the United States rising
to a certain dollar threshold or a percentage threshold.
Under the dollar threshold, a foreign corporation becomes
eligible for inclusion in the water's edge group if it has,
assignable to one or more locations in the United States, at
least $10 million in compensation payments made by it for
services rendered during its most recent Federal taxable
year, sales or purchases of at least $10 million to or from
unrelated parties during its most recent Federal taxable
year, or property (other than stock or securities of a
corporation) with an aggregate original cost of at least $10
million. A corporation comes within the water's edge group
if the average of the percentages of the foreign
corporation's property (based on its aggregate original
cost), compensation payments made for personal services
(determined for its most recent Federal taxable year), and
sales (determined for its most recent Federal taxable year)
that are assignable to one or more locations in the United
States is at least 20 percent.

The fifth kind of corporation that can be a member of a
water's edge group is a foreign corporation that neither
performs substantially independent activities nor is subject,
under standards established and regulations to be prescribed
by the Secretary, to substantial foreign tax on its net
income. Corporations included under this fifth test are
sometimes referred to a *tax haven* corporation. To be
included in the water's edge group under this fifth test, a
foreign corporation must be a member of a controlled group
that includes a 'reporting corporation' (described below to
include corporations with substantial foreign activities or
substantial worldwide assets). In addition, a corporation,
to be included in the water's edge group under this fifth
test, must either carry on no substantial economic activity
or make at least 50 percent of its sales, 50 percent of its
payments for expenses other than payments for intangible
property, or 80 percent of all of its payments for expenses
to one or more related corporations that are in the water's
edge group by virtue of the first four tests.

For the purpose of determining whether a U.S.
corporation is in the water's edge group, a provision of the
bill *mirrors' the $10 million/20 percent rule that applies
to foreign corporations. Under th is mirrored rule, a
corporation is treated as a foreign corporation if it
sat isfies both a dollar amount test and a percentage test. A
U.S. corporation satisfies the dollar amount test if it has,
assignable to one or more locations in the United States,
less than $10 million in compensation payments made by it for
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services rendered in its most recent Federal taxable year,
sales or purchases of less than $10 million to or from
unrelated parties during its most recent Federal taxable
year, and property (other than stock or securities of a
corporation) with an aggregate original cost of less than $10
million. A U.S. corporation satisfies the percentage test
for this purpose if the average of the percentage of its
property (based on aggregate original costs), compensation
payments for personal services (determined for its most
recent Federal taxable year), and sales (determined for its
most recent Federal taxable year) that are assignable to one
or more locations in the United States is less than 20
percent. This exception could effectively eliminate
possessions corporations (sec. 936) from the water's edge
group, depending on the determination of the situs of sales
of property produced in a U.S. possession such as Puerto Rico
and sold into the mainland.

U.S. corporations that are outside the water's edge
group under this percentage test are sometimes called 080/200
companies. (These 80/20 companies are to be distinguished
from so-called 80/20 corporations for Federal income tax
purposes (described in Code sec. 861(a)(2)(A)), whose
interest and dividend payments are generally treated as
foreign source under present law. For Federal purposes, the
percentage test is based on gross income rather than
pro erty, payroll, or sales.) The Working Group took no
roiion on-Vhether these 80/20 companies should be
ncludible in a water's edge group.

In certain circumstances, a U.S. branch of a foreign
corporation will be treated as a separate U.S. corporation.
First, if the branch of a foreign corporation is engaged in a
commercial banking business, it will be treated as a separate
U.S. corporation. For this purpose, a branch is engaged in
the commercial banking business if the predominant part of
its business consists of receiving deposits or making loans
and discounts, and it is subject to supervision and
examination by State or Federal authorities having
supervision over banking institutions. Second, regulations
may provide that domestic branches of foreign corporations in
specified industries other than banking will be treated as
separate U.S. corporations.

D. Reporting Requirements

The bill provides detailed information reporting
requirements. (As mentioned previously, a corporation which
fails to materially provide the required information may be
taxed by a State using a worldwide unitary basis.) A
reporting corporation (defined below) must file with the IRS,
within 180 days of the due date (including extensions) of its
Federal income tax for the taxable year, a return disclosing
information relating to its State income tax returns for
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State taxable years ending with or within its taxable years
for Federal income tax purposes. This return is to include
the reporting corporation's income tax liability, each State
in which it is liable to pay tax, its income subject to tax
in each State, the method of calculation by which the
reporting corporation computed and allocated its income
subject to tax by each State, and a list of related
corporations that have engaged in transactions with the
reporting corporations (and the affiliates) aggregating $1
million or more. In addition, the reporting corporation is
to furnish such other related information as the Secretary
may by regulation prescribe.

If a reporting corporation is the common parent of an
affiliated group, in filing the return described immediately
above, it is to include the required information with respect
to each includible corporation in its affiliated group. If a
reporting corporation is a member of a controlled group that
includes a foreign corporation that does not carry on
substantial economic activity (or that deals primarily with
related parties) and that is not subject to substantial
foreign net income tax, but is not required to file a Federal
income tax return, then that foreign corporation is
considered to be a member of the affiliated group of which
the reporting corporation is a common parent. No double
reporting is required under this rule.

The bill defines a reporting corporation to mean a
corporation that is required to file a Federal income tax
return for the taxable year and that satisfies either a level
of foreign activities test or a level of total activities
test. A corporation satisfies the level of foreign
activities test if it makes aggregate payments of at least
$10 million as compensation for services rendered outside the
United States during the taxable year, owns foreign assets
with an aggregate original cost of at least $10 million, or
has gross sales occurring outside the United States of at
least $10 million during the taxable year. It satisfies the
level of total activities test if it is subject to tax in at
least two States, and owns total assets with an aggregate
original cost of at least $250 million, at least $10 million
of which are located in the United States. The Secretary is
authorized to increase dollar thresholds for this purpose and
to allocate compensation payments, property, or sales to (or
among) foreign countries. The bill provides for the
aggregation of compensation paid by, property owned by, or
sales made by related members of corporate groups in
determining whether the $10 million or $250 million test is
met. In addition, a U.S. branch of a foreign corporation
engaged in the commercial banking business in the United
States is treated as a separate U.S. corporation for purposes
of applying these reporting provisions.

If the information return or any information reflected
V
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thereon is disclosed or made available to a State tax agency
or to any common agency (defined to mean a joint or common
agency, body, or commission which has been designated under
the laws of four or more States to represent those States
collectively in the administration of the corporate income
tax laws of those States, and which has executed a
nondisclosure agreement) in which the State participates,
such as potentially, the Multistate Tax Commission, the
return is to be treated (if the State law so provides) as if
originally filed with that State for the purpose of
imposition of the State's criminal or civil penalties for
negligence, fraud, or material understatement of income or of
tax liability. Except as provided by State law, treatment of
the return as a State return will not extend or otherwise
affect any State's statute of limitations.

The bill provides a $1,000 penalty for failure to comply
substantially with the information reporting requirement.
The bill provides that, 90 days after mailing notice of
failure to comply, continuing failures are subject to
additional penalties of $1,000 for each 30-day period. The
total penalty for one continuing failure cannot exceed
$25,000.

I. Disclosure of Federal Information

The bill amends the Internal Revenue Code rules
overnin9 the confidentiality and disclosure of tax
information. The bill provides that upon compliance with
certain procedures and requirements (described below), return
information with respect to the income tax, the
self-employment tax, the consolidated return rules, the
estate and gift taxes, the Federal Insurance Contributions
Act, the Federal Unemployment Tax Act, wage withholding,
retail excise taxes, manufacturer's excise taxes, the excise
tax on undistributed income of real estate investment trusts,
the windfall profit tax on domestic crude oil, the excise
taxes on distilled spirits, wines and beer, the excise taxes
on certain tobacco products, and the excise tax on the use of
certain highway motor vehicles shall be open to inspection by
or disclosure to any State tax agency for the purposes of
(but only to the extent necessary for the administration of)
the State's tax laws. The same treatment applies to return
information obtained by the Internal Revenue Service from a
foreign government or agency or department thereof under the
exchange of information provisions of any tax treaty or any
Caribbean Basin Initiative exchange of information agreement.
Information obtained under tax treaties or Caribbean Basin
Initiative agreements is to be open to the examination or
disclosure only to the extent that the treaty or agreement
permits such disclosure.

The staff is unaware of any treaty or agreement that now
permits disclosure of tax information to State taxing
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authorities. The bill would amend the requirements for
exchange of information agreements under the Caribbean Basin
Initiative legislation so ihat such exchange of information
agreements must provide for the exchange of such information
as may be necessary and appropriate to carry out and enforce
the tax laws of the several States of the United States.

Return information described above that relates to a
taxpayer that is either a reporting corporation or a member
of an affiliated group that also includes a reporting
corporation is to be open to disclosure to or inspection by
any qualifying common agency such as, potentially, the
Multistate Tax Commission.

Except as provided by regulations, inspection is to be
permitted or disclosure made to State officials only upon
written request by the head of the State tax agency or the
common agency, and only to personnel listed in that written
request. In no event is disclosure to be made to the
Governor of the State or to a person who is not an employee
or legal representative of the agency. Disclosure may be
made to a person listed in regulations prescribed by the
Secretary as necessary in connection with processing,
storage, programming, and the like, for purposes of tax
administration (under sec. 6103(n) of the Code). There is to
be no disclosure to the extent that the Secretary determines
that disclosure would identify a confidential informant or
seriously impair a tax investigation.

A State agency or common agency obtaining returns or
return information described above may disclose those returns
or return information to a State tax agency of an other State
so long as that other agency has entered into a nondisclosure
agreement with the Secretary that prohibits the disclosure of
those returns or return information or of any data,
information, or conclusion extracted from or based upon these
returns or return information except for the purposes and
under the conditions provided in the Internal Revenue Code
provision governing confidentiality and disclosure of return
and return information (sec. 6103). The required
nondisclosure agreement is to contain such terms and
conditions as the Secretary may prescribe.

These returns or return information obtained by a State
tax agency are to be open to inspection by or disclosure to
officers and employees of a State audit agency for the sole
purpose of making an audit of the State tax agency. State
audit agencies are not to have access to return information
obtained under a treaty or a Caribbean Basin Initiative
Agreement. For this purpose, a State audit agency is any
State agency, body, commission, or entity which is charged
under the laws of the State with the responsibility of
auditing State revenues and programs.

it. Effective Date

The bill would be effective for taxable years beginning
after 1986.
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Senator CHAFEE. I want to welcome everyone here this morning.
This is a hearing before the Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt
Management on the unitary tax; and we are going to hear testimo-
ny on two bills which would restrict the use of the worldwide uni-
tary method of taxation by the States, S. 1113, introduced by Sena-
tor Mathias, and S. 1974, introduced by Senator Wilson.

Under the unitary tax methods, a State determines a company's
State tax liability based upon the worldwide income of the compa-
ny in an apportionment formula, usually based upon sales, payroll,
and/or assets in the State. Over the last several years, foreign gov-
ernments have repeatedly petitioned the Federal Government to
act to curb State use of the worldwide unitary method of tax.

The United Kingdom, in July 1985, adopted an antiunitary retal-
iatory legislation for which implementation has been deferred. In
September 1983, President Reagan established a worldwide unitary
taxation working group to provide recommendations suitable for
resolving the issues raised by this worldwide method of taxation.

In transmitting the report of the working group to the President,
its chairman, then Treasury Secretary Donald Regan, indicated
that he would recommend restrictive Federal legislation if substan-
tial voluntary progress had not been made On the worldwide uni-
tary issue at the State level by July 31 of last year, 1985. Subse-
quently, some States have changed their laws to conform to the
working group principles while others continue to use the world-
wide unitary method.

California just recently repealed the unitary method, but Alaska,
North Dakota, and Montana-just three States-still use it; and I
am aware that even in cases of repeal, there may still be some
open issues with regard to the taxation of dividends from foreign
subsidiaries, and I suspect perhaps Senator Wilson might comment
on-that in his testimony.

On November 8 of last year, President Reagan directed the Sec-
retary of the Treasury to submit proposed legislation to the Con-
gress regarding the worldwide unitary tax issue. That legislation is
embodied in S. 1974, one of the bills we are considering here today.
Now, this is an important issue. We have a number of excellent
witnesses to testify, both in favor of the method and against it; and
I look forward to hearing that testimony and, of course, I especially
welcome our first two witnesses, Senator Mathias and Senator
Wilson.

Senator Mathias has been concerned about the unitary tax for
some time. He introduced one of the bills. And of course, Senator
Wilson has been active in this field also. So, both of you gentlemen,
we welcome ou here. Senator Mathias, why don't you proceed?

Senator MAniAs. If that is agreeable to Senator Wilson, Mr.
Chairman.

Senator CHAFEE. Is there a time constraint?
Senator MATHAS. No.
Senator CHAFM. All right. Why don't you proceed, Senator Ma-

thias?
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STATEMENT OF HON. CHARLES McC. MATHIAS, JR., U.S. SENATOR
FROM THE STATE OF MARYLAND

Senator MATHIAS. First of all, Mr. Chairman, I would like to con-
gratulate the committee. You completed a very difficult and really
monumental task at 4 o'clock on Saturday afternoon, and here at
9:30 on Monday morning, you are starting a whole new job, which
is just about as tough.

Senator CHAFEE. Oh, excuse me. Senator Baucus, did you have an
opening statement?

Senator BAUCUS. No, Mr. Chairman, thank you.
Senator CHAFEE. All right. I want to thank you for the compli-

ments to the Finance Committee. This Finance Committee never
sleeps. [Laughter.]

We are always diligently working for the people of the Nation.
Senator MATHIAS. We can believe it, and I hope you can push

this one through before the adjournment sine die. [Laughter.]
The chairman was kind enough to note that I have been engaged

in this for some time. That is, in fact, the case. My activities in this
field go back, I suppose, over 20 years when I was appointed as an
original member of the Willis Committee in the House of Repre-
sentatives. I may be the last surviving member of the Willis Com-
mittee still in the Congress, but that was a committee appointed to
try to resolve this problem. And in fact, we did develop a bill based
on a three-factor formula which passed the House of Representa-
tives, but we have never been able to get it through both Houses at
the same time. So, the problem still is here.

The interesting thing, Mr. Chairman, is the mutation this prob-
lem has undergone, because when the Willis Committee undertook
its study, it was primarily an interstate problem. It was a problem
burdening the interstate commerce within the country. But be-
cause of the great growth in our international trade,.it is now an
international problem of great significance and it is not only bur-
dening international trade, it is also affecting international rela-
tions.

As the chairman has just noted, the British Parliament has en-
acted retaliatory legislation, and this is the seed of a very serious
controversy, and it is the kind of controversy with which we are
familiar.

Without getting into a lot of American history, I might note that
it was when Maryland and Virginia began to fuss over who could
fish in the Potomac River and who could sail ships through Cape
Charles and Cape Henry that we were forced to realize that we
needed something stronger than the Articles of the Confederation.
And that led to the Annapolis Convention and then on to the
Philadelphia Convention and the adoption of the Constitution.

So, historically, we must realize that this is the kind of problem
for which a Federal solution is appropriate, and there must be a
Federal solution. I am very encouraged by the action of the State
of California, and I congratulate Senator Wilson because I think
the California repeal of their previous law is a great advance and
certainly mttkes the climate a lot better; but it does not solve the
problem, as the chairman noted.
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There are not only some States which still have unitary, tax sys-
tem in full force and vigor; there are also a number of iscrepan-
cies among the States in their various approaches to theplem.
And of course, uniformity, or at least a reasonable degree of uni-
formity, is essential if we are to have a smooth flow of commerce.

I wish I could say that this very welcome California action was
dispositive of the problem, but it really isn't. And it is not, as I say,
merely the fact that we have some holdouts, but it is the fact that
this really is not a problem which, in my experience in dealing
with this for 20 years, is likely to be permanently solved at the
State level; and I say that with great deference, knowing that the
chairman is a former Governor and is as adamant in upholding
States' rights as anyone in the Congress. But we tried for a number
of years to go the compact route. There were pious hopes held out
that the States could come together and create a compact which
would solve this problem, and it proved to be just an illusion. It is
not going to happen.

I think we need some rational, reasonable guidelines at the Fed-
eral level. I think that the action in California, rather than dis-
couraging Federal action, ought to give us the hope that this is the
appropriate time for Federal action. We ought to move forward and
resolve this problem as rapidly as possible before other nations
follow the British example and before the problem deteriorates into
a very nasty situation affecting not only commerce but other as-
pects of our relations in the world.

Mr. Chairman, I think that is enough from me. If I may have
consent to file a statement which will put forth in a little more
detail the thoughts that I have tried to express very briefly here?

Senator CHAFEE. Fine. A quick question: What is the British pro-
posal? What are the British suggesting that they would do-not
only suggesting, I guess they have passed it-but deferred it. What
does their legislation do?

Senator MATHIAS. In fairness to the British, let me may that they
came to us several years ago, and they said this was a serious prob-
lem and that they would have to invoke some kind of a tax retalia-
tion if we did not get our unitary tax problems under control. They
gave us several years' notice and, even now, they have provided
that the bill that they have passed should not go into effect until
we have one more chance.

Not only have members of the British Parliament come to the
Congress but Mrs. Thatcher herself has made it a primary part of
her agenda when she has been in Washington. So, they have
played very fair with us on it. The retaliatory legislation would
withhold tax credits for American companies doing business in
Britain, or companies that fall within their jurisdiction, which
would be comparable to the exactions which are taken out under
the unitary tax system imposed on British companies doing busi-
ness here.

Senator CHAFEE. All right. Thank you very much. I know you
have a busy schedule. Senator Baucus, do you have any questions?

Senator BAUCUS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mac, I am just curi-
ous about something you said. You said this problem requires a
Federal solution. Can't one say that there is already a Federal solu-
tion, namely the Federal constitutional decision? The Supreme
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Court has ruled on this matter, saying that States may impose
these kinds of taxes insofar as these kinds of taxes-the worldwide
unitary system-do not violate the U.S. Constitution.

And second, isn't there a Federal solution in that insofar as
States or laboratories and experiments and so forth go, the trend is
away from worldwide unitary? States are repealing and are modify-
ing. California is the best example. So, isn't there already a Feder-
al solution? Is it worth the price to have to pass a Federal statute
interfering with State taxing power, given the Supreme Court deci-
sion and the trend in States to repeal the worldwide unitary
system? Isn't that Federal solution working out?

Senator MATHIAS. To deal first with the Supreme Court deci-
sions, it is true the courts have said that what the States are doing
is within their constitutional power in the absence of some congres-
sional solution. The court has emphasized that repeatedly and has
really tossed the ball right into the congressional court. They said
what States are doing is not beyond their constitutional powers;
but if they are creating a problem, the problem has to be solved by
Congress. And the court has really urged the Congress in several
decisions to move on this problem and solve it.

What the court have really said is that they can't solve it be-
cause the States are within their constitutional bounds in imposing
the taxation but that those bounds can be limited, lawfully limited,
constitutionally limited, by the Congress. And I would read-
maybe because my views are so strong on this subject-into the
court's decisions an invitation for the Congress to act. So, that
would be my first answer.

Second, the trend for the States to move in this direction is an
encouraging one. I certainly agree with you on that. But we have
had high hopes before that the States would resolve this, that there
could be an interstate compact. A compact was developed, and sev-
eral States adhered to it. I have forgotten the number, but it is dis-
couraging.

You look at how States have entered the compact and then with-
drawn from it. There has been an ebb and flow, and it is that ebb
and flow which I wish you would get the staff to look at for you,
rather than depend on my imperfect memory. That ebb and flow of
membership in this compact, followed by withdrawal from the com-
pact, is, I think, the evidence that Federal action is required. States
change, Governors change, legislatures change, the urgency of
State revenue needs change; and we need, in the larger, long-term
interest of the Nation, some guideline, some solution which will be
understood not only by American companies with investment in
other countries but also by our trading partners around the world,
who find it very difficult to be tracking the activities of 50 State
legislatures as they are planning their business activities in the
United States.

So I think for a healthy commerce with the world, we really need
to move in a rational, reasonable way with explicit guidelines that
will be long-term rules for taxing commerce.

Senator BAucus. As a member of the Judiciary Committee and
as a student of the Constitution, arid particularly the separation of
powers, and more particularly under the 10th amendment-the
rights reserved to States-and particularly the fundamental taxing
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powers that all governmental entities must have, do you think,
given the trend, that repealing the worldwide unitary or modifying
it significantly is worth the price of Congress going into that thick-
et of beginning to limit and modify State taxing powers-the rights
of States to raise revenues?

Senator MATHIAS. In this case, I would say yes because the stakes
are so very high and because of the fact that we have tried for
almost a quarter of a century to do it the other way and it hasn't
worked. While we have been attempting the voluntary route, the
problem has grown from an interstate to an international problem,
the dollar volume has grown exponentially, and I believe that this
is the only solution.

Just as when the Virginians tried to tax the Marylanders who
went through Cape Charles and Cape Henry, we had to resort to
adopting the Constitution, so here in this case where State legisla-
tures are taxing commerce, I think we have to use the Constitution
that was adopted as a result of that incident. These are valid con-
stitutional powers; this is one of the very basic reasons that the
Constitution was written; and since it was written and adopted and
ratified, I think we should use it.

Senator BAUCUS. Mr. Chairman, I might say that I personally
have a problem with the worldwide unitary system myself, but I
also firmly believe that the States have a right to enact the kinds
of taxes they think appropriate and proper. And there is a line
that States may hypothetically cross which would require Federal
legislative corrective action. In my judgment, Mr. Chairman, we
have not crossed that line.

The trend is for States to repeal. The Supreme Court has ruled
that the State action does not violate the Constitution. And third, I
think the price we would pay in enacting this legislation would be
way too dear, way too severe, compared with the relatively minor
problem today in view of California s action. Thank you.

Senator CHAFEE. We have 11 more witnesses. So, you might be
persuaded by their conclusions.

Senator BAuCuS. I might be.
Senator CHAFPE. Thank you.
Senator MATHIAS. Mr. Chairman, in light of Senator Baucus'

comments, I not only ask unanimous consent to file my statement
but to revise it and extend it so that we can cover those questions.

Senator CHAFEE. All right. To me, it is amazing that more States
haven't taken this attractive source of revenue. Senator Wilson, we
are delighted you are here, and you have been long active in this,
even before the repeal of the California statute on this. Whether
your actions and the California actions were cause and effect, I
don't know, but we are prepared to give you the credit.

[The prepared written statement of Senator Mathias follows:]
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Statement of
Senator Charles McC. Mathias, Jr.

Before the Senate Finance Committee

September 29, 1986

Mr. Chairman, thank you for inviting me to share with the

Finance Committee my perspective on the unitary method of

corporate income taxation.

We are meeting this morning in the wake of a dramatic

change in the landscape of the unitary tax debate. California

has fundamentally reformed its laws governing the taxation of

foreign source corporate income. Although the new California

law does not contain everything that Secretary Baker, Senator

Wilson and I have been trying to achieve by federal legislation

it is a serious and welcome response to our efforts. I think

this hearing will serve a useful purpose of reviewing the

California action and of keeping up the encouragement to the

remaining unitary states (Alaska, North Dakota and Montana) to

mend their ways.

Under the unitary method, a state takes into account the

entire revenues of a corporation in all parts of the worlds and

then applies a formula to determine the corporation's tax

liability in the state. The arm's length method favored by the

federal government, by most of the states, and by all other

industrial countries of the world, treats foreign affiliates and

subsidiaries as separate business entities and taxes income

earned abroad only when it is repatriated, allowing a credit for
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taxes already paid in the source country. The

extraterritorial taxation involved in the unitary method has

impeded both foreign and domestic business investment in the

states that have practiced it, and has caused painful tensions

in our trade relations with Great Britain and other countries

that refrain from using this method. On these grounds, I have

advocated throughout my career in Congress the elimination of

the unitary method.

We shouldn't forget this issue's deep historical roots in

our country's infancy. I take you back to the year 1784, when

a dispute broke out between the watermen of Maryland and

Virginia over the control of fishing on the Potomac River.

which, under the original land grant from Charles It is totally

within Maryland. The Virginians reacted to the curtailment of

their freedom to fish in the Potomac by restricting the transit

of Maryland ships through Cape Charles and Cape Henry -- the

only passage between the Atlantic Ocean and the Chesapeake

Bay. Maryland shipping was blockaded, and Virginia fishing

suspended, except on the onerous conditions each side laid

down. The Articles of Confederation, which had governed the

states since independence, provided no method for resolving

this kind of dispute and only George Washington's personal

invitation to meet at Mount Vernon produced a solution -- the

Potomac Compact of 1785.
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The dispute had revealed a major flaw in the organic law

of the United States that needed to be addressed, and General

Washington and the Mount Vernon delegates asked a more

representative group to meet in Annapolis to consider some

refinement of the Articles in the limited area of removing

interference with interstate commerce.

The convention in Annapolis, whose bicentennial we

celebrate this months couldn't agree on the best way to carry

out this specific mandate. It proposed, however, to call a

second session to meet in Philadelphia to complete the job.

When the Constitutional Convention finally gathered in

1787 it moved on to many other important topics. but the

original impetus that led to the convention of the independent

commonwealths was prominently reflected in the Commerce Clause

in Article It giving Congress the power to "regulate commerce

with foreign nations and among the several states...".

Problems relating to state taxation of interstate commerce

have increased in direct proportion to the increases in the

volume of such commerce. In the era following the Second World

War, as international trade rapidly came to assume a central

position in the separate economies of the world's nations, the

vagaries in the tax policies of the various states began to

affect not only domestic businesses but elso foreign

corporations, and foreign governments as well.

A task force appointed by President Reagan recommended

that the unitary states be given a one year grace period in
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which to repeal the offending laws. Colorado, Florida,

Indiana, Massachusetts and Oregon all came clean during this

period, but enough stragglers remained, including California,

that the President needed to make good on his ultimatum.

Accordingly he Instructed the Department of Treasury to draft a

new version of my bill S. 1113 (which had been introduced every

Congress since the 96th). The result, S. 1974, was introduced

last December by Senator Wilson of California* with myself and

Senator Hawkins as cosponsors. With the general income tax

reform proposal on the boards, naturally the Finance Committee

has had no time to turn to this measure until today. But the

bill has had an effect all the same. In August, the California

Assembly approved a bill to reform its unitary system, and

Governor Deukmejian signed the legislation on September 5.

The thrust of the new California law is to allow

multinational corporations to elect the arm's length rather

than the worldwide unitary method of calculating their tax base

in the state. The law has its shortcomings. It doesn't take

effect until 1988. Corporations must pay a special fee if they

elect to be taxed under the arm's length approach. Also,

companies that have 80 percent or more of their business abroad

are disqualified from electing arm's length treatment.

But despite these weaknesses, the California action is a

resolute and decisive step forward. It iz a great relief bnd

comfort to me personally to be able to leave this issue o such

a positive note, after so many years of stagnation and

frustration. But I also know from experience in this area that

progress can be followed by backsliding, so I urge this

Committee to remain vigilant in the years ahead.
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Additional Remarks of
Senator Charles McC. Mathias, Jr.

Senate Finance Committee Hearing on
the Unitary Method of Taxation

Following my presentation at the September 29 hearing

Senator Baucus raised two questions: shouldn't the rulings of

the Supreme Court in recent years to the effect that the

unitary tax systems practiced by some states are constitutional

deter the Congress from trying to solve the problem by federal

legislation prohibiting the unitary tax? And secondly, doesn't

the recent trend among the unitary states toward repeal or

modification of their policy render Congressional action

unnecessary?

To :upplement my response at the time, let me comment

briefly on a few of the major Supreme Court decisions in this

area over the past decade. The 1978 decision in Moorman

Manufacturing Co. against Bair concerned the tax imposed by the

state of Iowa on an out-of-state corporation. The majority of

the Court found the tax to be constitutional, but specifically

indicated that Congress has full authority to enact corrective

legislation in this area. In the court's view:

(Tihe prevention of duplicative taxation ..
would require national uniform rules for the
division of income.

The Court then stated:

While the freedom of the States to
formulate independent policy in this area
may have to yield to an overriding national
interest in uniformity# the content of any
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uniform rules to which they must subscribe
should be determined only after due
consideration is given to the interests of
all affected States. It is clear that the
legislative power granted to Congress by the
Commerce Clause of the Constitution would
amply Justify the enactment of legislation
requiring all States to adhere to uniform
rules for the division of income. It is to
that body* and not to this court, that the
Constitution has committed such policy
decisions.

The dissenting opinion did not quibble with the premise

that a national standard was desirable. Its point, however.

was that the Court already had sufficient power under the

commerce clause of the Constitution to strike down the

offensive tax formula.

The majority disagreed# noting that this --

...view of the Constitution...would require
extensive judicial lawmaking.

In the summer of 1982, the Supreme Court gave a big boost

to unitary tax reform efforts in its decisions in ASARCO .y

Idaho and Woolworth v. New Mexico. In those cases, the court

implied that the fundamental criterion for defining a unitary

business is "flow of goods" rather than the broader criterion

of "corporate purpose." Under this criterion, the Court ruled

that the foreign dividend-paying subsidiaries of ASARCO and

Woolworth were not part of a unitary business, and that taxing

the dividends paid by those subsidiaries to ASARCO and

Woolworth violated the due process clause of the Constitution.

In establishing a more stringent threshold for what constitutes

a unitary business, these decisions went further than my bill
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would in restricting taxation of dividends from non-unitary

overseas subsidiaries.

In the C _.La an.r case, however, the Court retrenched by

saying it would not overturn a state court's decision about

whether a foreign subsidiary is unitary with a corporation in

the state, unless it finds clear and cogent evidence that the

state's decision is beyond the realm of permissible judgment.

This is an extraordinarily high standard of proof for the

taxpaying corporation. The business community regarded the

Contain decision as the equivalent of an overturning of

ASAR.Q and ]tj! Lo.rtb. The Court, incidentally, cited absence

of action in Congress as a factor in its decision. As a result

of the Cntainer case, the President set up the Working Group

on the Worldwide Unitary Tax in September of 1983, whose report

eventually led to the Administration's decision to endorse

federal legislation to solve the problem.

Senator Baucus' second question was why Congressional

action is necessary in view of the clear trend among the states

to repeal the worldwide unitary tax. My reply is that the

state legislatures are too susceptible to the immediate

economic pressures at a given time not to be tempted to revive

a unitary tax law even if they have voluntarily abandoned such

a policy in the past. There is ample evidence of this danger.

I mentioned the ebb and flow of membership in the Multistate

Tax Commission, a voluntary association of states designed not

to eliminate the unitary tax but simply to try to bring about
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more uniformity in the state tax laws. The following states

became members and then left the Compact: Florida, Illinois,

Indiana, Nebraska, Virginia, West Virginia. At present. 18

states and the District of Columbia are members.

Let me illustrate the problem of vacillation in the

attitude of the states toward the unitary tax with some recent

examples. Shortly after the Supreme Court's decision in the

Cninlr case, Florida adopted the worldwide unitary

apportionment to solve some of its short-term budget problems.

About half the multinational corporations that do business in

Florida approached the state's Economic Development Division to

express concerns about the new tax/Sony, IBM, Proctor and

Gamble, Motorola and Coca-Cola all told the Florida lawmakers

that the new unitary tax would weigh heavily in their future

investment decisions. Florida has since repealed the law.

Other states have had similar experiences. In 1982,

Oregon lost a major American chemical plant. One of the

leading reasons was the state's new worldwide combined

corporate income tax. Oregon has now repealed its unitary tax

as part of a general economic recovery program. The same year

New York passed a unitary tax on oil companies to aid Mass

transit. As a result. Mobil Oil moved a 380-employee operation

from New York to Pennsylvania. The next year, too late to keep

Mobil. the New York legislature repealed that tax.

Unless a federal law is put in place to prohibit worldwide

unitary tax methods, the persistent short-term revenue needs of

the states will perpetuate the state of uncertainty that is

clouding the investment climate and creating diplomatic

tensions with foreign governments. A full and equitable

solution./that is also reliable and lasting/will require

action by Congress.
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STATEMENT OF lION. PETE WILSON, U.S. SENATOR FROM THE
STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Senator WHSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. That is very gener-
ous of you. I am not sure that the legislature there would; but in
any case, my history is not quite as long in this issue as is that of
Senator Chafee, but even before coming here-in fact, long before
coming here-I had more than a casual interest in this subject be-
cause as a mayor of the second largest city in California, I felt that
the efforts that I was continually obliged to make in scrambling for
new industry, to accommodate the jobs of the new population that
incessantly comes daily to California, that success was being im-
paired substantially by the existence of a unitary tax which, rather
than encouraging investment from foreign sources, was discourag-
ing it.

I may be obliged to file this for the record and spare you; you
may advance on your time schedule.

Mr. Chairman, before addressing this issue, I do wish to thank
you and Chairman Packwood for accommodating both Senator
Chafee and me and others who are interested in this issue by
having this hearing when Chairman Packwood gave me assurance
that he would hold the hearing upon the disposition of the tax
reform bill. I must confess that I was a little disspirited by that be-
cause I wasn't at Pll sure last winter that we would ever get to this
point. I congratulate him and you and others who have brought it
to pass, and I must say that you have all been as good as your
word. Here we are, less than 48 hours after the Senate has agreed
to the conference report; so I again congratulate you and Senator
Packwood and, true to his word, we are here.

Mr. Chairman, when I introduced S. 1974, the Unitary Tax Re-
pealer Act, in December of last year, along with Senator Mathias
and Senator Hawkins, I did so for one very simple reason; and that
was that the use by a small group of States of the worldwide uni-
tary method of taxation was threatening to touch off an interna-
tional tax war, as you have observed, between our country and
some of our closest allies and trading partners. President Reagan
gave his pledge to our trading partners that he would seek congres-
sional action that would preempt the States imposition of the uni-
tary tax, and his proposal to do so is embodied in S. 1974.

Almost from the beginning of our Nation, as both you and Sena-
tor Mathias very eloquently have recited that history, there have
been instances of conflict between the desired of the States and the
interests of the Federal Government.

Such is the case with the use of the unitary tax method. Few
things are as near and dear to a State's Governor, as I am sure you
would agree; and I would recall from my days in the legislature the
States' power to tax. So, I am sure that it was not lightly that the
President, himself a former Governor, decided to call for Federal
preemption and it was not without careful consideration that I de-
cided to sponsor the administration's bill.

I will later have a word to say in response to Senator Baucus'
question with regard to constitutionality; but nonetheless, as funda-
mental as the States' taxing power may be, it cannot be allowed to
disrupt the free flow of international commerce and, indeed, a case
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that I am going to discuss later is one that rests upon the com-
merce clause.

Seeing such a disruption, it is evident that the Federal Govern-
ment must step in. This is not a violation of federalism; I would
argue that instead it is a mandate of federalism. Among the group
of States that were utilizing the unitary method at the time when I
introduced my bill, the largest was my State of California, which
parenthetically has an economy greater than all but six nations.

And despite repeated efforts of many in my State, the unitary
tax remained on its books. I am pleased-and that doesn't quite de-
scribe it-that in the ensuing months for most corporations operat-
ing internationally, California repealed its unitary tax. And after
the hard work of many in the legislature and the leadership of
Governor Deukmejian, the new tax law was signed on September 5.

This change in California's tax laws was not easy for there was
significant cost to the State treasury, a cost that was somewhat re-
duced by reconciling State law with the Federal tax reform bill;
but it was a cost that Governor Deukmejian and the legislature re-
alized must be paid to address reasonable international concerns
and to retain California's attractiveness as a State in which to
invest.

Briefly, the new State law allows companies to opt out of the uni-
tary system, electing to be taxed on a water's edge basis. Those
making this election must pay a fee of 0.03 percent on its assessed
property, payroll, and sales in California, though this could be re-
duced to 0.01 percent if investment in the State is increased over a
certain base level. Seventy-five percent of foreign source dividends
would generally be excluded from a company's income.

Finally, the effective date of the Iaw is January 1, 1988, which
responds to the threat of the retaliatory legislation enacted by the
United Kingdom.

These changes are commendable and. in fact, were necessary in
order to forestall that retaliation by the United Kingdom and that
threatened by virtually all of our trading partners who have regis-
tered disapproval. And while I am pleased to see this major new
law on the books, like the Federal tax reform bill, it may need a bit
of refinement in the next year. Indeed, Mr. Chairman, the legisla-
ture realized that its work might not yet be done when it ordered a
study be completed early next year on the new law's treatment of
U.S. incorporated companies doing business abroad, so-called 80/20
corporations.

It is not enough to address international concerns, if it is done in
such a way that some U.S. companies are left at a competitive dis-
advantage in overseas markets. Such a situation would undercut
our country's efforts to arrest our runaway trade deficit. And if the
only option is for a company to change ito place of incorporation to
a foreign country, this, too, clearly could t ten to undercut our
international competitiveness if, in so locating, a company would
endanger its trade secrets, its patents, its trademarks, or copy-right".

1hese are the major questions on which California must focus
next year in reviewing the study of the State franchise tax board.
As for Federal remedial efforts, it appears that there is no immedi-
ate need-at least the urgency that existed a year ago this time.
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Three States-Montana, North Dakota, and Alaska-retained the
unitary method, but the sheer size of California's economy and the
sheer number of multinational corporations operating there makes
its final resolution of the issue most significant to the debate at the
Federal level.

I would, at this point, simply ask that the committee continue to
follow the consideration of the unitary tax issue by California and
by the three remaining unitary States to see how they resolve the
remaining problems, both from the perspectives of international
economy and also that of U.S. international competitiveness.

With regard, Mr. Chairman, to the very pertinent question asked
by the Senator from Montana, a distinguished member of this com-
mittee, I would point out that what is at stake here is not the au-
thority under the Constitution of a State to tax. I think that is
beyond question, but what complicates the question and what we
are dealing with here is the sourcing of income within the borders
of the States.

There is no question, I should say, that there is authority re-
served under the Constitution to tax income and activity that can
be legitimately sourced within the borders of the State; but I think
that the question is much less clear when we are talking about
what is in fact the target of the unitary method. There is a conflict-
ing provision, the commerce clause, which modifies the right re-
served to the States to tax income and activity generated within its
own borders. The Supreme Court, I think, has determined that lim-
ited indirect Federal involvement in some aspects of State taxation
is not an infringement on States rights. In fact, in the Mormon
case in 1978, it stated:

It is clear that the legislative power granted to Congress by the Commerce Clause
of the Constitution would amply justify the enactment of legislation requiring all
States to adhere to uniform rules for the division of income.

So, again, what we are doing is not prohibiting the ability to tax.
Legislation that seeks to prohibit unitary worldwide income tax-
ation doesn't change the States' taxing jurisdiction. The States
retain territorial taxing jurisdictions; they are free to tax all
income that arises within their borders, but legislation prohibiting
worldwide unitary income taxation, while not affecting the level or
the rate of State taxation once income has been sourced within the
States' borders, does aim at a different target.

It says that while the States are free to tax at any rate and by
any method that they choose that income genera ta within their
own borders, they are not permitted to engage really in a taxation
that would interfere with the commerce clause; and I think that
very clearly that is what has arisen, and that is what has given
rise to the retaliation by the United Kingdom, which is contingent
upon our responding by the end of this year.

So, Mr. Chairman, I think that harmony requires not only that
we address the problem, but it also requires-as I think you will be
told by Secretary Mentz when he testifies-that the United King-
dom forebear from what would in fact be a violation of tax treaties
that we have with them and with our other trading partners; but
the ugly situation, as Senator Mathias described, has developed
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and it is that in the view of the United Kingdom and others, we
have violated that tax treaty.

I think that there is a need to go further, but at this point, I
think that we should not only commend California for its efforts,
but also work with them as they go forward on the study that
seeks to determine the need to refine further the legislation that
they enacted less than 3 weeks ago. I thank you very sincerely for
the cooperation which you, Mr. Chairman, have afforded in par-
ticular to bringing about this hearing date. I like to think that the
knowledge that there was to be a hearing and that there were two
pieces of legislation has at least had a salutary encouraging effect
on the efforts in California.

Senator Ciw . Thank you, Senator Wilson. I am interested in
this, and I am looking forward to hearing the extent of the problem
nationally because I think that it is a serious one. I noticed the
States involved; there are only three States, and they are not major
manufacturing States although I suppose all of them have a consid-
erable amount of international trade. Let's see how much of a
problem that is. In other words, if the problem is minor, we would
probably be reluctant to have Federal legislation and, obviously, we
would prefer that the States take some kind of action, as California
has. Senator Baucus.

Senator BAUCUS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Senator Wilson, I
want to compliment you. You have done a super job here. I think it
is clear that the worldwide unitary system has caused some prob-
lems, not only for major international companies, but also for
Great Britain and some other countries. And you have worked
hand on this issue. Frankly, I think as a matter of policy, you are
not too far off the mark. The question is how we resolve it. It
seems to me there are three very basic questions. One, do the
States that employ the worldwide unitary system violate the for-
eign commerce clause of the Constitution? Do they impede com-
merce? The answer to that is clearly "No." The Supreme Court has
spoken on that issue, squarely; no, they do not under the Constitu-
tion.

The second question that you raised is does the Federal Govern-
ment have the power to limit States' unitary method. And again,
that is clear; yes, It does have the power. I think we have the right
under the supremacy clause to do so, under the foreign commerce
clause to do so.

The third question, though, is: Should we? Should the Federal
Government so limit? That is the question we are facing here. And
I just suggest that in view of State trends, in view of the size of the
economies of the three remaining States-which do not quite
match that of California's-though we in Montana hope that we
are moving in that direction and particularly due to the difficulty
many States are having these days in raising revenue, the unitary
method should remain an option.

As we here cut back in grants to States and revenue sharing, et
oetera, States are under more and more pressure to raise revenue
if they so choose. The States should have that right, should have
that option; and I don't know that we should begin to go down that
slippery slope, down that tral of limiting States rights to raise rev-
enue when, in this particular case, the Supreme Court has ruled

67-908 0 - 87 - 3
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that the Constitution is not contravened, not violated, and also be-
cause the trend is for States to cut back on their own volition.

States want to attract foreign commerce. They want companies
to do business in their States, and I think that is the reason why
California modified its laws, and it is also why various States who
still have the unitary tax are at least addressing the question of
whether they should so modify. But I think, the bottom line is that
given the circumstances, it would be inappropriate for Congress in
the year 1986 to so limit States' taxing authority. Thank you, Mr.
Chairman.

Senator CHAnE. Thank you very much, Senator. We appreciate
your testimony.

Senator WIlSoN. Thank you very much.
Senator CA"iu. If you would like to sit up here, we would be

delighted to have you; or if you have other engagements, of course,
we would recognize that.

Senator WILSON. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I might,
as a parting comment, say that I think that Senator Baucus' obser-
vation about the motivation that the States have may be disposi-
tive of the issue and make academic further effort. I think the ju-
risdiction that we have to act is not only a continuing impetus to
do so on the part of the States, but if the experience that these
States have is like that of California, they will encounter, I think,
some would-be investors who are quite outspoken in their articula-
tion of this as an impediment to investment.

The best example I can think of that is Mr. Morita, chairman of
Sony, who told the former Governor of California-not Governor
Reagan, but Governor Brown-that in no uncertain terms his
desire to expand his operation, which already existed in my city,
was not going to go forward precisely because he was unwilling to
see his worldwide assets subjected to the unitary method of tax-
ation. And he was as good as his word. He did expand and not in
California. Thank you.

Senator BAUCUs. And not in Montana.
Senator WUJON. And not in Montana.
[Laughter.]
Senator CHAIr. All right. Thank you very much, Senator. And

now, Roger Mentz, Assistant Secretary for Tax Policy, Department
of the Treasury. Why don't you proceed? And if you want Mr. Cha-
poton or anyone else with you, that will be fine; they are free to
join you. Mr. Mentz.

STATEMENT OF HON. J. ROGER MENTZ, ASSISTANT SECRETARY
FOR TAX POLICY, DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY, WASHING-
TON, DC
Mr. Mmrz. Good morning, Mr. Chairman and Senator Baucus. I,

too, would like to congratulate the Senate Finance Committee on a
major victory on tax reform, the President's No. 1 priority. Like
the Senate Finance Committee the Treasury Department never
sleeps. Although there are those who wish we did. [Laughter.]

I think itis fitting that this hearing comes so immediately on the
heels of tax reform because unitary tax is also a very high priority
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issue within the Administration. In my judgment, we are close to a
solution to this vexing problem.

It is my pleasure to present the views of the Treasury Depart-
ment on S. 1974, the bill introduced by Senator Wilson that ad-
dresses State taxation on the worldwide income of corporations and
their affiliates. In general, this bill would prohibit States from levy-
ing corporate income taxes on a worldwide unitary basis, would re-
quire States to tax foreign source dividends in an equitable
manner, and would provide additional Federal assistance to the
States for the administration and enforcement of their corporate
income taxes. As you know, this legislation was drafted by the
Treasury Department at the express direction of the President and
was introduced last December with the full support of the adminis-
tration.

Senator CHAFRE. Mr. Mentz, I know you have a lengthy state-
ment.

Mr. MENTZ. Yes, and I am not going to read it all.
Senator CHAF=. All right.
Mr. Mz -rz. I will keep it brief and then take questions.
Senator CHAP. We will put it all in the record.
Mr. MsrNrz. All right, fine. As you know, we have the result that

all States except three have adopted some form of water's edge uni-
tary approach. The three States that have not are Alaska, Mon-
tana, and North Dakota. They still continue to have a worldwide
unitary basis tax. They are still a problem. Furthermore, Califor-
nia's legislation also has some elements in it that are inconsistent
with the President's statement, and with S. 1974. We believe, how-
ever, that since there has been such significant progress, that re-
strictive Federal legislation is not warranted at this time.

Senator CHAm. What significant progress, if I could interrupt?
Other than California, has anybody else repealed?

Mr. MmTZ. Yes. All other States except three; we are left with
Alaska, Montana, and North Dakota.

Senator CAFw. I know, but did any of the other States have it?
How many other States had it?

Mr. Mz rz At the time the Worldwide Unitary Taxation Work-
Mig Group started, there were 12 States.

Senator CHilm. Oh, I see.
Mr. Mmrz. So, we are down to three, and obviously, the most

significant progress is California. So, our position, Mr. Chairman, is
that congressional action on S. 1974 should be deferred until the
remaining worldwide unitary States have a full opportunity to act.
California has an opportunity to consider and respond to comments
on its recently enacted legislation, and we have an opportunity to
evaluate the operation of water's edge legislation in the States that
have gone to the water's edge.

We don't think a treaty solution is the right answer. We think
that is inappropriate because it only provides a resolution for for-
eign-based multinationals, not domestic. And since we have advo-
cated broader Federal support of State tax collection activities, we
would propose to go forward with that. And to the extent that the
legislation, S. 1974, embodies provisions-the so-called spreadsheet
provisions-that would assist States, we recommend that that legis-
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lation be enacted as soon as practicable, which probably means the
next Congress.

Rather than go into any further details of my testimony, let me
just say that there are really three problems that concern us with
respect to California.

First of all, the election fee. The California legislation requires
an election fee of the greater of 0.01 percent of the taxpayer's cur-
rent year property, payroll, and sales or 0.03 percent of the value
of 1986 property, payroll, and current year sales. That is a fee, Mr.
Chairman, that must be paid in order that a taxpayer can elect
water's edge unitary.

The position of the administration is that a taxpayer ought to be
entitled to water's edge unitary without the payment of an election
fee, or at least not a significant election fee. California has come a
long way. The election fee is significantly reduced from the original
election fee that was quite a bit larger. Nevertheless, 0.03 percent
is not insubstantial.

A second point is regarding the so-called 80/20 issue. These are
U.S. corporations that conduct most or all of their business in for-
eign jurisdictions. California treats those companies as within the
water's edge. The Federal legislation would treat them ts without
the water s edge, that is outside of permissible combinations of
water's edge unitary. The one exception in the Federal model is
that a corporation doing business in Puerto Rico is within the
water's edge; paradoxically, it is outside the water's edge in Califor-
nia's legilation. Putting possessions' corporations aside, I think
that California is on the wrong track where it takes 80/20 corpora-
tions and brings them inside the water's edge.

On foreign dividends, California is close on foreign dividends. It
provides a dividends received deduction of 75 percent; however, it is
tied to the relative amount of payroll outside the United States and
inside the United States. We don't think it should be tied to pay-
roll; we think it should be an absolute exclusion. Seventy-five per-
cent is probably close enough to the Federal model of 85 percent. It
is principally these three aspects of California that would cause us
problems.

Let me just conclude, Mr. Chairman, by restating that because of
the recent enactment of State legislation on the unitary issue, we
do not recommend adoption of restrictive Federal legislation at this
time. We believe further progress is required to address the con-
cerns we have raised; and if such progress is not forthcoming
within a reasonable timeframe, we may recommend reconsider-
ation of the legislation in the future.

Our goal is the elimination of the mandated use of the worldwide
unitary method of taxation. We continue to support the portions of
the legislation that provide assistance to States in implementing
the separate accounting method. Mr. Chairman, I would be pleased
to answer your questions.

Senator CH"uz. All right. Now, Mr. Mentz, as I understand
what you are saying, you don't want us to do anything now. You
want these States to have what you call a full opportunity to act.
Haven't they had a full opportunity to act previously? And what
makes you think that some more time is a fuller opportunity?
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Mr. Mzwz. They have had a full opportunity to act, and I think
the actions have been very significant. We have nine States that
have gone to a water's edge approach, including California which,
many people thought, California would never get there. And I
think Senator Baucus was exactly right when he congratulated
Senator Wilson. I think the Federal initiative on this has played a
maor role in achieving the movement that we have seen.

Senator CHAFER. We haven't "cowed" Montana or Alaska or
North Dakota.

Mr. MENTZ. I think we are getting close. Some of those States do
not have legislative sessions every year; and I think there are indi-
cations that we are moving in the right direction there. But also, I
think California-

Senator CHA.FE. I have a lot of respect for the State government
legislators, but I suspect one person from Sony talking to them is
probably as strong an influence as any suggested movement by the
Federal Government.

Mr. Mv~rrz. I think you are completely correct there. There was
a very substantial initiative on the part of the private sector to get
California to move, and I think that was also a contributing factor.

Senator CHAFE. But I thought you said that you didn't want us
to move on Senator Wilson's entire bill. I thought you said some-
thing about proceeding with the accounting provisions.

Mr. MENTz. I think so. They are called the spreadsheet provi-
sions, and would provide that more information be filed with the
Federal Government by international corporations. And that infor-
mation would be available to the States. That would be beneficial.

Senator CHAE. Does that require legislation?
Mr. Mzwm. Yes.
Senator CHAFER. Let me ask you another question. As I under-

stand it, some of these companies that indeed do 80 percent or
more of their business overseas keep their U.S. corporation cover,
if you will, or operate through the U.S. corporation because of their
efforts to protect their trademark. Is that correct?

Mr. Mummz. I think that may be true in some cases, yes.
Senator CHAFER. Yes. All right. Let me ask you your thoughts.

We are very anxious in the Congress, and I think especially in the
Senate and especially in this committee, to do all we can to in-
crease our assistance in the competitive position of U.S. corpora-
tions. Do you find this diminishing that competitive position or
harmful to it?

Mr. M rz. Do you mean the--
Senotor CHAF. The fact that some States have a unitary tax; or

put it the other way around, that we have not outlawed them, as it
were?

Mr. Mzrrz. Oh, yes, absolutely. That has certainly been the ad-
ministration's position. Secretary Baker has articulated that in let-
ters; so has Secretary Shultz. I think there is no question that the
worldwide unitary method has had an adverse effect both on the
ability of the United States to attract business and also for U.S.
companies with international business to be competitive.

Senator CHAF. Could you touch on that final thought?
Mr. MR rz. Yes.
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Senator CHAmFE. The capability of the U.S. corporations to be
competitive; why is that harmed because Alaska has a unitary tax?

Mr. MENFZ. It is harmed because-well, let's take California
before 1988. For a U.S. company that has foreign operations, both
the worldwide unitary method and their-what we regard as-in-
equitable treatment of foreign dividends puts them in a position
where there is a greater chance of international double taxation
because this method of taxation has a tendency to doubly tax
income that has already been taxed on a separate accounting
method by some other country. For a corporation that is incorpo-
rated in Germany, for example, that doesn't have that method,
they are not going to have the double taxation potential that a U.S.
company doing business in California would. So, we do regard it as
a factor that lessens the competitiveness; it is not as significant as
exchange fluctuations, just to put it in perspective, but it neverthe-
less is a factor.

Senator CHArxz. I think our approach-at least my approach-is
that I don't think we are going to find one single thing that we can
tie to to say "Eureka," that is going to solve our international com-
petitive position. I think our international competitive position is
made up of 15 different items.

Mr. MmErz. I agree with that.
Senator CHAmn. And against every single one of them, the argu-

ment can be made, as it is m- le, say, against making drastic
changes in our Foreign Corrupt i ractices Act. Oh, it doesn't make
that much difference. True, it doesn't make that much difference,
nor does this, nor does a whole series of other things; but it just
seems to me that our approach has got to be to take every little
thing we can do and change it so that we can help this competitive
position.

Mr. MENTZ. I totally agree with that.
Senator CHAm. Senator Baucus?
Senator BAucus. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Secretary Mentz, I

very much agree with the comments you made and the chairman
made about the degree to which worldwide unitary does adversely
affect the U.S. competitive position. I think it is true; and I also
firmly arTee that the list of items that we have to pursue and ac-
tions we have to take are endless. It is either infinite impotent or it
is one. The one is either attitudinal or cultural.

The United States is either going to compete or not going to com-
pete. That basically comes down to the US. culture and what it
means to be an American these days.

I think that worldwide unitary should be repealed in the remain-
ing three States. I, however, think that due to the Supreme Court
decision and other reasons that I have already indicated that that
is basically up to the States to decide, whether they want to go
ahead and repeal or not.

Do you know yet what the British reaction is to the California
decision?

Mr. MzwTz. The British Government issued a statement shortly
after the California action in which it praised it as a major step
forward and indicated that it was the general belief that it was
very much progress in the right direction. Certainly, the tone of
the statement, I would say, was inconsistent with a retaliation,
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January 1, 1987. They have not stated what their position would be
on the retaliatory legislation, but I would be very surprised if their
attitude was not very similar to our attitude, which is, that this is
a major step forward; let's wait and see if the other three States
are taken care of and if these other points are favorably resolved in
California. If that all works out, I think the unitary problem will
go away.

Senator BAUCUS. Is the administration pressing the United King-
dom for an answer or a position?

Mr. Mrsarz. No.
Senator BAUCUS. When do you expect to receive one?
Mr. Mzwr. Within a short timeframe; a couple of weeks prob-

a actor BAUCUS. All right. Are there other countries besides the

United Kingdom which have enacted retaliatory legislation?
Mr. Mzmrz. No, not that I am aware of. Other countries have ex-

pressed serious concern. We have had concern expressed by Japan,
Canada, Germany, France, The Netherlands. In fact, The Nether-
lands has expressed a reluctance to continue treaty negotiations
until worldwide unitary is resolved. So, we get the pressures of
worldwide unitary coming at us in various different ways; but I
think this action in California greatly relieved those pressures,
ma be not completely but to a large extent.

Senator BAUCUS. Thank you.
Senator CHAIS. Since the California action does not take effect

until, as I understand it, January 1, 1988, too, it is not complete. It
is three-quarters, I suppose; but I should think somebody like the
Shell Co. headquartered in The Netherlands would be very upset
over this and thus the Netherlands Government upset over the
unitary tax system.

Mr. MKNTz. The Netherlands Government certainly is, but I
think most companies-I am not sure what the position of Shell
is-but most companies regard the California solution very much
as we do-as not perfect, with its flaws-but nevertheless a major
step forward.

Senator CHAFEE. Senator Wilson.
Senator WILSON. I have a question that I think Secretary Mentz

can amplify a little bit. In addition to the nine States that contin-
ued to retain the unitary method at the time the working group
got under way, was there not a far greater number that briefly
flirted with the idea and, in fact, went further and embraced the
unitary method and then repealed it? At one point, it seems to me
that it got up to pretty close to half. Florida, as I recall, was a
State that had it, if I am not mistaken, and quickly learned the
error of its ways and then rescinded the action. It is not important,
but it goes to your question, Mr. Chairman, as to the extent of the

problem. At one point, this was like a real contagion sweeping theland.
Mr. MzN-rz. I can get you the number, Senator Wilson. Just to

amplify that point, I would say it is not just the worldwide unitary
method that is a problem here. It is also the taxation of foreign
dividends because, for a U.S. company that has foreign subsidiar-
ies, even if that State is not on a worldwide unitary method, if the
dividends of the earnings are taxed fully in the jurisdiction where
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the profits are generated and then they are taxed again when repa-
triated to the U.S. parent, it will be an effect of double taxation
similar to the results that would be attained under worldwide uni-

taS, progress in that respect is also welcome and has been occur-
ring. So, I think we are seeing sort of the end results of a long cam.
paign here that Senator Mathias really sort of started 20 years ago;
and I think we are starting to see the fruition of the results.

Senator CHAME. What bothers me a little bit-I remember
when this was spreading; I remember just as Senator Wilson that
it lopped against the shores of our State, and our Governor
achieved some renown with international corporations by saying
that he would guarantee we wouldn't have it in our State, and I
think the legislature supported him. So, that was a plus.

But what bothers me is that we may get a series of repeals but
not total repeals; and vestiges of it will remain as apparently it has
in California. Now, Senator Wilson, as I understood what you were
saying, you are hopeful that those remaining parts will be elimi-
nated likewise. Is there much hope for that?

Senator WiloN. I think there is substantial pressure for them to
be eliminated from California-based corporations who feel, Mr.
Chairman, that they had a comparative and competitive disadvan-
tage with some of their most active competitors who are foreign
based. So, I would say that there is substantial pressure upon Cali-
fornia to go further than they have. On the other hand, for many,
many years, there was substantial pressure upon them to take
even the first step. And the problem is that they got hooked. The
revenues increased markedly over the years, and I won't accuse
any State official of being greedy because, of course, it is not his
money, it is the public's money; but what happens frankly is that
they were seduced by the easy source of income, much easier to tax
those beyond your borders and particularly activity beyond your
borders than to tax your own taxpayers. And they were not only
seduced but, in contrast to most other seductions, the magnitude
grew enormously.

Senator CHAFME. Well, let's not pursue the analogy too far--
[Laughter.]

Let me just say that--
Senator WILSON. I thought seduction was a politer word than the

one I have heard most people use. [Laughter.]
Senator CHAF=. I would assume that, as a result of the changes

that California has already made, probably the major source of the
revenue has now been lost, and the remaining part is far less or
less significant certainly in the total California budget. So, maybe
there is a chance of achieving those repeals elsewhere.

Senator WnaoN. Yes.
Mr. MzwfZ. Mr. Chairman, just to elaborate on that same point,

there is a report required under the California legislation on this
80/20 issue. Believe it is due in March of 1987. So, before the Cali-
fornia legislation becomes effective, there will be this report in
which, I would expect, there would be pressure to change the 80/20
provisions. And also, I would reiterate what I said before that if
these points are not cleaned up-either in California or the three
other States-am fully serious in representing the administration's
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intention to bring the Federal legislation back if need be. So, I be-
lieve that is kind of a healthy curb on potential inaction by the
States.

Senator CHAFEE. All right, fine. Thank you, Mr. Mentz. Senator
Baucus.

Senator BAucus. Before Secretary Mentz leaves, I have here a
letter which is, if nothing else, an interesting historical footnote. It
is addressed to a Member of Congress, and it concerns legislation
on the ability of States to tax certain items. The letter in part
reads:

Federal intervention in State tax matters is objectionable in principle.

And it goes on and says:
The solutions of the legitimate problems of interstate tax should lie in uniformity

rather than in the preferential exclusion to multistate businesses from State tax-
ation. Several States, including California, are working on these problerri, and con-
siderable progress has been made.

I bring this up to show the consistency of the author, who not
only made that statement but basically takes that same position
here with regard to the unitary tax-that the State of California is
working on it; this letter is signed by Ronald Reagan, the Governor
of California, in 1967.

Senator CHAFEE. A historical footnote.
Senator BAUCUS. Right. I will leave it at that.
Senator CHAFER. All right. Let's proceed. The next panel is Mr.

Hurston, assistant vice president and director of tax administra-
tion, The Coca-Cola Co. of Atlanta, GA; John D. LaFaver, director
of the department of revenue of the State of Montana; Thomas H.
Boggs, counsel, Unitary Tax Campaign; and Jere W. Glover, gener-
al counsel, the National Small Business Association.

So, gentlemen, if you will take your seats, and we will have to
enforce the 5-minute rule. It is my intention to complete these
hearings by 11:30.

Senator WILSON. Mr. Chairman, before this panel of witnesses
begins, if I may just make one point, mindful of the time? Title III
of 5. 1974, the so-called spreadsheet legislation, really is important
to the States if we are going to ask them to forebear from this reve-
nue source or this method of sourcing income to be taxed. They are
entitled, we have established, to tax on some reasonable basis; and
the information that they need in order to legitimately tax really is
unavailable to many of them. It is unavailable, I am sure, to the
smaller States; it is unavailable to a State as large as California
and one which, like California, has vigorously sought to tax.

The Franchises and Tax Board has offices in New York City. I
don't know where else, but nonetheless, it is only the Internal Rev-
enue Service that really has access to information of the kind that
they will require in order to be provided an alternative of the kind
that we are hoping they will assume.

Senator CHAIU. So, the solution to that, what you are suggest-
ing, is what Mr. Mentz said about the accounting provision?

Senator WILSON. Absolutely.
Senator CHArpE. All right, fine. Thank you. Mr. Hurston, why

don't you proceed for Coca-Cola?
[The prepared written statement of Mr. Mentz follows:]
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

Thank you for this opportunity to present the views of the

Department of the Treasury on S. 1974, a bill introduced by

Senator Pete Wilson that addresses state taxation of the

worldwide income of corporations and their affiliates. In

general, S. 1974 would prohibit states from levying corporate

income taxes on a worldwide unitary basis, would require states

to tax foreign source dividends in an equitable manner, and would

provide additional federal assistance to the states for the

administration and enforcement of their corporate income taxes.

As you know, this legislation was drafted by the Treasury

B-277
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Department at the express direction of the President and was

introduced last December with the full support of the

Administration. Identical legislation was introduced in the

House of Representatives as H.R. 3980.

I am pleased to report that, since the introduction of the

legislation, Idaho, New Hampshire, Utah and, on September 5,

California, have enacted "water's edge" legislation. The

Administration applauds these states' actions. These state

legislative developments go a long way toward resolving the

difficult unitary tax issue. Moreover, they illustrate the

successful operation of the Federal system. These and the other

states that have moved away from the worldwide unitary tax system

in recent years recognize that their interest', and the national

interest, lies in a single, coherent approach to taxing

international income that minimizes tax-related impediments to

international flows of investment capital.

We have not, however, reached the end of the road with

respect to this issue. Though the economic impact is not great,

three states (Alaska, Montana, and North Dakota) continue to

impose tax on a worldwide unitary kasis. As I will discuss

below, we also have concerns regarding elements of the California

legislatiun. We believe, however, that such significant progress

has been made that restrictive Federal legislation is not

,warranted at this time. Rather, we believe that Congressional

action on S. 1974 should be deferred until the remaining
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worldwide unitary states have a full opportunity to act,

California has an opportunity to consider and respond to comments

on its recently enacted legislation, and we have an opportunity

to evaluate the actual operation of water's edge legislation

passed by the several states when fully in effect.

We also do not believe that a treaty resolution of the

unitary issue is necessary or appropriate at this time. Because

a treaty would offer relief from worldwide unitary tax to foreign

based multinationals while not addressing the inclusion of

foreign dividends to domestic multinationals, a treaty resolution

does not by itself satisfy the principle of ensuring competitive

balance among similarly situated businesses. We therefore view a

treaty approach to the issue as the least desirable of possible

alternatives.

While ie do not believe that restrictive federal legislation

is called for at this time, the Administration has advocated

broader federal support of state tax collection activities.

States have moved away from the worldwide unitary method in part

in reliance on the Administration's representations in this

regard. To the extent possible without legislation, the

Administration has already moved to provide greater assistance to

the states. We continue to be committed to providing such

federal support and believe that the portions of S. 1974 that are

directed to that objective should be enacted at the earliest

practicable time.
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The progress made on this difficult issue is a tribute to the

wisdom of President Reagan's decision in 1983 to seek a

cooperative solution by convening a Worldwide Unitary Taxation

Working Group, consisting of representatives from states,

business and the Federal government, to address the issue. It is

also a tribute to the leadership evidenced by the state officials

and leaders of domestic and foreign-controlled multinationals

that have together forged compromises in states across the

country. We expect that these participants will continue to

demonstrate the same leadership as we attempt to address the

remaining concerns relating to the worldwide unitary tax issue.

In the remainder of my testimony I will discuss the

background of the worldwide unitary issue, the proposed Federal

solution, and concerns raised by the California legislation.

1. BACKGROUND

A. Separate Accounting Versus Worldwide Unitary Coabination

The operation of a business enterprise across state or

national boundaries requires each jurisdiction to determine what

portion of the enterprise's income it will tax. The objective of

each taxing jurisdiction should be to attribute to itself an

amount of the income of the multijurisdictional enterprise that

is appropriate in relation to the economic activity conducted in

that jurisdiction. Failure of any of the taxing jurisdictions to

assign the income to the respective jurisdictions of operation

under a consistent accounting method may result in over-taxation
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(allocation of some income to more than one jurisdiction) or

under-taxation (failure to allocate some income to any

jurisdiction) of the enterprise's income. Two fundamentally

different accounting methods may used for assigning or

apportioning the income of a multicorporate enterprise: (1)

separate accounting; and (2) formula apportionment based on

unitary combination.

1. Separate Accounting - The longstanding policy of the

federal government has been to require the use of the separate

accounting method to allocate the income of a multicorporate

enterprise among the national jurisdictions in which It operates.

Under this method, taxable income is determined separately for

each individual corporation in a multinational enterprise, and

each corporate entity of the multicorporate enterprise is then

separately subject to tax. Possible income-shifting between

related corporations for tax avoidance purposes is controlled by

requiring "arm's length" pricing for all transactions with

related parties. That is, flows of goods and services between

related or commonly owned corporations are required to be valued

at prices corresponding to those that would govern transactions

between unrelated entities operating at arm's length.

rhe separate accounting method is the accepted international

standard for determining the multinational corporate income to be

assigned to each taxing jurisdiction. This standard underlies

our treaty relationships with other countries and is virtually
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universally applied around the world. The separate accounting

method, when properly applied, produces a reasonable allocation

of income among related entities and thus results in equitable

tax consequences where more than one tax jurisdiction may have a

claim to tax the income of a multinational enterprise.

2. Worldwide Unitary - To understand the worldwide unitary

method, it is first necessary to understand the formula

apportionment method used by all of the states that impose a

corporate income tax. When a state imposes an income tax on

business income, it may constitutionally tax only that income

arising from or attributable to activities conducted within its

geographic territory. Because of this limitation, all forty-five

states that levy corporate income taxes determine their share of

the taxable income of a single corporation that operates in

several states by means of apportionment formulas based on

business activity. Under this formula apportionment approach, if

a single corporation operates in several states, the taxing state

attributes or apportions a portion of the corporation's income to

its jurisdiction on the basis of relative levels of business

activity.*

* If, for example, 10 percent of the cor . Lon's total business
activity (generally measured by payroll, property, and sales)
is determined by a particular state's apportionment formula to
occur within that state, then 10 percent of the corporation's
total income will be subject to that state's corporate income
tax.
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Approximately one-half of the states that impose corporate

income taxes also use the formula apportionment method to

determine their share of the income of a multicorporate business

enterprise conducting business in several jurisdictions through

affiliated corporations. These states first require that income

of affiliated corporations engaged in the same line of business

and operating under common management and control (i.e., engaged

in a "unitary business") be combined. Their apportionment

formula is then applied to the income of the combined unitary

business in order to determine the total taxable income of the

affiliates attributable to their jurisdiction. After the recent

legislative actions become effective, all but three of the states

will limit the scope of the unitary combination to those

corporations engaged in business activities within the boundaries

of the United States, that is, within the "water's edge".

Under the worldwide unitary method of taxation that is the

subject of the controversy, the total income of all individual

companies in the global unitary business is aggregated, (i)

regardless of whether the affiliated corporations are foreign or

domestic; (ii) regardless of whether an affiliate has a tax nexus

with or presence within the state in question; and (iii)

regardless of whether the income of the other affiliates would be

treated as derived from foreign or domestic sources under federal

tax rules or generpJly accepted principles of international

taxation. A share of the aggregated income of the worldwide
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unitary group is then assigned or apportioned to the taxing state

on the basis of an apportionment formula that reflects relative

levels of business activity inside and outside the state.

In an environment in which separate accounting is the

generally accepted rule, state taxation on a worldwide unitary

basis creates a clear risk of double taxation. This risk exists

because formula apportionment assumes that the business activity

of a unitary business is equally profitable in all jurisdictions,

whereas separate accounting assumes that individual corporations

operating under different market conditions can earn different

rates of return. Indeed, if other taxing jurisdictions

consistently apply separate accounting principles, while a state

applies the worldwide unitary method, double taxation generally

will result in each case in which the relative profitability of

the investment in the unitary tax state is less than that of the

affiliated out-of-state operations.

Because of this potential for double taxation, foreign

governments and multinational businesses have strenuously

objected to state use of the worldwide unitary method. As a

result of the application of the worldwide unitary method, our

international economic relationships have been adversely affected

and foreign investment in the United St-etes may have been

discouraged.
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B. History Of The Unitary Issue

foreign objections to the unitary method of taxation first

became an important policy issue in the early 1970's. The United

Kingdom strongly expressed its objections to state unitary

taxation at that time in the course of negotiations to revise the

U.S.-U.K. treaty. When the renegotiated U.S.-U.K. income tax

treaty was originally submitted to the Senate for ratification in

19"16, it contained a provision, Article 9(4), that would have

excluded British parents of U.S. subsidiaries from unitary

combinations when the parents themselves were not doing business

in the United States. Opponents of the provision prevented

ratification of the treaty with the unitary tax provision.

Although there was strong sentiment in the U.K. for not ratifying

the treaty without Article 9(4), further negotiations led to

ratification of the treaty without a unitary provision.

After the removal of Article 9(4), opponents of unitary

taxation turned to the judiciary to seek resolution of the issue.

In 1983, however, the U.S. Supreme Court upheld the

constitutionality of California's use of the worldwide unitary

method of taxation ac applied to a domestic-based multinational

in Container Corporation of America v. Franchise Tax Board, 463

U.S. 159 (1983).

Following the Supreme Court decision in the Container

Corporation case, the President directed that' Treasury Secretary

Regan establish the Worldwide Unitary Taxation Working Group,
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which was "charged with producing recommendations ... that will

be conducive to harmonious international economic relations,

while also respecting the fiscal rights and privileges of the

individual states." Thereafter, the Worldwide Unitary Taxation

Working Group met over a nine month period and, with Treasury

Department guidance, ultimately arrived at a framework within

which the unitary controversy could be resolved.

The Final Report of the Worldwide Unitary Taxation Working

Group, issued August 31, 1984, recommended that states should

follow three principles in developing specific state legislative

measures to address the unitary issue:

Principle 1:

Principle 2:

Principle 3:

"Water's edge" unitary combination for both

U.S.-and foreign-based companies.

Increased federal administrative assistance and

cooperation with the states to promote full

taxpayer disclosure and accountability.

Competitive balance for U.S. multinationals,

foreign multinationals, and purely domestic

businesses.

The Report also outlined a set of guidelines to be used in

implementing the three principles. The guidelines defined a

"water's edge" limitation, listed limited permissible
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circumstances under which states could apply the worldwide

unitary tax method for tax enforcement purposes, listed legal and

procedural requirements which states could enact to ensure full

disclosure and maximum accountability, and recommended specific

Federal legislative and administrative measures to assist the

states in administration and enforcement of their corporate

income taxes.

In response to the Working Group recommendations four states,

Florida, Indiana, Oregon and Colorado, acted promptly to adopt

acceptable water's edge legislation. Other states, however,

moved more slowly. In particular, in 1985 the California

legislature considered, but failed to adopt, legislation that

would have limited that state's use of the worldwide unitary

system of taxation.

Continued inaction by these states on the unitary issue after

the Working Group deliberations resulted in even stronger foreign

protests. Most seriously, in July 1985 the U.K. Parliament

unanimously adopted Section 54, in its 1985 Finance Bill. This

provision permits the U.K. government to deny, on a unilateral

and retroactive basis, the valuable Advance Corporation Tax

refund benefit granted by the U.S.-U.K. bilateral tax treaty to

U.S. corporations that own British subsidiaries. Although the

U.K. has not yet invoked Section 54, the very existence of that

provision and the possibility of its retroactive implementation

has had a detrimental impact on the willingness of U.S. companies
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to repatriate earnings from their U.K. subsidiaries in accordance

with the treaty provisions as well as a detrimental impact on

commercial relations between the United States and the United

Kingdom.*

By the fall of 1985, the seven remaining worldwide unitary

states were having serious difficulties in implementing water's

edge limitations consistent with the Working Group's

recommendations. Foreign protests were becoming more and more

heated in view of the apparent inability of the states to resolve

the issue and, because of theBritish Government's authority to

take retroactive retaliatory measures, U.S. corporations were

facing the possibility of confiscatory penalties if they

repatriated the earnings of their U.K. subsidiaries. As a result

of these circumstances, on November 8, 1985, the President issued

a statement supporting "legislation that would effect a

requirement that multinationals be taxed by states only on income

derived from the territory of the United States" and instructed

the Secretary of the Treasury to draft federal legislation

incorporating this water's edge limitation on the use of unitary

combination into law. The President further instructed the

Secretary of the Treasury to pursue enactment of "domestic

* The Treasury Department has serious concerns regarding Section
54. We believe that its existence is inconsistent with the
U.S.-U.K. bilateral income tax treaty to the extent its
threatened use causes U.S. taxpayers to refrain from claiming
benefits under the treaty. Its actual implementation would be
a clear violation of the treaty.
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spreadsheet" legislation, designed to improve the workability and

enforcement of state corporate income tax laws. The President's

statement also instructed "the Attorney General to ensure that

the United States' interests are represented in appropriate

controversies and cases consistent with this (water's edge)

approach".

Our major trading partners responded favorably to the

President's statement. The United Kingdom released a concurrent

statement agreeing to defer considering implementation of Section

54 while the federal legislation was being enacted and in any

event not to impose the retaliation prior to January 1, 1987.

In accordance with the President's directive, S. 1974 was

drafted by Treasury. This legislation was introduced, on

December 18, 1985 by Senator Wilson (co-sponsored by Senators

Mathias and Hawkins). A companion bill, H.R. 3980, was

introduced in the House by Representative Duncan.

In concert with the introduction of the legislation and in

accordance with the President's November 8 statement, the

Administration has continued to press for resolution of the

unitary issue under the principles articulated in the

legislation. Secretary Baker sent letters to the President of

the Senate, the Speaker of the House, the Chairman of the Senate

Finance Committee, and the Chairman of the House Ways and Means

Committee; Secretary of State Shultz sent letters to the
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governors of six worldwide unitary states; and the Justice

Department filed amicus curiae briefs in the pending Alcan

Aluminum and Barclays Bank cases. A common theme throughout

these Administration statements is that the ability of the United

States to conduct foreign economic policy is impaired by the

states' use of the worldwide unitary method.

As a direct result of these continuing initiatives, other

state legislatures have taken action to limit or eliminate the

use of the worldwide unitary system of taxation. Idaho, New

Hampshire, Utah and most recently California have taken such

action since the introduction of this legislation. We are very

pleased that so many states have responded to the federal

initiative and limited their use of unitary combination to the

water's edge.

11. Overview of S. 1974

In general terms, S. 1974 would, except under special

circumstances, impose a water's edge limitation on states' use of

the unitary combination method; would require equitable taxation

of foreign dividends at the state level; would require most

multijurisdictional enterprises to file a domestic disclosure

spreadsheet; and would broaden the IRS's ability to disclose

corporate tax return information to the states.
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A. Water's Edge Limitation

S. 1974 would impose a water's edge limitation on states' use

of the unitary combination method of taxation. Limited

exceptions would provide for those cases in which a taxpayer's

material noncompliance with state or Federal law is such as to

obstruct a state in its application of the water's edge

limitation.

Proposed Code Section 7518(c) defines the water's edge

limitation. In general, states would be prohibited from

including in unitary combinations those corporations, both

domestic and foreign, which conduct 80 percent or more of their

business activity outside the United States and which have less

than $10 million of business activity within the United States.

Because the basis for this threshold limitation is U.S. business

activity, we believe that incorporation as a domestic or foreign

corporation should be irrelevant for purposes of applying the

water's edge limitation. Accordingly, as a matter of fairness we

believe it is appropriate to subject U.S. corporations to the

same test and thus to exclude them from the unitary combination

if they fail to exceed this threshold of U.S. business activity.

The water's edge limitation would not apply to certain

corporations that have significant economic ties to corporations

included within the water's edge but are not subject to

substantial foreign taxes on their net income. This provision is

intended to prevent corporations from sheltering income from
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state taxation by artificially shifting it through shell

operations in tax haven countries. Further exceptions to the

water's edge definition are provided so that states are not

forced to recognize the federal tax incentives provided to

certain types of corporations such as Foreign Sales Corporations

and Section 936 corporations operating in Puerto Rico and other

U.S. possessions.

The legislation specifically allows states to offer taxpayers

an unconditional election to be taxed on a worldwide unitary

combination basis.

B. Foreign Dividends

Under the unitary combination method, i.ntercompany income

flows within the unitary business, such as dividends, are

eliminated in order to avoid the double counting of income. When

the foreign components of a unitary business are not included in

the unitary combination, the proper tax treatment of income

repatriated from such foreign affiliates to the members of the

water's edge unitary combination must be addressed in order that

state taxing practices not discriminate against domestic-based

multinationals in favor of foreign-based multinationals and

strictly domestic enterprises. Accordingly, the legislation

requires that foreign source dividends be subject to equitable

taxation.
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The legislation suggests certain alternative guidelines that

states could follow in satisfying this standard of equitable

taxation. Generally, these guidelines require that recognition

be given either to the excluded business activity factors of the

foreign payor corporation or to the foreign taxes already

assessed against the payor corporation's income.

C. Assistance To States

1. Domestic Disclosure Spreadsheet - The Treasury Department

endorses the Working Group recommendation that appropriate

Federal assistance be provided to the states in order to assure

proper working of the separate accounting method. The Working

Group recommended that an annual information return be filed with

the Internal Revenue Service by large multijurisdictional

enterprises which would summarize the state tax filings of that

enterprise. This return would also identify those related

companies with which serious income shifting would be most likely

to rise. In July 1985, Treasury released for comment draft

legislation that would accomplish these objectives. Section

6039A of the bill under discussion today is based on this draft

legislation, after taking into account the many comments received

from affected business and the various states. We believe that

the domestic disclosure spreadsheet is an integral and necessary

part of the solution to the worldwide unitary problem.
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2. Information Sharing with States and Common Agencies - The

bill also contains provisions which would expand the exchange of

information provisions currently contained in Section 6103 of the

Code, dealing with (1) the exchange of treaty information, (2)

the sharing of taxpayer information between states, and (3) the

disclosure of IRS information to common agencies of the states.

The IRS now receives information about multinational

taxpayers from foreign governments under exchange of information

provisions in our tax treaties and other international

agreements. Our treaties and information agreements, however,

include confidentiality clauses which generally prohibit

disclosure of treaty information to subnational jurisdictions.

Amendments to these secrecy clauses would have to be negotiated.

A number of our treaty partners have advised us that they would

agree to appropriate extensions of the exchange of information

provisions to facilitate elimination of states' use of the

worldwide unitary method.

Under current provisions of Section 6103, a state may not

disclose to another state any taxpayer information received from

the IRS, and indeed may not even disclose that it has received

information, even if the other state would be entitled to receive

such information directly from the IRS. Thus, under current law,

if a state obtains information from the IRS which indicates that

a taxpayer is not complying with another state's law, it can do

nothing to notify or otherwise assist that other state. The
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legislation would amend Section 6103 to provide that information

relating to those corporations subject to the domestic disclosure

spradsheet could be shared between the states provided the

states in question are independently entitled to such

information.

Under current law, the IRS may disclose taxpayer information

to an agency charged under the laws of a state with the

administration of that state's tax laws. The Working Group

recommended that if four or more states could designate a common

agent to represent such states collectively in the administration

of their corporate income tax laws, then such common agent should

be afforded the same access to taxpayer information as is granted

to an agent of any of the individual states. The legislation

would grant agencies acting on behalf of several states access to

information relating to those corporations subject to the

domestic disclosure spreadsheet.

As discussed above, the Administration does not believe that

enactment of federal legislation preventing state use of the

worldwide uAitary system is necessary at this time. However, the

Administration continues to support the enactment of the portions

of the legislation providing for the domestic disclosure

spreadsheet and information sharing.
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III. CALIFORNIA'S WATER'S EDGE LEGISLATION

Because of the size of California's economy and because of

that state's history as an aggressive proponent of the worldwide

unitary system of taxation, much of the recent controversy over

the unitary issue has focused on California. On September 5,

1986, California Governor Deukmejian signed into law legislation

(S.B. 85) that provides California corporate taxpayers with an

alternative to the worldwide unitary combination method of

taxation. Firms electing to use the alternative "water's edge*

method would be able to exclude foreign affiliates from the

unitary combinations upon which their taxable income is computed.

we welcome this very substantial positive step that

California has taken in limiting its use of the unitary method of

taxation to the water's edge. we do, however, have a number of

serious policy concerns with the California legislation. Our

primary concerns involve (1) the water's edge election fee of .03

percent of California property, payroll, and sales; (2) treatment

of U.S. 80/20 corporations (other than possessions corporations)

as within the water's edges and (3) tying the 75 percent

exclusion of foreign dividends to an employment factor.

A. Election Fee

The California legislation requires that the greater of .01

percent of the taxpayer's current year California property,

payroll, and sales or .03 percent of the value of the taxpayer's

California 1986 property, 1986 payroll, and current year sales
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after adjustments for new investment in California be paid

annually as a water's edge election fee. The 1986 property and

payroll bases upon which the .03 percent election fee is

calculated can be reduced dollar for dollar by new investment in

California.

In our view, a foreign corporation's ability to avoid being

taxed by a state on its foreign income should not be conditioned

on payment of a substantial election fee. In addition, the-

magnitude of the California election fee under the new

legislation is such that the choice between water's edge and

worldwide unitary may be significantly distorted, particularly

for taxpayers with large existing investments in California

property. We therefore view the election fee feature of the

California legislation as a significant policy concern.

B. U.S. 80/20 Corporations

Under the California legislation, all U.S. corporations other

than possessions corporations, even those which have more than 80

percent of their business activity outside the United States,

would be subject to inclusion in water's edge unitary

combinations. We believe that U.S. 80/20 corporations should be

treated on a comparable basis with foreign corporations having

less than 20 percent of their business activity in the United

States. That is, when water's edge unitary combinations are

defined on the basis of business activity, incorporation as a

domestic should be irrelevant.
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C. Foreign Dividends

The California legislation provides that 75 percent of

foreign dividend income would be excluded from California

corporate income. The percentage exclusion may increase or

decrease if the taxpayer's United States employment increases or

decreases relative to rest of world employment, but will not

decrease below 75 percent so long as repatriated dividends are

not more than those repatriated in any of three fixed base years.

Equitable resolution of the unitary tax controversy requires

balance between domestic and foreign taxpayers. If a water's

edge system were adopted without limitations on the ability of

states to tax dividends received by U.S,_c companies from their

foreign subsidiaries, domestic companies would be at a

competitive disadvantage. S. 1974 required that foreign source

dividends be taxed equitably. in the technical explanation of

the bill, it was indicated that this requirement would be

satisfied if 85 percent of foreign source dividends were exempted

from state income tax. in itself, California's adoption of a 75

percent dividends received exclusion represents a relatively

minor departure from the recommended 85 percent exclusion of

foreign dividends contained in S. 1974. However, linkage of the

exclusion percentage with payroll factors and base period

repatriated dividends is questionable from a tax policy

perspective and may, in some instances, substantially reduce the

exclusion amount.
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Because of these concerns, while we view the California

legislation as a significant step in the right direction, we hope

that California will revisit these issues.

We have similar concerns regarding the treatment of foreign

dividends in the water's edge legislation passed in New Hampshire

and Utah. In New Hampshire, foreign dividends are subject to

customized apportionment formula as a separate source of income.

This bifurcated treatment of foreign dividends is clearly

inconsistent with the equitable dividend treatment standards of

the federal legislation. In Utah, 50 percent of foreign

dividends are exempt from tax, but the remaining 50 percent,

along with a pro rata share of the payor corporation's business

activity factors, is included in the unitary combination

calculation.

IV. CONCLUSION

Because of the recent enactment of state legislation

addressing the unitary problem, we do not recommend adoption of

restrictive federal legislation at this time. We believe further

progress is required to address the concerns we have raised and,

if such progress is not forthcoming within a reasonable time

frame, we may recommend reconsideration of the legislation in the

future. We continue to support those portions of the legislation

providing assistance to states in implementing the separate

accounting method.
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STATEMENT OF DALLAS A. HURSTON, ASSISTANT VICE PRESI-
DENT AND DIRECTOR OF TAX ADMINISTRATION, THE COCA-
COLA CO., ATLANTA, GA; AND CHAIRMAN, SUBCOMMITTEE ON
FEDERAL LEGISLATION, COMMITTEE ON STATE TAXATION
Mr. HURSTON. Thank you, Senator. My name is Dallas Hurston,

and I am director of tax administration for the Coca-Cola Co. I rep-
resent today the Committee on State Taxation, which is comprised
of 250 of the largest corporations-certainly those that are most se-
verly impacted by this problem. Needless to say, we are extremely
disappointed that the Treasury is backing down on their desire for
current legislation to solve the problem. We think that the situa-
tion has been put very well.

The discrimination against U.S. companies is enough reason by
itself to enact legislation, and certainly the California bill does
that. In taxing dividends of 80/20 companies the California bill
definitely discriminates against U.S. companies. We have submit-
ted in our presentation the points that we would like to see ad-
dressed including amendments to Senate bill 1974; but I would like
to address one particular issue that has been discussed here, and
that is the question of 80/20 companies, since my company-the
Coca-Cola Co.-is a vivid example of why that issue discriminates
against U.S. companies.

The Coca-Cola Co. has been doing business overseas since the
turn of the century. We do business in 55 foreign countries and sell
our products in 160 foreign countries.

Those activities have historically developed through what is
known today as 80/20 companies. Probably the term was not even
used at the time we expanded, but those activities were basically
developed through branches of U.S. corporations. The expansion was
done in a U.S. corporation to protect the company's trademarks and
patents. The body of common law with regard to those assets and the
protection of those assets was not well developed at the turn of the
century; and therefore, to provide some protection to U.S. companies,
an 80/20 or U.S. corporation was used.

Those corporations manufacture in the foreign country and sell in
the foreign country. They do not export from the United States nor
do they produce in the foreign country for import back into the
United States. By necessity, to meet both local consumption needs,
the company manufactures in the foreign country and sells in the
foreign country.

Under the California approach-and that approach, by the way,
of many other States, including some of the other States that have
repealed and including some States that have never applied world-
wide combinations-those 80/20 companies are discriminated
against because they do not receive the same treatment as foreign
incorporated corporations, and that clearly-clearly-is a situation
that should be addressed.

The taxation of dividends also discriminates against U.S. corpo-
rations. The 80/20 issue is one that should be addressed by the
Congress with regard to the States that apply it and the question
that was raised by the Senator from Montana.

The Department of Revenue, in testifying before the State legis-
lature in Montana, stated that they had never applied worldwide

67-908 0 - 87 - 4
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combination to a foreign corporation. That is a frightening
thought-that they have statutes on the books that apply to con-
cepts equally to everyone, and yet, say, Montana had never applied
it to a foreign-based corporation. This is on record before the De-
partment of Revenue within the last year.

That is the situation that U.S. companies have been faced with.
That is the situation we are faced with in the repeal of worldwide
combination without addressing dividends, without addressing the
80/20 issue. Thank you.

Senator CHAFE. Now, wait a minute. Let me see if I understood
what you said in the last part. You quoted the State of Montana,
that they just tax U.S. corporations?

Mr. HuRSroN. Worldwide combinations, and I think the gentle-
man who made the statement before the legislature is going to be
on the panel. The testimony before the legislature was that Mon-
tana had never applied worldwide combination to a foreign-owned
corporation. It was only applied to U.S. companies. Clearly, even
the States that had applied it were discriminating against U.S.
companies. That alone, it seems to me, is reason enough for the
Congress to act and to prohibit States from discriminating.

Senator CHAFm. What we will do is we will take each of the wit-
nesses, and then we will get back to you.

Senator BAucus. Mr. Chairman?
Senator CHimm. Yes?
Senator BAUCUS. I would like to introduce the next witness, if I

may?
Senator CHAIFE. Fine. Won't you, please?
Senator BAUCUS. He is the director of the Department of Reve-

nue of the State of Montana. We are flattered, Mr. Chairman, to
learn-particularly in view of the last comment-that Montana is
such an important part oif national policy. John LaFaver is present-
ly the director of the department of revenue, as I said. He is also
formerly the director of t"h. de -artment of rehabilitative services in
our State. He is a very sharp guy, snd I think you will fmid, as you
listen to him, that he will more than adequately represent our
State and probably address the questions that have just been
raised. Thank you.

Senator CHAm . We are delighted. We are glad to have you, Mr.
LaFaver. Why don't you proceed?

(The prepared written statement of Mr. Hurston follows:]
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STATEMENT OF ALASS A. HURSTON

To Senate Finance Subcommittee on Taxation & Debt Management

Re: S.1974, "Unitary Tax Repealer Act"

On Behalf of the Committee on State Taxation (COST)

of

The Council of State Chambers of Commerce

September 29, 1986

My name is Dallas Hurston. I am Assistant Vice President &-Director of Tax

Administration of The Coca-Cola Company. I appear here today as Chairman of the

Federal Legislation Subcommittee of the Committee on State Taxation (COST) of

the Council of State Chambers of Commerce. COST is composed of some 250 major

corporations representing a very significant portion of the taxpayers concerned

with this issue.

The basic problem is that this is an international issue that is clearly

the responsibility of the Federal government. It cannot be resolved satisfac-

torily on a State-by-State basis.

FEDERAL LEGISLATION STILL REQUIRED

BECAUSE STATE ACTION DOES NOT RESOLVE PROBLEM

California Change Would Discriminate Against American Companies

Even though the number of States that still use Worldwide Combination has

decreased from the 12 that the Treasury listed when the Worldwide Unitary

Taxation Working Group was created in 1983 to 3 States, Federal legislation

along the lines of S.1974 is still needed. As long as there are States

practicing worldwide combination (Alaska, Montana & North Dakota) all of the

I L
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arguments against this practice still hold. States action to limit worldwide

combination is non-binding; therefore a State could reverse position at anytime.

In addition only Colorado, Florida, Idaho, and Massachusetts have changed

laws so that they are in compliance with all the major provisions of S.1974.

The legislation enacted by Oregon, Indiana, Utah, New Hampshire, and California

is all seriously defective in some major respects.

The new California legislation is -articularly objectionable because it not

only discriminates against American companies in favor of their foreign competi-

tion in the way it would tax foreign source dividends, but also excludes major

portions of American industry from any benefits of the bill.

FEDERAL RESTRICTIONS ON STATE TAXATION

OF FOREIGN SOURCE DIVIDENDS ESSENTIAL

The California treatment of Foreign Source dividends, provided for in that

State's new legislation, illustrates the continued need for Congressional

action. Even if an American owned company is organized in a manner that permits

it to benefit from filling the so-called "water's edge" combination, 25% of its

foreign source dividends will still be taken into consideration in calculating

the California tax. This will discriminate against American companies in favor

of foreign competitors because in many cases foreign governments will not impose

an equivalent tax on those competitors. Even the 25% exclusion will not be

fully available to companies that increase foreign employment in order to

compete in foreign markets.

Unlike Oregon, where the Governor and the Revenue Department agreed that

the 15% of foreign source dividends included in the tax base would be in lieu of

any interest offset, California will still impose an interest offset, although

somewhat less onerous than their present procedures. Thus while still taking
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into consideration 25% of the American companies foreign source dividends,

California will add to their discrimination against American companies by

applying an interest offset.

The attached table indicates how the various States tax, or in most cases,

do not tax foreign source dividends.

FEDERAL LEGISLATION NECESSARY TO ASSURE

EQUITABLE TREATMENT OF AMERICAN 80/20 COMPANIES

The new California legislation also illustrates the need for Federal

legislation to restrict States from not only discriminating against American

companies in favor of foreign competitors, but from discriminating against some

American companies in favor of other American companies. This situation results

from California's exclusion of American incorporated companies from the benefits

of a water's edge combination even though they have more than 80% of their

operations overseas - the so-called 80/20 company under the Internal Revenue

Code.

The Coca-Cola Company has operations in over SO foreign countries which

sell products in over 155 foreign countries. These overseas operations have

been developed through an 80/20 corporation, The Coca-Cola Export Corporation.

Even though it is a U.S. corporation and is headquartered in the United States,

The Coca-Cola Export Corporation does 100 percent of its business outside of the

United States, therefore qualifying as an 80/20 corporation. These foreign

operations have grown virtually independent of The Coca-Cola Company's domestic

operations, with only a nominal capital investment since its creation over 55

years ago.

The choice of an 80/20 corporation for our overseas operations was made

purely on business reasons and not for tax reasons. In fact, taxes were not
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significant enough to be an issue at the time of the company's creation. The

year was 1930, companies were beginning to expand overseas, and the vehicle of

choice was a U.S.-based corporation to develop the overseas branch operations.

An overriding concern to The Coca-Cola Company was the protection of its patents

and trademarks. It was determined that the most protection would be from a

separate U.S. corporation which would then establish branch operations abroad,

and The Coca-Cola Export Corporation was formed.

The Coca-Cola Export Corporation manufactures its products in foreign

countries for consumption in those foreign countries. The activities of this

company are driven by local consumption demands, not the ability to produce in a

foreign country for export to the United States. Therefore, the exclusion of

80/20's from the "water's-edge group" would not jeopardize U.S. Jobs by causing

an export of jobs to foreign countries.

AN EXAMPLE OF DISCRIMINATION

The following example illustrates the discrimination inherent with the

inclusion of the 80/20 corporations in the "water's-edge group" by comparing the

tax impact to The Coca-Cola Company of using an 80/20 company, a U.S. parent

company wag a foreign subsidiary, and a foreign parent company doing business

in the United States. The Coca-Cola Company must include 100 percent of its

foreign source income because the 80/20 corporation is included in the

California awater's-edge" group, compared with the U.S. Parent with a foreign

subsidiary which is taxed on only 25 percent of the dividends paid by the

foreign subsidiary and the foreign parent corporation which is not taxed on any

of its foreign operations.
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Coca-Cola Company U.S. Foreign Parent
With an 80/20 Parent With With U.S. Operations
Corporation Foreign Sub. in Separate Sub.

U.S. Income $100,000,000 $100,000,000 $100,000,000
$100,000,00n

80/20 Foreign
Income 10,000,000

Dividends from
Foreig Sub.
with 75 percent
exclusion ., 2,500

Income Taxable
in California $110,000,000 $102,500,000 $100,000,000

u=ZMcuu wXz333UuUz W=z==rfz==

NEED FOR TECHNICAL REVISIONS IN THE ADMINISTRATION'S BILL

Attached is an explanation of "technical" changes that are needed in S.1974

(Suggested language will be given to the Finance Committee staff in order to

stay within the 30 page limit for the hearing record). These have been given to

Treasury previously Jointly by the Committee on State Taxation and the Unitary

Tax Campaign. They include such matters as language to correct the interest

offset problem.

The proposed change in the 80/20 language is intended to make certain that

the bill would not encourage the "exportation" of jobs and purchases by American

80/20 companies. We are certain this was not the intent of the Administration,

but the present 80/20 language in S.1974 would do precisely that.

CONCLUSION

I hope I have said enough to convince 'ou that Federal legislation is

necessary to prevent a small minority of the States from discriminating against

American companies and workers in favor of their foreign competition, and in
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some cases even discriminating against American companies that are organized on

an 80/20 basis.

The Administration proposal, S.1974 will do a very good job of treating

both American and foreign companies fairly, if amended along the lines we have

suggested.

We want to commend the Administration, the Treasury specifically for the

hard effort they have contributed to resolving this matter and this Subcommittee

for holding this hearing. The Committee on State Taxation and the staff of the

Council of State Chambers stand ready to provide technical assistance and work

with you In finally resolving this longstanding problem. This includes briefing

the staff on a State-by-State basis since this is our area of expertise.

SUMMARY OF PROPOSED CHANGES TO S. 1974

1. Page 2. Lines 4-18.

This revision to sec. 7518(a) deletes all conditions to the prohibition of

taxation on a worldwide unitary basis.

2. Page 2, Line 23.

The imsertion of the adjective "apportioned" in sec. 7518(b) is intended to

clarify that the applicable "income base" is the total unitary income base which

a State apportions to its jurisdiction by applying factors (e.g., property,

payroll and sales). This clarification is continued on page 3, lines 3 and 5

and page 4, line 4. (See also Item 8.)

3. Pagge 3, Line 6.

This revision to sec. 7518(b)(1) clarifies that the 85 percent dividend

exclusion will be permitted only if the exclusion is calculated without any

attribution of expenses between the payor and recipient corporations which would

adjust the amount of dividend.
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4. Page 3, Lines 12 and 13.

As drafted, sec. 7518(b)(3) may permit a method of computing an "equitable

portion" which produces an includable portion that is greater than the portions

computed under subsectios (b)(1) and (b)(2). The revision permits alternative

methods only if the method adopted does not produce an eqwitable portion which

is greater than the amounts that would be computed under subsections (b)(1) and

(b)(2).

5. Page 3, Lines 15-17.

This revision deletes the exception to sec. 7518(b) for a State of commer-

cial or legal domicile and assures that the principle of sec. 7518(b) applies to

all dividends received from corporations located outside the water's edge,

regardless of where the recipient corporation is legally or commercially

domiciled.

6. Page 3, Line 19.

The addition of the words "or of any amount deemed a dividend under section

78" is intended explicitly to prevent States from including any of the sec. 78

"gross-up" in their tax base.

7. Page 3, Line 19.

This revision assures that income which is deemed a dividend for purposes

of Subpart F will be subject to the rules of sec. 7518(b).

8. Page 4, Lines 4-5.

The insertion of the words "by reference to which the taxable income is

determined" and the following deletion are intended to clarify further the

original text's reference to "income base."

9. Page 4, Line 9.

The objective of this change is to place domestic corporations that make an

election under sec. 936 outside the water's edge.
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10. Pae4, Lines 16-25; Page 5, Lines 1-10; and Page 8, Line 3.

The revision to sec. 7518(c)(2)(D) and the insertion of a new section

7518(c)(7) on page 8 adopt a water's edge solution based on a "permanent

establishment" concept. Under the revision, an entity's income would not bx

subject to worldwide unitary taxation unless the entity is engaged in a trade or

business in the U.S. through a permanent establishment. The mark-up Includes

three options which would accomplish this revision.

11. Page 5, Line 22.

The original text of sec. 7518(c)(3)(B) provides that a corporation which

"carries no substantial economic activity" may be treated as within the water's

edge. This text could apply to a foreign parent which operates as a holding

company. One of the purposes of the water's edge legislation is to assure that

these foreign parents are not subject to taxation on a worldwide unitary basis.

The proposed change limits application of the subsection only to foreign

corporations which can be manipulated by corporations within the water's edge to

avoid State and federal taxation.

12. Page 6, Line 7.

The revision assures that only transactions between a permanent establish-

ment of a foreign corporation and another foreign corporation will be considered

in determining whether to include a corporation within the water's edge under

the provisions of sec. 7518(c)(3).

13. Page 6, Line 14.

The revision is intend to clarify that legitimate business operations

conducted through foreign corporations will not be treated as within the water's

edge. The insertion assures that the subsection will only apply to sham trans-

actions, not legitimate operations.
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14. Page 6, Lines 18-25 and Page 7, Lines 1-8.

The revision adopts the current Federal law definition of an "80/20"

corporation as a means of determining when a domestic corporation shall be

treated as outside the water's edge.

15. Page 7, Lines 12 and 24-25.

The revision clarifies that the Secretary may issue regulations providing

that permanent establishments of other foreign corporations shall be treated as

separate U.S. corporations for purposes of sec. 7518.

16. Page 8, Lines 21 and 24.

The revision assures that sec. 6039A(a) will not require reporting on

corporations which are not controlled by more than 50 percent ownership by a

"reporting corporation."

17. Page 9, Lines 3-5.

This deletion is intended to limit the discretion of the Secretary to

expand the amount and type of information to be furnished under sec. 6039A.

18. Page 10, Lines 19-24.

The revision is intended to eliminate the possibility that a domestic

corporation with no overseas operations will be required to report under sec.

6039A.

19. Page 13, Line 17.

This revision to sec. 6039A(d) clarifies that disclosure of the "spread-

sheet" information may only be made to a "designated" agency (see Item 22).

20. Page 14, Line 24.

This new sec. 6039A(f) would exempt from the reporting requirements of sec.

6039A a taxpayer which elects to file on a worldwide unitary basis in evry

State.
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21. Page 15, Line 20.

The insertion is intended to permit a State to use information disclosed

under sec. 6039A only to implement the purposes of the Unitary Tax Repealer Act.

22. Pages 16-19.

As drafted, sec. 6103(d) would permit many different "common agencies" to

have access to the spreadsheet information. The revisions contained in these

pages are intended to limit information disclosure only to an agency designated

to represent all states collectively in tax administration matters.
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(0h'INTT 1ON STATE TAXATfO1
Council o State Chambers of Comwce

122 C Street. NW.. Suite 200
WASHINGTON. D.C. 2000!

(202) 4848103

STATES IMPOSING A WORLDWIDE COMBINED REPORTING SYSTEM
(at time of formation of Worldwide Unitary Taxation Working"Group)

Alaska
California
Colorado
Florida
Idaho
Indiana
Massachusetts
Montana
New Hampshire
North Dakota
Oregon
Utah

STATES WHICH SUBSEQUENTLY REPEALED THE WORLDWIDE COMBINATION PRACTICE

Oregon
Massachusetts

Florida
Indiana
Colorado
Utah
Idaho
New Hampshire
California

Repealed August 15, 1984, effective January 1, 1986
Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court ruled agaInst State's
administrative practice on December 11, 1984
Repealed December 20, 1984, effective Septem. .r 1, 1984
Repealed April 18, 1985, effective January 1, 1985
Repealed June 12, 1985, effective January 1, 1986
Repealed March 17, 1986, effective January 1, 1986
Repealed April 4, 1986, effective January 1, 1988
Repealed, effective July 1, 1986
Revised September 5, 1986, effective January 1, 1988

STATES IN WHICH LEGISLATURE ADJOURNED WITHOUT REPEAL ACTION

Alaska
Montana
North Dakota

JAW/September 5, 1986
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STATE TREATMENT OF FOREIG-SOURCE Div1DE S
Jean A. Walker, Comittee on State Taxation

PaT&rtial

COLORAO

CONECTICUT X
DELAWARE
FLORIDA X

Treatment
of Balance

Allocate Apli~tion

If 95% ommrship of payor.

If more than 50 ownership of payor. 75% exclusion
of base period dividends (greatest mount of dividends
I ceived in any one of :,984, 1985 or 1966 income
years); exclusion of foreign dividends In excess
of base period amount dependent upon increase or
decrease in foreign payroll factor.

Amount of exclusion
of all foreign-source
income dependent upon
election of federal
foreign tax deduction
or credit.

85% exclusion.

If 80% ownership of payor.

INOIANA
IOMA
KANSAS
KENTUCKY X
LOUISIANA
MAINE
MARYLAND
NASSA0VISTS X

(Unless less than
1S% owmership of
payr.) .

NMIESOTA X

Otherwise. 85% exclusion.

X

If 50 ownership of payer.

X
X
I

statute(s)

140-18-34.40-18-3S(14). Reg. 810-3-31.02143-1122(8). L. 1985. c. 109. eff. for
taxable years beginning from/after
12-31-83

184-2008(2) (J)
1124271. 24402
124411. S.3. 55 as enacted. eff. for

tax years beginning on/after
1-1-8

I t39-22-304. 139-22-303(10). L. 1985,
H. 1010. eff. for tax years beginning
on/after 1-1-86

§12-217(a)(D)
§1903(W(2)
1220.13(1)(b)?.a. ch. 84-549. Laws of
Florida. eff. for tax years beginning
on/after 9-1-84

1 7--21(b)(9)
X 1235.7(c)
X 563-3022
X 63-3027C. L. 1986. c. 342 (H8 669).

eff. for tax years beginning 1-1-88
or January 1 of year afterFederal
disclosure spreadsheet legislation
adopted, whichever earlier

2-203(b)(2)(0), 1. 1982. P.A. 82-1029.
aff. for taxable years ending on/after
12-31-82

X §6-3-1-3.5(b)
x 1422-35
X J79-32.138

1141.010(12)(b)
§642.A. 63, 242(1)(d). 243.A(4)

X 15102.8
x 128oA(c)(5)

138(a)(1)

1290.21 Subd. 4(e). L. 1984. c. S02.
eff. for taxable years beginning
after 6-30-85

ALZMA
ARIZONA

ARKANSAS
CALIFORNIA 1)

2)

GEORGIA
KAUAI I
Io

ILLINOIS

condiwtio

1 12



Treatment
of ilaence

Al locate Aportion

MISSISSIPPI

M4ISSOURI I

NEBRASKA X

NEW HAMPSHIRE
NEW JERSEY
NEW MEXICO
NEW YORK
NORTH CAROLINA
OHIC X
OKLAHOMA
OREGON

PENNSYLVANIA x
RHODE ISLAND
SOUTH CAROLINAI)

2)

TENNESSEE
UTAH

VERMONT
VIRGINIA
WEST VIRGINIA 1) X

2)
LISCONSIN
DISTRICT OF COLO"IA

If 80% ownership of payor-

If 50% ownership of payor.

Otherwise. 50% exclusion.

Otherwise, 501 exclusion.

85% exclusion.

If 801 ownership of ayor.

If 80% ownership of payor.

If 501 ownership of palor.

If 80% ownership of payor.

X

X

X

50% exclusion.

X

K 6§27-7-I5(l). 27-7-15(4)(1).27-7-23(c)(201(8)

J143.431, Union Electric Co. v. Coale,
347 Mo. 75 (1940

177-2716(7). L. 1984, LB 1124, elf.
for taxable years beginning on/after
1-1-84

X 1177-A:3.11
X §54:I0A-4(k)(1)
x S§7-2A-2.M & N
X §1208.9(a)(1) & (2) and (b)(Z)

§1105-130.7, 105-130.4(f)
15733.04(I)(2)
62358.A.4.b

X 1317.267(2). c. 1, Oregon Laws 1984,
eff. for tax years beginning on/after
1-1-86

i§7401(3)l.(A) &.(B)
X 1§44-11-I1. 44-11-12

112-7-700(15) repealed L. 1985. S351.
eff. for tax years beginning after
12-31-84; 612-7-1120(2)

1§12-7-415, 12-7-430 added L. 1985,
S351, eff. for tax years beginning
after 12-31-84; 412-7-1120(2)

X 167-2704(b)(2)(A)
X 159-13-5(2)td), L. 1986. c. 80

(48 178), elf. for tax years
begInning on/after 1-1-86

x I511(18)
1§S8-151.032(9), 58-151-037
111-24-6(c)(3) limited L. 1985,
H1693. to taxable years beginning.
before 7-2-87

X §i11-24-6. 1l-Z7-7(d)(3)
X §71.04(4)
X §47-1810.1

Worldwide Combination States*

ALASKA
MONTANA
NORTH GAKOTA

X
X
X

§43.20.065
157-38-01.20

Oividends between combined corporations are eliminated from income, thus the indicated treatment of dividends
received by members of the combined group from corporations not included in the combination.

Exe in
Lond i tio0nl Partial Statutes)

applies only to dividends
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STATE TREATMENT OF FOREIGN-SOURCE DIVIDENDS

Foreign-Source Dividends Totally Exempt (12)

Arizona
Connecticut
Delaware
Florida
Georgia
Kentucky
Minnesota
Missouri
Nebraska
Ohio
Pennsylvania
West Virginia

Foreign-Source Dividends Substantially Exempt (14)

Arkansas
California
Colorado
Idaho (1988)
Illinois
Maryland
Massachusetts
New Jersey
New York
Oregon-
Tennessee
Utah
Virginia
Wisconsin

Foreign-Source Dividends Allocated
to commercial omicIle (5)

Alabam
Louisiana
North Carol i ne
Oklabom
South Caroline

Foreia-Source Dividends TaxableandI Appo'rttomble '( '1'

Nawaii
Indiana
Iowa
Mnses
Maine
Mississippi
Now Hampshire
New Mexico
Rhode Island
Vermot
District of Columbia
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II. Worldwide Combination States (3)

Alaska
Montana
North Dakota

J)A/Sptmber 1986
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STATEMENT OF JOHN D. LaFAVER, DIRECTOR, DEPARTMENT OF
REVENUE, STATE OF MONTANA, HELENA, MT; AND CHAIRMAN,
MULTISTATE TAX COMMISSION
Mr. LAFAVER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Senator Baucus. I

am John LaFaver, the director of the Montana Department of Rev.
enue and chairman of the Multistate Tax Commission.

My opposition to S. 1974 and similar legislation can be summa-
rized as follows. Federal intervention in State tax matters is objec-
tionable in principle. Of course, those aren't my words; the Senator
just read the letter. They were written in 1967 by the Governor of
California, Ronald Reagan, in opposing Federal legislation similar
to this. We in Montana hope the President's views are unchanged.
Certainly, if the administration's New Federalism means anything,
it must include allowing States to exercise the basic authority of
setting State tax policy.

S. 1974 would carve what we feel are unwarranted and ill con-
ceived loopholes in tax laws of 27 States. Multinational firms would
enjoy a tax break of about $500 million per year. Hard-pressed
States such as Montana and others would be forced to increase
taxes on Main Street businesses and wage earners to pay for it.

It seems incongruous to those of us out in the sticks that a Con-
gress which just this weekend passed a landmark tax reform pack-
age, lowering rates by eliminating a laundry list of special privi-
leges, would seriously consider a bill like this, a bill that gives mul-
tinationals all the tools they need to minimize or avoid State tax-
ation at the expense of the rest of us.

Finally, I would ask you to examine the work of the worldwide
taxation working group. That effort of State and Federal officials
and representatives of domestic and foreign multinational firms
recommended broad-based reforms in unitary taxation in 1984.
Fundamental to those recommendations was that they be consid-
ered as State tax policy, not jammed down the States' throats. And
the record since-as we have talked about this morning-shows
that a voluntary strategy has worked.

Of the original States applying full worldwide combination only
three have not yet changed their laws. Of the three, Montana and
North Dakota at least will propose unitary legislation in 1987. So,
this bill simply aggravates a problem that is on its way to being
resolved. The bill advocates an approach that the President himself
on occasion has opposed. I would ask you to join in that opposition.

Thank you.
Senator CHAFSE. Thank you very much, Mr. LaFaver. Mr. Boggs.
[The prepared written statement of Mr. LaFaver follows:]
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JAMES A03APEPE
Con4wftant 10 muftistl

Tax Commission
14001 S rye N.W.
Suite 1150
Washk o DC 20006
(2021 842.1880

Statement of John D. LaFleer
Director, Ntma Depar at of Revenue

Chairman,
Multistate Tax Comleelon

before the
Subcomittee on Taxation eA Debt Nemegment

U.S. Senate CimUitte on Finence
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On behalf of the State of Montana end the other ber

states of the Multistate Tax Commission, I urge that the

-.Suboomittee rGject 5. 1974 and any similar legislation which

attempts to prohibit the.ustates from using the worldwide unitary

combination apportionment method of determining the taxable

Income of multinational corporations and restricts state taxation

of dividends resolved by multinationals.

In summary, the State of Montama and the member states of

the Multistate Yax Commission oppose S. 1974 an3 similar

legislation because:

o It allows an unwarranted intrusion by the federal

government into state tax policies.

o It violates the spirit and the letter of the Worldwide

Unitary Taxation Working Group efforts to resolve

disagreements between some states and multinational

corporatims.

o It goes beyond the usual concerns of unitary taxation

to restrict the tax policies of 27 states regarding

taxation of corporate dividends and certain domestic

corporations.

We urge Congress to require the Treasury Department to

Immediately implement Secretary Rogan's omitment of two years

ego to provide federal assistance to the states in enforcing full

disclosure by multinational firms. Without this critical

'element, the entire process of retreating from worldwide

combination will simply result in shifting legitimate tax

responsibilities of multinational firms to domestic corporations.
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcomittee:

I appear before you today to urge, on behalf of both my

state of Montana and the other member states of the Multistate

Tax Commission, that the Subcommittee reject S. 1974, which wou14

prohibit the states from using the worldwide unitary combination

apportionment method of determining the taxable income of

multinational corporations and restrict state taxation of

dividends received by multinationals, and any similar legislation

which attempts to restrict the use of any constitutional method

of taxation by the states. In this particular instance, the

issue is the use of worldwide unitary combination, a method of

applying the net corporate income tax at the state level. This

approach, first developed in California nearly half a century

ago, has been used by as many as twelve states at one time or

another. Though some businesses have been upset with its use,

the United States Supreme Court has, without exception, upheld

the right of states to use this approach in determining state

corporate income tax liability and has declared the approach

"fair and proper."

Opponents of this approach, in part because of their

inability to have their views upheld in the courts, have turned

instead to Congress for relief. Legislation which attempts to

restrict state use of worldwide combination has boon filed

regularly in Congress for two decades, and the Multistate Tax

Commission has consistently opposed such legislation over that
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period. Whatever the arguments in favor of sech restrictions, we

believe that none of them are so profound as to be worth

violating fundamental priacipl e of Americma federalism. The

viem of the Commision, wkile officially limited to the nineteen

states who compose it, are shared by virtually all groups

reprementing state governments, including the National Conference

of State Legislatures, the National Aseociation of Tax

Administrabore, aad the National Governcs' aeociation. The

V.6. Advisory Commissiom on Intergovernmental Relations, a

prestigious bipartisan body devoted to the study and

streagthening of American federalism, has stated its view

Unequivoolly:

It is clear that (a) our federal system allowed the

states the widest latitude in determining their ow tax

structures, (b) the judicial system provides processes

for determining whethec state tax practices conflict

mith constitutional standards, (c) busies enterprises

in our federal system are free to locate in states that

pride the uoet oomgenLal tax climate, and (d) there to

no evidence that state tax practices cause harm to the

action. Therefore, the Comision recce~ that the

Waited States Congres pass no law that will limit state

tax practice with respect to multinational oorporetions

or fOreig soaroeu inoome. CState Taxation of

Nultinatiosal Corporations,' April 1983, Report A-92, p.
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Our views could not be more precisely stated. But the

:.fltistate Tax Cormission does not, and has not in the past,

attempted to limit its activities to merely opposing federal

restrictions. Instead, through its Joint audit program,

development of model laws and regulations, and the work of its

educational programs and publications, the Commission aims to

demonstrate that it is possible to address the problems of

multistate taxation in a cooperative manner and thereby alleviate

some of the problems which gave rise to requests for federal

restriction. Thus, the Commission has generally supported the

superiority of voluntary interstate cooperation over federal

restriction or mandates, and attempted to take an active part in

implementing such cooperation.

The most recent such example came in 1983, when, following

the Supreme Court's decision in the Container case (which

unequivocally upheld the constitutionality of worldwide

combination), the Administration was strongly pressured to

support legislation restricting combination. Instead, the

President authorized then-Treasury Secretary Donald Rogan to

establish a commission to study the issue. This led to the

establishment of the Worldwide Unitary Taxation Working Group,

whose report issued a year later suggested a voluntary approach

to the problems allegedly caused by the state use of worldwide
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ccmlinatiom.

My pcedeoeeor so Cheirea of this Comnission, Kent Cokad

(State Tax Comissioner of our noighbor, orth Dakota), served on

that Working Group along with otr state officials, federal

officials, and representatives of domestic end foreign

ultinational corporations. Fundamntal to the participetLon by

state representatives and the Multistate Tax Comission wes that

policy rocomondatLons would go to the individual states for

their consideration. The grp eventually agreed that reolution

of probls in this area rooted on three principles:

1) Oator's ede unitary combination for both U.S. and

foreign-based companies;

2) Increased federal administrative assistance and

cooperation with the states to promote full taxpayer

disclosure and accountability; and

3) Competitive balance for U.S. multinationals, foreign

multinationals, and purely domestic businesses.

The key to success was to be in respecting state

sovereignty, amd not in heav-hubed attempts to override it.

The record is clear: at the tim the Working Group undertook its

efforts, twelve state@ used worldwidwe minaton. Today, only
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three -- Alaska, Montana and North Dakota -- have not fully

receded from that position. I want to note, however, that my own

state is not and never has boon a full worldwide unitary state

because we exclude foreign parent corporations from unitary

accounting. That exclusion, by itself, should satisfy all

foreign parties and any foreign policy concerns of the U.S.

government.

North Dakota's interim committee studying the issue has

already recommended adoption of water's edge legislation. Only

Alaska remains, and corporate taxpayers have publicly expresseod

their satisfaction with the continued use of worldwide

apportionment and combination in that state. Even California,

the largest state with the longest experience in the practice of

worldwide combination has recently enacted water's edge

legislation.

This movement by the states accomplished in a little ove

two years what two decades of proposed federal restrictions could

not. It clearly shows that states took the Working Group process

seriously, and made a good faith effort to comply with all of the

principles contained in the report. in most cases, business

representatives and state officials oeagod in long and detailed

discueeions to develop the laws appropriate to the iivdmlde

state. Thms, the pirit of the VMokiag fWp eontinwo at %a

stats L0.
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But good faith state efforts have not been matched by an

equivalent level of federal activity. Principle Two -- the

increased federal assistance -- has been conspicuously lacking.

The report of the Working Group sent to the President by

Secretary Regan made this proposal:

In order to demonstrate the good faith and sincere

intentions of the federal government, I am proposing at

this time that the Treasury Department move immediately

to implement the federal assistance measures recommended

by the Working Group... (Working Group Report, p. iii.)

In light of that proposal, made on July 31, 1984, what has

been implemented to date? The Internal Revenue Service has

invited limited numbers of state tax staffs to attend their

training courses on international issues. There has been no

discernible increase in IRS audit activity, no increases in

international tax examination staffs, no provisions made for the

sharing of information and assistance in audit activity, and no

implementation of the joint state-federal study of Section 482 of

the Internal Revenue Code. The most important item of all

assistance -- the enactment of a requirement for a

domestic disclosure spreadsheet -- has not been implemented but

rather was first floated by Treasury as draft legislation more

than a year after Secretary Regan's commitment to "immediate
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implementation," and when finally introduced was not an

independent piece of legislation but rather was made part of the

restrictive legislation before us today. This introduction

directly contravenes the spirit of the Working Group effort.

Thus the opposition of the Commission to this bill is based on

several grounds. The first and most important of these is

philosophical: by. proposing to limit state taxation, this bill

contradicts deeply rooted principles of federalism. Federal

intervention in state tax matters is objectionable in principle

"wrote Governor Ronald Reagan in 1967, when Congress was

considering restrictions on the use of worldwide combination.

Any Congressional attempts to limit state autonomy need to be

viewed warily. But taxation, since It is vital to state

sovereignty, doinerves especially close attention. Against an

argument like t8ts, only a finding of severe national harm should

allow Congress t/ override traditional state prerogatives, and no

one has ever successfully asserted that state use P!f worldwide

combination is anything more than an J::=itant to some

multinational corporations, and to some of their governments.

As a practical matter, the Comission endorsed in 1984 "as

an equitable and acceptable alternative to worldwide combination"

the use of comprehensive water's edge legislation provided it was

adopted voluntarily by the states and not forced upon them. Its

support for the Working Group approach was borne out in the

subsequent two years when states began to recede from their use
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of worldwide combination. Even were the Commission not opposed

to federal restrictions in principle, it would be opposed to this

particular legislation since it so clearly violates the letter

andipirit of the Working Group agreement, and upsets the balance

of forces needed to bring the Working Group process to a

successful conclusion.

The Commission also opposes this bill because it goes

further than intruding into the fiscal affairs of a few states.

By restricting state taxation of corporate dividends, it will

overturn tax statutes in 27 states. These states would lose

between $445 million and 0550 million if the proposal became law.

We wonder what national purpose is served by the Congress oi:-:ing

unwarranted and ill-conceived loopholes into long standing state

tax policies.

In summary, the State of Montana and the member states of

the Multistate Tax Commission oppose this bill because:

0 It allow& an unwarranted intrusion by the federal

government into state tax policies.

o It violates the spirit and the letter of the Worldwide

Unitary Taxation Working Group efforts to resolve

disagreements between some states and multinational

corporations.
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o It goes beyond the usual concerns of unitary taxation

to restrict the tax policies of 27 states regarding

taxation of corporate dividends and certain domestic

corporations.

Finally, we would urge the Congress to require the Treasury

Department to immediately implement Secretary Regan's commitment

of two years ago to provide federal assistance to the states in

enforcing full disclosure by multinational firms. Without this

critical element, the entire process of retreating from worldwide

combination will simply result in shifting legitimate tax

responsibilities of multinational firms to domestic corporations

and small business.
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September, 1986

UPDATED ESTIMATED ANNUAL REVENUE LOSSES RESULTING FROM
S.1974 (WILSON BILL)

Total revenue loss for 27
affected states 0445-$550 million

State

Alabama

Alaska

Arizona

Arkansas

California

Colorado

Connecticut

Delaware

District of Columbia

Florida

Georgia

Hawaii

Idaho

Illinois

Indiana

Iowa

Kansas

Kentucky

Louisiana

Maine

Estimated Minimum Revenue Loss

$102 thousand **

No current revenue loss *

$1.3 million **

0750 thousand **

$350-$400 million *

No current revenue loss *

No current revenue loss *

No current revenue loss *

Foreign source prohibition
would result in loss, but no
statistics available * ,

No current revenue lose *

No current revenue loss *

.:No current revenue lose *

$20 million *****

No current revenue loss *

88 million *

$8.5-10 million *

$15-20 million *

Would result in some loss, but
no statistics available *

No current revenue loss

Would result in some loss, but
no statistics available *
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Maryland

Massachusetts

Michigan

Minnesota

Mississippi

Missouri

Montana

Nebraska

Nevada

New Hampshire

Now Jersey

Now Mexico

Now York

North Carolina

North Dakota

Ohio

Oklahoma

Oregon

Pennsylvania

Rhode Island

South Carolina

South Dakota

$2 million *

No current revenue loss 

No current revenue loss *

$1 million *

No current revenue loss *

Foreign source prohibition
would result in loss, but no
statistics available *

$10 million *

Would result in some loss, but
no statistics available *

No corporate income tax

$800-$900 thousand *

No reply

$2 million *

Minimal current revenue
loss *******

Foreign source prohibition
would result in lose, but no
statistics available *

$7.5-9 million *

No current revenue loss *

$4.5-5.5 million *

$4 million *

No current revenue lose

$280 thousand ***

Would result in some revenue
loss but no statistics
available *

No corporate income tax
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Utah

Vermont

Virginia

Washington

West Virginia

Wisconsin

Wyoming

No current revenue loss *

No corporate income tax

$4.5 million,

$150 thousand **

No current revenue lose *

No corporate income tax

No current revenue loss *

$5 million **

No corporate income tax

Sources: * Written or phone response to 1986 MTC survey.
• * Letter from, or testimony of, state tax

administrator.
• ** April 24, 1980, fact sheet prepared by

Com. on State Taxation (COST).
• *** May 11, 1982, state responses to Treasury

questions.
• The state's shift to "waters' edge" is not in

effect until 1988.
***** California's water's edge legislation does

not go into effect until 1988. When the
water's edge law does become effective, the

• revenue loss under S. 1974 would be $150-200
million.

• MTC estimate based on recent changes in state
law.
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STATEMENT OF THOMAS H. BOGGS, JR., COUNSEL, UNITARY TAX
CAMPAIGN, WASHINGTON, DC

Mr. BOGGS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. My name is Thomas
Boggs. I am a partner of the Washington law firm of Patton, Boggs
& Blow. I appear today on behalf of the Unitary Tax Campaign,
Ltd. The Unitary Tax Campaign is the United Kingdom organiza-
tion that represents over 40 United Kingdom companies, most of
whom have operations in the United States.

Mr. Chairman, I am accompanied by Mr. John Symons. Mr.
Symons is the vice chairman of the organization. He is also the
former vice president of BAT Industries. I have a lengthy state-
ment, Mr. Chairman, which I would like to ask to be incorporated
into the record.

Senator CHAFEE. Yes, we will put all the statements in the
record.

Mr. BoGGs. I also have, Mr. Chairman, a comment filed by the
Unitary Tax Campaign with the Treasury Department which pre-
sents our comments on the specific legislation which is before you.
I would like that also put in the record.

Senator CHAFEE. Fine.
Mr. BOGGS. The Unitary Tax Campaign supports the enactment

of Federal legislation which would generally apply the water's edge
approach to State taxation of corporate income. Federal legislation
is needed to ensure that the United States speaks with one voice on
matters of international taxation and investment. The worldwide
unitary controversy is fundamentally an international issue and, as
such, can only be satisfactorily resolved at the Federal level.

Since the 1930's, nations have agreed on the separate accounting
principle or the "arm's length principle," as the standard by which
to measure and apportion business profits of enterprises which op-
erate across national boundaries. The United States has been a
leader in the establishment of the separate accounting principle as
the standard for measuring income of such firms and avoiding
double taxation of that income. Every bilateral income tax treaty
to which the United States is a party adopts a separate accounting
principle. The separate accounting principle also provides the back-

ne or the Internal Revenue Code's approach t6 the international
income allocation. By strongly supporting the establishment of this
separate accounting principle as a matter of both international and
Federal law, the United States has clearly committed itself to this
principle as a part of its international tax and investment policy.

State taxation on a worldwide unitary basis violated the interna-
tionally accepted standard of separate accounting. A haphazard
array of individually adopted State water's edge laws will not pro-
vide an appropriate solution to the worldwide unitary controversy.

Federal legislation is still required for three primary reasons.
First, Federal legislation would prohibit the imposition of fees or
penalties on companies which avail themselves of a State-passed
water's edge law. Second, Federal leghlation would ensure a more
stable U.S. commitment to a system of State taxation based upon
the water's edge concept. Without Federal legislation, States that
have acted to limit worldwide unitary taxation may reverse such
legislative decisions at any time. And finally, Few-tral legislation

67-908 0 - 87 - 5
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would establish consistent guidelines for the enactment of a Feder-
al network of State water's edge laws. Presently, the water's edge
laws passed by States differ widely. These differences prevent the
establishment of a consistent water's edge scheme across the coun-
try which would increase certainty for business transactions and
reduce the business costs of complying with many widely varying
State laws.

Mr. Chairman, in conclusion, what we are saying is that enact-
ment of Federal legislation such as S. 1974 is needed to assure that
States change their State taxation systems to be in compliance
with Federal guidelines on international taxation lines. Now is a
very appropriate time to have a Federal standard which these
States can follow in achieving some consistency in this area. Thank
you, Mr. Chairman.

Senator CHAFEE. Thank you very much, Mr. Boggs. Mr. Glover.
[The prepared written statement of Mr. Boggs follows:]
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September 22, 1986

STATEMENT OF THOMAS H. BOGGS, JR.
BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON TAXATION AND

DEBT MANAGEMENT OF THE COMMITTEE ON
FINANCE, UNITED STATES SENATE,
SEPTEMBER 29, 1986, ON S. 1974

ON BEHALF OF

UNITARY TAX CAMPAIGN, LIMITED

This material is presented by Patton, Boggs & Blow, 2550 M
Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20037, which is registered with
the Department of Justice, Waahington, D.C., under the Foreign
Agents Registration Act of 1938, as amended (22 U.S.C. SS 611-
621), as an agent of Unitary Tax Campaign, Limited, 6 Buckingham
Place, London, SWiE 6HR, England. This material is filed with
the Department of Justice where the required registration
statement is available for public inspection. Registration does
not indicate approval of the contents of the material by the
United States Government.
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This statement is submitted on behalf of Unitary Tax
Campaign, Limited. Unitary Tax Campaign represents over 40
United Kingdom companies with international operations, including
operations in the United States. These companies participate
heavily in American trade and employ many American citizens.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Unitary Tax Campaign supports the enactment of S. 1974,
which is before this Subcommittee for consideration, and its
identical companion bill, H.R. 3980, which is before the House
Committee on Ways and Means.

The legislation was drafted by the Administration and was
introduced into both Chambers at the request of the President.
S. 1974 was introduced on December 10, 1985, by Senator Pete
Wilson (for himself and Senators Mathias and Hawkins). H.R. 3980
was introduced on the same date by Congressman Duncan. Since
introduction, Congressmen Gibbons, Jenkins, Archer, Frenzel, and
Daub have agreed to co-sponsor H.R. 3980.

In brief, the legislation would apply a "water's edge"
approach to State taxation of corporate income by: (1)
prohibiting States from imposing corporate income tax on a
worldwide unitary basis; and (2) providing for equitable tax
treatment of dividends received by U.S. corporations from their
foreign subsidiaries. In exchange, all States would benefit
under the legislation from the establishment of new Federal
information reporting requirements for multinational corporate
groups and certain other corporations. These information
provisions are intended to assist States in the administration of
their tax laws.

This legislation is the most recent attempt to correct a
problem which has plagued national governments and the business
community for many years. As has been documented many times over
the long history of the worldwide unitary debate, State taxation
on a worldwide unitary basis: (1) allows a State to tax income
which is earned outside the United States and is not related in
any way to a taxed company's operations in the State; (2)
requires a determination of income which is based on apportion-
ment factors that can significantly understate income earned by
foreign operations and overstate income earned in the State and
therefore results in double taxation; and (3) results in
oppressive administrative and compliance costs for companies
which are required to report on their complete worldwide
operations, even though such information is often not readily
available to an international trading company. For these
reasons, taxation on a worldwide unitary basis is wrong as a
matter of tax policy.
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Perhaps even more importantly, however, State taxation on a
worldwide unitary basis is inconsistent with the positions taken
by the United States on international tax and investment matters.
The contours of international tax and investment policy are
determined through careful and laborious negotiations among the
national governments. State taxation on a worldwide unitary
basis is inconsistent with most of the international agreements
reached through these negotiations. Foreign governments, many
the principal trading partners of the United States, view State
worldwide unitary tax systems as distinctly at variance with the
Federal tax system, and these governments are therefore troubled
by the inability of the United States to make consistent
commitments on international taxation matters. For this reason,
State taxation on a worldwide unitary basis has a significant
negative effect on United States relations with the governments
of its major trading partners.

Recently, the State of California enacted a water's edge
approach to corporate taxation. California's action leaves three
States (Alaska, Montana and North Dakota) which impose tax on a
worldwide unitary basis. While the number of such States has
been reduced to three, Federal legislation such as S. 1974 is
still required for three primary reasons.

First, Federal legislation such as S. 1974 would prohibit
the imposition of fees or penalties on companies which avail
themselves of a State-passed water's edge bill. For example, the
new California law imposes an "election fee" equal to .03 percent
of the sum of a taxpayer's property, payroll and sales in
California. In effect, such a fee requires a taxpayer to pay for
the privilege of not being taxed under a system which: (1) is
wrong as a matter of tax policy; (2) undermines United States
positions on matters of international taxation; and (3) is
disapproved by the Administration. The right to be freed from
taxation on a worldwide unitary basis should not be treated as a
privilege. As a matter of principle, such "election" fees should
not be permitted, and Unitary Tax Campaign will continue to lobby
the California legislature to seek the eradication of the
"election" fee. S. 1974 would not permit such fees.

Second, Federal legislation would ensure a more stable U.S.
commitment to a system of State taxation based on the water's
edge concept. Without Federal legislation, States which act to
limit worldwide unitary taxation may reverse such legislative
decisions at anytime. This unstable situation could very likely
be exacerbated by the presence of legislative clauses which
permit State tax administrative agencies the discretion to impose
worldwide unitary taxation for a wide range of violations of
State legal requirements. The new law passed by California
includes such a discretionary provision.
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Third, Federal legislation would establish consistent
guidelines for the enactment of a federal network of state
water's edge laws. Presently, the water's edge laws passed by
States differ widely. For example, State water's edge laws
provide varying definitions of which corporations are within or
without the "water's edge." Such differences prevent the
establishment of a consistent water's edge scheme across the
country which would increase certainty for business transactions
and reduce the costs of complying with many widely varying State
laws.

Federal legislation such as S. 1974 would establish stable
and consistent guidelines for State taxation of corporations
which have international operations. By establishing this
consistent baseline, S. 1974 would provide a solution to the
continuing foreign policy problem of the United States caused by
State taxation on a worldwide unitary basis.

II.

TAXATION ON A WORLDWIDE UNITARY BASIS IS
INCONSISTENT WITH THE POLICIES OF THE UNITED STATES

State taxation on a worldwide unitary basis is inconsistent
with the long-established position of the United States and other
nations on matters of international taxation. Because it is
inconsistent, this State taxation practice undermines the ability
of the United States to speak with one voice on matters of
international tax and economic policy. The solution to this
Federal problem should be the enactment of Federal legislation.
The "water's edge" approach of S. 1974 would provide an
appropriate solution to this Federal concern in a responsible and
even-handed manner.

A. The United States Has Committed Itself to the
Separate Accounting Principle as a Matter of
International and Federal Law.

When a business enterprise earns income in different
jurisdictions, some means must be employed to measure the income
earned in each of the various jurisdictions. If no such means is
in place, then it is possible that the total income of the
enterprise may be taxed several times by the various tax
jurisdictions in which its constituents operate.

Since the 1930's and the beginning of a substantial
international commerce, nations have agreed on the "separate
accounting" principle (sometimes called the "arms length"
principle) as the standard by which to measure the business
profits earned in each jurisdiction where the constituent parts
of an enterprise operate. Under this "separate accounting"
principle, income earned in each jurisdiction is measured
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according to established accounting principles. Each corporation
in a multi-corporate group is treated as a separate entity which
will deal with all other entities on an "arm's length" basis. As
a safeguard against tax avoidance, tax authorities are empowered
to enforce the separate accounting principle by adjusting taxable
income where necessary to make it conform fully with the "arm's
length" assumption.

The United States has been a leader in the establishment of
the separate accounting principle as the international standard.
Every bilateral income tax treaty to which the United States is a
party adopts the separate accounting principle as the method for
measuring multi-jurisdictional income and avoiding double
taxation of that income. The separate accounting principle is
adopted by the model income tax treaties of both the Organization
for Economic Cooperation and Developement (OECD), whose members
include the United States and its principal trading partners, and
the United States Treasury Department. These model treaties
provide the basis for negotiations to establish bilateral income
tax treaties. Most tax treaties between other nations also adopt
the separate accounting principle. To prevent tax avoidance
through artificial transfer pricing, most national governments
have generally agreed to exchange tax information under bilateral
tax treaties or separate executive agreements. By strongly
supporting the establishment of the separate accounting principle
as the international standard, the United States has taken a
clear position in favor of the separate accounting principle as a
matter of international law.

The separate accounting principle also provides the
backbone for the Internal Revenue Code's approach to inter-
national income allocation. The Code implements the separate
accounting principle in three steps. First, the Code establishes
detailed and sophisticated rules to determine the source of each
item of a firm's income. These "sourcing" rules serve to
allocate income to the tax jurisdictions where income is
earned. Second, the foreign tax credit ensures generally that
any tax charged by a foreign government on foreign-source income
which is also taxed by the United States will be credited against
any United States tax liability on that income. The effect of
the foreign tax credit is to avoid double taxation of income
earned by transnational enterprises. Finally, to prevent tax
avoidance through artificial transfer pricing, the Treasury
Department has promulgated regulations under section 482 of the
Code which explicitly adopt the "arm's length" pricing
standard. With these three steps, the United States has clearly
committed itself as a matter of Federal law to the separate
accounting principle as the standard for measurement and taxation
of Income of multi-national enterprises.
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B. State Taxation on a Worldwide Unitary Basis
Violates the Internationally-Accepted Separate
Accounting Principle.

State taxation on a worldwide unitary basis violates the
internationally-accepted norm of separate accounting and
therefore undermines the commitments made by the United States in
matters of international taxation. While many States use some
form of the unitary method to divide domestic income (income
earned in the United States) among the various States, only a
small minority of States apply the unitary method on a worldwide
basis. It is this practice -- taxation on a worldwide unitary
basis -- which is inconsistent with United States policy.

Unlike the separate accounting principle, the unitary
principle ignores both the existence of separate corporate
entities and the source of income and instead attempts to
apportion income among tax jurisdictions through application of a
mathematical formula. Under the unitary principle, income of a
"unitary business" is aggregated into a single income base. The
"unitary business" may consist of dozens of separate corporations
that are related in terms of ownership and business activity.
Part of the aggregate unitary income base is then apportioned to
a tax jurisdiction by multiplying the unitary income base by a
fraction. Typically, this fraction is equal to the ratio of an
enterprise's sales, payroll and property located in the
jurisdiction to its total sales, payroll and property.

States which tax on a worldwide unitary basis extend the
unitary principle beyond U.S. borders to include income earned by
foreign corporations from operations in foreign countries. By
doing so, these States impose tax on foreign source income of
foreign affiliates without having negotiated any regime for
avoiding double taxation with foreign governments. Because the
foreign governments are not parties to the apportionment system
used by the small minority of worldwide unitary statess and will
have already taxed such income under their own laws, a second tax
is effectively imposed when such foreign source income is taxed
by a State.

This system is grossly distortive because it makes no
allowance for the tax levied (legitimately) by the source country
and, even more fundamentally, operates on the entirely artificial
assumption that each dollar of sales, payroll and property
invested in a worldwide unitary State produces precisely the same
income as each dollar of sales, payroll and property invested
worldwide.
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C. State Taxation on a Worldwide Unitary Basis
Undermines the Relationships of the United States
with Other Nations.

The disharmony which results when a State's worldwide
unitary taxation system is interposed with the international tax
system has alienated most of the principal trading partners of
the United States. This alienation has existed for at least ten
years.

For example, in 1976, the United States Treasury Department
negotiated a bilateral income tax treaty with the United Kingdom
which included Article 9(4). Under this Article, the United
States and the United Kingdom agreed not to impose corporate
income tax on a worldwide unitary basis. This provision
orginally would have applied the limitation to not only the
Federal government, but to State governments as well.

During consideration of the Treaty by the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee, Senator Frank Church attempted to remove the
limitation of Article 9(4) by reservation. That Amendment was
defeated by a vote of ten to five. When the full Senate debated
the Treaty in June, 1978, Senator Church again proposed the
reservation regarding 9(4), and the reservation was again
defeated by forty-four votes to thirty-four. In the final vote
by the Senate on the Treaty the following day, forty-nine voted
in favor, and thirty-two against, five votes short of the
required two-thirds majority. After several days of discussions,
the Treaty was ratified by a vote of eighty-two to five, with the
Church reservation included, the Treasury Department having
capitulated to gain passage of the Treaty with no further
hindrance. Since then, there has been no action in Congress to
rectify the situation.

More recently, foreign governments have expressed their
opposition to State taxation on a worldwide unitary basis in
letters from their Embassies to Chairman Packwood and Chairman
Rostenkowski. These letters, dated April 29, 1986, were signed
by representatives of.7ixteen countries and the Commission of the
European Communities.-1 In part, these letters expressed the
official understanding of these Governments of the
Administration's position on the worldwide unitary issue:

The sixteen countries and the Commission of
the European Communities which are

*/ These sixteen countries are Austria, Belgium, Canada,
Denmark, Federal Republic of Germany, FrAnce, Greece,
Iceland, Italy, Japan, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Portugal,
Spain, Switzerland, and the United Kingdom.
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signatories to this letter view the use of
worldwide unitary income taxation by certain
States as a serious divergence from the
long-established principles of international
corporate taxation. The Administration has
recently affirmed that it takes a similar
view, as evidenced by the President's
statement of November 8, 1985, and the
introduction of S. 1974. Secretary Baker's
March 5, 1986 letter to you (Chairman
Packwood or Rostenkowski], Secretary
Shultz's letter to State Governors and the
Justice Department's amicus curiae brief in
the Alcan Aluminum/ICI action against
California in the Federal District Court in
Illinois provide further confirmation. The
Administration has stressed in particular
the damage that worldwide unitary income
taxation has done to relations with some of
its major trading partners. Thus, we are
hopeful that your Committee . . . will
consider expeditiously this legislation.

As referenced in these letters, the Administration has
recognized the serious and continuing foreign policy concerns
caused by State taxation on a worldwide unitary basis. The
Secretary of State recently made clear these concerns in letters
to the Governors of States which imposed tax on a worldwide
unitary basis. In part, the Secretary of State said:

Continued State taxation on a worldwide
unitary basis will greatly impair the
ability of the Federal S overnmen to carry
out its tax and investment police in the
international arena and to manage the
sensitive issue of international double
taxation. The worldwide unitary issue has
seriously complicated our economic relations
with many of our closest allies. During my
tenure as Secretary of State, this has been
a difficult and long-lasting issue. The
Department of State has received diplomatic
notes complaining about State use of the
worldwide unitary method of taxation from
virtually every developed country in the
world. The unitary issue has been partially
responsible for stalling some bilateral
treaty negotiations.
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Through such public expressions against State taxation on a
worldwide unitary basis, the Administration has committed itself
to an effort to ensure that this practice no longer undermines
United States foreign policy. As part of this effort, the
Administration drafted S. 1974. With three States still imposing
tax on a worldwide unitary basis and other States, such as
California, enacting water's edge laws which contain objection-
able clauses, Federal legislation such as S. 1974 is still needed
to assure that the United States satisfactorily resolves the
worldwide unitary issue.

III.

CONCLUSION

State taxation on a worldwide unitary basis has produced a
significant deterioration in the relationships of the United
States with its principal trading partners. This method of State
taxation has undermined the ability of the Federal government to
speak with one voice in foreign policy matters. Continued use of
this method by individual States will-impair the ability of the
United States to carry out its tax and investment policy in the
international arena, further alienate our economic allies end
expose the United States business community to increased taxation
and administrative costs in foreign jurisdictions. A haphazard
array of individually-adopted State water's edge solutions, with
various "election" fees and other inappropriate provisions, will
not provide a solution to the worldwide unitary controversy.

S. 1974 is Federal legislation which will resolve these
foreign policy problems. The water's edge approach of S. 1974
will permit the Federal government to regain control of United
States international tax policy. This bill would provide simple
and fair guidelines for States to enact a consistent network of
water's edge legislation. In recognition of this fact, the
executive branch of our government -- the President, the Treasury
Department and the State Department -- all support the enactment
of S. 1974.

Unitary Tax Campaign, along with others who support S.
1974, has submitted a series of suggested changes to S. 1974 to
the Treasury Department. The most important of these issues are
discussed in Attachment A of this Statement.

Representatives of Unitary Tax Campaign would welcome the
opportunity to work with the Subcommittee and its staff to
resolve these technical issues and otherwise to assist in the
consideration of this legislation.
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ATTACHMENT A

SUGGESTED CHANGES TO S. 1974

While Unitary Tax Campaign supports Federal legislation to
prohibit State taxation on a worldwide unitary basis, S. 1974
contains several provisions which should be modified.

A. Imposition of Worldwide Unitary Taxation Should
Not Be a Penalty for Noncompliance

The provisions of S. 1974 establish two conditions to the
general prohibition against State taxation on a worldwide unitary
basis. Specifically, a State would still be able to tax on a
worldwide unitary basis if: (1) a taxpayer "materially fails" to
comply with the new Federal information reporting requirement or
with "the legal or procedural requirements" of State income tax
laws or (2) neither the taxpayer nor the government of the
"relevant foreign country" provides "material" information to a
State after "proper request."

The establishment of any conditions is improper. The
prohibition of taxation on a worldwide unitary basis should not
be treated as a privilege. This practice violates basic
principles of taxation and is contrary to the policies of the
United States. To sanction use of this practice for any reason,
including as a penalty for noncompliance with information
requirements, is improper. Rather, the legislation should
penalize noncompliance by the imposition of separate penalties.
Such penalties are open and direct sanctions for noncompliance
and are the usual manner in which the United States enforces the
information return requirements of its own tax laws.

In this connection, it should be noted that Unitary Tax
Campaign does not oppose the inclusion in the legislation of
reporting requirements based upon the concepts of the domestic
disclosure spreadsheet contained in Principle III of the
Worldwide Unitary Taxation Working Group. However, these
information requirements should function independently of the
prohibition against State taxation on a worldwide unitary
basis. In addition, the reporting requirements should be drafted
with a greater degree of precision to enable firms to comply with
the requirements in good faith and without uncertainty.
Similarly S. 1974 should be amended to specify the procedure
under which a "proper request" for information may be made to a
foreign government. In general, Unitary Tax Campaign believes
that States should obtain information only from the United States
government to the extent permitted by any tax treaty or executive
agreement to which the United States is a party.
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B. The Threshhold Should Be Changed

The proposed legislation contains provisions to define
foreign corporations which are within the "water's edge" and thus
subject to unitary taxation. In general, the proposed
legislation would establish a two-pronged test to determine
whether a foreign corporation is within the water's edge.
Specifically, a foreign corporation must either: (1) have at
least $10 million in compensation payments, sales or purchases,
or property aisignable to United States locations; or (2) have at
least 20 percent (an average of percentages) of its total
c pensation payments, sales and property assignable to United
States locations.

Unitary Tax Campaign has consistently taken the position
that the proposed legislation should adhere to the principles the
United States espouses in the double taxation agreements into
which it has entered. Thus, the water's edge definition should
be based upon the concept of a "permanent establishment." If,
however, the "permanent establishment" concept is not adopted,
the test to determine whether foreign corporations are within the
water's edge should be a simple calculation based on an analysis
of the sources of the corporation's gross income. For example,
if at least 20 percent of a corporation's worldwide gross income
consists of U.S.-source income which is not effectively connected
with a U.S. trade or business or income from U.S. or foreign
sources which is effectively connected wi , a U.S. trade or
business, then the corporation would be within the water's edge
and subject to taxation on a worldwide unitary basis.

C. The Branch Provision Should Be Expanded

The proposed legislation provides that a United States bank
branch of a foreign corporation may be treated as a separate
United States corporation. This provision recognizes that banks
generally may not incorporate subsidiaries and prevents the
treatment of all of the foreign corporation's income as within
the water's edge merely because the bank branch is located in the
United States.

The provision, however, should not be limited only to
branches of foreign-based banks. Other situations exist where a
multinational enterprise may be required to operate through a
single multinational company with a large number of branches.
Such a case should qualify for treatment similar to that provided
for foreign-based banks in the proposed legislation.
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STATEMENT OF JERE ,'. GLOVER, GENERAL COUNSEL,
NATIONAL SMALL BUSINESS ASSOCIATION, WASHINGTON, DC
Mr. GLOVER. Thank you. My name is Jere Glover, and I am here

today as counsel for the National Small Business Association. Prior
to entering private practice, I served as deputy chief counsel for
SBA, and prior to that on the House Small Business Committee.

One might ask, "why does small business care about how multi-
nationals are taxed?" We start off with the basic premise that all
small businessmen relieve in; taxation is evil, it is un-American, it
causes cancer, and it simply should not exist. Having said that, we
have to proceed with some basic realities. Taxes do exist. Someone
must pay them. Small businesses don't want to pay them; we would
prefer big businesses and especially multinationals to do that.

When you think about it, multineionals are here today saying
the very same thing: We don't want to pay taxes; let somebody
else. Well, small business is that somebody else. We have three spe-
cific instances where State legislatures have looked at the issue of
whether they should abolish unitary taxes and whether they
should give preferential treatment to multinational corporations.
You can see the situation in Florida where a 20-percent increase in
the corporate rate was applied after unitary was repealed. We look
at Illinois; we see that Illinois went from 4 percent corporate tax
rate to 4.8 percent.

We look at Massachusetts where the Governor proposed increas-
ing all payroll taxes in the State by 1 percent so that they could
repeal unitary. So, let's not kid ourselves about what ends up hap-
pening when unitary taxes are abolished. When the States need
revenue and they look around and decide to exempt multinational
corporations or to prohibit unitary basis.

Quite simply, that burden is shifted to the other businesses
within the State, and we as small business people don't have a lot
of choices. We end up paying on a unitary basis, because we don't
have any way of shifting revenues or profit outside of a specific
State, or can we shift them outside the United States.

So, our concerns are very simple. We believe that the States
should have the option to propose the same type of tax accounting
method for multinational corporations that they do for their local
corporations. We believe that we have had all too many instances
where fairness has not been afforded the small businesses.

I would like to thank Senator Baucus and Senator Grassley for
their work in correcting some of that in the past bill. I know they
fought very hard on the self-employed insurance deductibility issue

ndT were successful in getting that included. But by and large,
small businesses don't have the wherewithal or the money for the
lobbyists to come up here and argue effectively and certainly don't
have the PAC money. But we do have one basic thing which we
believe in very strongly, and that is basic fairness.

We believe that all corporations, be they multinational or domes-
tic, should be treated the same way. Fairness is the only real hope
that we have for equitable treatment, and we would urge that you
not pass this legislation. Thank you.

Senator CHArs. Thank you very much, Mr. Glover.
[The prepared written statement of Mr. Glover follows:]
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STATEMENT OF JERE W. GLOVER ON BEHALF OF
THE NATIONAL SMALL BUSINESS ASSOCIATION BEFORE THE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON TAXATION & DEBT MANAGEMENT
SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

HOLDING HEARINGS ON S. 1974, THE UNITARY TAX REPEALER ACT
SEPTEMBER 29, 1986

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

My name is Jere W. Glover, and I am here today on behalf of

the National Small Business Association (NSB). I am the General

Counsel of NSB and serve on its Executive Committee. I appreciate

the opportunity to appear before you today on the issue of uni-

tary taxation and its impact on the small businesses of America.

The National Small Business Association is a bipartisan

trade association which, since 1937, has represented small busi-

nesses located in every state in the Union. Testifying before

Congress on legislation of interest to small business is a func-

tion we regard as vitally important to the interests of the more

than fifteen million American small business enterprises.

We are here today to address specifically S. 1974, intro-

duced by Senator Wilson, and S. 1113, introduced by Senator

Mathias. Both bills would severely restrict state taxation of

multinational corporations. The National Small Business Associa-

tion opposes any proposal to give special tax breaks to multi-

national corporations. Multinationals that operate through sub-

sidiaries should not be exempt from the unitary method of accoun-

ting that most states use as a basis for computing the tax owed

by corporations. * Without equal application of the unitary

method to all corporations, small in-state businesses will be put

at an unfair competitive disadvantage simply because they lack

I
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the same opportunity as multinational corporations to shift

profits among foreign subsidiaries and thus avoid taxation.

The unitary method of tax accounting was upheld by the

United States Supreme Court in the 1983 case of C a Cor-

ra.io Qf America Y. Erancbise IAt DQard as a "proper and fair

method of taxation." The unitary accounting method treats the

corporation as a single taxpayer, regardless of whether it con-

ducts its business through one corporation or through a variety

of subsidiaries and affiliates. A state, unlike the federal

government, is limited to only taxing the corporation on the

amount of business income generated within that state. To deter-

mine how much of a corporation's business profits are generated

within the state under the unitary method, a formula is used

comparing the ratio of business activity in each jurisdiction to

the company's total business activity everywhere. In other

words, it takes into account total corporate earnings and assets

regardless of where they are realized. The corporate tax owed

the state is then computed on the profit share attributable to

that state.

The alternative separate accounting, also referred to as the

arm's length" method, has been shown by the General Accounting

Office and others to be ineffective, difficult to audit, and not

subject to even enforcement, thus allowing in-state profits to

escape taxation by the state.

Most states have always applied the unitary method of tax

accounting to those businesses engaged in inter/intrastate com-

merce. However, only those corporations large enough to have

2
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subsidiaries can transfer their tax liabilities outside a parti-

cular state.

When multinational corporations, using sophisticated ancoun-

ting manipulations, transfer their tax liability outside the

particular state, the remaining domestic firms -- the small busi-

nesses that create most new jobs -- are left to shoulder the bulk

of the state's tax burden. Tax avoidance by multinationals

imposes a heavy cost on small business. Every dollar of legiti-

mate taxation bypassed by multinationals must be paid for by

other taxpayers, both corporate and individual. For example,

after Florida repealed its use of the worldwide unitary tax

accounting method, the legislature raised the corporate tax rate

from 5X to 5.5% to remedy the shortfall in revenues. Small busi-

nesses in Florida now must pay higher state taxes so multi-

nationals operating there can pay lower ones. Similarly, one

year after Illinois caved in to pressure from big oil companies

and retreated from worldwide unitary to domestic unitary, the

state corporate tax rate was increased from 4% to 4.8X.

Even at the Federal level large corporations only pay an

effective tax rate of approximately 17%. The average small and

mid-size business tax rate is double that paid by large corpora-

tions.

Shortly after the Container Corporation case was decided by

the Supreme Court, then-Treasury Secretary Donald Regan announced

the formation of a Worldwide Unitary Working Group to study

worldwide unitary apportionment. The report issued by that group

further demonstrates why the "water's edge" combination defini-

tion embodied in S. 1974 is a loophole-ridden definition.

3
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There are two large avenues provided in S. 1974 through

which multinationals may avoid state taxation of their legitimate

taxable in-state earnings. First, by permitting "water's edge"

corporations to exclude "80/20" corporations (firms headquar-

tered in the Unitcd States with 80% of their property and payroll

overseas -- even though all of its sales are in the United

States) allows these firms to avoid taxes by skillful accounting

machinations. More importantly, it destroys American Jobs by

creating a tax incentive for firms to pack up their American

plants and move them overseas.

The second avenue through which state taxes may be avoided

under this bill is the near total exemption of foreign dividends

from inclusion in the tax base. Such an exemption would force

down investment and job creation in the United States by giving

preferential treatment to operations outside the borders of the

country. This clearly discriminates against small businesses

which would continue to pay both state and federal corporate

income taxes on the full base of their profits.

If legislation is passed prohibiting the unitary tax method

of accounting, this will not affect the method by which small

businessmen and women pay their corporate taxes. Small business

people are not able to shuffle their profits across the state

border to give the slip to the state tax man. There is no reason

why- multistate corporations should be allowed to do so. This

type of legislation clearly benefits only one group, multi-

national corporations.

Study after study has documented that small business is

responsible for creating the majority of new jobs in our economy.

4
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Yet, once again, consideration is being given to putting small

business at a competitive disadvantage. At a time when the

federal deficit is reaching record levels and America's balance

of trade is spiralling out of control (approximately $140 bil-

lion), the last policy which should be pursued is one that en-

courages the multinationals to move their operations overseas

while inhibiting our own small business sector. Small businesses

are the most productive segment of the economy, leading the

nation in job creation and innovation, providing the driving

force behind the present economic recovery. According to Presi-

dent Reagan's Report, Th2 5"ta gf f U Bu"ani , between 1980

and 1982 small businesses created all, every single one, of the

984,000 net new jobs in the United States. All businesses

created 2.65 million new jobs, but that was offset by the fact

that big business posted a net loss of ovee 1.6 million jobs.

The FEg ne 1,000 have fewer employees today than in 1969. In

addition to job creation, small business leads the way in inno-

vation. Over two-thirds of all innovations have come from small

business. This is ample proof that President Reagan's economic

recovery was largely a product of America's small businesses.

Some proponents of federal restrictions on state taxation of

multinationals claim that lowering their tax will promote invest-

ment and job creation. Numerous studies indicate that state and

local taxes are not the primary issue in capital investment or

business location decisions. Moreover, there is no evidence that

worldwide unitary tax accounting methods inhibit foreign invest-

ment. Even if we assume some multinationals will cut back the

5
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activity in states that apply the unitary method e ,_n-handedly,

there are more than enough entrepreneurs and smaller firms ready

to fill the gap. Where there is a market, a resource, or a

skilled labor force, small business will make the investment and

create the jobs. The support multinational corporations display

for S. 1974 demonstrates that they will only invest and create

Jobs when encouraged by a specific special tax subsidy. Indeed,

by artificially subsidizing uneconomic spending by multina-

tionals, restriction on the unitary method will diminish aggre-

gate investment in the United States.

Nor will the lower rate of corporate taxation assist America

in reducing its trade deficit. The staff of the Congressional

Joint Committee on Taxation summarized the results of a study of

corporate tax burdens in large developed countries around the

world. It concluded:

"In 1982, the country with the second largest trade surplus,

Japan, had the highest rate of corporate taxation me' red both

as a portion of gross domestic product (5.4 percent) and of total

tax revenues (19.7 percent). Conversely the country with the

largest trade deficit, France, relied the least on corporate

taxes as a revenue source."

The unpopularity of the unitary method with multinational

corporations is not without reason. These corporations are not

accustomed to being made to pay their fair share of taxes at the

state or federal level. The unitary method forces out-of-state

corporations to pay their fair share of the benefits they receive

by virtue of operating in that state.

6
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The National Small Business Association is firmly opposed

to any legislation that results in unfair methods of tax accoun-

ting that assists multinational corporations at the expense of

the American small business.

He believe that all businesses, large and small, should be

subject to the same fair share of state taxes.

Thank you for the opportunity of appearing before you today

on this subject of importance to the small business community.

7
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Senator CHAFEE. Whe' percentage of your members are incorpo-
rated?

Mr. GLOVER. Approximately three-fourths of National Small
Business Association members are incorporated.

Senator CHAFEE. All right. Now, Mr. LaFaver, could you respond
to the statement Mr. Hurston made regarding Montana not taxing
foreign multinationals but taxing U.S. multinationals?

Mr. LAFAVER. We have both on operational and a constitutional
reality here. The Supreme Court in the container case certainly
hinted rather strongly that application of worldwide combination
to a foreign parent was probably not constitutional. So, that is one
part. The second part, from an operational standpoint, is that a
small State such as Montana simply doesn't have the audit
power-the manpower-to send teams of auditors to the Nether-
ands to audit that sort of a firm. So, we stick solely as a matter of

administration to domestic parents and we will propose legislation
in 1987 to make it a matter of law that Montana does not include
the foreign parent in the worldwide combination.

Senator CHAFZE. That does seem a little rough, doesn't it? I
mean, tax the U.S. people, of the U.S. multinationals, but not the
foreign multinationals?

Mr. LAFAVER. I guess I don't understand why that is rough. We
tax our own citizens, but don't have the authority to go down to a
foreign nation and tax them.

Senator CHAFEE. No, but I don't think the analogy is totally apt.
You are saying that Coca-Cola has worldwide sales and your Mon-
tana collects from the Coca-Cola Co. based on some apportionment
figure; but when the Shell Oil Co. comes along, they are treated
differently. You don't compute in-I guess that is what you are'
saying if I understand it-you don't compute in what Shell's world-
wide sales are because you can't get those. So, you just base it on
some local sales; is that correct?

Mr. LAFAVER. We allocate income to Montana from a domestic
parent based on their worldwide factors, and under the Constitu-
tion of the United States, according to container, we have the au-
thority to. We don't have the authority to very likely with a for-
eign parent.

Senator CHAFE. Do you want to comment on that, Mr. Hurston?
Mr. HuWMoN. No. The only valid argument I heard him make

for discriminating against U.S. companies was audit capability, and
I thought he was representing the Multistate Tax Commission
which was formed for that purpose, to provide audit support for the
States.

Senator BAucus. Mr. Chairman, if I might make a point while
we are on this subject?

Senator CrianE. Surely.
Senator BAucus. The question here really and the reason for the

legislation is because of the perceived unfair application to foreign
companies-foreign companies in foreign countries. That is the
reason for the United Kingdom retaliation. If the State of Montana
and if other States apply water's edge or something similar to
water's edge to foreign-based companies, that is do not apply the
worldwide unitary to foreign-based, but if they still do to U.S.
based multinationals, the fact that they do not against foreign
based obviates the need for this legislation, obviates the need for
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any retaliatory United Kingdom legislation. There is an entire dif-
ferent, separate question, and that is should the States as a matter
of policy or as a matter of tax policy treat U.S. based any different-
ly than they treat foreign based?

Should there be any "discrimination"? That is a separate matter
for the State of Montana to determine as a matter of State policy,
but because Montana does apply a water's edge-or practically as I
understand it a water's edge-to foreign based, then there is no
need for this legislation insofar as this legislation is based on po-
tential United Kingdom and foreign country retaliation.

Senator CHAFEE. That is one approach to this.
Senator BAUCUS. One can argue whether it is proper for the

State as a matter of State tax policy to treat U.S. based differently;
that is a whole separate question. Frankly, my personal view is
that the State of Montana should revise its tax policy. The fact is
that in the State of Montana, this is a major issue. When the legis-
lature meets this next January, there will be several bills address-
ing the unitary question.

It is certainly in view of California's action and this potential
legislation today that there are many legislators in the State of
Montana pressing for repeal. And if I were a State legislator, I
would, too; but the fact is that it is up to the State legislature.

Senator CHAFEE. Just out of curiosity-and I presume your State
is somewhat typical of the other States-perhaps not Alaska, but
possibly of North Dakota-what percentage of your State revenue
is derived from this tax? Do you know?

Mr. LAFAVER. Yes. One-fifth of the corporation license tax comes
as a result of applying worldwide combination.

Senator CHAFEE. That is one-fifth of the corporation license tax,
but I really would like to direct my question to: What percentage of
the total revenue? In other words, there are probably other forms
of taxation of corporations, plus a whole series of excise taxes. In
other words, if we repeal this-just take an "if"-if we repeal this
tax, what would it cause you to lose percentagewise of your reve-
nue, your total revenue, of your State?

Mr. LAFAVER. We would likely lose between 4 and 5 percent.
Senator CHAFEE. Of your total revenue?
Mr. LAFAVER. Of all revenue, yes.
Senator CHAFEE. Mr. Boggs, what do you say to the argument

that has been presented here that all they want to do is just tax
U.S. corporations and we won't bother with the foreign multina-
tionals? So, what harm does that do with Britain?

Mr. Bc. Mr. Chairman, from a foreign corporation's point of
view, a State which has adopted an appropriate water's edge con-
cept does not apply its taxing jurisdiction beyond the water s edge
to foreign corporations. Obviously, in the case of such a State, for-
eign corporations would have no real complaint about the State
taxation system.

I think what the British companies would say is that they don't
necessarily trust a temporary hiatus in the unitary tax method. It
was here before; it could come back again. I think what they would
like to see is uniformity and certainty, either by way of the United
States-United Kingdom treaty, which is certainly one course of
action, or by way of Federal legislation.
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Senator CHAFRE. Mr. Glover, I heard your testimony and read it.
I am not sure there is exactly cause and effect. You pointed out
that in Illinois and in Florida, they repealed this tax, and the fol-
lowing year they increased the corporate tax by a half a percent, I
guess, in each case. In your judgment, was that cause and effect?

Mr. GLOVER. If one reviews the hearings in both of the legisla-
tures involved and the messages from the Governors, you will find
that those numbers were used to take care of the revenue loss that
resulted from repealing unitary basis for taxation in those specific
States, and it was so stated at the time the legislatures did it. So, I
believe there is a fairly clear indication that there was a cause and
effect relationship that was fairly clear.

Senator CHAFEE. You indicated that three quarters of your mem-
bers are incorporated?

Mr. GLOVER. Yes, sir.
Senator CHAFEE. Do you have any further breakdown of those in-

corporated? What percentage are subchapter S?
Mr. GLOVER. No, sir, I do not.
Senator CHAFE. It seems to me that would be very significant. I

would suspect that a very substantial portion of them are. Do you
have any tilt on that?

Mr. GLOVER. Obviously, there are a number of them. I would say
that between 50 and 60 percent of our membership would not be
subchapter S; they would be corporations but not subchapter S.
With the new tax law, that may well be changing. We may well see
a lot more small businesses becoming subchapter S corporations,
but certainly in our membership now that is not the case.

Senator CHAFEE. Mr. Hurston, you have heard this testimony.
What does this do if Mr. LaFaver's views persist not to tax the
multinationals that are doing business, but just tax the domestic
ones? What does this do to your competitive position international-
ly?

Mr. HUMSTON. Certainly, Senator, if a Japanese company were
making money in Mexico and Coca-Cola Co. has the same or simi-
lar operation in Mexico, we would be subjected to a much higher
tax burden in the State of Montana based on those activities in
Mexico. It is as clear and simple as that. They are taxing the
income and the activities of the Coca-Cola Co. overseas where the
parallel operation of a foreign based multinational would not be
taxed and included in the tax base in those States. A clear case of
discrimination and the best argument I have seen from his own ex-
planation of why Federal legislation is needed.

It is also incomprehensible that the same people that oppose it-
that is Federal legislation in the area of worldwide combination-
are supporting legislation that would overturn Supreme Court deci-
sions. Again, Senator, Supreme Court decisions in the areas of sales
use taxes in the National Bellas Hess case. The National Associa-
tion of Tax Administrators and the Multistate Tax Commission are
both supporting legislation that would in fact overturn the Su-
preme Court decision and give the States' the prerogative to tax in
the sales use tax area, a very inconsistent position I would say.

Senator CHAFE. I must say I am somewhat appalled by the view
that one should tax our people but don't tax on the same basis-
tax our overseas earnings, but don't tax the foreigners overseas. I
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am not for the thing at all, but to go on that basis is the worst of
all solutions, as I view it. I may be missing something here.

Senator BAUCUS. Mr. Chairman, I agree; but shouldn't a State
have the right to make that decision? Coca-Cola can, if it wants to,
opt not to do business in Montana--

Mr. HURSTON. That would be the criteria, Senator?
Senator BAUCUS. What I am saying is that obviously that would

be very disadvantageous to the State of Montana as well as to the
Coca-Cola Co.; and that is why I think the State of Montana should
decide to change. I agree with you, Mr. Hurston, but I still think
that that is a matter of State policy.

Senator CHAFEE. Coca-Cola fortunately is of such a nature that it
is hard for me to name a Japanese competitor of Coca-Cola; but
let's take the automobiles. Let s take Ford and Toyota. Under Mr.
LaFaver's approach, Ford, who clearly does business in Montana,
you take their overseas total and Ford has extensive operations in

urope and England especially and all over the world. So, you take
the total Ford earnings and, based on that, and their operations in
Montana, you then would work out a system whereby you would
tax Ford and they would come up with quite a big bill. But you
take Toyota and you would say, no, we are disregarding what you
are earning overseas because we can't seem to get the information.
And so, we are just taking it based on the business you do in Mon-
tana; so, Ford gets penalized. That is hardly the thing I am enthu-
siastic about.

Mr. LAFAVER. May I respond, Mr. Chairman?
Senator CHAFEE. Sure.
Mr. LAFAVER. I don't think that that is an accurate way of ex-

plaining it. We don't tax either the Japanese firm or the American
firm more than their presence in Montana would allow. Ford
might have operations in every nation of the world but they are
taxed only on their factors in Montana. The larger they are world-
wide, the larger they are in South America, and so forth, the small-
er their factors are in our State.

When you look at the Japanese firm, you only look at the subsid-
iary that is operating in the United States; but you allocate its
income to Montana in exactly the same way, using the same uni-
tary calculation, that you do with Ford. So, the issue that occurs to
us is that: Do you allow foreign firms to allocate income away from
your State and to States that don't have a corporation income tax,
or do you apply the tax on an objective series of calculations? And
some way of a unitary calculation or some calculation like that is
the only way that I know of to assure that firms that operate solely
in one State are taxed on exactly the same basis as firms that oper-
ate in several States or nations.

Senator CHAFm. Well, we have a fundamental disagreement in
that respect. Senator Baucus.

Senator BAucus. Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask John a ques-
tion. Maybe I don't fully understand what the State does. Let's
assume two hypothetical corporations. They are identical-in the

roportion of business, in the proportion of assets, and R&D, and so
forth, that they do in Montana and in other States and in respect
to other countries. They are identical.
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The only difference is that corporation A is a U.S. based corpora-
tion, and corporation B is a foreign-based corporation. Does the
State of Montana tax either corporation A or corporation B differ-
ently or the same?

Mr. LAFAVER. You use the same calculation; %nd if everything
were equal, exactly the same tax would be paid, but the factors
that would be applied to the foreign firm, since you are applying to
a smaller tax base, would be larger.

Senator BAUCUS. Everything is the same. Everything is equal.
Mr. LAFAVER. All right. If everything is equal-
Senator BAUCUS. They are absolutely identical.
Mr. LAFAVRR. They will pay exactly the same tax to the State.
Senator BAUCUS. Then, I misunderstand. I thought that we were

working on the assumption in the discussion that the foreign-based
corporation would be subject to less than the U.S.-based corpora-
tion, at least that is Mr. Hurston's--

Mr. LAFAVER. No, no.
Mr. HURSTON. That is not a correct description of what happens

at all. If Toyota had a very profitable operation in the United
Kingdom and Ford Motor Co. also had a very profitable operation
in the United Kingdom-their most profitable operation in the
world-the method they would tax Ford on would create a much
larger tax liability for the Ford Motor Co. than it would to Toyota
because they had included that United Kingdom profitable oper-
ation in their tax base, no matter what kind of formula.

The formula that is applied by Montana is that would in fact
produce that result because they have included the overseas oper-
ation in the tax base of the Ford Motor Co. and not in the tax base
of Toyota.

Senator CHAFEE. That is the way I understood it.
Mr. HURSTON. That is the way it works.
Senator BAucus. Do you have a response, Mr. LaFaver?
Mr. LAFAVER. Under the example that you had, you would have

higher factors on the foreign firm since you would not be using the
foreign parent factors. For the domestic firm, you would be using
all factors, and so they would be smaller; but the tax bill would be
paid-if everything else is equal-the tax bill that they would pay
would be exactly the same. And that is just the way it works.

Senator BAUCUS. I am not crystal clear on that.
Mr. HURSTON. Then why do they do it?
Senator CHAFEE. We have got to wind this up. We have got to be

out of this room at 11:30, and we have another panel of five wit-
nesses. Have you got a quick question?

Senator BAUCUS. No. Fine, Mr. Chairman.
Senator CHAFER. Thank you all very much for coming. Would the

next panel please move rapidly into position? Mr. Harry Corless,
chairman, ICI Americas; Mr. J. Thomas Johnson, president, Na-
tional Association of Tax Administrators and director of revenue
for the State of Illinois; Mr. Robert McNeill, executive vice chair-
man, Emergency Committee for American Trade, ECAT; and Mr.
Thomas DuBos, tax legislative counsel, Mobil Corp. All right. Why
don't we start in order? Mr. Harry Corless.
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STATEMENT OF HARRY CORLESS, CHAIRMAN, ICI AMERICAS,
INC., WILMINGTON, DE, ON BEHALF OF THE ORGANIZATION
FOR FAIR TAXATION OF INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENTS
Mr. CORLESS. Mr. Chairman, my name is Harry Corless, chair-

man of ICI Americas. I will try to read this rather quickly and
keep to your time schedule. I am appearing on behalf of 24 U.S.
companies that comprise the Organization for Fair Taxation of
International Investments.

Senator CHAFEE. Now, wait a minute. Don't go too fast or we
can't understand you. [Laughter.]

Mr. CORLESS. The foreign accent may baffle you as well, Mr.
Chairman, but I will try to slow it a little. Our members represent
foreign investments in the United States which have generated
more than 130,000 jobs; that is direct labor employment. In addi-
tion to that, we estimate a similar number of dependent jobs. We
support S. 1974, and we would urge its prompt enactment because
it will do three things which are badly needed. It will end the
chaos that exists amongst the States with respect to income tax-
ation of multinational companies, and it will ensure uniform appli-
cation of a taxation system that is accepted as an international
norm. It will put foreign multinationals on an income tax parity
with U.S. domestic multinationals.

And after the discussion that took place on the last panel, I
think you would agree that that would be an advisable thing to do.
It will put an end to yeais of litigation and permit the Federal
Government to speak with one voice in an area of foreign com-
merce that cries out for uniform rules and orderly administration.
It will thus avoid the threat of foreign retaliation. Because S. 1974
is designed to achieve these ends, it will encourage investments in
the United States and promote reduction of the growing U.S. trade
deficit.

These objectives cannot be achieved without Federal legislation.
The States themselves have asked for Federal assistance in obtain-
ing information in order to assess their own income taxes correctly
on multinational groups. S. 1974 not only provides such assist-
ance-it was referred to as multilisting earlier-it also tells the
States that they may not burden the commerce of the Nation to
the detriment of all of its citizens by unreasonable tax rules that
interfere with and in some cases defeat the foreign commercial
policies of the Federal Government.

Not all States, to be sure, engage in these practices; but enough
have in the past and continue to do so at present to make federally
mandated uniformity a necessity for the benefit of the whole
Nation. We believe, in fact, that . 1974 will prove sufficiently ben-
eficial to those remaining States that employ worldwide unitary
taxation that any temporary revenue losses from its abandonment
should eventually be offset by increased efficiency in collection and
greater investments from foreign and domestic sources.

Some of our members are individually litigating the unitary tax
issue in court. My company is one of those. If Senator Baucus was
still here-where angels fear to tread perhaps as a foreign nation-
al-I would just take one word with regard to the constitutionality
of the whole system. The Supreme Court has only ruled with re-
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spect to domestic multinationals. The question is still open as to
foreign multinationals and is presently being litigated.

We do not accept that the recent California legislation on this
subject is an answer. It does not repeal unitary taxation; it imposes
substantial fees for those who wish to take a 10-year gamble that
the profitability from U.S. operations would be less than the profit-
ability from foreign operations.

Don't forget that this is not the only form of taxation: There are
two alternatives. It is either arm's length taxation or it is unitary
taxation, not both. In addition, if the authorities don't like the
result, they have the unilateral right, based on some unclear crite-
ria, to declare that there has been evasion of taxation and thus
repeal the election that has been made by the corporation.

It is not only poor tax policy; it is pure extortion that shouldn't
be countenanced in this country.

Senator CHAFEE. All right. Thank you very much. Right on
schedule. Mr. Johnson.

[The prepared written statement of Mr. Corless follows:]
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My name is Harry Corless. I am Chairman of ICI Americas Inc., a Delaware

corporation, and I am appearing today to testify on behalf of the Organization

for Fair Taxation of International Investments ("OFTI"). OFTII Is composed

of twenty-four United States subsidiaries of foreign corporations. A list of

member companies, showing the nationalities of their foreign parent companies

Is annexed.

OFTII members have invested billions of dollars in the United States and have

created many jobs here as a result of that investment. My own company, ICI

Americas, has investments valued at a billion and a half dollars in the United

States and presently employs more than 12,000 Americans at major facilities in

ten different States. We are the third largest employer in our home State of

Delaware. A recent survey of thirteen OFTII members shoved aggregate invest-

ments in excess of $10.5 billion and employment of over 130,000 workers in the

United States. OFTII members represent the counterbalance to "runaway"

exporting of jobs and investments to foreign countries. Our organization is

not seeking favored treatment for our investments. OFTIh is dedicated to

achieving equal treatment for investments in the U.S. that promote U.S.

prosperity. OFTII members have been especially penalized by some States'

imposition of worldwide unitary taxation because it taxes us on revenue that

has no connection with our investments or operations. or even with the United

States. Stated otherwise, OFTIT members pay a disproportionate share of State

taxes under worldwide unitary apportionment since it taxes the Income from our

parent companies' Investments elsewhere.

OFTII's opposition to worldvide unitary taxation arises from the fundamental

premise that our very existence depends on foreign investment in the U.S. We

I
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are domestic enterprises, creating domestic products using domestic facili-

ties, and employing domestic labor. Worldwide unitary taxation penalizes and

discourages these kinds of investments. In the case of multinational compa-

nies, vor dwfde unitary taxation encourages running foreign operations at a

lover level of profitability than domestic enterprises in order to reduce

apportionable net income subject to tax here. From both an investment and an

operations standpoint, therefore, worldwide unitary taxation runs against the

economic interests of the United States.

OFTII strongly supports S. 1974 and the corresponding House measure, H.R.

3980. This Bill, while requiring a few technical changes, offers a practical

and viable solution to the worldwide unitary tax dilemma. The Bill further

provides the States access to information and resources needed for a proper

assessment of State income taxes that they do not now have. Recent legisla-

tion in California does not allay the major concerns of OFTII about worldwide

unitary taxation. S. 1974 is needed, and it is needed now.

The States are not able to deal adequately with the issues of International

income taxation for both practical and political reasons. The States are not

empowered to deal with foreign governments with respect to such important tax

matters as information exchanges; reciprocal transfer pricing adjustments;

foreign tax credits; sourcing of income rules; and the many other subjects

that are addressed by federal treaties and the international operations of the

United States Treasury. Without federal legislation, it is not possible to

achieve a fair and uniform method of taxing international investments within

the United States. A number of States utilize tax methods that prevent the

Federal Government from "speaking with one voice" in international affairs and

2
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that create a substantial risk of International multiple taxation !or foreign

companies. These two effects have been held by the Supreme Court ;a Japan

Line, Ltd. v. County of Los Angeles, 441 U.S. 434 (1979), to make such methods

unconstitutional.

Some OFTIT members are now actively contesting State worldvide unitary taxes

in both State and federal courts. The Department of Justice has filed an

amicus brief in these cases declaring unequivocally that worldwide unitary

taxation by a State is "clearly unconstitutional." The President, the Secre-

tary of State, and the Secretary of the Treasury have condemned worldwide

unitary taxation by the States. Federal legislation now will provide a

rational and uniform basis for State taxation of International businesses.

Federal legislation now will permit an end to the International friction.

threats of foreign retaliation, and years of lawsuits needed to settle this

vexatious problem piecemeal through repeated litigation and appeals to the

Supreme Court. Reliance on the States to address the worldwide unitary tax

situation is not adequate. Tax laws and attitudes among the States differ

widely. Once the public attention to this issue has subsided, there will be a

great temptation for individual States to revert to worldwide unitary taxation

to make up budget deficits. This would force OFTII and others to engage again

in a State-by-State effort to achieve repeal -- a time-consuming, expensive,

and very frustrating effort. Federal legislation is less subject to local

attitude changes and provides a comprehensive method of dealing with issues of

foreign commerce, as contemplated by the Constitution.

The legislation recently enacted by California does not abolish that State's

unitary incom, tax and does not provide a sufficient answer to the important

3
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Issues of State unitary taxation that are addressed in S. 1974. The obvious

shortcomings of the California law are:

1. There are other States that fully retain worldvide unitary taxation.

2. The California law does not actually repeal worldwide unitary

taxation but provides an "election" upon payment of a fee in addition to the

taxes normally imposed upon U.S. business operations properly subject to tax

by that State. In other words, one is required to pay a fee, based on pay-

roll, property, and sales factors to be allowed to escape the worldwide

unitary tax that is likely unconstitutional in the first place. This fee is

set at an annual amount of .03Z of those three factors for a ten year inter-

val, irrespective of the amount of the taxpayer's taxable Income.

3. The foreign parent company making the investment in the U.S. Is, in

effect, required to submit itself to the jurisdiction of the California

Franchise Tax Board for the purposes of audit, but is not ,,ranted access to

the courts of California for the purpose of litigating the correctness of any

tax imposed.

4. The California Franchise Tax Board may break the ten year contract

and ignore the taxpayer's "water's edge" election under vague criteria,

presumably to be amplified by the Board's own regulations. Past experience of

OFTI members with the Franchise Tax Board does not make this an encouraging

prospect.

4
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5. The legislation does not take effect until 1938 and there are

already indications of detrimental changes to be made before the effective

date. No provisions at all is made for settling existing worldwide unitary

tax disputes that cover, in many cases, more than 15 years of audits.

The California legislation may benefit some companies whose taxes have been

grossly distorted under the existing system. The new law, however, is mostly

genuflection designed to relieve the extreme pressure for action that has been

put upon the Federal Executive by numerous foreign governments. But there is

no way to predict how the new "election" will work in practice; whether the

fee will be increased in future years to meet revenue needs; or whether

regulations will make the whole scheme completely unpalatable. These issues

and many others can and should be resolved now by a comprehensive federal law

that defines the limits of State authority; prescribes a uniform method of

information disclosures; defines who is the taxpayer over whom State authori-

ties may exercise jurisdiction; imposes federal penalties for non-compliance

that do not simply reinstitute unitary taxation at the discretion of the

State; and addresses the many lesser issues of compliance, reporting, disclo-

sure, and audit that are created by disparate tax laws among the States. We

believe that, in the main, S. 1974 will accomplish those objectives when

enacted. We believe that final resolution of the unitary tax problem along

the lines of S. 1974 will encourage economic growth in the United States.

Among other things, it will make it possible for a chief executive officer in

a domestic company to locate new enterprises in areas of the United States

without worrying whether the directors of a related foreign enterprise may

make an investment in Malaysia or Italy that will increase the U.S. company's

domestic taxes

5
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Turning to the details of the Bill, the following proposals for improvement

are submitted for your consideration:

In General.

The Bill should distinguish between imposition of worldwide unitary taxation

"downstream' to include the foreign subsidiaries of a domestic parent and

"upstream" to include the foreign parent of a domestic subsidiary. The power

of a State to impose worldwide unitary taxation is established in case law

only as it applies to domestically based multinational groups. Container

Corp. v. Franchise Tax Board, 463 U.S. 159 (1983). As applied to foreign

based multinationals, worldwide unitary taxation is contrary to the position

expressed by Secretary Shultz in his 30 January 1986 letter to six unitary tax

State governors and to the brief filed by the Department of Justice in the

pending cases in federal court.

The ill should define who is the "taxpayer." In some State statutes, the

"taxpayer" say be a worldwide group that includes a foreign parent as well as

a domestic corporation. The federal legislation should avoid the implication

that the "taxpayer" is a foreign based, worldwide group of corporations.

irrespective of whose income say be included in a domestic entity's tax base.

The Bill should, therefore, (1) prohibit absolutely worldwide unitary taxation

of foreign based multinational groups; (2) grant such relief from worldwide

unitary taxation to domestic based multinational groups as the Congress sees

fit; (3) impose federal penalties upon domestic taxpayers, whether foreign or

domestically controlled, who fall or refuse to provide reasonably obtainable

6
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information required to prevent evasion or avoidance of State taxes; and (4)

prohibit any State or State agency from seeking information directly from a

foreign government or agency. All such information should be obtainable only

by the IRS or the State Department and disseminated to the States. The

following specific comments on the Bill's provisions conform to the foregoing

general principles.

Section 7518(a).

The penalty imposition of worldwide unitary taxation in subparagraphs (1) and

(2) should be altogether eliminated. Worldwide unitary taxation must not be

imposed as a penalty. Monetary penalties are sufficient to force compliance

where needed.

A foreign corporation not subject to tax under Internal Revenue Code ("IRC")

Section 882 should not be included unless it either maintains a permanent

establishment in the United States, is owned or controlled by a corporation

subject to tax in the United States, or has substantial (over 20Z) U.S. source

income. It is recommended that the word "taxpayer" be deleted and the word

"corporation" substituted since worldwide unitary taxation can only be applied

to corporations and combined groups of corporations.

Section 7518(c).

There should be added to paragraph (1) "gross receipts," "net profits," or

"apportionable not income."

7
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The three factor and $10 million threshold tests in Paragraph (2)(D) are not

in accord with any other provisions of federal law. As worded, a foreign

corporation that maintained a snall purchasing office in the U.S. that did

nothing but buy U.S. goods in excess of $10 million annually for its overseas

operations would be subject to inclusion. This contravenes the purchasing

office exception of most U.S. tax treaties. This also tends to discourage

exports from the U.S.. surely not a desirable objective. It is recommended

that the 20Z gross income test of IRC Section 861 be utilized in lieu of this

provision.

Section 7518(c).

Subparagraph (3)(3) appears to subject a foreign holding company that had no

U.S. source income and held no stock, directly or indirectly, in United States

enterprises to State income tax. As worded, this provision does not agree

with the Treasury explanation. A Netherlands holding company, for example,

that holds only stock in South American companies and pays all of its divi-

dends received to a parent in a European country, would appear to be Includ-

able since Netherlands imposes only ; 52 withholding tax on dividends. This

is a concept completely at odds with "water's edge" taxation and will not

abate the unitary tax controversy with foreign governents. foreign source

income to be included should be based on an IRC Subpart F concept, the princi-

ples of which are nov well established.

Neither io it apparent that treating a domestic corporation as a foreign

corporation will accomplish the purpose stated in the Treasury explanation.

The recitation of the three-factor formula used for State tax apportionment

8
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runs counter to the "water's edge" principle and should be removed. The test

for inclusion in the water'ss edge" group should in all cases be 201 of gross

income, as in IRC Section 861, and not a three-factor/$10 million threshhold.

See following comment on Section 6039A(c)(1)(A).

Section 6039A(a).

It is presumed the required report is to be made to the IRS on forms pre-

scribed by the Secretary. Any suggestion that each State may design Its own

form of report should be avoided.

Section 6039A(b).

Paragraph (2) is acceptable so long as Section 7518(c)(3) i amended to

eliminate foreign companies that have no business connection with, nor sub-

stantial income sourced within the United States and are not members of an

affiliated group controlled by a domestic company. Neither State nor federal

legislation should impose a reporting requirement on a foreign entity that

does not choose to do business In or with the United States. Even in Subpart

F cases, the report is made by the domestic, not the foreign company.

Section 6039Ac).

The definition of a "reporting corporation" in Paragraph (1)(A) should be

amended to apply the IRC Section 861 201 gross income test instead of the

three-factor/$10 million test. The assets test is particularly objectionable

since it involves restating foreign assets at historical costs In terms of

9
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U.S. currency. The compensation test is nearly as objectionable because it i

not adjusted for productivity in various countries. The test assumes that

$1.00 of wages paid in the U.S. produce the same results as the exchange

equivalent in foreign currency paid in Japan, India, etc. This is a demon-

strably erroneous assumption and is one of the chief foreign complaints about

vorldvide unitary taxation apportionment formulae.

Subparagraph (1)(B)(ii) attributes compensation, property and sales of foreign

corporations that are members of a foreign parent "controlled group" to the

U.S. subsidiary of such group. This is done, apparently, for the purpose of

validating the three-factor/$10 million tests of subparagraph (1)(A). Use of

the 202 gross income test in subparagraph (1)(A), makes this paragraph unnec-

essary and it should be eliminated.

Section 6039A(e).

Since the ability of the States to force a noncomplying corporation into

worldwide unitary taxation should be eliminated, it is appropriate to increase

the non-filing monetary penalties. $10,000 is recommended for paragraph (I);

$5,000 should be substituted for "$1,000" in paragraph (2). and the maximum

should be increased to $60,000. This should be adequate to ensure compliance.

The penalty should be limited to willful or negligent conduct. Failure to

provide information due to circumstances beyond the taxpayer's control, such

as a legal prohibition by a foreign government on the disclosure of certain

information, should not be penalized. It is presumed that information disclo-

sure will be handled entirely at the federal level under changes proposed to

IRC Section 274(h)(6)(C).

10
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There is attached a marked copy of the relevant pages of S. 1974 reflecting

changes proposed by the foregoing comments. OFTI! is prepared to work vith

other proponents of this important legislation to pass the Bill in the 100th

Congress. This Committee Is urged to consider the Bill quickly and approve

its major features at the very beginning of the 100th Congress so that floor

action can take place promptly.

Thank you for your attention. I am at your disposal to answer questions

concerning the position advocated.

Respectfully submitted#

Harry Corless

091586CJA101
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STATEMENT OF J. THOMAS JOHNSON, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL AS-
SOCIATION OF TAX ADMINISTRATORS; AND DIRECTOR OF REV-
ENUE, STATE OF ILLINOIS, SPRINGFIELD, IL, ACCOMPANIED
BY LEON ROTHENBERG, EXECUTIVE SECRETARY, NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OF TAX ADMINISTRATORS, WASHINGTON, DC
Mr. JOHNSON. The States' reaction to Federal legislation which

would prohibit the use of the worldwide unitary method attributing
income for corporate income tax purposes which would also limit
the amount of foreign dividend income that could be taxed by the
States is predictable. We opp such legislation, and we oppose the
infringements on States' rights.

The effort of the working group, we believe, has accomplished
much in the past 2 years, much more than has been accomplished
in this area in the previous 20 years. Nine of the twelve States that
used this form of income apportionment have abolished its use.
Three remain: Montana, North Dakota, and as you heard from Mr.
LaFaver, these two will be considering legislation on this subject
matter this year in all likelihood; and Alaska, it is interesting to
note, once prohibited the use of worldwide combination but, be-
cause of litigation entered by taxpayers in the State of Alaska,
were forced to that method of income apportionment.

Two things I would like to briefly talk about today that are in-
cluded in this legislation that, under the working group agreement,
was agreed, at least in the States' opinion, to be left to the States;
and that is whether or not 80/20 corporations should be included in
the water's edge and the subject of foreign dividends.

With the use of water's edge combination, States will become
much more dependent upon the Federal Government's process of
determining wh; other income is properly attributed to domestic ac-
tivities versus foreign activities by the use of arm's length transac-
tional adjustments in the attribution of income. The area of 80/20
corporations, because they are included in the Federal consolidated
return, the Federal Government will not be as active in income at-
tribution between foreign activities and domestic activities as they
would be in those cases involving foreign corporations. And so, the
concern is whether or not income will be properly attributed to do-
mestic activities when there are 80/20 corporations involved in the
Federal consolidated return.

Because of that concern, the working group felt that it would be
most appropriate to deal with that issue at the State level. In the
area of foreign dividends, this would not only affect-or the re-
quired exclusion of 85 percent of foreign dividends-would not only
affect the three remaining worldwide unitary States, but it would
affect more than half of the States that incorporate a corporate
income tax in their tax structure. More than 24 States would be
affected.

You could argue that requiring foreign dividend exemption and
not domestic dividend exemption at the State level encourages for-
eign investment over domestic investment; and that is something
that we believe is questionable.

And finally, there is one aspect of the legislation we obviously
support, and that is the spreadsheet legislation. It is tho principal
element of the administrative assistance component that the work-
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ing group agreed to that was necessary in order to encourage
States to use other than the use of the worldwide unitary ap-
proach. We need the information. We need it so that we can prop-
erly attribute income to domestic activities; and with the reduction
in the worldwide unitary method, we think it is absolu10ly neces-
sary for the success of the overall working group agreement.

Thank you very much.
Senator CHAFE.E. So, you are against the bill except for that pro-

vision?
Mr. JOHNSON. That is correct.
Senator CHAFEE. All right. Thank you. Mr. McNeill.
[The prepared written statement of Mr. Johnson follows:]
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The states' reaction to federal legislation which would prohibit the use

of the worldwide unitary method in attributing income for corporate income tax

purposes and which also would limit the amount of foreign dividend income that

could be taxed by the states is predictable. It has not changed over several

decades. The states' perspective on this legislation is the same as it would

be on any other proposal which would limit the rights of the states to raise

revenues beyond those limitations which are required by the Constitution. We

are opposed to such infringements on states' rights. The right of a state to

structure its tax system -- and to raise revenue in a manner that is free of

federal interference -- is a right that the states have jealously guarded over

the years.

I understand the committee is receiving testimony on both 8. 1113 and S.

1974 today. I will devote my comments to the specific provisions of S. 1974.

Although the limitation of which corporate entities must be excluded in an

acceptable combined apportionment method and what portion of foreign dividends

cannot be taxed by the states varies to some extent between the two proposals,

S. 1113 limits the states' rights to raise revenue in basically the same

manner.

One thing that is particularly troubling about S. 1974 is that it is based

on the work done by Treasury's Worldwide Unitary Taxation working Group. As

you know, the Working Group was created in 1983 shortly after the U.S. Supreme

Court upheld California's right to apply the worldwide unitary method of
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apportionment in the Container came. The Working Group was created because it

was believed by foreign trading partners and members of the business community

that the worldwide unitary method was creating an international incident and

yas prohibiting our national government from speaking with one voice in the

area of foreign commerce.

Secretary Regan charged the Working Group 'with producing recoo-

mendations...that will be conducive to harmonious international economic

relations while also respecting the fiscal rights and privileges of the

individual states."

The Working Group was made up of leaders from the business world, state

government# and the federal government. A staff task force was created to

gather testimony and to evaluate various options for the Working Group. I was

privileged to serve as a member of the Task Force.

The state representatives on both panels agreed to adopt the water's edge

combination method with the understanding that tt would be implemented by

state action rather than federal restrictive legislation. The agreement to

consider voluntary state action was made under certain conditions, the most

significant being quick action on implementing those proposals which provided

increased federal administrative assistance and cooperation with the states

to promote full taxpayer disclosure and accountability'.
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Secretary Regan's "Chairman's Report on the Worldwide Unitary Taxation

Working Group* suggested that the states should be given the opportunity to

solve this problem and suggested that restrictive federal legislation should

only be considered if there was not "sufficient signs of appreciable

progress'. It was also proposed that in order to encourage the states to act

quickly the Treasury Department should move "immediately to implement the

federal assistance measures recommended by the Working Group to promote full

disclosure and accountability'.

The Working Group report was issued just two years ago, and in that time,

nine (9) of the twelve (12) states, including California, that used worldwide

unitary prior to the Working Group's deliberations have changed their laws --

and the remaining three states are giving it serious consideration. We

believe this to be relatively swift action especially in light of the fact

that few of the federal assistance actions agreed to are yet in place and

available to the states. A federal solution to the worldwide unitary problem

is not something that was recommended by the Working Group. And, in light of

the relatively quick change by most of the states, a federal solution is not

something that can be portrayed as the only alternative.

in addition to prohibiting the use of the worldwide method, this

legislation addresses two additional issues that may be considered of even

greater concern to the states.
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First# the bill limits the way in which a state can tax dividends paid by

foreign corporations. A state would have to exclude from its tax base either

85 percent of the dividends, or that portion of the dividend that effectively

bears no federal Income tax by reason of the foreign tax credit, or some other

method that ts permitted by federal racalation.

A remuet aveyW by the National Association of Tax AinUstrators

(attac ft 1) show that, of the 45 states and the District of Colubia that

have an I tax, 24 of them will be affected by these limitations. Twelve

of the fourteen states that have no exuiptio for foreign dividends would b

affected. (The remaining two would be unaffected because they allocate

dividends to the conmrcial dmicile.) Twelve additional states would have

m intact because the exeapticnas currently provided are not as expansive

as wold be required by the federal proposal. So this legislation not only

affocts the current practices in three wouldide unitary states but over

half of the states that impose a corporate tax based on inoaiu.

The other limitation, whose effect we have not measured, relates to

corporations that have at least 80 percent of their property, payroll and

sales located outside the United States. This limitation would affect

combined reporting states that claim a right to include all U.S. corporations

in a unitary business, even though mcce than 80 percent of their apportionment

factors are outside the U.S,
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The states feel strongly that these two issues should be left for

resolution at the state level. AS indicated in the Chairman's letter

transmitting the working Group report to the President# the state and business

representatives were unable to reach an agreement on the proper state tax

treatment on these issues and therefore left them for resolution at the state

level.

One could argue that failure to include 880/20 corporations' in the

unitary group or requiring the exemption of foreign dividends from taxation

would be favoring foreign investment over domestic investment and giving

preferential treatment to international businesses as compared to wholly

domestic businesses. one could hardly argue that federal restrictions in

these two areas are necessary to solve the problems of our foreign trading

partners.

There is one feature of this legislation that the states support, and that

is the provision for the domestic disclosure spreadsheet. The spreadsheet

could have a dramatic effect on state tax administration. However, it was not

intended to be a component of restrictive federal legislation. It was

supposed to be a separate piece of legislation that provided assistance to

those states that voluntarily refrained from using the worldwide approach and

therefore would encourage swift state action.

In addition, the language of the federal proposal does not expressly

provide for the type of spreadsheet that was developed and tested by the

Working Group. Instead, the language is vague, and it would lead to disputes

over interpretation during the drafting of regulations. Last fall, NATA sent
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a letter (attachment 2) to the Treasury Department which suggested explicit

language. We believe such a clarification on what information was required

would avoid unnecessary disputes.

As envisioned by the Working Group, the purpose of the spreadsheet is to

help identify underreporting or inconsistent reporting of income. Parent

corporations and *ore than SO percent owned subsidiaries would have to show,

for each state in which they operate, their taxable income, their business and

nonbusiness income, their apportionment factors, and whether they filed on a

combined, consolidated or separate basis.

A review of the spreadsheet information could show a number of things

which will be of benefit to all of the states that impose a corporate income

tax. It will identify possible nonfilers, companies that apportion income in

one state and allocate that same income in other states; apportionment factors

that do not add up to 100 percent with no explanation given; and inconsistent

treatment of unitary groups or the effect of leavinq a company out of a

unitary group.

Another point that was made clear in the working group report was that the

spreadsheet would be filed with the IRS, and would then be given to a

designated agency. This agency would conduct some review and make audit

referrals. It would also supply copies of the spreadsheets to eligible states

upon request. The designated agency provision does not exist in this

legislation.
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In closing, an International problem faced our national government two

yeas ago and the states have responded. It was agreed that specific

assistance programs were to be made available to the state by the federal

government to encourage the states to take that action. We are still waiting

for those measures today.
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STATS TAMIOM Or P0RZl=-SOU3 DIVDNDS

Late In 19$3, NATA surveyed the states
on their practices with respect to the taxa-
tion of foreign-source dividends. The re-
suits were published in ITA Research Memoran-
dUm 551, STAT& TRUATM OF FOUIGN-SOURC]
DIV2DKVND (March 1984). Since that time,
there have been several developments in this
important area, including the introduction
of a Treasury bill (S. 1974 and 1.K. 3980)
on December 18, 1995 to prohibit the world-
wide unitary method, and to restrict state
taxation of foreign-source dividends.

The Treaou VA I il
l -Oh n - a of Worldwide Unitary Method

The Treasury bill would bar 'worldwide*
cca'bination and substitute swater's-edge
combination. Under worldwide combination,
formula apportionent and the combined re-
port include all activities of a unitary
business, Including activities in foreign
countries. A share of the combined income
Is assigned or apportioned to the worldwide
unitary tax state on the basis of relative
levels of business actvity of the combined
group. The four states- which have world-
wide combination laws ares Alaska, Califor-
nia, Montana, and North Dakota.

The status of worldwide combina-
tion laws in tHese four states ares

Alaskan A bill has been introduced to
use Separate accounting rather than the
worldwide unitary method in the case of oil
and gas companies. Alaska used this method
for several years and switched to worldwide
combination because of uncertainty of the
outcome of litigation, which has since been
resolved in favor of the state.

Californias Bills to revise Califor-
nia's worldwide unitary method of taxation
have been principal matters on the legisla-
tive agendas at the 1966 sessions of both
the Assembly and the Senate.

Montanam The legislature does not meet
in lFTE"Wwever, the Governor of montana
has recommended shifting from worldwide com-
bination to water's-ede, and the legisla-
ture has assigned the issue for interim
study.

Worth Dakotas The legislature does not
meet in 196. during the 19$5 legislative
session, the legislature adopted a resolu-
tion directing the Legislative Council to
study the issue with emphasis on the World-
wide Unitary Taxation Working Group and to
report its findings and recommendations to
the 1967 legislature.

Under the water's-edge view, formula
apportionment aud the combined report in-

elude only those activities within the bound-
aries of the United States and its territo-
ries. Under this method, prices between the
foreign and domestic entities of a unitary
business are set at "arm's-length'oaths pric-
ing mechanism employed under separate ac-
counting. Where transactions with unrelated
parties do not exist, the prices of transac-
tions between corporations under common own-
ership are constructively determined as if
the corporations wer unrelated.

The Treasury bill would effect a re-
quirement that multinationals be taxed by
states only on income derived from the terri-
tory of the United States (the water's-edge
requirement). The bill prohibits the use of
the worldwide unitary method unless (1) the
taxpayer fails to comply with certain spread-
sheet Information requirements, or (2) fails
to provide material information relating to
the determination of its tax or relating to
transactions between the taxpayer and a cor-
poration which is a member of the same
controlled group. 'Pursuant to an uncondi-
tional election by such taxpayer," however,
states may permit taxpayers to be taxed on
a worldwide unitary basis.

Restrictions on state Taxation
or Foreiga-Fource Dividend8

In taxing foreign-source dividends, the
Treasury bill provides that states may in-
clude in a corporation's income base only
*an equitable portion* of such dividends.
States are given a choice of several methods
of defining an equitable portions (1) exempt-
ing S5 percent of dividends from these corpo-
rations, (2) excluding the portion of the
dividend that effectively bears no federal
income tax after application of the foreign
tax credit, or (3) other methods to be
described in the regulations that result in
an apportionment of dividends to the state
substantially similar to methods (1) and (2).

This report semarises the states' cur-
rent treatment of foreign-source dividends
and the findings of the MATA survey of the
estimated revenue impact of Treasury's pro-
posal to limit state taxation of foreign-
source dividends.

if Although Idaho currently employs world-
wide combined reporting, legislation was
recently enacted which will allow quali-
fied corporate taxpayers to elect to use
a water's-edge combined reporting method
beginning in 1988 (or possibly in 1967
if a federal domestic disclosure require-
mnat is enacted in 1966). In this report,

dob will be treated as a water's-edge
state and not as a worldwide combination
state.

-I-
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Current State Taxatiom
or rworotss- Di olvidend&

Table I shows that fifteen states wholly-
exempt foreign-source dividends trom income
tax, fifteen states exempt them In parts
ad in fifteen states, such dividends are
taxable income. Of the remaining six states,
five (Nevada, South Dakota, Texas, Washing-
toa, and Wyoming) do not levy a corporate
income tax. Michigan, which imposes a single
business (value-added) tax, allows a subtrac-
tion from the tax base for dividends to-
ceived.

States ftemptine Poreimn-source Divides

SThe following fifteen states exempt all
foreign-sour.. dividends. Arison&, Coenecti-
cut, Delaware, Florida, Georgia, sawali, Ken-
tucky, Minnesota, Missiseippi, Missouri, Ne-
brask&, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Virginia, and
Nest Virginia. Since the 1953 MATA question-
wairs, six of these states have chazIed
their tax treatment of foreign-source divi-
dends. Five statee--Arizona, aaoil, Minneso-
to, Florida, and Nebraska--sovd to a posi-
tis of total exemption, ad one state--west
Virginia, expanded its tax base to include
a portion of these payments.

Formerly, Arisona, Neall, ad Minneso-
ta partially exempted these items while Flor-
ida and Nebraska considered them to be tax-
able income to the payee corporation, sub-
Ject to allocation and apportioment. In
contrast, West Virginia, which wholly-exempt-
ed foreign-so rce dividends at the time of
the 198) survey, amended its law to provide
for the lclusioe of these payments, to the
extent they are Included in federal taxable
income, for tax years beginning after July
i, 19?.

Stare partially lmtial

The following fifteen states partially
exempt foreign-source dividends by statutes
Alabama, Arkansas, Colorado, Illinois, "ary-
land, Massachusetts, Now Jersey, New York,
Worth Carolina, Oregon, Rhode Island, South
Carolina, Tennessee, Utah, and Wiso sin.

Six of these states automatically ex-
clude a certain proportion of dividends--few
Jersey, t0 perceA new York, SO percent,
Utah, $0 percent-" j Illinois, 15 percent
Ocegon, 65 percent and South Carolina, 85
percent. In cases where the payee corpora-
tion os the requisite percentage of stock
In the payor corporation, such dividends
are totally exaxted fram taxation in twelve
of these fifteen etatess Alabama, Arkansas,
Illinois, Maryland, Massachusetts. New Jer-
sey, New York, orth Carolina, Rhoda Island,
South Carolina, aenssee, ad Wisconsin.

both types of exclusion--automatic and
total, if certain proportions of payee stock
ownership in the payer corporations are met--
are provided under the taxing schine in

-2-

four of these states Illinois, New Jersey,
ew York, and South Carolina. In a few

states, an exemption for dividends depends
on factors in addition to stock ownership.
The rules for exemption of foreign-source
dividends in effect in those fifteen states
are set out belows

Alabasas The treatment accoxded divi-
dens- T'if iliated companies owned 50 per-
cent or sore by payees under Sectios 40-1S-
35(14), Code of Alabama 1975, as aesnded,
is that of a dduction from gross Icomo.
All dividend Income is taxable ircome, but
will be subject to allocation, apportion-
ment, or deduction.

Arkansas, Dividends are exempt if the
payee owrne $ percent or more of the payor.

Colorado. beginning with 1985 tax
ears, tElmount of foreign-source income,
including dividends, exoludible by a taxpay-
ing corporation depends on whether the tax-
payer elects the federal foreign tax deduc-
tion or the foreign tax credit. If the
deduction is elected, Colorado will consider?
all foreign-source income, loes the 4educ-
tis, to be taxable income. If the credit
is elected, the proportion to be excluded
from Colorado taxable income is the gatio
of the foreign taxes paid or accrued to 46
percent (the saxsina federal corporate in-
come tax rate) of the foreign-source income.
In other words, the foreign-source income
is to be excluded to the extent the foreign
taxes paid by the taxpayer are less than
the federal taxes it would have paid had
the income been U.S. income.

Illinois$ All dividend are IS percent
excluhIdFvvldends are fully exempt if the
payee and its affiliates own SO percent or
more of the payer.

Karylands Dividends are exempt if the
payee ovs TO percent or more of the payor.

Masachusettss Dividends are exempt if
the payee owns is percent of the payer.

"wJerseys All dividends are SO per-
cent exCeTiW. Dividends are fully exempt
if the payee owns 50 percent of the payer.

Now Yorks All dividends are 50 percent
excluNT7-Idividends are fully exempt if the_
payee owns So percent or nore of the payer.

orth Carolinas Corporations domiciled
in Norta caroTlna may deduct dividends re-
ceived from payers of which they ova 50
percent or more.

O aQng All dividends are 65 percent
exclunI-

Rhode Islands Rhode Island taxable Ln-

i/ Other exclusions may also apply. See page
3.
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come does not include the gross-u,- of divi-
dends required by the federal lnter'al Reve-
nue Code to be taken into taxable Sarcoma in
connection with the taxpayer's elec-ion of
the foreign tax credit, or special ,teduc-
tions on line 29(b) of federal form 1120.

South Carolinas All dividends are 85
percent excluded. Dividends are fully exempt
if the payee and its affiliates own 80
percent or more of the payor.

Tennemseel Dividends are exempt if t
payee owns go percent or more of the payor.-

Utah, The following dividends received
from Toreign subsidiary or affiliated corpo-
rations are excluded from Utah gross incomes
(1) 50 percent of dividends from an affili-
ate or subsidiary organied or incorporated
outside the United States (100 percent of
dividends deemed received under section 951
of the Internal Revenue Code (relating to
amounts Included in gross income of U.S.
shareholders) are excluded if the payor's
income Is included in a combined report
with the recipients (2) dividends from any
foreign operating company or tax haven corpo-
rations (3) dividends from any affiliate or
subsidiary engaged in a business that is
not unitary with that of the taxpayer or
whose income is included in a combined re-
port with the recipient! and (4) any foreign
dividend gross-up under section 7$ of the
Internal Revenue Code (relating to dividends
received from certain foreign corporations
by domestic corporations choosing a foreign
tax credit).

Wisconsin: Dividends are exempt if the
payee owns go percent or more of the payor.

8L. teo Treating roreign-'sourco Dividends

The following fifteen states consider
foreign-source dividends to be taxable in-
come to the payee corporation, utopct to
allocation or apportionments Alaska,-' Cali-
fornia, Idaho, Indiana. Iowa. Kansas, Louisi-
ana, Maine# Montana. Mew Nampshire, New Mexi-
co, North Dakota. Oklahoma, Vermont, and
the District of Columbia.

Four of these states employ worldwide
combination in the apportionment of a taxpay-
er's income, and include foreign affiliates
as part of a unitary business group. Alaska,
California, Montana, and North Dakota. These
states eliminate from taxable income those
dividends paid by one meoer of the group
to another member.

Foreign Tax Cre t

The following nine states do not allow
a foreign tax credit as federal law does.
Alaska, Colorado, Iowa, Kansas, Moine, New
Mexico, Oklahoma, Rhode Island, and Vermont.
These states permit the federal exclusion
for dividends paid to the taxpayer by a

related or wholly-owned domestic company,
but permit no such exclusicn for dividends
paid by a corporation organized outside the
United States.

Allocation and Apportionmentof Focalgn-ource Dividend.-

Of the thirty states that currently
include some or all foreign-source dividends
in the tax base, five states allocate all
taxable foreign-source dividends to the com-
mercial domicile of the taxpayer, nine
states apportion all taxable foreign-source
dividends, and sixteen states allocate some
foreign-source dividends to the payee's doai-
cile and apportion the remainder.

Three of the five states which allocate
all taxable foreign-source dividends partial-
ly exempt or conditionally exclude these
payments, and two states consider them to
be taxable income to the payee corporation.
Of the nine states which apportion all tax-
able foreign-source dividends, a more pro-
nounced division results. six states condi-
tionally exempt or partially exclude these
payments, and three states consider them to
be taxable income. In contrast, in the cate-
gory of states which allocate some foreign-
source dividends and apportion others, ten
of these sixteen states consider foreign-
source dividends to be taxable income and
six states conditionally exempt or partially
exclude them.

2/ except for corporations whose business
is investments, dividend income would be
considered nonbusiness income not subject
to the Tennessee excise tax even though
the corporation from which the dividend
was received was less than 60 percent
owned. The only cases in which dividend
income would be subject to the Tennessee
excise tax would be cases in which the
payee corporation's principal business ac-
tivity is investments and the payee corpo-
ration does not own at least S0 percent
of the payor corporation, or cases in
which the payee corporation owns lees
than 80 percent of the payor corporation
and the payee corporation is commercial
domiciled in Tennessee so that nonbusi-
ness dividends are directly allocated to
Tennessee and fully subject to the excise
tax.

4/ Some foreign-source dividends may be ex-
- cluded as being nonbusiness income, while

others are excluded by virtue of coming
from companies included in the combina-
tion. For years prior to 19S5, intercompa-
ny dividends from companies included In
the combination were excludable to the
extent that current year income of the
payor corporation was included in the
combination. After January 1, 165, inter-
company dividends from companies included
in the combination are excluded from ap-
portionable income.

-I-
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The thirty states which allocate, appor-
tion,. or allocate and apportion foreign-
source dividends are shown in Table 3.

shneee in State Treatmeat of Foreiffem-6' rce
loco since 1983

Since the 1t3 WATA survey on state
practices with respect to the taxation of
foreign-sorce Incoe as it relates to the
proposed Treasury legislation, fourteen
states have changed their treatments Arizo-
na, Colorado, Florida, Havai, Idaho, Indi-
ana, Massachusetts, Minnesota, Nebraska, New
Hampshire, Orego, South Carolina, Utah, and
Mest Virginia. In suary, these changes are

Ariszoa: Legislation enacted in 1965,
and - oetroctiv* to 1964 tax years,
exempted foreLgs-source dividends. In the
past, these dividends were exempt If the
pye* owned or controlled, directly or indi-
rectly, 50 percent or more of the voting
stock of the payor corporation. All taxable
foreigs-sar*e dividends were apportioned.

Colorado: L"eLstLot enacted in 1935
and erefoc t in 1966 repealed worldwide
combination in Colorado, and allowed the
partial exclusion of foreign-sowrce divL-
dend@ described above. (See sectLon on
States Partially Exempting ForeLg-Source

Oividenda.') Dy this legislation, the state
changed itq procedure from worldwide coebine-
tion to water's-edge. Dividends had formerly
been considered taxable income, to be appor-
tioned or allocated depending on their na-
ture.

Florida% Legislation enacted in 1964
and eT c'Mikve with 1964 tax years exempted
foreLgn-source dividends and repealed FlorL-
da's worldwide combination law. Iy this leg-
islation, the state returned to the separate
reporting requirements that were in effect
before worldwide combination was enacted by
1983 legislation. In the p&st, foreign-
source divideade were considered as fully
taxable income, to be allocated or appor-
tioned depending on whether they were busi-
ne or nonbusiness Income. Florida pemit-
ted domstia dividends to be excluded accord-

i" to the federal provisions, but allowed
no similar exclusion for foreign-source divi-
dends.

Eawaie Act 53, Session Laws of avaii-
1964, proc aimed the intent of the legisla-
ture with respect to the use of the world-
wide unLtary method of taxing multinational
companies. The Act directed the Departmont
of Taxation not to use or allow the use of
the worldwide method of unitary taxation.
In essence, the department would observe
the water's-edfge method. Since July 1, 1964,
HawaL has chosen not to tax foreign-ouorce
dividends earned by multinational comanies.
Formerly, dividends were 65 percent excluded
if the payor was 95 percent owned by compa-
nLoe doing business in Hawaii, or if IS
percent or mre of the payor's business was

in Rawaii.

Idaho. Legislation enacted in 1t96 will
allow q-a-lified corporate taxpayers to elect
to use a water's-edge combined reporting
method beginning in 1966 (or possibly in
IN7 It a federal domestic disclosure to-
quirement is enacted in 1984). The legisla-
tion exempts 65 percent of foreign-source
dividends, and requires that the remaining
15 percent be apportioned. Zn the event
that no domestic disclosure spreadsheet re-
quirement is mandated by federal law, the
Idasho legislation vill require similar infor-
mation to be filed with the Idaho State Tax
Commission. Under current law, foreign-
source dividends, exclusive of section 76
gross-up, are taxable when either allocated
or apportioned to Idaho.

Indianat The 1985 General Assembly
peseta-egi lation bringing Indiana in line
with the Treasury proposal with respect to
Vorldwide unitary. As a result of this legis-
lation, Indiana may not require inclusion
of a foreign corporation or a foreign operat-
ing corporation (60-20 corporation) in a
combined report. Taxpayers, however, are per-
nitted to voluntarily elect the worldwide
unitary method with prior approval of the
Department of Revenue. (Worldwide combina-
tion had in fact been little used in Indi-
an&. )

Massachusettes By judicial decision,
the naSaachusettk requirement for worldwide
combination wa eliminated. On Deceaber 11,
1J84, the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial
Court held in Polaroid Corporation a Others
v. Commissioner or Revenue .hat the Npart-
ment of Revenue IecWed tne statutory author-
ity to apportion the income of a group of
affiliated companies according to the uni-
tary method of apportionment. lven before
this decision, however, worldwide combina-
tion in Massachusetts did not include the
foreign parents of taxpayer corporations.

Minnesotat Minnesota exempted foreign-
source 4lvrends by 1984 legislation, effec-
tive in 1934. In the past, Minnesota had
allowed an 65 percent exclusion for divi-
dends, and had apportioned the remainder.

Nebraskao Nebraska exempted foreign-
source Inc, including dividends, by 1984
legislation, effective with 1964 tax years.
Defe 1964, Nebraska had considered foreign-
source dividends as taxable income, to be
allocated or apportioned according to the
unitary/nonunitary test. The state had al-
lowed the federal exclusion for domestic
dividends but not for foreign dividends.

Now lampshiros Effective July I, 198,
applLetE O Euretrns and taxes due on ac-
count of taxable periods beginning after
June 30, 198, legislation was enacted in

Hw Nampshire repealing worldwide combined
reporting. The legislation amended prior law
by limiting the application of the state's
business profits tax to the water's-edge by
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eliminating overseas business organisation*
from subjection to this tax. foreign-sOUrce
dividends are apportioned utilis.ng a spe-
cial formula only for tax years which begin
after June 30, 1906.

Qego0l Oregoe repealed worldwide combi-
nation - S-54 1eis nation, and instituted
an percent exclusion for foreign-sorce
dividends that is effective for tax years
starting in 1936. in the past, these divi-
dends were considered fully taxable.

South Carolins By 1965 legislation,
effective in 1,5$, South Carolina adopted
basic conformity with federal tax law, in-
cluding the federal treatment of foreign-
source dividends. In the past, South Caroli-
na exempted dividends received from payors
50 percent or more owned by the payee, but
allowed no general I5 percent exclusion.

Utah. Dy 1136 legislation, effective
for Ea" years beginning after 1935, Utah
aoted water'sedge combined reporting. The
fOllowing dividends received from foreign
subsidiary or affiliated corporations are
excluded from Utah gross incomes 41) So
percent of dividends from an affiliate or
subsidiary organized or incorporated outside
the United States t100 percent of dividends
deemed received under section 951 of the
Internal Revenue Code (relatL to amounts
included in gross incese of U.7 . sharshold-
ers)) are excluded if the payor's income is
included is a combined report with the recip-
ients (3) dividends from any foreign operat-
ig company or tax haven corporation 13)
dividends from any affiliate or subsidiary
engaged In a business that is not unitary
with that of the taxpayer or whose income
is included in a combined report with the
rocipLents and (4) any foreign dividend
gross-up under section 76 of the Internal
Revenue Code (relating to dividends received
from certain foreign corporations by domes-
tic corporations choosing a foreign tax cred-
it). in addition, factor relief is provided
for the inclusion of foreign-source divi-
dends.

A corporation required to file a com-
bined report, however, may elect to file a
worldwide combined report. Once worldwide
combined reportin% is elected, the group
can file on &other basis only with the
consent of the state and a showing of signif-
icant change of circumstances.

Formerly, Utah had employed the world-
wide method of unitary takation, and includ-
ed foreign-source dividends in the tax base.

west Viriniso sy 1955 legislation, div-
idendfr ceLvea, to the extent included in
federal taxable income, will be taxable in
est ViLrgini as of July 1, 1917. Foreign-

source dividends are currently exempted from
taxation.

In sumary, ten of the fourteen states
which changed their treatment of foreign-
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source income as it relates to the proposed
Treasury legislation limited their taxation
of foreign-source dividend& by exempting or
excluding these payments in whole or in
p"rt. Vive stateo--ArLSona, Vlorida, awalli,
Minnesota, and febraska--moved to a position
of total exemtion, while five other states--
Colorado, Idaho, Oregon, South Carolina, and
Utah--amended their laws to automatically
exclude a portion of these payments. Only
one state, West Virginia, took legislative
action to expand its taxation of foreign-
source dividends, and it did so by conform-
Log the state's taxation of foreign-source
dividends to the Treasury proposal. In addi-
tion, legislation in wa 1mpahire and Utah
provide factor relief for includible foreign-
source dividends. further, since the 1153
MATA survey, nine states have repealed world-
wide combined reporting, eight states by
statute, and one state by judicial decision.

o& ste RSV"IWG-

gased upon existing lava and practices,
the MAYA survey requested the states to
estimate the revenue loss that would result
from implementation of the Treasury proposal
to restrict state taxation of foreign-source
dividends. The revenue impacts are sag-
rised belov$

Significant revenue ftact. Fourteen
states estimated toat tey wOula lose reve-
nues as a result of the proposed federal
restrictions on state taxation of foreign-
source dividends. (See Table 2.) rour of
those states partially exclQde or condition-
ally exempt foreign-source dividends, while
the remaining ten states currently treat
foreign-source dividends as taxable income
to the payee corporation.

Four of these fourteen states currently
employ worldwide combination and would be
affected by the proposed federal prohibition
against the use of the worldwide unitary
method, as well as the restrictions on state
taxation of foreign-source dividends. These
states ares Alaska, California, Montana, and
Worth Dakota.

three of the four states which current-
ly use worldwide combined reporting estimate
substantial revenue losses.-' California es
tLmted its revenue loss at SSS.0 million,
while Montana and North Dakota projected a
lose of 20 percent and 25 percent, respec-
tively, of their orporate Income tax collec-
tions. The estimated losses for these states
reflect the fall revenue impact of the move
from worldwide cosined reporting to vater's-
edge, as well as the revenue reduction from
the Treasury proposal to restrict state taxa-
tion of foreign-source dividends.

1/ me ata system in Alaska did sot permit
- a determination of the revenue impact of

the Treasury proposal at this time.
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Significant revenue loses were also
projected by Indiana, Iowa and Maine, BY
IM0$ legislation, Indiea conform"4 to the
Treasury proposal with respect to vater's-
edge. This legislation, hover, did not
change the states practices with respect
to the taxation of fozeign-source dividends.
In light of its current practice, the state
anticipates a significant revenue lose as a
result of the proposed Treasury restrictions
on state taxation of foreign-saores divi-
dends. Iowa, which currently considers for-
sign-source dividends to be taxable income
to the payo corporation, subject to alloca-
tion or apportionment, estimated an annual
decrease in corporate income tax revenues
of $8.S to $10.0 million. The state of
Maine, which apportions all taxable foteign-
source dividends, estimated an annual reve-
nue loss of $7.0 million.

Oklahoma projected a revenue reduction
of between $2.0 and $3.0 million, while
Nsr land and Vermont estimated a loss of

million, respectively. Colorado estimat-
d a decrease of $2.0 million and Utah
projected a loss of $1.5 million and $4.0
million, respectively, for the fiscal years
ending June 30, 187 and 1lS.

Minimal revenue iest. Sight states--
Louisia, y Jrsey,' new' York, New Mexico,
North CarOIna•, Ore0o, South Carolina, sad
Tennessee--and the District of Columbla re-
ported that the Treasury proposal would have
an insignificant or minimal revenue impact.
These states did not provide an estimate of
the revenue loss but anticipate a minimal
impact. $li of these states--New Jersey,
New York, North Carolina, Orego, South Caro-
lina, and Tenneeeo--partially exclude or
conditionally exempt foreign-source divi-
dends. New Jersey and now York automatically
exclude SO percent of dividends. while li1-
nois, Oregon, and South Carolina automatical-
ly exclude 65 percent of such payments.
Moreover, in cases where the payee corpora-
tion owns the requisite percent of stock
in the payor, such dividends are totally
exempted from taxation in New Jersey, New
York, North Carolina, and Tenaesse.

Of the fifteen states which consider
foreign-source divideads to be taxable in-
come, subject to allocation or ap|ortio| 7mnt, thirteen provided a revenue impact.-
Two states in this category--(Louisiana and
New Meico), and the District of Columbia
projected a minimal revenue impact of the
Treasury proposal.

se revenue Waet. Eighteen of the 45
states saiT 15 seter of Columbia which
levy a corporate income tax reported that
the Treasury proposal Vould have no revenue
Impact. (See Table 2.) Under Michigan's sin-
=le business (value-added) tax, no revenue

t results because a subtraction from
the tax bae is allowed for dividends re-
ceived. In sixteen other states, foreign-
source dividend& are exempted from taxation.
Although dividends are not fully exempted

from taxation in Massachusetts (dividends
are except from taxation if the payee owns
15 percent of the payor), the state reported
that its taxation of foreign-source divi-
dends Is so limited that it is believed
that it would fall under the definition of
s&n equitable portion of dividends" as do-

scribed in Section 751. (b)(3)(ii) of the
Treasury bill, and that there would conse-
quently be no revenue ismpat.

The data systems In five states--Alaba-
ma, Alaska, Arkansas, Kansas, and Rhode Is-
land--did not permit a determination of the
revenue Impact of the Treasury proposal at
this time.

22m=y of revenue impacts. Six states--
California, indiana, Iowa, Maine, Montana,
and North Dakota--reported a significant im-
pact of the Treasury proposal to restrict
state taxation of foreign-source dividends.
Three of the four worldwide unitary tax
states which could estimate the revenue im-
pact are included ancn the states reporting
a substantial revenue loss. Revenue reduc-
tions--above a 'minLsal' level but $3 mil-
lion or below--Vere also projected in eight
other states.

The majority of the 45 states and the
District of Colubia which levy a corporate
income tax reported that there would be no
impact or a minimal revenue loss from imple-
mentation of the Treasury proposal to re-
strict state taxation of foreign-oumrce divi-
dends. Twenty-seven states fell into this
category. Overall, the majority profile of
these states depicts an already limited taxa-
tion of foreign-source dividends through a
liberal or total exclusion policy. The cur-
rent treatment of foreign-source dividends
in seventeen of these states is mote limited
than the 'equitable portion of dividends"
prescribed for taxation under the Treastry
proposal.

Irrespective of the revenue impact, the
states widely expressed concern over this
proposed federal infringement on state tax-
ng authority. This was done on two grounds

One, federal legislation restricting state
taxing authority is inappropriate under any
circumstances; the report of the Treasury
Working Group on Unitary Taxation recommend-
ed against restrictive legislation. Second,
state action since the issuance of the Work-
ing Group report has significantly dimin-
ished the circumstances the Treasury bill
addresses.

By separate state action, a number of
states have limited or entirely eliminated
their taxation of foreign-source dividends.
Since the 1903 KATA survey on state practic-
as with respect to the taxation of foreign-

'tThe Gat systems in Alaska and Nanss
did not permit a determination of the
revenue impact of the Treasury proposal
at this time.

.--
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source dividends, five states have exempted
these payments from taxation. Five other
states saaded their laws to eilld5 at
Least a portioa of these paymieti. went
Virginis, the ose state wbich *maft4d Its
base to tan divideads received to the exteSt
they are inold6d tA federal taxable Lncom
did s by coaformina to the federal proposal.

noreover, since the 1903 BATA survey
nine states hove repealed worldwide cambia"

reporting, eight states by statute, sad oee
state by jud d3eal decision. In sUa y a
sigaificast number of states have modified
their laws with respect to the taxation of
foreiga-soorce dividesda a the use of
worldwide combined reporting. in the face
of the sizable number of states vbo have
Modified their lawe, based on Individual
state needs, the propriety of federal re-
striatlve legislation was questioned.

-7.
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roreigs-source dividends etimpt.
Fe roreign-source dividends partially excluded or conditionally exempted.
Te Foreign-source dividends considered taxbl incoe
X1 No corporate income tax levied.
Allos Taxable foreign-source dividends allocated to payee's comrcial domicile.
Appa Taxable foreign-source dividends apportioned.
Alo/App. Some foreign-source dividends allocated others apportioned--see text.

Footnotes s
-W gr greater detail, see Table 2.

The treatment accorded dividends of affiliated companies owned 50 percent or more by
payees under Section 40-16-33(14), Code of Alabama 1975, an amended, is that of a
deduction from gross Income.

/ inning vith 1386 tax years, the amount of foreign-oource income, including dividends,
excludible by a taxpaying corporation depends on whether the taxpayer elect@ the
federal foreign tax deduction or the foreign tax credit. It the deduction is elected,
Colorado will consider all foreign-source income, less the deduction, to be taxable
Income. It the credit is elected, the proportion to be excluded fram Colorado taxable
income ia the ratio of the foreign taxes paid or accrued to 46 percent (the axLnm
federal" corporate income tax rate) of the foreign-souxce income. In other words, the
foreign-source income is to be excluded to the extent the foreign taxes paid by the
taxpayer are less than the federal taxes it would have paid had the Income been V.I.
Income.

d/ Foreign-source dividends, exclusive of section 76 gross-up. are taxable when either
S allocated or apportioned to Idaho.

S/ Ny 1905 legislatioe, Indiaaa conformed to the Treasury proposal with respect to worldwide
unitasy. This legislation, however, did not change the state's practices with respect
to the taxation of foreign-source dividends. The state anticipates a significant
revenue loss as a result of the proposed Treasury restrictions on state taxation of
foreLgn-source dividends.

f/ Under Nchi gan' single business (value-added) tax, a subtraction from the tax base is
allowed for dividends received.

I/ Minnesota Statutes 290.21, subdivision 4(e) grants a 100 percent dividends-received
deduction to corporations for dividends paid by a foreign corporation from income
arising from sources without the United States. A foreign corporation does not include
corporations organized in Puerto Rico or a possession of the United States.

h/ Dividends received from a wholly-owned foreign subsidiary are exempt In Rhode island.
(These dividends are eligible for a 100 percent deduction.)

I/ Other exclusions may also apply Is Utah. See text.
Satimsted Utah revenue loss for fiscal year ended June 30, 197.
S timated Utah revenue loss for fiscal year ended June 30, 1968.

- Wisconsin allows a 100 percent deduction for dividends received from affiliates.
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TA=L 2

USITT UjfvIW JWAT OF TUASURT PROMOSA
TO uafEYT VYWTWTIYo or R3uYW7-50vJx 5TMORTDS11/

Revenue Loss (in millions) (14 States)

California (T) 355.0a,
Colorado (P) 2.9
Idaho (T) 1.0
Indiana (T) d/
love (T) 1.5 - 10.0
Maine (T) 7.0
Maryland (,) 2 0
Montana (T :.-,O ' f/
New Hampshire (T) .8- .9,
North Dakota (T) 25 percent of corporate collection/
Oklahoma (T) 2.0 - 3.0
Utah (F) 1.5 - 4.01'
Vermont (T) .75
Wisconsin (P) 2.0

minimal Revenue Impact (9 States)

District of Columbia (T)
Louisiana (T)
New Jersey (F)
New Mexico (T)

New York (F)
North Carolina (P)
Orego (P)
South Carolina (P)
Tennessee (F)

No Revenue Impact (10 States)

Aisons (a) Michigan
Connecticut (a) Minnesota i)
Delaware (3) Mississippi (3)
Florida (3) h/ Missouri (2)
Geor is (I) Nebraska (2)
Hawai (a) Ohio (a)
Illinois (P) Pennsylvania (3)
Kentucky (3) Virginia (a)
Massachusetts (P) j/ West Virginia (3) kI

Logende
oreign-source dividends considered taxable income.

(P) Foreign-source dividends partially excluded or conditionally exempted.
(91 Foreign-source dividends wholly exempt from income tax.
Footnotes:
37- TFefollowing five states ips& no corporate income text Nevada, South Dakota, Texas,

Washington, and Wyoming.
The date ayteme in five states (Alabama, Alaska, Arkansas, Kansas, and Rhode Island)

did not permit a detormination of the revenue impact of the Treasury proposal at this
time.

Figure reflects full revenue impact of move from worldwide combined reporting to
waters-edge, as well es the zevenue reduction from the Treasury proposal to restrict
state taxation of foreign-source dividends.

Bi my 195 legislation, Indiana conformed to the Treasury proposal with respect to worldwide
unitary. This legislation, however, did not change the state's practices with respect
to the taxation of foreign-source dividends. The state anticipates a significant
revenue loss as a result of the proposed Treasury restrictions on state taxation of
foreign-source dividends.

e/ Figure reflects an estimated loss of 20 percent of Montana corporate collections.
Minimum revenue lose for Now Hampshire based upon 65 percent and 100 percent exclusion,

respectively, of foreign-source dividends.

-10-
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Lower figure reflects Utah revenue lose for fiscal year ended June 30, 1987; higher
figure reflects revenue lose for fiscal year ended June 30, 1ts. Both figures are
based upon a 100 percent exclusion of foreign-source dividends.

hi Only Sub-Part r income remains includable in the Florida income tax base on federal Form
1120. It is the state's understanding that the Treasury proposal to exempt foreign-
source dividends does not impact upon Sub-Part F income. Based upon this understand-
ing, the Treasury proposal to exempt foreign-source dividends would not impact upon
Florida revenues derived from the income tax.

i/ Although Massachusetts does not fully exempt dividends from taxation, the state reported
that its taxation of foreign-source dividends is so limited that it is believed that
it would fall under the definition of "an equitable portion of dividends" as
described in Section 7510, (b)(9)(iLi), and that there would be no revenue impact.

j/ The Michigan single business tax is a value-added tax vhich allows subtraction from the
tax base for dividends received.

k/ For tax years beginning after July 1, 1987. the amount of dividends received, to the
extent included in federal taxable incoes, are taxable in West Virginia.

-11-
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TAKE 3

ALLOCA ION APlCiftOI OF rO1LJIGU-SO0= DIVDVXW

States AllOCAtinqTaxable toreign-Sourcw Dividends (S States)
Louiiana (T) 11

Nov York (P) I/
North Carolina (P)
Oklahom (T)
South Carolina (F)

States APPortionilng Taxable roreign-sourCe Dividends (9 States) 3/
Mine (T)
Maryland (P
"&Isschusetts (P)
Now Hampshire (T) 4/
New Jersey IF)
Rhode Island (F)
Utah (F) S/
Vermont (T)
Wisconsin (P)

States Allocating Some toreign-Source Oividends and Arrtioninh Others (14 States)6/
ALbama 7/19
Alaska (TI7/:/
Arkansas () 7/
California (T) 7/
Colorado (P) T/
Idaho IT roi
Illinois (P)To

Indiana (T V/
Iowa (To/
FAnsas IT /
Montana (TV 7
New Mexico () T /
North Dakota (T) 1/
Oregon (f) f/11/
Tennessee () 1r/"
District of Columbia (T) 77

Legend a
TVForeLgo-source dividends partially excluded or conditionally exempted.

iT) Foreign-source dividends considered taxable income.

rootnotesi
tT/ Lousiana allocates dividends based on business situ@ ard commercial domicile. In

- addition, there is a statute which provides in part that

• ... dividends upon stock having a situ& In Louisiana received by a
corporation from another corporation which is cor.trolled by the
former, through ownership of 50 percent or more of the voting stock
of the latter, shall be allocated to the state or states in which Is
earne4 the income from which the dividends are paid, such allocation
to be made in proportion to the respective amounts of such income
earned in each state.

In most iostame, the stock does not have a situ* in Louisiana and when it does, It Is
usually the stock of a subsidiary corporation, and the dividend would be allocated
besd on where the income was earned.

Now York allocates taxable investment income in accordance with the Investment allocation
percentage. An exception occurs, however, when that percentage io zero. In this case,
the business allocation percentage is used.

/ ith the exception of New HapshLre and Utah, these state all use the sam apportionment
formula for foroign-source dividends as they use for operating income.

4/ Foreign-source dividends are apportioned by Mew Hamphire utilizing a special formula
only for tax years which begin after June 30, 1904. (Kowever, if the method of
apportioinmnt does not fairly represent the business organisation's business activity
in the state, the business organisation may petition for, or the coiissioner may
requLre, modification of the apportionment factors or the employment of amy other
method to effect an equitable apportionment of the business organization's gross
business profits.)

-12-
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5/ Utah provides factor relief for the inclusion of foreiqn-source dividends.

L/ All fifteen of these states and the District of Columbia use the same apportio,.ent
formula for foreign-source dividends as for operating income.

7/ The state uses the "businahe/nobuLslesO test of the Uniform Division of Income for Tax
- Purposes Act' to determine whether a foroign-source dividend is allocated or appor-

tio-ed.
8/ Alabama considers only a narrow class of dividends to be business income, and allocates

nearly all dividends.
9/ For years. prior to 1985, Alaska prescribed that intercompany dividends from companies
- included in the combination were excludable to the extent that current year ncome of

the payor corl ration was included in the combination. After January 1, 1985,
intercompany div.dends from companies included in the combination are excluded from
apportionable income.

10/ The state uses the "unitary/nonunitary" test of the ASARCO and Woolworth cases, or a
- combination of the *business/nonbusiness" and "unitar-yinonunitary teats.
11/ Oregon uaes a combination of the "business/nonbuainese test and the "unitary/nonunitarye

test of the ASARCO and Woolworth coses to determine whether dividends are to be
allocated or ap-EToned.

13/ Sow the dividend income relates to the principal business activity of the corporation is
the test for determining whether a foreign-source dividend is allocated or appor-
tioned. Susiness income is apportioned and nonbusiness income is allocated.

67-908 0 - 87 - 7
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September 4, 1985

Office of Tax Policy
Room 3108U.S. Department of Treasury
Washington, D.C. 20224

Attention: Mr. George Carison

Dear Mr. Carison:

On August 12, the NATA Committee on Unitary Taxation, J. Thomas
Johnson, Illinois Diecto of Revenue, Chairman, met in Chicago
to discuss the Treasury Department's proposed unitary tax

legislation and to prepare written comments as requested by the
Treasury Department In its release of July 8. On behalf of the
NATA Executive Committee and its Committee on Unitary Taxation, I
am submitting these comments to you today in accordance with the
extension of time the Treasury has granted organizations such as
NATA for this purpose.

NATA has circulated the draft legislation to each of the state

tax agehicies and requested that comments be sent directly to the
Treasury. The NATA comments are In addition to those which the
Treasury has already received from the state ax agencies.

The NATA Executive Committee commends the Trasury for preparing
draft legislation which effectively represents the Worldwide
Unitary Taxation Working Group's recommendations. The followingcomments relate to technical changes which, in the view of the
NATA Executive Committee, would clarify several matters in the
draft and contribute to the legislation's acceptance by the
states.

A 0190-900,0 ofg. 1%4 e Frd." e -e ot t. Ad--,1,ei'. cooic...d .. 0. od~o....g -o~de'ds oed .. Ve..ig ol cio-.a.', Ya
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Comment One Page 2.

Page 1.

I The second sentence of Lection 6039A (a) should be revised
to eliminate the reporting of a corporation's state-by-state
income tax liability and to clarify the information to be
included with respect to *income subject to tax* and 'the method
of calculation by which the corporation computed and allocated
its income subject to tax by each state." NATA suggests the
elimination of the reporting of state income tax liability
because the tax owed by a corporation is determined to a
substantial extent by provisions (exemptions, deductions, etc.)
which have no relationship to the determination of taxable income
by other states.

NATA suggests the second sentence of Section 6039A (a) read
as follows:

'Such return shAll include (1) a reconciliation of the
reporting corporation's federal taxable income to the income
reported for state income tax purposes in each state in which it
is liable to pay income tax,

"(2) a statement on whether each corporation includible in
an affiliated group has filed on a combined report basis or as a
separate entity in each state in which it is liable to pay income
tax,

'(3) a statement as to how the reporting corporation has
reported business income and nonbusiness income for state income
tax purposes in each state in which it is liable to pay income
tax, together with a reconciliat-on of any differences in such
reporting,

'(4) a statement of the reporting corporation's apportion-
ment factors as filed and a reconciliation with the apportionment
factors that would result from its uce of the Uniform Division of
Income for Tax Purposes Act,

'(5) each corporation in which the reporting corporation, or
any corporation owning 50 percent or more of the outstanding
voting stock of the reporting corporation, owns, directly or
indirectly, more than twenty percent of the combined voting power
of all classes of stock entitled to vote, and

"(6 such other related information as the Secretary may by
regulation prescribe."

Coment Two

Page 1.

Section 6039A (b) is not clear with respect to how many
spreadsheets would be required if the common parent of two
corporate chains is a foreign corporation not required to file a
federal income tax return and whether the spreadsheets would
include information on all includible corporations.

I
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Page 3.

Comment Three

Page 2.

The technical explanation that accompanies Section 6039A
(c)(1)(A) should include a comment on the authority of the
Secretary *at any time to increase by regulation any dollar
threshold... " The explanation should note that the authority
given the Secretary is designed to facilitate adjustments (1) if
the currentness of the specific thresholds is affected by
economic inflation and (2) if the states find, after experience
with the spreadsheet information, that a higher threshold is
desirable.

Coment Four

Page 3.

Section 6039A (c)(3) defines an "includible corporation" to
include "any other foreign corporation that is described in
6103(d)(4)(G)." The Treasury draft, in the aforementioned
section, includes in the description of "certain foreign corpora-
tionsO a corporation which "under standards established in
regulations to be prescribed by the Secretary, is not subject to
substantial foreign tax on its net income."

NATA understands the difficulties encountered by the Working
Group in defining a tax haven corporation (a corporation which
maybe included in a water's edge group) and the reasons for the
Treasury's use of the general term 'substantial foreign tax.'
NATA suggests that the technical explanation give recognition to
the view of the state members on the Working Group that a "tax
haven* be defined as any country which either does not impose an
income tax or where the income tax rate is less than 90 percent
of the U.S. federal tax rate, The states are prepared to work
with Treasury to develop a satisfactory solution to this problem.

Comment Five

Pages 3 and 4

Section 6039A (e)(l), Dollar Penalty for Failure to Comply,
should be more specific. In place of the term "comply
substantially' in the first sentence, the following language is
suggested:

'If, with respect to any taxable year, a
reporting corporation fails to furnish
the information required by subsection
(a), on or before the due date specified
in subsection (a), such corporation shall
pay a penalty of $1,000.'
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Page 4.

NATA recommends that the concept of "comply substantiallyN
should be left to the regulations, as has been done with respect
to other sections of the Code. The regulations issued for
Section 6038 (26 C.F.R Sec.l.6038-2(k)(3)) gives Treasury the
authority to waive penalties when there is substantial compli-
ance.

Comment Six

Page 5

Section 6103(d)(1)(A): With respect to the limitations ontreaty information, NATA requests that the technical explanation
of the law include a comment to the effect that the states will
rely on the Treasury to negotiate treaties in a manner that will
enable the states to obtain such information as is necessary to
enforce their tax laws.

Coment Seven

Page 5

Section 6103(d)(1)(B)(ii): Under this provision, a state
agency would not have access to a Section 6039A return if a
taxpayer voluntarily files its state tax return on a worldwide
unitary basis or if it is a part of a related group of
corporations that does so. The comments which follow are alsorelevant to Sections 6103Ad)_(2)(B)(ii) and 6103(d)(2)(C)[ii).

NATA points out that the state members of the Working Group
strongly objected to the relevant provision in the Working Group
report (OCommon Element JQ) both because of the apparent inequity
in barring federal assistance to states with respect to taxpayers
who voluntarily use the worldwide unitary method to lower their
taxes and because the inclusion of this restriction was not
considered by the Wforking Group, and, therefore, in view of the
state members, was not in fact a common element.

NATA also points out that (1) the reference to taxpayers whoare "part of a related group of corporations" is new language,
not reflected in 'Common Element J, and it could be construed to
deny the states Section 6039A information when only one member of
a large affiliated group files its return on a unitary basis,and
(2) this restriction will unduly complicate the disclosure
requirements the designated agency and IRS must observe.

For these reasons, NATA asks that this provision be deleted.

Comment Eight

Page 8

The language relating to aSection 6103(d)(4)(E)(i),
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company which fails to comply with... the legal and procedural
requirements of the income tax laws of such State' is unduly
broad. It is suggested that the word "the" be changed to
'certain" and that the technical explanation and the regulations
list the requirements contained on page 31 of the Working Group
report.

Comment Nine

Page 8

Section 6103(d)(4)(E) concluding paragraph: The paragraph
states that a determination by the Secretary shall be conclusive
and not subject to review by any court. The phrase 'not subject
to review by any court' may be viewed as controversial and unduly
arbitrary. NATA suggests the deletion of this language as
unnecessary.

Comment Ten

Page 9

Section 6103(d)(4)(P)(v): The definition of 'Worldwide
Unitary Basis," among other exclusions, provides in effect that a
state will not be treated as taxing on a worldwide unitary basis
if it includes in the corporation income base an allocated share
of the income of a foreign corporation which *is subject to State
income tax in at least one state by virtue of its business
activities in that state.' NATA is concerned over the quoted
language because, for allocation purposes, the inclusion of the
income of a foreign corporation whose only business activity in
the United States is in a state that did not tax corporate income
would apparently classify the taxing state as a state using the
worldwide unitary basis and preclude its access to spreadsheet
information.

This approach conflicts with the Uniform Division of Income
for Tax Purposes Act. UDITPA construes the term 'taxable in
another state' to refer to a corporation's business activity
which is either taxable in another state or which woulJ be
taxable if the state in which the business activity occurred
imposed an income tax. The National Conference of Commissioners
of Uniform State Laws, in submitting UDITPA, commented that 'this
is desirable in order to treat the business of all states
equally.... '

For this reason, NATA requests that the language in question
be changed to "(v) foreign corporations if (I) such corporation
could be subject to state income tax in at least one state by
virtue of its business activities in that state;...." and that
the regulations specify that the term "could be subject to State
income tax' means that a state has jurisdiction to subject the
taxpayer to a net income tax, whether or not the state does so.

M---
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Comment Eleven

Definition of a "State" to include the District of Columbia:
the use of the term "Statel in the draft should be reviewed to
assure the inclusion of the District of Columbia as a 'State.'

Concluding Comments

NATA views the domestic disclosure spreadsheet as an
important instrument in the states' programs for the effective
taxation of multijurisdictional income. Following the issuance
of the Working Group report, NATA submitted to the Secretary of
the Treasury the names of six state tax administrators who,
together with representatives named by business, would be
appointed to assist the Internal Revenue Service in developing
the spreadsheet. Since the spreadsheet will ultimately by used
by the state tax agencies, it is important that it respond to
state processing needs. NATA reaffirms its suggestion for the
appointment of this committee.

Reflecting the importance SATA attributes to the spread-
sheet, the NATA Committee on Unitary Taxation has recommended
that NATA fully examine the possibility of its assuming the
responsibilities of the designated agency provided for in the
proposed legislation.

In addition to the spreadsheet, NATA expresses support for
the inclusion of A monetary minimal jurisdictional standard in
P.L.86-272 and foL a joint study by the Treasury, the Internal
Revenue Service and the states of the Section 482 regulations and
related provisions. The joint study was a common element in the
Water's Edge Options Two-Six in the Working Group report, and the
amendment of P.L.86-272 was an element in the State options. In
addition, the proposed P.L.86-272 standard parallels NATA
recommended sales and use tax jurisdictional standards which the
Treasury Department has been asked to support (Letter of July 31,
1985 to Assistant Secretary of the Treasury Ronald A. Pearlman
from NATA Committee Chairman and New York State Tax Commissioner
Roderick G.W. Chu).

NATA also urges early action to secure the Office of
Management and Budget's approval for an appropriation to
implement the federal assistance described in footnote 30 of the
Working Group report, namely an increase in IRS resources for the
enforcement of its programs for the taxation of multinational
income. In a related area of federal assistance, NATA has worked
closely with IRS in implementing its training program on
International Tax Issues for state tax administrators. During
July and August 1985, such courses were given at five different
locations throughout the country and were attended by some 125
tax administrators. NATA is now working with IRS for the
continuation and expansion of this program.

NATA appreciates the opportunity to comment on the Trea-
sury's draft legislation. It looks forward to the further
discussion of these matters with the Treasury.

Sincerely,

Leon Rothenberg

Executive Secretary

LR:pb
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STATEMENT OF ROBERT L. McNEILL, EXECU'iIVE VICE CHAIR-
MAN, EMERGENCY COMMITTEE FOR AMERI CAN TRADE, WASH-
INGTON, DC
Mr. McNEILL. Mr. Chairman, out of respect for your time pres-

sure, I will just take a minute or two. I am pleased to be here to
testify in support of S. 1974 and S. 1113 because we think this legis-
lation is desirable. We feel it necessary for the Congress in light of
the constitutional questions that Senator Mathias and others have
raised, to pass this legislation and make clear the primacy of the
Federal Government in the taxation of income earned outside of
the United States.

We have a primary interest in ECAT in encouraging measures
that will stimulate international trade and international invest-
ment. We were very pleased, Mr. Chairman, with your earlier
remark about how every little piece of Federal legislation that can
assist our competitiveness is to be looked at very seriously and
hopefully passed.

While this is not a momentous issue in respect to the competi-
tiveness of our firms that do business internationally, it is one of
many measures that does inhibit our competitiveness, and we
would hope for that reason-

Senator CHAFEE. Are your members U.S. corporations?
Mr. McNLL. They are U.S. corporations with very large inter-

national operations. The 60 members of ECAT have worldwide
sales of $700 billion a year, and they employ over 5 million persons.
So, they do business in every country in the world and in every
State in the United States, and the unitary method of State tax-
ation is of very great interest.

I am very tempted, Mr. Chairman, not to say any more and just
to rest our case on the debate that just took place in respect to
Montana because I think that the conversation that just occurred
here is illustrative of the reason why we need this legislation to be
passed in order to remove any questions as to what the Constitu-
tion intends and as to what the policy of the U.S. Congress is in
respect of the taxation of foreign profits.

For Montana or any other American State to tax U.S. multina-
tionals in a way different than Montana taxes the foreign multina-
tionals doing business in this country, I think, makes our case that
we very much need this legislation passed.

Thank you.
Senator CHiAI. Fine. Thank you, Mr. McNeill. Mr. DuBos.
[The prepared written statement of Mr. McNeill follows:]
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STATEMENT OF ROBERT L. McNEILL, EXECUTIVE VICE CHAIRMAN
EMERGENCY COMMITTEE FOR AMERICAN TRADE, BEFORE THE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT OF THE
SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE HEARING ON

THE UNITARY METHOD OF TAXATION

Monday, September 29, 1986

I am pleased to be here today to testify in support of legislation

that would impose limits on the states' use of the unitary method of

taxing foreign source income. It is a method that is of distinct

interest to members of the Emergency Committee for American Trade

(ECAT). ECAT is an organization of the chief executive officers of 60

large U.S. companies with very extensive international business

operations. Annual worldwide sales of ECAT member companies are close

to $700 billion and about 5 million workers are employed.

S.1974 and S.1113 embody a very simple but important principle

fundamental to the conduct of the international commerce of the United

States; namely, that the individual states of the United States should

not design their tax laws to impose undesirable extraterritorial tax

burdens on international business activities. This principle should

apply equally to U.S. or foreign based enterprises. As contemplated by

the framers of our Constitution, the United States should act with one

voice, the Federal voice, in matters of internatiot.1 "'nmmerce. While

the two bills represent a step in the right direction, they should be

modified to completely prohibit state taxation of any foreign source

income, as determined under federal income tax sourcing rules.

The proposed legislative limitations on worldwide unitary taxation
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-- which takes into account the income of all foreign affiliates of

corporations doing business within a state, even though such income has

no connection with the state -- will not affect the ability of the

states to assess tax on U.S. source income on a unitary basis of those

companies doing business solely within the United States. Further, the

proposed limitations do not represent an attack upon allocation

formulas currently applied by the states to those entities.

We support the limitation on the use of worldwide unitary taxation

rules internationally, however, because in respect of foreign income it

is an unsound rule and leads to increasingly undesirable consequences.

To be specific:

... Whatever utility and justification there is for the use of

income allocation formulas applied to a single corporate entity

operating within two or more of the separate states of the United

States, the underlying factors that can make such a system work

internally are not present internationally;

... There are no agreed-upon international standards for such a

system in determining the relevant apportionment factors and their

relative weight, or standards to define the businesses to be included

as unitary, or the income to which such rules are to be applied;

... The economic and accounting factors of wages, assets, and

income are too diverse internationally to permit accurate weighting
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among foreign countries. Wages, assets, turnover, and the currency

used, all have some comparability when applied among and confined to

the states of the United States. They do not have such comparability

as applied among Botswana, the United States, Ireland, and more than

100 other countries.

ECAT has a primary interest in encouraging maximum growth of

United Statbi. trade and in eliminating barriers to international

investment and to the export of U.S. goods. We are concerned that if

the use of worldwide unitary taxation methods with respect to

international income were to spread to other nations, it would create a

serious threat to international trade. Each country would develop its

own weighting formulas and would use administrative procedures designed

to derive all possible income from the worldwide operations of ali

related companies. Time has demonstrated that free trade can only

exist where there is an avoidance of double taxation of the same

income. The worldwide unitary taxation method fails in innumerable

ways to meet this time-honored test.

In contrast to the worldwide unitary taxation method. progress has

been made in securing a degree of international conformity in the

taxation of foreign income. There has been widespread acceptance of

the principle that tax Jurisdiction is exercised only where there is

actual physical presence or economic activity. There is further

agreement that where transactions occur between related companies,

including those that are outside the taxing jurisdiction, the rule to

be uniformly applied is that all export and other inter-company
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transactions must be conducted at arm's length on a separate accounting

basis. This is the tax basis found in our Internal Revenue Code and in

the laws of Germany. Canada, Japan, France, the United Kingdom, and all

of the other developed countries. It is the basis of taxation embodied

in the 197? OECD Model Income Tax Convention. It is also embodied in a

Model Income Tax Convention for Treaties between Developed and

Developing Countries. Those few states utilizing the woij wide unitary

taxation method, which takes into account the income of corporations

that are not engaged in business in the United States, are clearly out

of step with United States and international practice.

We believe that the worldwide unitary taxation practice of a few

American states presents an especially burdensome requirement for

foreign corporations that have no independent reason to compile or

maintain records conforming to U.S. tax accounting standards. The

administrative burden, couple 1. 1th the demonstrated extraterritorial

reach of the tax assessed, has two important practical consequences.

The first is that because foreign governments resent the worldwide

unitary taxation method of apportionment as an erroneous extra-

territorial extension of taxing jurisdiction, they are unwilling to

provide favorable tax treatment for American business operations

abroad. Department of Treasury representatives have found that the

worldwide unitary taxation method has been a significant adverse burden

on United States foreign commerce and in international tax treaty

negotiations.

Another important related factor is that the worldwide unitary
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taxation method is a deterrent to the type of foreign investment the

United States would presumably benefit from the most; namely,

manufacturing investment by foreign multinationals who today must weigh

the consequences on their entire worldwide structure when making

investment decisions. Their corporate structure could involve dozens

or even hundreds of foreign affiliates that conduct no business in the

United States. Thus, a decision to invest in the United States could,

under the worldwide unitary taxation method, create the risk of the

income of those affiliates being taxed by a single state of the United

States. Obviously, foreign companies have some freedom of choice in

avoiding states advocating such methods of taxation.

We are gratified that a number of states in recognition of this

problem concerning foreign investment in their respective jurisdictions

have taken steps toward elimination of the worldwide unitary taxation

method. It appears that but three states -- Alaska, Montana, and North

Dakota -- now use the method as compared to twelve states just a few

years ago. Several states, however, still tax a portion of foreign

source dividends, which amounts to a double tax on foreign income. The

legislation recently passed by the state of California which will not

take effect until 1988 is hardly ideal. It is deeply flawed even

though it does attempt to curtail the use of the worldwide unitary

method of taxation. It subjects to tax a substantial portion of

foreign dividends repatriated to this country and continues to tax

foreign-source operating income received by domestic corporations which

operate abroad, the so-called 80/20 companies. The need for federal

limiting legislation is, therefore, still needed and we urge passage of
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an appropriate statute.

Some state tax administrators have commented that state taxation

of foreign souce income through the combined worldwide unitary taxation

method will benefit the United States through discouraging foreign

direct investments and thus keeping investable funds at home where they

will create new businesses and jobs. While this could be a correct

presumption in a specific instance, it is surely a fundamentally flawed

presumption insofar as the general conduct of business is concerned.

U.S. firms invest abroad in order to service foreign market

opportunities that cannot be serviced from the United States. It is

just about that simple. Recognizing that there could be an exception.

it is accurate to state that the U.S. market is the single largest,.

most important and most favored market for U.S. firms. Investable

funds go first for the U.S. market and then for others.

In today's world, no U.S. industry can afford to set its sights on

anything but participation in the worldwide marketplace. What is

required is that they: hire worldwide; invest in a worldwide economy;

manufacture worldwide; purchase worldwide; and draw on the skills and

genius of scientists and engineers worldwide. In this manner, the most

efficient production and lowest costs are achieved with the greatest

benefit realized by consumers. In the long-term, no company or country

whose strategy is to exploit business opportunities in another country

can succeed without some foreign direct investment. U.S. firms could

never compete in France or Germany or the U.K. today without
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establishing foreign subsidiaries and all they represent in the way of

investment and resources. It would be unthinkable to compete in the

booming Japanese market without actively engaging that market through a

foreign subsidiary company.

This is the world we've come to live in -- a world in which

protected national and regional markets, by definition, have become

non-competitive. This is a world the economic future of which rides on

the freest possible flow of international investment as well as

on free flows of commerce in goods and services and ideas.

The economies of the world's industrial democracies are,

therefore, without a doubt, interdependent. Whether the reason is

dependence on imports or exports of raw materials, food, fuel, finished

products, or technology, this interdependence is an economic fact of

life. Therefore, the question that must be answered directly is

whether the overseas operations of American companies are a net benefit

or a net detriment to the United States. It is alleged by some that

when U.S. companies conduct business abroad, the result is a loss of

U.S. jobs, a loss of export markets, a deficit in our balance of

payments, or a decline in our technological abilities relative to

foreign countries. None cf these suppositions is correct.

Rather, the choice is not between exporting or manufacturing

abroad, but between being a marginal supplier in our competitors'

markets or participating in those markets as a major competitor. One

need only look at the great cost and complexity of research and
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development, the widespread technological expertise around the globe,

the sophistication of customers, keen competition, and shorter periods

between new product announcements to arrive at this conclusion. The

only alternative would be to leave the markets to others if one decides

not to or fails to participate in a global economy. In the long-term,

the results would be a major contraction of business in the U.S. and

rampant protectionism. It is simply impractical and illogical to

attempt to maintain an internationally competitive position in major

national and regional markets based upon what is essentially a

short-term exploitation of export penetration. Long-term,

international business success depends on true participation in

worldwide markets, and that means investment.

Studies have conceded that foreign operations by U.S. companies

contribute substantially to the economic strength of this country. This

investment abroad by U.S. corporations has contributed to the strength

of the U.S. economy in many ways.

Recent studies published by the Department of Commerce show that

multinational companies -- those companies most frequently criticized

on the grounds of the alleged "export of Jobs" issue -- actually

increased their domestic employment at a rate faster than the national

average.

It is also important to note the critical importance of U.S.

foreign direct investment to U.S. exports. The most recent Commerce

Department survey shows that about one-third of U.S. manufactured
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exports are purchased by the overseas subsidiaries of U.S. firms.

These foreign subsidiaries thus constitute the single largest market

for U.S. exports abroad. Without such U.S. investment activities

overseas, therefore, the U.S. economy would be very substantially

disadvantaged.

I would also like to note that the profits repatriated to the

United States from U.S. overseas direct investments far exceed foreign

direct investm nt capital outflows from the United States. These

foreign earnings are critical to the U.S. balance of payments position

and to the profttability of U.S. firms and their shareholders.

As stated earlier, the reason U.S. firms establish operations

abroad relates to market opportunities or marketing requirements. It

is necessary, therefore, that U.S. firms maintain a market presence

overseas so as to be sensitive not only to business opportunities as

they occur but also to provide better service to their customers.

Quality is extremely important to the continued success of any business

and cannot be overemphasized. Providing reliable and defect-free

products is not enough. U.S. business must also provide very

responsive service to its customers if they are to attain their

business objectives.

In effect, overseas investment responds to the realities of

international trade. Even though progress has been made toward

the goal of trade liberalization, many industries are still protected

in foreign countries to the degree that overseas markets are much more
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difficult and expensive to serve solely through exporting.

It has been demonstrated that three-fifths of the after-tax

earnings of foreign affiliates are remitted back to the U.S. parent and

nearly half of this amount is retained for investment in domestic

plant and equipment.

There are other benefits which are derived from such foreign

investment, benefits which may be difficult to measure but are

nonetheless the fruits of foreign investment. Benefits are certainly

derived from the management and technical skills of other cultures and

economies which result in productivity gains and advances. Not to be

overlooked is the expertise received from foreign university systems.

Last but certainly not least are the benefits resulting from the

diversity of suppliers, competitive technologies, quality advances

which provide lower costs, lower consumer prices, increased demand for

products and surely increased jobs.

Let me conclude with a knowledgeable comment about the worldwide

unitary taxation method made by Alan R. Short, Director of the Tax

Policy Branch of the Canadian Department of Finance at Fordham

University in 1976:

"I am going to play devil's advocate, a role I enjoy,
and start off with the position that I feel badly that
the unitary system has had such rough treatment.
Therefore, I would like to find some way to defend and
support it. I would like to give it a conditional
blessing with several lifs.' If the tax system of all
countries in the world were identical, if the tar.
accounting practices did not differ, it everybody could
agree on the principles of amalgamation, if everybody
could agree as to what a unitary business is, if it was
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not necessary to determine the nature or quality of the
income for tax purposes (whether it was a manufacturing
resource profit, an export profit, a royalty), if
countries could agree on exactly the same formula for
allocating income, if the price of labor and the cost of
capital were idential in all countries, if we had a
single monetary unit in the world, if there were nominority interests in any subsidiary companies within a
group, if the existing scheme did not work, and if the
unitary system was not inestimably arbitrary, I would
support it."
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STATEMENT OF THOMAS J. DuBOS, TAX LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL,
MOBIL CORP., WASHINGTON, DC; ON BEHALF OF THE NATION-
AL ASSOCIATION OF MANUFACTURERS
Mr. DuBos. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. My name is Thomas J.

DuBos. I am employed as tax legislative counsel for Mobil Corp.,
and I am appearing today on behalf of the NationAl Association of
Manufacturers. I am a member of their tax committee. NAM sup-
ports S. 1974, a bill introduced by Senator Wilson on behalf of the
administration and cosponsored by Senators Mathias and Hawkins.

Senator Mathias, who was a witness this morning, has long been
a proponent of corrective legislation to prevent States from taxing
on a worldwide combined income method and to assure proper
treatment of States' taxation of dividends from income earned out-
side of the United States. S. 1974, the more comprehensive of the
bill because Senator Mathias introduced earlier deals only with
dividends, does precisely what the President's working group on
unitary taxation decided.

It applies a water's edge approach to State taxation of corporate
income. States would be prohibited from imposing corporate
income tax on a worldwide unitary basis. The bill provides equita-
ble taxation of dividends received by U.S. corporations from their
foreign operating subsidiaries. The new legislation would allow re-
porting requirements for multinational corporations that will pro-
vide data that the States claim they need. The Treasury Depart-
ment has indicated their intention to increase their resources de-
voted to the IRS's administration of tax laws applicable to the for-
eign operations of multinational companies.

And lastly but most importantly, competitive balance would be
achieved for U.S. multinationals, foreign multinationals, and
purely domestic business. Federal legislation, Mr. Chairman, is
needed for the following reasons. Taxation of interstate and inter-
national commerce is a national issue. Worldwide unitary taxation
by States gives rise to double taxation of foreign income.

The taxation of dividend income and 80/20 companies by a clear
Federal policy is necessary to prevent the undercutting by State ac-
tions. The conduct of foreign policy is the exclusive preserve of the
Federal Government. Competitive balance is needed for all taxpay-
ers, and the severe disruption in the U.S. international economic
relations can only be resolved by Federal legislation. The three
principles announced by the President's working group are met by
this legislation.

The President has announced his support ot it in November 1985.
Senator Wilson introduced the legislation in December 1985. It has
been submitted and defended by Secretary Baker, Secretary Shultz,
and Assistant Secretary Mentz.

The State legislation of California has serious defects. These are
covered in submitted material. I regret Senator Baucus was not
able to remain for the rest of the hearings. I would have enjoyed
responding to some of his comments and questions. Thank you, Mr.
Chairman.

Senator CHAmEE. Thank you, Mr. DuBos.
[The prepared written statements of Mr. DuBos and Mr. Robert

A. Denman follow:]
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SMEn OF THMAS J. D(BOS
CHAIRMAN, STATE TAXATION OF

INTERSTATE COMMERE SLBCOMMITEE
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MANUFACTURERS

TAXATION CCOMITT
ON THE UNITARY METHOD OF TA)ATION

BEFORE THE
SENATE FINANCE SUCOMMITIEE

ON TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT
SEPTEW4ER 29, 1986

My name is Thanas J. DuBos. I am employed as Tax Legislative Counsel for
Mobil Corporation.

I appear today on behalf of the National Association of Manufacturers. I am
a member of the NAM Taxation Committee and Chairman of their Subcommittee on
State Taxation of Interstate Commerce. In addition, I serve as Chairman of the
Tax Committee of the National Foregn' Trade Council which will file a written
statement for the record and Chairman of the Coalition for the Repeal of the
Unitary Tax, a voluntary coalition of ten organizations all of whom support
federal legislation to resolve this issue.

NAM is a voluntary business association of over 13,500 companies, large and
small, located in every scate. our members range in size from the very large to
over 9,000 small manufacturing firms that each have less than 500 employees.
NAM member companies employ 85% of all workers in manufacturing and produce over
80% of the nation's manufactured goods. NAM is affiliated with an additional
158,000 businesses through its Associations Council and the National Industrial
Council.

On behalf of our members, I am pleased to be here today to express the
Association's views on the unitary method of taxation.

NAM SUPPORTS S. 1974

The NAM supports S. 1974, a bill introduced by Senator Pete Wilson on behalf
of the Administration, and co-sponsored by Senators Charles Mathias and Paula
Hawkins. Senator Mathias has long been a proponent of corrective legislation to
prevent states from taxing on a worldwide combined income method and to assure
proper treatment of states' taxation of dividends from income earned outside the
United States. Indeed, his bill S. 1113 is intended to address this dividend
taxation feature.

S. 1974 is a comprehensive solution that encompasses the following points:

1. The bill applies a water'ss edge" approach to state taxation of
corporate income. This ,- ans the determination of domestic
income (that earned within the U.S.) follows the federal rules and
leaves in place the separate accounting method (or "arm's length"
rules) used for international purposes for apportioning income
among related corporations.
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2. States would be prohibited from imposing corporate income tax on a
worldwide unitary basis.

3. The bill provides that equitable taxation of dividends received by
U.S. corporations from their foreign operating subsidiaries be
followed.

4. New federal information reporting requirements for multinational
corporations will provide data available to the states to assist
in the administration of their tax laws.

5. The Treasury Department intends to increase the resources devoted
to the IRS's administration of tax laws applicable to foreign
operations of multinational companies. These efforts will result
in benefits to the states which rely on federal information.

6. Competitive balance will be achieved for U.S. multinationals,
foreign multinationals and purely domestic business.

These features comply with the three principles agreed upon by the Treasury
Department's Worldwide Unitary Taxation Working Group at their final meeting on
May 1, 1984.

FEDERAL LEGISLATION IS NEEDED

NAM supports federal legislation for several reasons:

1. The taxation of interstate and international commerce is a
national issue.

2. Foreign governments and businesses, as well as U.S. companies,
have argued that worldwide unitary taxation by states gives rise
to double taxation of foreign income.

3. The taxation of dividend income and 80/20 companies by a clear
federal policy is necessary to prevent an undercutting by state
action. States must be limited to taxing only an equitable
portion of foreign source dividends.

4. The conduct of foreign policy is the exclusive preserve of the
federal government. State legislation with foreign policy
implications cannot be permitted.

5. Competitive balance is needed for all taxpayers. State tax policy
requirements that impose additional burdens on taxpayers solely by
virtue of their foreign operations are not acceptable.

6. Serious disruption of U.S. international economic relations could
occur without federal legislation.

Following the U.S. Supreme Court decision in Northwestern States Portland
Cement/Stockham Values [Northwestern States Portland Cement Gompany v.
Minnesota, 358 U.S. 450 (1959)] which focused on the narrow issue of nexus
between two states, the negative reaction of the business community led the U.S.
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Congress to enact Public Law 86-272 which provided stopgap jurisdictional rules
and mandated a Congressional study of all state taxes bised on income as they
Relate to interstate camierce transactions.

The 89th Congress issued its report in 1965 which demonstrated the real need
for corrective legislation. A comprehensive bill (HR 11798) was opposed by
business representatives and state tax administrators. A modified bill
(HR 16491) became the forerunner of legislation that has been introduced in
every Congress from 1965 through 1984. This subcommittee held hearings in June
1980 on the issue (S. 1688) during the 96th Congress. Nevertheless, no
legislation on the subject has been enacted into law.

In June 1983 the U.S. Supreme Court ruled in the Container case [Container
Corporation v. Franchise Tax Board, 103 S.Ct. 293 T (1983)] that worldwide
unitary ccmbf-iation as applied to a domestically based group of corporations is
not constitutionally prohibited. Some states then moved to enact worldwide
unitary combination. Reaction by the business community and foreign governments
led the Reagan Administration to convene the Worldwide Unitary Taxation Working
Group, which was composed of state governors, state legislators, state tar
administration organization representatives, business representatives and
representatives of the White House, the State Department and the Advisory
Commission on Intergovernmental Relations. The Wrking Group was charged with
the task of producing recommendations "that will be conducive to harmonious
international economic relations while also respecting the fiscal rights and
privileges of the individual states."

The Working Group and its staff level Task Fbrce held meetings over 10
months and issued a final report to President Reagan, as mentioned earlier, on
May 1, 1984. Then Treasury Secretary Regan noted that "state, business and
federal representatives appear to be in basic agreement on ... these principles
fee

Principle One: Water's edge unitary combination for both U.S. and
foreign-based companies.

Principle 7wo: Increased federal administrative assistance and
cooperation with the states to promote full taxpayer disclosure and
accountability.

Principle Three: Competitive balance for U.S. multinationals, foreign
multinationals, and purely domestic businesses.

... State and business representatives were unable to reach agreement on the
proper state tax treatment of foreign source dividends and of U.S. based
corporations operating primarily abroad (so-called '80-20 corporations')."

President Reagan announced his support for federal legislation on November
8, 1985 and S. 1974 was introduced in December 1985 at the request of the
Administration. The bill would generallly prohibit states from levying
corporate income taxes on a worldwide unitary basis. In a March 5, 1986 letter
addressed to Senator Packwood, Treasury Secretary Baker set forth an excellent
presentation on the subject, including a technical explanation of the bill and a
complete description of its provisions. His letter describes the serious
concerns that led the Administration to propose and support this legislation.
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In addition, Assistant Treasury Secretary Roger Mentz wrote on March 14,
1986 to California Assembly republican Leader Pat tblan, outlining the
Administration's requirements for satisfactory unitary method repeal
legislation. He stated therein "I am in full agreement with your view that
state use of the worldwide unitary method of taxation interferes with the
foreign comwerical policy of the federal government " Assistant Secretary Mentz
went on to point out the requirements that state legislation would need to meet
to preclude the need for federal legislation.

Further, Secretary of State Goerge Shultz wrote on January 30, 1986 to the
governors of states then applying the worldwide unitary method of taxation,
pointing out the foreign policy arguments against the unitary method. He argued
that corporate taxation on a worldwide unitary basis "creates a clear risk of
double taxation" which distorts investment decisions and reduces investment flow
into the U.S.

Clearly federal legislation is needed.

STATE LEGISIATICN

only three years ago there were 12 states that taxed foreign income. Within
a year after the final report of the Working Group, a number of states using the
worldwide unitary combination repealed their statutes. Today only three states
apply the worldwide unitary method. California has just passed legislation,
signed by the Governor this month, reforming the state's controversial unitary
method of taxation.

There are some serious defects in the California law. This is all the more
reason to enact federal legislation.

The California law does not take effect until January 1, 1988-leaving time
for "backsliding" before the legislation ever comes into force.

The law allows companies to elect not to have their California tax
assessment made on the worldwide unitary basis; it does not repeal the unitary
method outright.

If companies elect to be taxed under the arm's length approach, they must
pay a fee for the privilege. This "toll charge" raises serious questions about
the constitutionality of the provision.

The state tax authorities retain powers to impose the use of worldwide
unitary taxation. This discretionary privilege causes great concern to those
who wish to see the worldwide combined method of taxation repealed.

The tax base will still include the income of companies that conduct 80
percent or more of their business outside the United States. Federal tax law
regards such income as foreign, and yet California will continue to treat the
income as subject to tax within the state.

The exclusion for dividends from subsidiaries has a limit--resulting in the
taxation of dividend income received from new overseas investments made after
1986. California is continuing to reach beyond the borders of the state with
respect to the taxation of foreign income.
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For all these reasons, the California legislation, while perhaps a step in
the right direction to rid the state of this onerous method of worldwide unitary
taxation, falls short of solving the problem and meeting the principles
enunciated by the WIrking Group.

S. 1974 is an improvement over prior versions that sought to resolve the
problem, and while there are some technical changes which we believe should be
made in the bill, we encourage this Suboommittee to reocanend the adoption of
S. 1974. Federal legislation is needed and the Congress should enact it now.

I will be pleased to answer any questions.

Thcmas J. DuBos
Tax Legislative (bunsel of Mobil Corporation

on behalf of
National Association of Manufacturers
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TESTIMONY OF ROBERT A. DENMAN, LEGISLATIVE ASSISTANT FOR THE
NATIONAL FARMERS UNION BEFORE THE U.S. SENATE COMMITTEE ON
FINANCE, SEPTEMBER 29, 1986.

Mr. Chairman, I am Robert A. Denman, Legislative Assistant

for the National Farmers Union (NFU), a family farm organization

representing some 250 thousand family farmE in the Nation.

The National Farmers Union has long been on record in

support of the unitary method of calculating the taxable income

national corporations. We testified before the House

Ways and Means Committee in 1980 in opposition to legislation

similar to S. 1974 , the subject of today's hearing. In the 1982

Supreme Court case of the Container Corporation of America v. the

California Franchise Tax Board, the NFU filed an Amicus Curiae

brief in support of the Franchise Tax Board noting that

"invalidation of the California tax would result in

discriminatory treatment based solely on geographic

considerations." We argued then and continue to hold that

fairness to state and local taxpayers requires that those engaged

in interstate and foreign commerce pay a fair share of the

burdens of government.

I come before you today because we believe that should

federal legislation restricting state taxation of mutinational

corporations be enacted, it would pose a threat to American
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farmers because: 1) It would subsidize foreign investment in U.S.

farmland by sheltering the profits of foreign inve-tors from

effective state taxation; 2) It would encourage the restructuring

of corporations so that the bulk of their American profits could

be attributed on paper for tax purposes of foreign subsidiaries

or associates; 3) It would result in a severe loss of revenue to

State governments, tending to shift the tax burden to the real

property tax base, already sorely overtaxed.

The tax climate of the U.S. is already tilted in favor of

foreign investors in the U.S., and in favor of the flight of

capital of the nation's corporations into foreign investment,

both trends being motivated by the prospect of tax avoidance.

More American farmland has come under foreign ownership since

1977 than in the past fifty years. Fifty-four percent of all

farm land parcels owned or controlled by alien investors have

been acquired since 1975. We are not contending that all

investment by U.S. companies in foreign plants and subsidiaries

or all investment by foreign companies in American plants and

subsidiaries is undesirable. But, we do question such investment

where its principle motivation is tax avoidance.

United States tax policy, in our view, must recognize the

economic self-interest of the United States. If, duetto federal

legislation, the unitary method of computing taxable income were

to be disallowed, this would shift a substantial annual tax load,
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estimated in the hundreds of millions of dollars annually, from

the foreign persons and corporations to state and local

taxpayers. Since state sales and income levies are already at

what many regard as scarcely tolerable levels, the tendency would

be for the revenue lost by the states to be sought largely from

the property tax base. In many states, agricultural land is an

important part of that tax base. In contrast, the tax burden

imposed on the multinational corporations by the U.S. federal

government and the several states is relatively light.

A decision of this body to bar the use of the unitary

apportionment system would have the effect of acquiescing in

discrimination in favor of multinational corporations to the

detriment of domestic corporations. It would interfere with the

rights of the states to tax income which is earned, in part, in

their respective states and also lead, undoubtedly, to a

restructuring of business activity in order to avoid state taxes.

Such a decision would encourage multinational corporations

to engage in a tax "shell game*, to assign their profits to

jurisdictions which allow them to avoid or minimize tax

liability. The opportunity to attribute U.S. corporate profits

on paper to foreign subsidiaries or associates should not be

encouraged by this body.

Our policy statement on this issue continues as follows, OAt

programs to the states, actions should not be taken which would

impair the state tax bases or provide tax loopholes for

multinational corporations."

Thank you Mr. Chairman for your time and consideration.
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Senator CHAFEE. I would just like to address Mr. Johnson a
moment. Now, in Illinois, of course you would repeal it, but you
don't have it now, do you?

Mr. JOHNSON. We had it by action of a taxpayer who brought
suit against the Illinois Department of Revenue because we prohib
ited the use of worldwide unitary method; and the taxpayer. won in
the Supreme Court of the State of Illinois, requiring, the use of
worldwide unitary. And until 1982 we used it, and then by legisla-
tion we abolished it.

Senator CHAFEE. And that is somewhat the situation Alaska is
in, except Alaska hasn't taken the final--

Mr. JOHNSON. Alaska had taken the position where worldwide
unitary was not permissible and they adopted that method when
litigation was brought against the State of Alaska in fear of being
required to use it, through court action, as I understand it.

Senator CHAFEE. Pardon?
Mr. JOHNSON. As I understand the Alaska litigation.
Senator CHAFEE. Now, one of the points you make is that the

Wilson bill would limit the way in which States tax dividends paid
by foreign corporations, and you are opposed to that?

Mr. JOHNSON. We are opposed to it because, well, it affects 24
States, because it restricts it to 85 percent, or 85 percent of the for-
eign dividends could not be taxed. It also suggests that a limitation
on the States to prohibit the taxation of foreign dividends with no
corresponding limitation in taxing domestic dividends would, in
effect, encourage foreign investment over domestic investment. You
could argue that; and there is no limitation on States to tax domes-
tic dividends paid to a corporate taxpayer.

Senator CHAFEE. We have a foreign tax credit for domestic corpo-
rations, plus there is the 80 percent rule as far as dividends from
subsidiaries. So, I am not sure--

Mr. JOHNSON. That is correct at the Federal level of taxation, but
there is no limitation on the States as to how much of domestic
dividends that a taxpayer receives must be excluded from state tax-
ation and to have Federal legislation which would suggest that for-
eign dividends must be exempt from State taxation would in effect,
in my opinion, encourage foreign investment because 85 percent of
dividends received would not be taxed by the States, and yet States
would not be restricted in the taxation of domestic dividends.

Senator CHAFEE. Well, let me brood over that one. Senator
Wilson.

Senator WILSON. Mr. Chairman, I am curious. Mr. Johnson has
referred to a lawsuit by which a taxpayer was able to compel the
State to adopt the unitary method; and apparently, that has oc-
curred in Alaska as well.

Mr. JOHNSON. Yes.
Senator WILSON. Who is behind these suits?
Mr. JOHNSON. We prohibited the use of the worldwide method in

the State of Illinois until the taxpayer-
Senator WILsoN. Who is that taxpayer?
Mr. JOHNSON. Caterpillar Tractor Co. brought suit against the

State and ultimately won in the Illinois Supreme Court which de-
termined that the use of the worldwide unitary method was re-
quired under Illinois law. But administratively, we had prohibited
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the use of it until that case was brought against us. Then, that case
came down in March 1981, I believe. The legislature ultimately
prohibited its use by adopting a law in 1982 providing for water s
edg combination.

Senator WILSON. I am curious as to what taxpayer brought suit
in Alazka to compel the use of the method. Does the staff know?

Mr. JOHNSON. In Alaska, they did not bring suit to use worldwide
uritary. In Alaska, they used separate apportionment as I under-
stand it. And there was a suit brought that separate apportionment
or separate allocation did not properly attribute income for Alaska
tax purposes. Thereafter, Alaska statutorily adopted worldwide
unitary in response to that litigation.

Senator WILSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator CHAFEE. Let me just say this. One of the things that

bothers me is the taxation under the unitary tax of these 80/20
corporations which are doing close to 100 percent of their business
overseas, and yet many of them incorporated in the United States for
trademark protection purposes.

It seems to me to make the penalty of trying to protect them-
selves to be that they are taxed in the United States by the States
is an unfortunate result because they could have a foreign subsidi-

Mr. JOHNSON. If I could respond to that, Senator? If in fact most

of the property and payroll of those 80/20 corporations are in fact
outside of the United States and not located in any of the 50 States
or the 45 that tax corporate income, the income generated by those
factors will be attributed outside this country.. What we don't un-
derstand is why 80/20 corporations and not others-the bill does
not suggest that they shouldn't be taxed by the States, but that
they cannot be included in the combined unitary business report of
the States. And we don't understand, especially with the fact that
the Federal Government does not have as keen an interest as we
would have. And the value that is being transferred between those
corporations in wholly domestic operations-why they must be ex-
cluded from the water's edge combination.

I don't think there is any policy justification for it. If in fact the
property and the payroll of those corporations are located outside
the United States, the income generated by those factors will not
be attributed to any of the 50 States.

Senator CHAFEE. Now, that is not quite true. That is what the
whole thing is about here. That is the problem; that is why we are
here because of those very factors you are talking about. The
income indeed is taxed in the United States. It is computed. Is that
not right, Mr. DuBos?

Mr. DuBos. Mr. Chairman, you are correct. Mr. Johnson's state-
ment would be absolutely true if this legislation were enacted and
water's edge applied. The problem is that water's edge does not
apply.

Senator CHAF=. Sure.
Mr. DuBos. The income of 80/20 companies is included within

the consolidation under the, California legislation. Secretary Mentz
pointed out the anomaly that the proposed Federal legislation
would include corporations operating under section 936 from
Puerto Rico but exclude 80/20s. California does the reverse. So,
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Mr. Johnson's conclusion would be right if we enact the bill. I rec-
ommend we do so. [Laughter.]

Senator CHAFEE. You have 30 seconds because I have to get to a
conference.

Mr. JOHNSON. I disagree, Senator. Any corporation that has any
foreign factors that is included in the unitary water's edge, even if
they are 50 percent United States, then the factors and the income
generated by those factors will be apportioned outside of the conti-
nental United States and, therefore, will not be taxable by the
States; 80/20-where that figure came from-it is not sacred. Are
you saying that if a corporation has got 75 percent of its factors
outside the United States and 25 percent inside the United States
that he can be included in the combined report, but just because it
is 80/20, they should be excluded? I don't understand the differ-
ence, and I don't think anybody else does, other than that it is an
arbitrary exclusion.

Senator CHAFER. Thank you all very much. I would like to say to
all of you on a completely different subject that I am intensely in-
terested in this competitive position. And if any of you want to
send in materials to help the competitive position-minor though
they might be--of U.S. corporations abroad by legislation, please
do. Don't flood me, but just send it in. Make it succinct if you can. I
know that ECAT "q deeply involved in this. All right. Thank you
very much.

[Whereupon, at 11:36 a.m., the hearing was adjourned.]
[By direction of the chairman the following communications were

made a part of the hearing record:]
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I urge this Subcommittee to reject S. 1974 and any similar
proposals to restrict state taxation of multinational
corporations. S. 1974, introduced by Senator Wilson, would
prohibit the states from using worldwide unitary combination;
exclude certain domestic corporations from the water's edge; and
severely restrict state taxation of foreign dividends. Having
served as North Dakota's tax commissioner from 1969 to 1980 , I can
tell you from experience that the alternative to the unitary
method, the so-called "arm's length" or separate accounting
method, is unworkable both in theory and practice.

It is important to underscore that the unitary method is
simply an accounting device, not an additional tax, used to
measure the in-state profits of a multistate or multinational
corporation in a way which limits opportunities for tax
avoidance. The unitary method is controversial because it is the
most effective way to minimize a controversial problem: tax
avoidance by multinational corporations.

As long ago as 1920, the United States Supreme Court
recognized that a state is "faced with the impossibility of
allocating specifically the profits earned by the processes (of a
particular business) within its borders" when these activities
are just a small segment of a sprawling business operation. For
this reason, states have resorted to what is called "formula
apportionment" to determine an individual state's share of the
taxable income of a single corporation that operates across state
or national borders. Under this approach, a portion of the
income of a single corporation considered to be a "unitary"
business is attributed or "apportioned" to the taxing state on
the basis of relative levels of business activity. If, for
example, 10 percent of the corporation's total unitary business
activities (generally measured by payroll, property and sales)
occur in a particular state, then 10 percent of the corporation's
total income would be subject to that state's corporate income
tax.

Most states apply the unitary method to small business and
to businesses operating across state or national borders through
branches. But some time ago, multinationals discovered a
loophole in most states' use of the unitary method. That is, the
subsidiary loophole. The multinationals figured out that by
setting up a legally separate (although economically related)
subsidiary in a state, they could claim they were not making
profits in the state. By filing a few papers converting their
branch into a subsidiary, they could dramatically reduce their
state tax bills. Those states which have closed the subsidiary
loophole apply the unitary apportionment concept on either the
domestic or worldwide level. When used on the domestic level,
companies are required to "combine" their domestic (those in the
United States) subsidiaries in one tax return just as though they
had never created paper subsidiaries. When applied on the
worldwide level, both foreign and domestic subsidiaries are
included in the combined report.
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A main characteristic of the unitary apportionment concept
is that it looks beyond corporate structure to economic reality.
For example, imagine a corporation with a manufacturing plant in
one state and several sales offices in other states. If sales
and manufacturing are treated separately, the manufacturing
operation could show a loss, while the sales offices show
profits, or vice versa. Yet it is obvious that the two are
inseparable parts of a single business.

The method is more easily understood by looking at the early
tax cases which spawned the "unitary business" concept. As
railroads linked the country, states maintained that, for
property tax purposes, the value of a railrc,:A operating within
its borders exceeded the value of in-state ties, track and
spikes, and other property considered separately. The states
argued, and the courts agreed, that a more realistic measure of
in-state railroad value was determined by looking to the value of
the entire rail system. States, therefore, won the right to tax
their proportionate shares of the total value of each railroad on
the basis of the proportion of the railroad's in-state track
compared to its total track in all states.

The unitary method is a natural extension of this early tax
principle, brought up-to-date to deal with the increasingly
complex economic world of multistate an' multinational
corporations.

In its landmark 1983 ruling in Container Corp. vs.
California Franchise Tax Board case, the U.S. Supreme Court
upheld the unitary apportionment combination method as a "proper
and fair" approach to taxation of multinational corporations. In
rejecting all of the arguments raised by multinational
corporations, the nation's highest court outlined many of the
advantages that the unitary method provides states and confirmed
that its use is clearly constitutional.

The alternative accounting method, the "arm's length" or
separate accounting method, closes its eyes to economic reality
and allows closely related companies to claim that they do
business with their affiliates on the same basis that they
conduct business with totally unrelated corporations.

While the arm's length standard may have been adequate in
the simplier economic times of the 1930s when it was adopted, it
is not a workable idea in today's corporate world. Multistate
and multinational affiliates now sell each other machinery and
parts; lend each other money; and provide each other with a wide
range of research, development and managerial services. The
arm's length standard somewhat naively assumes that closely-
related companies' charge each other the same price for these
goods and services as they would an unrelated business operated
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at "arm's length" and that, if they do, then their income is
properly attributed among the states in which they operate.

The arm's length, transfer pricing approach to calculating
the source of profits of multinational corporations has variously
been described as "arbitrary" and as producing "unreasonable
results." The General. Accounting Office (GAO) characterized the
system as "too often unpredictable and subjective." Treasury
officials have criticized arm's length for yielding at best
"rough and unproven estimate(s)" of proper income allocations and
as often being "incapable of determining the division of joint
profits." Most recently, Stanley Langbein, former attorney in
the Office of International Tax Counsel in the Department of
Treasury (1978-1980) concluded in the February 17, 1986 issue of
Tax Notes that the arm's length method is unworkable both
theoretically and practically; that it is not the international
norm; and that unitary apportionment represents the true norm in
most instances. Langbein advocated both governmental and
business support for unitary apportionment as the most widely-
used, most effective and most practical means of attributing
income on a geographical basis.

A leading expert in taxation issues, Professor Jerome
Hellerstein, notes that "separate accounting operates in a
universe of pretense; as in Alice in Wonderland, it turns reality
into fancy, and then pretends it's in the real world. For the
essence of the separate accounting technique of dividing the
income of a unitary business is to ignore the interdependence of
operations ... and treat them, instead, as if they were separate,
independent and non-integrated."

Not only is the arm's length method conceptually flawed, it
is also inferior in practice to the formula-based unitary
combination method. There is no shortage of complaints of the
administrative difficulties in implementing the arm's length
standard. A 1981 GAO report ("IRS Could Better Protect U.S. Tax
Interests in Determining the Income of Multinational
Corporations") found that:

Representatives of all groups affected by and
knowlegeable about Section 482 enforcement
under the arm's length standard have voiced
continuous and substantive criticisms of the
regulations. The criticims focus on the fact
that Section 482 enforcement creates a large
administrative burden and that the end
result.., is too often unpredictable and
subjective."
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Often there are no similar transactions in the outside
business world to use for price comparison in an audit -- few
unrelated companies supply their competitors with loans or loan
guarantees, or enter into joint purchasing agreements that
allow raw materials to be bought at a lower price. It is these
intercorporate "transfer prices", which the arm's length relies
on, that are nearly impossible to set, as an increasing body of
expert opinion testifies.

Federal officials have made headlines in recent years in
their investigations of several multi-million dollar transfer
pricing cases. A Business Week (August 29, 1983) article
quoted a top Treasury Department official as saying:

Where importers try to use improper transfer pricing to
reduce the amount of profit from a sale in the U.S. that
is taxable by the U.S. -- that is the real story in the
international tax are now.

The Harvard Law Review in April of 1976, noted that -he
"use of the arm's length standard of the current Section 482
regulations (of the Internal Revenue Code) has been
accompanied by serious problems." Similarly, the Harvard
Business Review referred to separate or arm's length accounting
as "the bent measuring stick for foreign subsidiaries."

Geoffrey John Harley's doctoral thesis submitted to the
Law School of the University of Michigan in 1980 undertook a
through examination of the unitary apportionment method and the
arm's length standard and concluded:

... the arm's length system is theoretically
unsuited to the task asked of it. It is an
extremely difficult standard to apply and
administer. There is strong evidence that it
is not very effective in meeting its goals of
tax base protection. While the unitary system
is not free from difficulties, many of the
criticisms of it can be effectively addressed.
It is submitted that unitary apportionment is
superior, in terms of its theory, and can be
made to be superior in terms of its
application. It would better protect the tax
base, be easier to administer and much less
open to abuse by taxpayers. It should provide
the basis for international tax harmony.

States have been iot unreasonable in their approach to
taxing multinational corporations. Does any Senator know of
w idespread "overtaxation" that resulted from unfair
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apportionment of corporate income between the states? For
over twenty years, the House of Representatives and the Senate
has considered legislation, similar to S. 1974, to prohibit the
states from kitilizing the worldwide unitary method. Hearings
have been held and more and more rhetoric has been added to
voluminous record. It is time to get tihe facts on the record.
I suggest that we use our legislative powers to subpoena the
state tax records of witnesses claiming overtaxation by the
states. My hunch is that in reviewing the tax records, we will
not find overtaxation.

S. 1974 would destroy the tax and fiscal integrity of the
states by granting unwarranted tax preferences to larger
multinational corporations, whose size and complexity permit
them to successfully play the "corporate shell game" on a
worldwide scale and to otherwise arrange their affairs to
escape their fair share of taxes. Without equal application of
the unitary method to all corporations, small in-state
businesses will be put at an unfair competitive disadvantage
simply because they lack the same opportunities as
multinational corporations to artifically shift profits to low
tax jurisdictions. I urge you to reject S. 1974 and any
similar legislation.
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This written statement is submitted on behalf of the
Section of Taxation of the American Bar Association by John B.
Jones, Jr., Chair of the Section. The views expressed in the
statement are those of the Section and do not represent the
position of the American Bar Association.

The Section wishes to thank the Senate Finance
Committee for the opportunity to submit the statement and
express its views on S.1974, the unitary tax bill.

S.1974, introduced by Senator Wilson of California
on December 19, 1985, would add two sections to the Internal
Revenue Code (1) to mandate a federal solution to the issue of
the extent to which a state may take into accounting earnings
of an affiliated foreign corporation in determining taxable
income of a corporation engaged in business in the state, and
(2) to provide for filing a domestic disclosure spreadsheet
with the Internal Revenue Service by certain corporations to
assist states in administering state tax laws.

Members of the Section of Taxation represent both
corporate taxpayers and state tax administrations and reflect
a great diversity of viewpoints in this area. The purpose of
this statement is to provide a technical analysis of the bill
draft and not to present these various viewpoints. Policy
considerations will be discussed only in the context of an
effort to promote a more complete understanding of the issues
involved.

On September 5, 1986, the Governor of California
signed S.B. 85, a bill that provides, among other things, (1)
corporations doing-business in California with an election
upon payment of an additional amount to file a California
franchise tax return excluding most foreign corporations, (2)
a partial exclusion from taxation of dividends paid by more
than 50% owned foreign subsidiaries, and (3) for the filing
with the state of a domestic disclosure spreadsheet. It has
been suggested that the justification for a federal law such
as S.1974 is undercut by the passage of S.B. 85. However,
S.B. 85 differs in many respects from S.1974, and the
enactment of a federal law may still be desirable.

The first two categories of our comments below
relate to the technical aspects of S.1974. The third category
of comments lists the differences between S.1974 and the
California legislation. The last category discusses technical
concerns with the effective date and transitional rules.

I. SECTION 7518. THE DOMESTIC WATER'S EDGE LIMITATION AND
TAXATION OF FOREIGN SOURCE DIVIDENDS.

S.1974 adds section 7518 to the Internal Revenue
Code to provide for federally mandated domestic water's edge
filing and to provide limits on state taxation of foreign
source dividends.
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A. Domestic Water's Edge.

1. A state may impose an income tax on a worldwide
unitary basis if a taxpayer "materially fails to comply with
the requirements of section 6039A...." S7518(a)(l).
Presumably each state will determine whether a taxpayer has
"materially" failed to comply with section 6039A, and an
opportunity exists for development of differing state
standards as to what constitutes material failure.
Troublesome diversity exists now in interpreting P.L. 86-272.
Consideration should be given to whether there should be a
single procedure for determination of whether material failure
to comply with section 6039A exists. It may be possible to
provide for determination by the Secretary or his delegate,
but the Secretary would not necessarily be well positioned to
administer a federal reporting system designed to assist
states in administering state apportionment schemes. In
addition, it may not be appropriate for a federal
administrative official to be an arbiter of whether a state
tax is to be imposed. An alternative approach would be to
confer review jurisdiction on the Court of Appeals for the
Federal Circuit on appeals from state determinations.

2. A state may impose an income tax on a worldwide
unitary basis if a taxpayer "materially fails to comply with
G.. the legal or procedural requirements of the income tax
laws of such State." Section 7518(a)(1). Some concern has
been expressed that a state may be able to avoid the spirit of
section 7518(a) by imposing unreasonable legal or procedural
requirements that would cause difficult compliance problems,
such as by imposing reporting burdens in matters involving
intercompany pricing. While it is likely that a court would
look to whether the legal or procedural requirements are
reasonable, the draft statutory language should expressly
require failure to comply with reasonable legal or procedural
requirements as a basis for imposition of worldwide
combination, and should provide for the Secretary or his
delegate to issue regulations specifying what legal or
procedural requirements are reasonable.

A state law may provide .-r a water's edge election
by a "qualified taxpayer," which is defined as a taxpayer
meeting various conditions with respect to the retention of
records and the provision of information concerning corporate
and intercorporate transactions. It is not clear whether the
imposition of such conditions would fall into the category of
"legal or procedural" requirements or whether they would be
proscribed as exceeding the requirements of section 7518.

3. A state may impose an income tax on a worldwide
basis if a government of the relevant foreign country fails to
provide to such state material information on certain
intercompany transactions. Section 7518(a)(2). Concern has
been expressed whether a taxpayer should be subject to
worldwide combination if a foreign country fails to respond to

-2-
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the demands of a political subdivision of the United States.
It is not clear why any action by a foreign government should
provide an independent grounds for worldwide combination in
addition to the grounds where the taxpayer refuses to provide
the requested material information. If the inclusion is
designed to attack secrecy laws of a foreign country
prohibiting disclosure by the taxpayer, consideration should
be given to whether it is appropriate to encourage States to
deal with foreign countries on such matters. It may well be
preferable to delete the reference to foreign countries in the
absence of a specifically identified abuse.

4. A state law may provide for an election to file
on a domestic water's edge basis upon the payment of an
additional fee. Proposed section 7518(a) is silent as to
whether a state could impose an "election fee" upon taxpayers
opting for a domestic water's edge combination. It does
provide that a state may permit a taxpayer to be taxed on the
basis of a worldwide combination pursuant to "an unconditional
election by such taxpayer.': The permissibility of the
imposition of a fee in the case of a domestic water's edge
election should be clarified.

5. Large "80-20' corporations may be included in
the domestic water's edge group, while smaller "80-20"
corporations are excluded. A $10,000,000 threshold of U.S.
compensation, sales, purchases, or property distinguishes
between the two. The policy question arises whether large
80-20 corporations with a sufficiently large threshold
presence in the United States should be treated differently
from smaller 80-20 corporations.

6. Disputes have arisen in States with domestic
water's edge statutes whether the income of a U.S.
corporation includes Subpart F income of a controlled foreign
corporation. The taxing statute of a worldwide combination
state may or may not contain a state counterpart to Subpart F.
Section 7518 should contain a provision addressing the
question of the extent and manner by which States may tax
Subpart F income.

7. The definition of income tax in section
7518(c)(1) refers only to the "income" of the taxpayer and
may well include property taxes, gross receipts taxes, and
business and occupation taxes. The definition should be
limited to net income taxes.

8. The Secretary is authorized to establish
regulations to determine when a foreign corporation is subject
to substantial foreign tax and is accordingly an includable
"tax-haven" corporation. It would seem appropriate to provide
more specific legislative guidance rather thirn to refer the
dispute to an administrative decision. In particular, if a
definition of tax-haven corporation is baaed on a foreign tax
rate equal to or less than a specific percentage of the U.S.
corporate tax rate, that percentage should be provided. Other
problems of a technical nature, such as determination of a

-3-
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foreign tax rate of a country such as Switzerland that defers
a significant part of a national tax to political subdivisions
may appropriately be left to administrative action.

9. The States may argue that the effect of section
7518 allows corporations to concentrate interest expense in
the domestic water's edge gro~ip while providing equity
financing for foreign corporations, none of whose income will
be subject to U.S. taxation by the States either at the time
it is earned or when it is repatriated as dividends. It
should be anticipated that one or more States will seek to
disallow U.S. expenses under circumstances where section 7518
prohibits worldwide combination. In April, 1986, Utah adopted
a domestic water's.edge statute that disallows a portion of
domestic interest expense. The bill should address the issue
whether such disallowance should be prohibited, limited, or
authorized.

10. In defining the water's edge group, proposed
section 7518(c)(2)(D) provides for inclusion of a foreign
corporation if it is subject to state income tax in at least
one state and if it has certain threshold amounts of payroll,
sales or purchases or property in the United States.
Presumably, a foreign corporation is includable if any one of
these thresholds is met. Insertion of "or" before "sales" in
section 7518(c)(2)(D)(ii)(a) would clarify this.

11. Section 7518(c) would include in the water's
edge unitary group foreign corporations that "carry on no
substantial economic activity" and are "not subject to
substantial foreign tax on their net income." U.S.
shareholders use foreign holding companies to hold and manage
investments in foreign corporations operating outside the U.S.
These operating companies usually pay substantial foreign
income taxes in their home country. The holding company may
pay substantial foreign taxes cn dividends, and in some cases,
it may pay very little or no tax on dividends because the
foreign host country grants foreign tax credits or exempts
dividends to avoid double taxation. In the absence of a
holding company the foreign operating companies' income is
included in the U.S. shareholders' apportionable base when
repatriated as a dividend and any foreign taxes paid by such
foreign company would be recognized for purposes of
determining whether a "substantial" tax is paid. In order not
to place undue emphasis on form over substance, the bill could
be clarified to provide a definition of "substantial economic
activity" and whether foreign taxes paid by foreign operating
subsidiaries on the earnings from which dividends are paid are
attributable to the holding company for purposes of
determining whether it is "subject to substantial tax on its
net income."

B. State Taxation of Foreign Source Dividends.

Section 7518(b) provides a compromise solution to one
of the areas of disagreement between domestic multinationals and
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state taxing authorities over the extent to which States may
tax foreign source dividends.

I. No restrictions are imposed on the ability to
tax dividends by the state of "commercial or legal domicile"
of the recipient. It is unclear what is meant by legal
domicile. If it is intended to mean the state of
incorporation, it should so provide.

2. The proposed federal compromise will cause
results that seem peculiar. For example, if the facts in
Appeal of Standard Oil Co. of California, Ca. S.B.E. March 2,
1983, CCH California State Tax Reporter 400-383 are
unchanged, the state of California may impose a tax on
dividends received by one of four corporate shareholders of
the stock of Aramco, but not on the other three. The other
three shareholders may be taxable on the dividends in their
states of domicile. The compromise fashioned at the federal
level will defer resolution of any inequities created by the
compromise to state legislatures. Federal restrictions on
taxation of dividends by the state of commercial or legal
domicile as well as by other states will obviate the need for
state legislation by promoting uniformity.

3. Section 7518(b) will probably not resolve the
question of state taxation of foreign source dividends.

a. States with an "interest offset" provision
such as that contained in California Rev. & Tax. Code Section
24344 prior to its amendment by S.B.85 in the 1986-legislative
session will probably "offset" a like amount of otherwise
deductible interest expense with foreign source dividends not
subject to allocation by formula. Domestic multinational
corporations having greater interest expense than the sum of
dividend and interest income will have no relief from taxation
of foreign source dividends. Most domestic multinationals are
believed to be such net borrowers, and accordingly will have
no net change in the apportionable tax base as a result of
exemption from taxation of foreign source dividends.

b. States with a provision similar to
California Rev.& Tax. Code Section 24425 that disallows
deductions allocable to income not included in the measure of
tax have an additional basis for disallowance not only of
interest expense, but also of other expenses. See, e.g.,
Great Western Financial Corp..v. F.T.B., 4 Cal.3d 1 (applying
2442b to aiviaena income) ana Appear or Mission equities
Corporation, California State uoara or Equalization, January
't 1975, 1 CCH California State Tax Reporter 10-752.13
(allocation of indirect expenses).

Both the interest offset and expense to receive
nontaxable income issues should be addressed in the federal
legislation. Otherwise, there will be uncertainty whether
section 7518(b) overrides interest offset and expense
attributable to nontaxable income provisions of state law.

4. Section 7518(b) allows inclusion of an
"equitable portion" of dividends. The statute should
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specifically provide that the section 78 "gross-up" should not
be included in the measure of dividends taken into account.
See F.W. Woolworth Co. v. New Mexico, 458 U.S. 354.

5. The discussion In paragraph I.A.5., above,
relates to whether Subpart F income is includable in a
domestic water's edge tax base. A corollary question is
whether "deemed dividends" under I.R.C. S951 are dividends
from foreign subsidiaries subject to limitation on state
taxation. In addition, in the absence of specific legislative
guidance, it is unclear whether the term "dividend" includes
gains treated as dividends under section 1248 and dividends
that are resourced to the United States under section 904.

6. Section 7518(b)(2) provides an alternative
definition of the equitable portion of dividends that may be
taxed by States by exclusion from the income base of the
portion of the dividend that effectively bears no federal
income tax after application of the foreign tax credit. Two
questions that have arisen that may require legislative
guidance are (1) whether the computation of taxable dividends
is made on an overall, separate country or "stand alone"
basis, and (2) how a residual U.S. tax on dividends is to be
allocated among the dividends to determine the portion that
effectively bears no federal income tax. Alternatively, the
legislative history could contain examples how section
7516(b)(2) operates.

7. Section 7518(b) provides "[n]o state shall
require the inclusion in the income base upon which state
income tax of a corporation is calculated. . ", more than an
equitable portion of foreign dividends. Income base is not a
defined term. There is resulting ambiguity whether state law
classifying dividend income as business income subject to
apportionment or as nonbusiness income assignable to a
specific location is incorporated into the "income base." For
example, if apportionable business income of Corporation X is
$100,000, nondomiciliary state A's share is 10%, and
Corporation X receives 100,000 in includable dividends, is
the state base (a) $11,500, calculated as 10% of $115,000
($100,000 business income plus 15% of $100,000
of dividends), (b) $25,000, calculated as 10% of $100,000 plus
$15,000, or (c) $10,000, calculated as 10% of $100,000
business income, assuming the dividend income is nonbusiness
income? Under the Uniform Division of Income for Tax Purposes
Act, a nondomiciliary state would be limited to apportioned
income of $10,000. Section 7518(b) further provides "Etihis
subsection shall not be construed to permit state taxation of
any dividend not subject to state taxation prior to enactment
of this section." It is not clear whether this language would
prohibit states from amending their laws subsequent to the
passage of S.1974 to tax dividends in the manner permitted by
S.1974 if they had taken a different approach or not done so
previously.

8. In general, the tension between state tax
administrators and domestic corporations over taxation of
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foreign source dividends may be attributed to lack of parity
between the federal income tax system and state income tax
systems that are largely intended to be based on federal
taxing concepts. At the federal level, foreign source income
is subject to but one tax, through the operation of the
foreign tax credit. States, on the other hand, do not allow a
credit or deduction for foreign taxes paid. The source of
dispute over taxability of foreign source dividends is the
proper treatment of foreign tax payments. If a policy goal is
to provide for state taxation of foreign source dividends on a
basis no greater than federal taxation of foreign source
dividends, section 7518(b)(1) through (3) may afford a rough
approximation.

9. Transition rules are required to provide
guidance on how to treat profits of foreign subsidiaries
included in the worldwide combined tax base for prior years
when those profits are repatriated as dividends. Existing
rules provide for exclusion of such profits when repatriated
as dividends. If 15% of foreign dividends will be taxable
under a state law that complies with section 7518(b), should
dividends be considered paid first out of previously taxed
earnings and therefore eliminated, or should the dividends be
treated as being paid first out of current earnings and
profits and accordingly taxable? Uniform treatment by the
states will require federal legislation.

II. SECTION 6039A. DOMESTIC DISCLOSURE SPREADSHEET.

1. Section 6039A represents a simplified version of
the draft domestic disclosure spreadsheet legislation issued
in July, 1985, largely due to the fact that section 7518
provides a uniform domestic water's edge limitation among all
the States. If section 6039A were to be enacted not
accompanied by section 7518 to fulfill a promise of federal
assistance to States that voluntarily limit taxation of
domestic corporations, then section 6039A would have to be
amended to provide standards for determination whether State
laws result in taxation on a worldwide combined basis.

2. Section 6039A requires a reporting corporation
to report data with respect to corporations in which it, or
any corporation owning 50% or more of the outstanding voting
stock of the reporting corporation, owns directly or
indirectly more than 20% of the combined voting power of all
classes of stock entitled to vote, and which during the
reporting corporation's taxable year has engaged in
transactions with the reporting corporation and its includable
corporations aggregating $1 million or more. Since a combined
report is applicable to corporations only where more than 50%
of the voting stock is owned by an affiliated corporation, if
the reporting obligation is intended to be limited to
includable corporations, the references should be to
situations where the reporting corporation, or any corporation
owning more than 50% of the voting stock of the reporting
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corporation, owns more than 20% of the voting stock of another
corporation that has engaged in transactions with the
reporting corporation.

3. Section 6039A provides a list of specific
information to be filed, then adds "and such other related
information as the Secretary may by regulation prescribe." The
quoted phrase may prove to be a fertile source of conflict. It
would be appropriate if the legislative history contained a
clear record that the information reporting requirements do
not exceed those included in Annex E of the Working Group
Report.

4. Section 6039A(e) provides for penalties in the
case of a corporation's failure to comply substantially with
the spreadsheet requirements. However, proposed section
7518(a) provides that a State may impose its tax on a
worldwide unitary basis on a corporation which does not
materially comply with these same requirements. Presumably,
IIS's imposition of penalties and State assessment of tax on a
worldwide unitary basis could occur simultaneously; however,
the interaction of these sections is open to question. If a
State were to assess a tax based upon noncompliance with the
spreadsheet requirements, as evidenced by imposition of
penalties for noncompliance, and the taxpayer subsequently
properly filed a spreadsheet stopping the running of
penalties, would the assessment be invalidated? This question
also arises with respect to such an assessment irrespective of
the assessment of penalties.

III. EFFECT OF NEW CALIFORNIA WATER'S EDGE LAW.

1. S.B. 85 requires payment of an election fee of
.03 percent of the sum of 1986 property, 1986 payroll, and
current.year receipts by an electing corporation for the
taxable year in which the election is made and for at least
the next nine years. This fee can reach a substantial amount,
particularly for taxpayers such as foreign banks that engage
in high volume, low spread activities. No mechanism is
provided in S.B. 85 for adjustment of the formula used to
determine the basis of the election fee where distortions
arise.

Litigation is pending over the constitutionality of
combining foreign parents with U.S. subsidiaries for taxable
years prior to the effective date of S.B. 85. If the courts
ultimately hold that California may not include foreign
parents (and foreign subsidiaries of foreign parents) in a
unitary tax return, it seems likely that the election fee
imposed to avoid worldwide combination will also be invalid.

2. The water's edge group in S.B. 85 includes
80-20 corporations, while such corporations are excluded in
S.1974.

3. A complex mechanism in S.B. 85 seeks to provide
a basic deduction of 75% of dividends f,.om foreign
corporations more than 50% owned. The deduction increases or
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decreases to the extent that the relative amount of foreign
payroll decreases or increases.

a. The interest offset problem discussed in
I.B., above, is partially addressed by providing a general
rule that the interest expense deduction will not be
reduced by virtue of the foreign dividend deduction. However,
interest expense incurred for purposes of foreign investments
may be offset against deductible foreign dividends. No
transition rules are provided, and it is not clear whether the
exception applies only to new borrowings after the effective
date of the bill and whether a direct tracing of borrowing to
foreign investment is required to invoke the interest offset.
In addition, no specific provision addresses the question
whether Rev.& Tax. Code 524425, which provides for
disallowance of expenses incurred to earn nontaxable income,
applies to nontaxable foreign dividends.

b. The formula used to adjust the amount of
nontaxable foreign dividends is tied to foreign payroll prior
to 1987. As a result, no deduction will be allowed for
foreign dividends paid by corporations that have no foreign
payroll during this basewperiod, and corporations with only a
small foreign payroll in the base period will experience a
proportionate reduction in the percentage of nontaxable
foreign dividends as the relative size of foreign payroll
increases.

c. The deduction is available only to
dividends paid by more than 50% owned subsidiaries. It is
possible to have dividends from foreign corporations that are
less than 50% owned classified as apportionable business or
unitary income. As a result, unitary dividend income from
less than 50% owned subsidiaries will be fully included in
apportionable income, while unit income from more
than 50% owned subsidiaries would be subject to the 75%
deduction. Neither foreign subsidiary will be included in a
combined return with the corporation receiving the dividends.

IV. EFFECTIVE DATE AND TRANSITION RULES.

The bill has an effective date of taxable years
beginning after December 31, 1986. Some states impose a
franchise tax for the privilege of engaging in business in a
franchise year measured by income of the preceding income
year. The effective date reference should clarify that in
such instance taxable year means income year, not privilege
year.

Some states may be required to adopt legislation as
a result of enactment of S.1974, as for example to address the
question whether Subpart F income is includable in the
apportionable base or to provide for taxation of foreign
source dividends. Not all state legislatures meet annually.
An effective date shortly after enactment of S.1974 may not
provide states sufficient time to react.

0591S
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Statement of G. Peter D'Aloia, Vice President - Taxes

Allied-Signal Inc.

To the Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management

Of the Senate Committee on Finance

On the Unitary Method of Taxation

Allied-Signal is a worldwide advanced technology company

whose businesses are in three primary areas --

aerospace/electronics, automotive products and engineered

materials. Headquartered in Morristown, New Jersey, it employs

nearly 140,000 people at more than 380 U.S. and 270 foreign

locations.

Allied-Signal Inc. supports legislation which (1) would end

the use by states of the worldwide unitary method of taxation

and (2) would assure equitable treatment in the state taxation

of foreign-source dividends.

The worldwide unitary method of taxation is, by its nature,

inherently unfair. The method uses labor, real estate and

capital costs as factors in apportioning worldwide income.

These factors, however, differ vastly from ene nation to the

next. All other considerations being equal, a location with

lower cost factors will produce a more profitable product. Yet,

under the unitary method of apportionment, it is a location with

higher cost factors that receives the relatively greater share

of apportioned income. Foreign currency fluctuations add

further significant distortions in the measurement and

apportionment of income.
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A related problem exists with the state taxation of

foreign-source dividends. Such taxation subjects U.S. companies

to possible multiple taxation and puts them at a competitive

disadvantage compared to their foreign counterparts.

We recognize that states have expressed concern that

corporations might shift income abroad. However, informational

requirements such as those proposed in S. 1974, together with

additional support to state taxing authorities supplied by the

Treasury Department, will do much to help the states determine a

taxpayer's proper amount of taxable income attributable to a

particular state.

We also recognize that some states have enacted, in varying

degrees, unitary tax reform. Although these reforms are steps

in the right direction, they fall short of abolishing the

worldwide unitary method, and in some cases ihey require fees if

a company "elects out" of the method. The states have had ample

time and encouragement to abolish the worldwide unitary method,

and their failure leaves the Federal Government no alternative

but to act.

October 10, 1986
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SUMMARY
OF THE

STATEMENT ON BEHALF OF
THE AMERICAN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE (UNITED KINGDOM)

IN SUPPORT OF S.1974

The American Chamber of Commerce (United Kingdom),
headquartered in London, England, represents some 2300
American and British industrialists dedicated to the
promotion of commercial relationships between the United
States and the United Kingdom. It views the continued
existence of the unitary tax system as one of the most
deleterious threats to the continuation of that mutually
beneficial trade relationship.

Unitary taxation came into being to supplement a
deficiency in normal accounting methods in allocating
profitability between taxing jurisdictions in which a
single corporate entity operated. It has grown beyond its
original justification to reach profits outside of that
jurisdiction, and even beyond the continental shores of
the United States. As such, it has violated the
internationally-accepted concept of "separate accounting",
and has resulted in double taxation of corporate profits
and undue compliance burdens on both U. S. and foreign
multinational companies.

British-owned enterprises have been particularly aggrieved
by the unitary system, in view of the substantial Treaty
benefits which were extended to U. S. firms operating in
the United Kingdom. After repeated unsuccessful attempts
to secure Federal intervention, Parliament extended powers
to the Government in 1985 to deprive U. S. firms with
substantial operations in "unitary tax" States of certain
of those benefits.

Substantial progress has been made in the United States
since this time, notably the recent California
modification of its unitary tax laws. However, the
unitary system continues to flourish, both in that State
and in three other States where the system is utilized.
It is necessary, therefore, for the Federal Government to
take action to register its strong opposition to unitary
taxation by enacting legislation prohibiting its use
within the United States.

With minor modifications, we feel that S.1974 accomplishes
this purpose in a fashion which is equitable both to
taxpayers and to the taxing authorities of the several
States. The Chamber commends S.1974 to the Subcommittee
on Taxation and Debt Management, and urges its prompt
adoption.
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STATEMENT OF BEHALF OF

THE AMERICAN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE (UNITED KINGDOM)

IN SUPPORT OF S.1974

PART I.

INTRODUCTION

The American Chamber of Commerce (United Kingdom) is a
non-profit organization founded in 1916 under the laws of
the District of Columbia, and headquartered in London,
England. Since its establishment some 50 years ago, it
has been dedicated to the promotion and fostering of
commercial relationships between the United States of
America and the United Kingdom. Its membership is
comprised of some 2300 companies and individual
businessmen, and is divided equally between U. S. and
British interests, representing virtually every U. S.
multinational company with substantial business ties to
the United Kingdom, as well as a sizeable majority of
British industries having investments within the United
States.

During the relatively short period of its existence, the
Chamber has witnessed a phenomenal growth in the trading
relationships and Investments between the two countries
which it represents. United States direct investment in
the United Kingdom, estimated at $38 billion at the close
of 1985, represents the largest single deposit of American
capital in any foreign nation, and exports of U. S. goods
to Britain are only exceeded by those to Canada, Japan and
Mexico. British direct investment in the U. S. economy of
$44 billion as of year-end 1985 also represents its
largest overseas capital fund, and the United States
constitutes its largest export market. (Cf. footnote 1)

The Chamber has long-recognized the potentially
deleterious effect of the unitary tax system followed by a
handful of States on our efforts to maintain a favorable
climate in which transatlantic business can flourish, and
has been in the forefront of international organizations
seeking some reasonable limitation on the use of that

1. Source: U. S. Department of Commerce
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wethod of taxation. Our membership is obviously and
Particularly concerned with the damage which could occur
to Anglo-American commercial relationships should the
continuation of this iniquitous unitary tax approach lead
to a breakdown of the favorable reciprocal trade
agreements existing between the British and U. S.
Governments which have done much to promote the
substantial commercial interchange of capital and trade
among industries of the two countries.

The purpose of this Statement is to first examine the
background and nature of the unitary tax system, to review
the progress which has been made in recent months toward
limiting its application to international commerce, and to
explain why, in the views of our membership, further
action is required by the Senate and House of
Representatives to extinguish the threat that the system
continues to hold over the continuation of a healthy
international commercial relationship between the United
States and its major trading partners of the Free World.

PART II.

THE UNITARY TAX SYSTEM

As originally conceived, the unitary tax system
represented a simplistic and ingenuous approach to the
allocation of profitability among multiple taxing
jurisdictions in circumstances where normal accounting
methods failed to provide an equitable distribution of
income. Accepted wisdom indicates that it was first
employed in the railroad industry, whose operations
transversed a number of State boundaries in transporting
goods and people from Point X to Point Y. In such
situations, it was impossible to determine with any
exactitude where the profits of the railroad company
arose, and thus it was decided by the conflicting taxing
jurisdictions that overall operating profits of the
company should be allocated to each State on the basis of
the proportion of the Company's property, payroll and
sales within that particular State to the total property,
payroll and sales of the entire enterprise. While one
could argue that there were differences in costs of land
and labor as between the various States which made such an
allocation inexact or even inequitable, those differences
in the most part were not sufficiently si ,ificant to
overcome the simplicity of the allocation system itself,
particularly in the absence of a viable alternative method
of profit-division.
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In this classic application, it would be difficult to take
serious exception to the-unitary tax approach, and, had it
been confined to situations where there was no other
solution to allocation of profitability, there would have
been no need for the Federal Government to intervene in
what, essentially, would be regarded as a State solution
to a State problem. Unhappily, however, as years passed,
the unitary system expanded well beyond its original
purpose of supplementing the deficiencies of traditional
accounting methods, and became a tool by which State tax
collectors could justify imposition of local taxes on
profits arising outside of their own jurisdiction.

Examining the origins of the system, one would think that
it had no purpose beyond dividing the profits of a single
corporate enterprise among the various States in which
that company operated. If, for example, a corporate
shareholder owned two subsidiaries, one of which did
business solely in State A, and the other exclusively in
State B, the normal assumption would be that the tax
assessors in State A should have no legitimate interest in
the affairs of the associated company operating in State
B, since that company had no functions within State A.
However, fiscal affairs are rarely that straightforward.
Suppose, as an illustration, that State B subsidiary
manufactured widgets which were sold exclusively by State
A subsidiary. Suppose further that State B subsidiary
returned a handsome profit each and every year, while
State A subsidiary reported an annual operating loss.
And, to compound the situation, suppose that State B's
franchise tax was only 2% of profits, while State A
assessed its tax at the rate of 10%. One might then begin
to understand why the tax collector of State A could
suspect the presence of "creative accounting" within the
corporate group in the two States. From such humble
beginnings sprang the theory of "unitary enterprise" and
thus the "unitary tax" system. Simply put, this theory
propounded that, where a group of commonly-controlled
companies operated through commercial interrelationships
one with the other, that group might be treated as a
single corporate enterprise whose overall profitability
could be allocated among all of the State taxing
jurisdictions in which the group members, or any one of
them, did business.

The advent of this "unitary" approach by a variety of
States was not popular with the businesses affected by it,
who, quite justifiably pointed out that the system ignored
the principle of "separate accounting" as well as
overlooking the genuine commercial reasons why different
affiliated companies could well have differing financial
results. Nevertheless, the system was found to be legally
valid by the judiciary and, thus, was necessarily
tolerated, however begrudgingly, until, at some stage, it
was expanded beyond the borders of the United States.
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And it is this expansion beyond the "water's edge" which
is the principal cause of the international trade conflict
in which we find ourselves today.

There is no single reason, or even a primary one, given by
the Chamber's membership, whether U. S. or British, for
their strenuous exception to the application of the
unitary tax system to international operations.
Obviously, some of them have been subjected to State
taxation where the profitability of the local operation
did not justify the excise. This most frequently occurred
where a British enterprise was initiated in one of the
U.S. States on a "grass roots" basis, suffering start-up
losses for a period of years, but nevertheless finding
themselves subject to substantial local taxation simply
because the corporate group of which the State enterprise
was a part happened to produce an overall profit from its
operations outside of the United States.

Others point out that, while it might be acceptable to
assume that the costs associated with operations in one of
the U. S. States could be roughly equivalent to costs
incurred in operations within another of those States (an
assumption essential to the justification of the unitary
profit allocation approach), it is an entirely different
thing to assume that costs in Afghanistan are the same as
those in Alabama.... for they surely are not. The result
of allocating profitability on the basis of proportionate
costs, they point out, is inevitably to shift the higher
share of profits to jurisdictions where the costs are
greatest, a result which can only be justified by the
further assumption that, the greater the costs, the
greater the profitability, which is obvious economic
nonsense.

While acknowledging that, in a perfect world of uniform
tax laws and uniform application of them, the unitary
system could be a theoretically acceptable method of
taxation, our membership believes that it is fundamentally
incompatible with the "separate accounting" approach which
has been adopted by the U. S. Federal Government as well
as every other developed country in the world, and has
been incorporated in the recommended model tax conventions
expounded by international organizations such as the OECD
and United Nationals. The two approaches-- unitary tax
and separate accounting-- cannot exist concurrently in
the world of international trade without a tolerance of
double-taxation of profitability, a result which countless
effort has been expended to avoid through the extensive
networks of double taxation treaties between the United
States and its major trading partners throughout the world.
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There are, of course, a number of other substantial
reasons put forth for restricting the use of unitary
taxation with respect to international trading
operations .... variability in application of allocation
formulae from one State to another, excessive compliance
costs in restating worldwide corporate accounts to satisfy
widely disparate State requirements, unpredictable and
frequently self-serving State tax determinations of when
particular components of an international group are
includable within the "unitary enterprise" and when they
are not, the real danger that the unitary system may
spread beyond the boundaries of the United States to
developing countries where the simplicity of approach and
ease of application of the system may be of particular
appeal .... all of these have been expounded in detail by
others appearing before this Subcommittee and will not be
repeated here.

We think it sufficient to repeat the views of our American
and British membership that the unitary taxation system is
not an acceptable approach to the taxation of
international commerce, and if not restricted in the
manner proposed by the legislation under consideration,
will inevitably lead to increasing conflict between the
United States and those nations with which it has
traditionally maintained the strongest commercial and
political ties.

PART III.

THE CURRENT STATUS OF THE UNITARY TAX DISPUTE

The attention of the Chamber was first focused on the
unitary tax issue during the negotiation of the new Double
Taxation Agreement between the Governments of the United
States and the United Kingdom in the mid-1970s, although
we had been aware of the growing concern of our membership
at the spread of the unitary system during the years
preceding. In 1971, the United Kingdom had made
substantial alterations to fts Corporation Income Tax
laws, adopting certain measures to relieve the double
taxation of company profitability by attributing a part of
the corporation taxes on those profits against the
individual tax liability owed by its shareholders on
dividends received. This was accomplished through a
procedure called the Advance Corporation Tax, whereunder
the company would be required to withhold a certain tax
percentage from distributed dividends, this advance tax
(ACT) being credited firstly by the shareholder against
his individual tax owed on the dividend income, and again
by the payor corporation against its eventual Corporation
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Income Tax assessment. The United States treaty
negotiators pressed their British counterparts for an
extension of this ACT credit system to dividends paid by
British subsidiary companies to their American
shareholders, and were successful in obtaining agreement
on an ACT refund for U. S. direct investors equal to 50%
of the credit which would be due to a British investor in
the same circumstances. Concurrently, the U. S. agreed to
a package of measures of importance to the British, one of
which was a Treaty prohibition (Article 9(4)] against the
imposition of Federal or State unitary taxation with
respect to companies or branch operations controlled by
British interests.

At the time the proposed Treaty was submitted to the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee for its consideration,
some 16 or more States were utilizing the unitary tax
system in some measure, and a considerable opposition was
mounted on the State level to inclusion of the unitary
prohibition in the terms of the Treaty. After
considerable debate, it was finally decided that the
offending Article should be "reserved", and the Treaty was
ratified by the full Senate with that deletion. However,
it was apparent from later events that some assurances had
been given (or were perceived to have been given) to the
British Government that the unitary problem would be dealt
with by the Federal Government otherwise, and, on the
faith of these assurances, actual or perceived, the
British House of Commons accepted the amended Treaty in
1980.

Since this time, continuing British Government
representations have been made to successive Federal
Administrations, seeking action to place national
boundaries around the extent of the unitary tax orbit.
Further efforts were exerted to persuade the State of
California, one of the major jurisdictions employing the
system, to adopt amendments to its tax laws which would
recognize the "water's edge" principal in defining a
taxable economic unit. Although then-Treasury Secretary
Regan had appointed a 1983 Working Party of eminent
business and academic leaders to recommend a solution to
the unitary problem, little progress, if any, was made at
either the Federal or State level in redressing the
international concern.

This matter came to a head in the Fall of 1984, when the
California legislature, after a promising start, failed at
the last minute to adopt a proposal which would have
effectively exempted foreign-owned enterprises from the
unitary tax allocation. It was not altogether surprising,
therefore, that the British Parliament adopted a measure
in the Finance Bill of 1985 which gave the Chancellor of
the Exchequer power to introduce measures which would
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deprive companies having substantial interests in "unitary
tax" states from receipt of the partial ACT refund
afforded by the terms of the Double Taxation Agreement
with the United States. It was evident to our membership
that this step had been taken with the greatest reluctance
by Her Majesty's Government, but was considered a
necessary measure to reinforce in the minds of the Federal
Administration and U. S. industry generally the importance
which the United Kingdom placed on the prompt remedy of
the unitary tax problem.

Since this time (March 1985), some substantial progress
has been made on both the Federal and State level in
dealing with the unitary Issue, one of the most important
of which has been the very recent passage by the State of
California of a tax law revision which comes some way
toward limiting the use of the worldwide combination
allocation system in that State. Unhappily, however,
while certainly representing a considerable improvement
over present law, the California measure falls well-short
of constituting a satisfactory solution to the unitary
problem on several counts. Firstly, it fails to abolish
the unitary approach; indeed, that remains the standard
system of allocation for State tax purposes. Rather, the
revision simply allows corporate taxpayers to buy their
way out of the unitary tax net by agreeing to pay an
annual election fee (estimated to be worth some $38
million annually to State revenue coffers), solely in
exchange for the privilege of being taxed on their actual
local profits rather than on an artificial allocation of
worldwide revenue. Further, the California legislation
discriminates against U. S. domestic companies by failing
to allow exemption of certain of their foreign profits
earned by U. S. subsidiaries, and continues to tax a
substantial part of dividends received from
foreign-incorporated affiliates. While no one is likely
to maintain that the California measure does not represent
a substantial improvement over the past tax regime in that
State, few would take the position that the recent
legislation there constitutes an acceptable death-knell to
the unitary tax system, particularly in face of the fact
that three States .... Alaska, Montana, and North
Dakota...persist in applying unitary allocation to
taxpayers doing business within their borders.

It is obvious to the Chamber's membership that a Federal
solution must be found to this continuing problem, and,
for that reason, we now turn to a consideration of the
proposed legislation now before this Subcommittee.
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PART IV.

PROPOSED FEDERAL LEGISLATION

In November 1985, President Reagan announced a series of
proposals aimed to satisfy the growing international
concern over the continuance of the unitary allocation
system by a diminishing handful of States. He promised
that the Administration would intervene as "amicus curiae"
in litigations challenging the rights of States to impose
unitary tax on profits arising beyond the borders of the
United States, he indicated that, where appropriate,
international tax treaties would be amended to deal with
this problem as it affected businesses of particular
foreign nations, and, most importantly, he promised that
legislation would be introduced which would....

"effect a requirement that multinationals (should)
be taxed by states only on income derived from
the territory of the United States ("the water's
edge requirement") ......

It is this legislation, S.1974, under consideration by
this Subcommittee today.

In the views of our membership, this is good legislation
to which we give our wholehearted support. It represents
a clear expression to the world that the United States
opposes the utilization of the worldwide unitary taxation
system, and dissolves the deep concern of our foreign
trading partners over the past apparent reluctance of the
Federal Government to come to grips with what was viewed
as a major impediment to the flow of international
commerce between our nations. At the same time, it
extends the assistance of the Federal revenue authorities
to their counterparts in State tax administrations to
enable them to ascertain the true taxable income of those
multinational enterprises trading within their boundaries,
and, by doing so, to curtail the abuses which the
"unitary" allocation approach was designed to avoid.

There are, however, a small number of technical
deficiencies which exist in the proposed legislation which
require correction. The most important of these, in our
view, is the unfortunate latitude extended to the States
to reassert a unitary formula against taxpayers who have
failed to supply information required to ascertain their
true taxable income, or have committed some other offense
against State regulations.
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We feel very strongly that this preservation of "residual
powers" is a retrograde provision in legislation which is
intended to demonstrate the opposition of the United
States to the "unitary" system. As with our criticism of
the recent California unitary tax revision, we believe
that the reservation here fails to put an end to the
system per se, and thus leaves open the possibility for
its continued use in future years. We suggest, therefore,
that this "residual powers" provision should be eliminated
from S.1974, and, in its stead, an allowance of the normal
type of financial and/or penal sanctions be permitted
where taxpayers fail to provide required information as a
result of their own negligence or wrongdoing. There are
other deficiencies in the legislation of lesser
importance, one being the uncertainty of the language as
to the rights of States to impose conditions on the right
to be taxed on the basis of their true financial results,
and the other being some deviation between the definition
in the proposed Federal statute of the "water's edge"
concept and the standard definition of that concept
employed in international tax treaties, both actual and as
recommended as models by international organizations.
These have been commented upon in detail by other
submissions to this Subcommittee, and are easily
correctable, as has been suggested.

As an Anglo-American organization, we can fully understand
the natural reluctance of this Subcommittee to impose
limitations upon the rights of the various States to raise
local revenue. We submit, however, that this is one
instance where the welfare of the foreign commercial
relationships of the United States is so threatened by the
continued use of a internationally unacceptable method of
taxation that there is little option left to the Federal
Government but to exercise its Constitutional prerogative
and responsibility. We believe that S.1974 is a moderate,
reasonable and wholly-equitable approach to the resolution
of this pervasive problem, and we commend it to this
Subcommittee for your approval.
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The American Federation of State, County and Municipal
Employees (AFSCME) opposes S. 1974 and other attempts to restrict
state taxation of multinational corporations. As a union that
represents public employees, we have long been involved in issues
surrounding the structure of federal, state and local taxes. In
the last several years, we have advocated tax reform proposals,
including the adoption of the unitary method, in a number of
states and have closely monitored federal attempts to restrict
state taxing authority.

AFSCME, representing over 1.1 million employees, strongly
supports the use of the worldwide unitary method for apportioning
cor, rate income. It is a fair, consistent and efficient method
for .termining the profits earned by multinational corporations
doing business in the United States.

The real issue at hand is whether multinational corporations
will become good citizens in the states that make up this great
nation. Unlike individual taxpayers and small businesses who
have contributed their fair share in state taxes, many
multinational corporations have avoided paying taxes on the
profits they earn in states through creative accounting methods
that move profits earned in a state beyond the taxing authority
of the state.

Worldwide unitary is a tax accounting method that prevents
multinational corporations from Juggling their books to reduce
the state taxes they owe. It says that, if six percent of a
multinational's payroll, assets and sales are in a state, then
six percent of the corporation's profit should be taxed by the
state.

The 1983 United States Supreme Court decision in the
Container Corporation case that upheld the constitutionality of
states using the worldwide method is conclusive proof that
worldwide unitary is a fair and proper method for apportioning
corporate income.

The Supreme Court concluded in this case

"that California's application of the
unitary business principle to appellant
and its foreign subsidiaries (the
Container Corporation) was proper, and
that its use of the standard three-factor
formula to apportion the income of that
unitary business was fair."

The alternative approach to the unitary concept for
allocating corporate income is some form of arm's length or
separate accounting standard. This alternative approach has
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been oversold by multinational corporations.

Despite multinational corporations' claim that the arm's
length standard represents the internationally accepted
approach, the fact remains that no such uniform arm's length
standard exists. Instead, as a recent Forbes article entitled
"Balance-Sheet Babel" points out:

For years now, rulemakers have agreed
that the approach to international
accounting needs change. No two
countries use the same method.

Multinational corporations also claim that use of the
arm's length method prevents "double taxation." Nothing is
further from the truth. As the Supreme Court concluded in the
Container Corporation case:

... even if California were to adopt some
version of the arm's length approach, it
could not eliminate the risk of double
taxation of corporations subject to its
franchise tax, and might in some cases
end up subjecting those corporations to
more serious double taxation than would
occur under formula apportionment.

What multinationals often fail to acknowledge is that the
arm's length method is a burdensome and inconsistent method
especially when it comes to detenming "transfer prices." A
1981 General Accounting Office report concluded that:

Administering the arm's length standard
under current regulations is uncertain
and burdensome to both the IRS and the
corporate taxpayer.
("IRS Could Better Protect U.S. Tax
Interests in Determining the Income of
Multinational Corporations," General
Accounting Office, September, 1981)

And, at its worst, the arm's length method allows multinational
corporations to manipulate their books in order to evade paying
taxes. Individual taxpayers and small businesses do not have a
similar luxury of shifting income to minimize their tax burden.

Restrictions on the ability of the states to fairly
determine the tax liability of a multinational corporation will
have one of two possible outcomes. First, the revenue losses
may mean further reductions in services which benefit the poor,
the elderly, our children and low-income working people. Or,
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states will consider tax increases to replace lost revenue and
avoid service cuts. We've seen financially pressed states opt
for incraip es in regressive sales taxes and excise taxes--
both of which are more burdensome on those at the low end of
the income scale. All this in order to finance a tax reduction
for multinational corporations who want a tax break not
available to others.

Due to their participation in the Working Group on
Worldwide Unitary Taxation, state officials recommended that
states consider comprehensive "water's edge" unitary
combination as an alternative to worldwide unitary combination.
The comprehensive water's edge unitary combination endorsed by
the state members of the Working Group includes:

0 A loophole-free definition of water's edge unitary,
including retention of the states' right to include
so-called "80/20" corporations in the water's edge.
This provision would continue to minimize tax
avoidance by way of the subsidiary loophole.

0 Increased federal enforcement of tax laws and greater
cooperation with state tax officials, including more
IRS international auditors, more information from
corporations in the form of "domestic disclosure
spreadsheets" and IRS assistance in conducting select
audits.

0 Retention of the states' right to include foreign
dividends in the state tax base.

Since the Working Group report was issued in 1984, the
states have demonstrated their willingness to implement their
recommendations. Nine of thc twelve states, including
California, utilizing worldwide unitary combination at the time
the report was issued, have moved away from worldwide unitary
combination. In most instances, some form of water's edge
unitary combination was put in place. However, to date, the
federal government has yet to put in place the assistance
measures it promised the states in exchange for moving away
from worldwide unitary combination.

Multinational corporations are apparently not satisfied
with the states repealing worldwide unitary combination. They
continue to press for larger tax breaks for themselves, knowing
that in doing so, someone will have to pick up the tax burden
they are escaping.

The Working Group's recommendations were for voluntary
state action and the Working Group was unable to reach any
agreement for the resolution of the issues of foreign dividends
and the inclusion of "80/20" corporations in the tax base. In

67-908 0 - 87 - 9
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each of the states that has moved away from worldwide unitarl,
those two issues have been resolved after lengthy discussions
and negotiations between elected officials and business
representatives.

Multinational corporations represented in the Working
Group proceedings demanded that "80/20" corporations -- U.S.-
headquartered firms with 80 percent of their property and
payroll overseas -- be kept out of the definition of the
water's edge. (Under this definition, an "80/20" corporation
could have most, or even 100 percent, of its sales in the U.S.
and still be "outside" the water's edge.) State officials
countered that these corporations, are by definition, U.S.
entities. In their report submitted to the President, the
state representatives noted that an "80/20" loophole would
create "a significant opportunity for tax avoidance through
corporate shellgames" and "also destroy U.S. jobs," by creating
a tax incentive for firms to pack up their American plants and
move them overseas.

Business representatives on the Working Group also urged
either a near or total exemption of foreign dividends from
state taxation. Significantly, the issue of foreign dividends
and inclusion of "80/20" corporations in the water's edge is a
broader question than that of worldwide unitary combination
apportionment, since 27 states will have adverse revenue
impacts if restrictions such as those in S. 1974 are enacted.

In the Working Group proceedings, state officials warned
that exemption of foreign dividends would force down investment
and job creation in the U.S., by giving preferential treatment
to operations outside the borders of the country. The holiday
on this portion of the profits of the nation's largest firms
would discriminate against smaller companies, which would
continue to pay both state and federal corporate income taxes
on the full base of their profits. In their report, state
officials quoted a U.S. Treasury Department official who, in
1980, said that giving a tax exemption to foreign dividends
while domestic income, including dividends, is taxed would
"favor foreign over United States investment."

We urge the Committee to ignore the self-serving rhetoric
of multinational corporations in their attempt to dramatically
lower their state taxes. Any legitimate rationale of the
federal government to intervene in state tax policy was
eliminated when the California Legislature and eight additional
state legislatures showed good faith in implementing the
water's edge recommendations.
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API STATEMENT ON FEDERAL WORLDWIDE UNITARY LEGISLATION

While several states have made recent progress in
reforming their unitary tax rules, the API believes that federal
legislation is still needed to curb states' use of the worldwide
combined reporting method of taxation, to establish a framework
for consistent treatment of income earned abroad by multinational
corporations, and to prevent multiple taxation of foreign
earnings. S1974, the Unitary Tax Repealer Act, with some needed
modifications, provides a good beginning for this effort, and we
urge the Committee to move forward with its development.

BACKGROUND

The determination of the portion of a multistate or
multinational corporation's income which ii attributable to a
particular state, for state income tax purposes, has been the
subject of much debate almost since the inception of state income
taxes. In addressing this issue it is important to recognize the
fundamental difference in scope of taxing powers between federal
and state governments. The federal government has the power to
tax the worldwide income of its citizens, individual and
corporate, but has recognized the wisdom of eliminating
overlapping taxation of income earned abroad by allowing the
foreign tax credit. In contrast, each state has the power to tax
income only to the extent it is reasonably attributable to
operations within the borders of that state. Originally, the
states generally determined state taxable income by means of
separate accounting - the method used by the United States
government and many foreign governments. Gradually, states began
shifting to a formula apportionment of the total interstate
business or operating net income of each corporation. Some
states went further and combined the world-wide operations of all
affiliated corporations for purposes of determining the income of
those members doing business in the taxing state. At one time,
as many as twelve states used the worldwide combined reporting
method.

Under worldwide combined reporting, a state imposes tax
o.i an apportioned share of all net income derived by the taxpayer
corporation and all its affiliated unitary corporations related
by more than 50% ownership, regardless of where they are
incorporated or where they do business. In determining which
portion of the combined corporations' income should be assigned
to a particular state, most states use an equally weighted three
factor formula consisting of property, payroll and sales factors.
The numerator of the factor is the corporation's property,
payroll, or sales in the taxing state; the denominator, the
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combined worldwide property, payroll, or sales. Thus, each of
the factors is said to be a ratio of in-state business activity
to worldwide business activity.

PROBLEM AREAS

While worldwide combined reporting has a number of
negative features, four of the most serious are the tax
distortion issue, factor comparability, diversity of income
attribution methods, and the administrative burden.

1. The Tax Distortion Issue

The most serious problem arising under worldwide
combined reporting is the distortion created by treating taxes
paid to foreign jurisdictions as "income" subject to
apportionment.

Many states require that all taxes based on net income,
regardless of the governmental level or location to which they
are paid (federal or state, foreign or domestic), be added back
to the "net' income of the taxpayer in determining the total
taxable income. Many foreign governments do not operate as ours
does, however. They provide services left to the private sector
in the United States and have national income tax rates much
higher than the statutory 46 percent federal rate in the United
States. In the petroleum industry, for example, it is not
uncommon to find that foreign income taxes are imposed at a 70,
80 or 90 percent rate. Requiring such a company to add back
those taxes to its net income base to calculate state income
taxes results in extreme distortions in that taxpayer's base
income. If such taxes are treated as "income" they should
certainly be allocated geographically to the jurisdiction to
which paid and be excluded from the apportionment base.

To give an example of how distortion can occur,
California does not allow a deduction for income taxes, but does
allow a deduction for excise taxes. A California corporation
doing business in Country A which raises all revenue through a
single 50% national income tax may derive the same after-tax net
income as from operations in Country B which raises its revenue
through a single national ex'cise tax. Although the after-tax net
income is the same in each country, the taxpayer would have to
report twice as much income from operations in Country A as in
Country B in calculating the California income tax. The gross
income is not a measure of the taxpayer's income or ability to
pay taxes to the taxing state. Yet, this artificial inflation of
the income base is the primary mechanism by which the various
states who have used the worldwide combination method increased
their income tax collections. It should be noted that this
example will not be rendered moot by California's recent unitary
tax changes since most overseas operations of U.S. based
companies will continue to be fully taxed.
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2. Factor Comparability

"Formulary apportionment' is based on the arbitrary
assumption that each dollar of property, payroll and sales
produces about the same amount of income in each jurisdiction in
which a corporation operates. Even within a somewhat homogeneous
economy such as the U.S., tne approach ignores such basic factor
disparities as the enormous inflation in property costs that has
taken place in the past twenty years or significant payroll cost
differentials in Alaska or New York City compared to the
southeastern sun belt. Combining foreign affiliates with U.S.
corporations compounds the potential distortion inherent in
formulary apportionment because of the even wider variation in
the values of the formula factors in foreign countries and the
U.S.

For example, in many cases there is no reasonable
comparability in payroll costs and property value and
productivity generally between foreign oil-producing countries
and the United States. Because of the extremely high output of
wells in certain foreign countries, the payroll and property have
a much greater productivity than in the United States and the
costs per barrel of oil or dollar of sales are lower. Moreover,
there may be substantial differences in property ownership
concepts or methods of compensating employees which reduce
comparability of these factors between U.S. and foreign
operations. Consequently, the denominators of the factors will
be understated for companies with business operations in such
countries. In this way, worldwide combined reporting apportions
more income to the taxing state than is actually earned in that
state and results in state taxation of foreign source income.

3. Diversity of Income Attribution Methods

Worldwide combined reporting creates a substantial risk
of double taxation because the unitary concept on which it is
based differs from the concept used by the U.S. national
government and many foreign countcies.

The internationally accepted standard of taxation is
based on arr's length or separate accounting principles, has been
a key element of tax treaties and treaties of commerce between
the United States and other countries, and is accepted by all
members of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development.

These principles require that a subsidiary should be
taxed only on the profits it actually has made, provided that
these are based on dealing at "arm's length" between the
subsidiary and related corporations. Departure by the states
from the "arm's length" separate accounting approach in favor of
the unitary tax method applied on a worldwide combination basis
may result in state taxation of foreign source income of foreign
corporations which is not subjected to U.S. federal income tax
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and which is fully taxed abroad. Unfortunately, the states which
apply this method make no attempt to adjust for such overlapping
taxation.

4. Administrative Burden

In addition to the problems of income and factor
distortion, worldwide combined reporting is administratively
complex and burdensome. These additional administrative burdens
arise from requirements to determine which affiliates should be
included in the combined group, adjustments of foreign accounting
systems to comport with state income tax laws, and currency
translation. They can be particularly burdensome in the case of
a foreign-based multinational.

Under the internationally accepted arm's length system
of taxation, foreign parent corporations and their non-U.S.
subsidiaries have no need to develop records based on United
States tax accounting principles. However, to comply with state
worldwide combined reporting requirements, foreign corporations
must keep two sets of books in order to convert to U.S. tax
accounting principles. For a large multinational entity, data
may have to be obtained from hundreds of subsidiaries operating
in numerous foreign countries.

In addition, a U.S. subsidiary may not have access to
the required information relating to activities of its foreign
parent and related subsidiaries. In some cases, release of the
information may be a violation of the laws of the country in
question. If the unavailable information is necessary for factor
or income determination, then the accuracy of the apportionment
to the taxing state will be even more questionable. The taxpayer
is penalized by being caught between two contending governments.

THE NEED FOR A FEDERAL SOLUTION

Because of possible income and factor distortion for
both U.S. and foreign-based multinationals and because of the
tremendous administrative burdens imposed on companies, unitary
combination interferes with international trade and investment
flows, frustrates foreign commerce, and prevents the government
from "speaking with one voice" in regulating foreign commerce.
Indeed, foreign governments have expressed concern that taxation
by states of foreign source income is likely to harm relations
between them and the United States. A number of them have
communicated their views that worldwide combined reporting
violates our treaties of friendship, commerce and navigation, and
they have openly expressed support for the administration
legislation, S1974. Some foreign governments have even
contemplated retaliatory actions against U.S.-based corporations.

Regardless of whether recent action by some of the
states alleviates any immediate threat of foreign government
retaliation, the federal government has the authority to make
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treaties and the responsibility to provide uniform rules to
prevent states from adopting tax policies that would abbrogate
those treaties.

Foreign governments are not alone in voicing concern
about worldwide combination. Domestic and foreign multinational
corporations have been pursuing the issue of appropriate ir:ome
attribution rules for the last two decades. These companies have
worked with state tax administrators and legislators, challenged
worldwide combined reporting in the courts, participated in the
President's 1983 Worldwide Taxation Working Group and sought
appropriate federal legislation. In fact, corrective legislation
addressing these issues has been introduced in each of the last
six Congresses. Such legislation is still needed.

In December of 1985, the Administration developed S1974
which was introduced by Sen. Wilson. This action by the
Administration, plus the attention which had been focused by the
Working Group, provided new impetus for the states and the
business community to attempt to resolve the problem at the state
level. In fact, eight of the twelve worldwide combination states
modified their laws, so that by mid-1986 only four states --
California, Alaska, Montana and North Dakota -- retained
worldwide combination.

Just last August, California -- a key state in the
controversy -- finally enacted legislation providing that
taxpayers may elect to be taxed on either the worldwide combined
method or a "water's edge* basis. Some will argue that with
passage of the California legislation, the Congress does not need
to act in this matter. We disagree. In fact, the California
legislation provides an excellent illustration of why federal
legislation is still needed.

While the California legislation is a step away from
worldwide combined reporting, it does not provide a totally
satisfactory solution to the problem, especially in its
definition of the 'water's edge group," (e.g., inclusion of 80/20
companies) and in the treatment of foreign source dividends. API
believes that 80/20 corporations should be treated in the same
manner as foreign corporations because their business activities
occur primarily overseas. The place of incorporation should not
be determinative of exclusion or inclusion in a water's edge
combined report. Furthermore, under the California Act,
taxpayers are required to pay a substantial annual election fee
for the *privilege" of being taxed on a water's edge basis.
California's taxation of foreign dividends, income of 80/20
companies, and the payment of an election fee will result in a
higher California tax burden for many U.S. multinationals than if
they remained on worldwide combination.

Other states which have moved away from worldwide
combination have adopted a variety of substitutes. Multinational
corporate taxpayers are now confronted with a plethora of taxing
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regimes -- frequently intended to maximize the revenue to a
particular state and still presenting the potential for multiple
taxation of income. Enactment of properly designed Federal
legislation would provide a uniform reasonable standard for
treatment of income earned by corporations doing business in
multiple jurisdictions and would preclude overlapping taxation.
Such action would provide assurance to foreign-based
multinationals considering investment in the U.S. that they would
not be subjected to this treatment in the future.

We urge the Committee to exercise its responsibility in
this area and to move forward with federal legislation.

SPECIFIC COMMENTS ON S.1974

All foreign source income, including foreign source
dividends, should be excluded from state taxation.

A major concern of API members is with the treatment of
foreign source dividends. We note that the legislation adopts
the concept of "equitable taxation" of foreign source dividends.
Our concern is that because of the wide disparity in views as to
what would constitute "equitable taxation," the "equitable"
concept may not be practical or workable. In principle, we
believe that foreign source dividends, like any other foreign
source income, should not be subject to any state taxation. Such
dividends could be excluded directly using the federal income tax
sourcing rules (Sections 861-864, I.R.C.) or by reference to the
level of business activity as is done in Illinois or as
recommended under Option Four (Business) in the Report of the
Worldwide Unitary Taxation Working Group.

To the extent any foreign source dividends are included
in the apportionable base, a prorata portion of the factors of
the payor corporation attributable to such income distribution
should be included in the apportionment formula applied to the
total "after tax" apportionable income. This approach was
recommended under Option Five (Business) of the Working Group's
Report (the so-called "Detroit Formula"). See also Container
Corporation of America v. Franchise Tax Board, 103 S. Ct. 2913,
2942n.5 (1983).

Inclusion of any portion of foreign source dividends
without appropriate factor recognition can be defended only as a
rough substitute for any attribution or disallowance of general
domestic corporate expenses with respect to such foreign source
income.

Treasury's recommendation is that the 85% dividend
exclusion represents "equitable taxation" of foreign source
dividends. The only justification for taxation of 15% foreign
source dividends would be that the 15% represents a fair
allocation of associated expenses attributable to the foreign
source income. Accordingly, we urge that as a necessary element
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of "equitable taxation," further disallowance of expense of the
parent corporation (such as the interest expense offset) be
prohibited if 15% of dividend income is to be subject to
taxation. Alternatively, we would urge that if the states are
permitted to disallow or "allocate" expenses attributable to
foreign source income, then taxation of foreign source dividends
should be entirely prohibited. In addition, to the extent
dividends are subject to tax, the state's formulary method must
be adjusted to reflect the factors of the dividend's payor. In
summary, if the 85% "safe harbor' treatment of foreign source
dividend taxation is included, we suggest that such approach be
in lieu of allocation of expenses related to foreign source
income.

The same considerations which support exclusion of
foreign source dividends or other foreign source income from
state taxation apply regardless of where the recipient
corporation is legally or commercially domiciled. Consequently,
we urge deletion of that portion of Section 7518(b) which would
permit the state of commercial or legal domicile to tax foreign
source dividends to a greater extent than any other state.

The legislation needs to be clarified that I.R.C.
Section 78 "gross-upO of dividend should not be included in the
state tax base. The Ogross-up" amount is merely a device used to
implement the Federal foreign tax credit and is clearly not
dividend income. Also, income which is deemed a dividend for
purposes of Subpart F and Section 1248, as well as dividends
resourced under Section 904, and those derived from an 180/20"
corporation as defined under this legislation should receive
equitable treatment in the same manner as other foreign source
dividends.

Taxation authorized by this legislation should be
confined more closely to the true "water's edge.

The provisions of Section 7518(c) would prohibit states
from Including in a "water's edge* group domestic corporations
which have less than 20 percent of their property, payroll and
sales in the U.S. The API believes sales should be eliminated
from this calculation as this factor is not truly reflective of
the location of a corporation's business activity. The API
further believes that the location of payroll and property should
be the only test because it looks to the location of a
corporation's business activity to determine if it is in
substance foreign (and thus excludible) or domestic and
includible. We strongly oppose the additional condition in
Section 7518(c)(4) which includes a test based on specified
purchase and sales amounts. This provision unnecessarily
restricts and discourages a company's purchases and sales within
the United States and, therefore, would adversely affect the U.S.
balance of trade.
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The provisions of Section 7518(c) would also permit the
inclusion in a "water's edge" group of foreign corporations which
"carry on no substantial economic activity" and are *not subject
to substantial foreign tax on their net income.' API objects to
certain of these provisions, and offers the following comments:
(1) to include foreign corporations in a "water's edge" unitary
combination is inconsistent with the primary purpose of the bill
(the same safeguards and protections--I.R.C. Section 482 and
similar state statutes--apply as in the case of transactions with
companies in high tax countries); however, if these corporations
are included, then (2) the legislation should be clarified to
provide that the activities of a foreign holding
company--managing the investments in and receiving dividends from
foreign operating corporations--constitute 'substantial economic
activity;* and (3) the legislation should provide that foreign
taxes paid by foreign operating corporations on earnings from
which dividends are paid are to be attributed to the holding
company for purposes of determining whether it is 'subject to
substantial foreign tax on its net income.* Additionally, the
legislation should be revised to exclude from the 'water's edge'
group those domestic corporations that make an election under
I.R.C. Section 936.

The worldwide unitary method should not be used as a
penalty.

The basic purpose of Section 7518 is to restrict the use
of the worldwide unitary method by states. This is a sound
approach, and one supported by API. However, Section 7518(a)(1)
and (2) would allow the states to require the use of the
worldwide method of taxation as a penalty or sanction. Using the
worldwide method of taxation as a sanction in regulating a tax
system is inappropriate. We therefore recommend that Section
7518(a)(1) and (2) be deleted.

The spreadsheet provisions are generally acceptable,
provided that passage of spreadsheet legislation is unalterably
linked to passage of comprehensive Federal worldwide unitary
legislation. However, Section 6039A requires some modification.

Subject to the non-disclosure provisions of the bill,
there is no objection to providing the reporting corporation's
income tax liability paid to each state, the income subject to
tax in each state and the method of calculation by which the
reporting corporation computed and allocated its income subject
to tax by each state. However, such Information should be
provided only to the Internal Revenue Service for the restricted
use of state taxing authorities. Consequently, we recommend
deletion of all reference to "common agency.' Furthermore, the
requirements as set forth in Section 6039(a) and (b) to report on
companies owned by affiliates should be applied only where they
own more than 50 percent of the outstanding stock of the company.
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STATEMENT OF THE BRITISH GOVERNMENT BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON
TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT OF THE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE, UNITED
STATES SENATE, 29 SEPTEMBER 1986, ON S.1974 AND 8.1113.

1. The United Kingdom Government have long besn opposed to the
use of the unitary method of taxation on a worldwide basis and
have consistently urged that action be taken to prevent the
application of worldwide unitary taxation to British companies.
A solution was first sought when the current United
Kingdom/United States Double Taxation Convention was being
negotiated in the 1970m; but the United States Senate attached a
reservation against the provision in the draft agreement which
would have prevented individual states from applying unitary
taxation to United States subsidiaries of United Kingdom
corporate groups. In agreeing to ratify the Double Taxation
Convention without this provision the United Kingdom Government
understood that the United States Administration would take steps
to resolve tie matter.

2. Following the decision in 1983 in the United States Supreme
Court in the case of the Container Corporation of America v The
California Franchise Tax Board, in which the right of a state to
use the unitary method of taxation In relation to a United States
parent and its foreign subsidiaries was upheld but Judgement was
reserved on the position of corporations with foreign parents,
the United Kingdom Government again urged the United States
Administration to take action to resolve the issue. In September
1983 the President established a Working Group on Worldwide
Unitary Taxation "to produce recommendations that will be
conducive to harmonious international relations while respecting
the fiscal rights and privileges of the individual States*. The
United Kingdom submitted testimony to the Working Group and a
copy of that Statement is attached at Annex A. The principal
points were:

(a) the Government is opposed to the application of the
unitary method of state taxation on a worldwide
reporting basis;

(b) the worldwide unitary method of state taxation is
contrary to well established international principles
and practice of taxation, and imposes unreasonable tax
and administrative burdens on multinational corporate
groups doing business throughout the world;

(c) worldwide unitary taxation damages commercial and
economic relations between the US and the UK and other
countries;

(d) worldwide unitary tax imposes significant additional
burdens on both the companies and their shareholders -
anomalous tax liabilities (which may be considerably
larger than those calculated on the internationally
accepted arm's length basis) and additional compliance
costs; and
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(e) As long as the worldwide unitary method persists, it
will be impossible to achieve the essential economic
objectives of providing a consistent and coherent tax
framework for international trade and investment.

3. The United Kingdom Government were not alone in objecting to
worldwide unitary taxation. The European Community and the
Governments of the other major OECD countries also submitted
testimony for the consideration of the Working Group. In
addition a number of international businesses and business
orgauisations gave evidence to the Working Group.

4. The Working Group reported in August 1984 and recommended
that the problem be resolved by individual states, guided by
three principles, on the basis that multinational corporate
groups be taxed by states only on income derived from the
territory of the United States - the so called "water'a edge
requirement". As states did not universally accept these
principles the President instructed the Secretary of the Treasury
to draft Federal legislation to incorporate them into law.

5. The proposed unitary tax legislation was introduced into the
United States Congress on 18 December 1985. in spite of certain
reservations, described in a note submitted to the US Treasury on
10 February 1986 (see copy attached at Annex 8), the introduction
of the Bill was welcomed by the United Kingdom Government as a
significant step towards resolution of the unitary tax issue and
it was hoped that rapid progress could be made towards a final
solution. The principal points of concern wire:

(a) although taxpayers would receive a new statutory right
for a corporate group to be taxwJ by reference to the
"water's edge", states would still retain powers to
disregard that new right; and

(b) the "water's edge" definition used in the Bill was
Incompatible with internationally accepted principles
of taxation.

6. Legislation limiting the use of worldwide unitary taxation
was passed into law In California in September 1986. The
United Kingdom Government welcomed the legislation as a major
step towards the complete withdrawal of this method of taxation,
which both the Government and representatives of British industry
had been seeking for some time. The United Kingdom Government
however have reservations about some aspects of the Californian
legislation, and continue to look for a comprehensive solution to
this problem as outlined by the President in his statement of
8 November 1985. The reservations centre particularly on the
requirement that companies pay an election fee and fulfil a
number of other conditions in order to have their California tax
computed on the "water's edge" instead of the worldwide unitary
basis, and the fact that the Californian tax authorities retain
powers to impose the use of worldwide unitary taxation in certain
circumstances.
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7. The United States Treasury have stated that following the
passage of state legislation (including in California)
restrictive Federal legislation is not warranted at this stage.
But they acknowledge that the Californian legislation falls short
in a number of respects, and that three states still apply
worldwide unitary taxation. They have said that further progress
is required to address the concerns they have raised and that if
such progress is not forthcoming within a reasonable time-frame
they might wish to recommend reconsideration of Federal
legislation.

8. In these circumstances, the UK Government similarly will
continue to keep under review the position in California, in
other states and in the US courts, in the hope that a
comprehensive solution will in due course be achieved.
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mebrs ms if they ware wholly separate on: SSti owned by ueolated
interests. This mesod haa mew been ree nead"d by both the O.. and
=N model treaty ad emkrined in a worldwide network af bilateriLL
treaties to prevent double tamlos, including those trestles to
Wich the SA I a party. I MAition, foillerVa the lad gives by
the 0S Federal AutberitieS I ll2. virtuLly all developed countries
have mow adapted the arms lasgtk standard for pCevoslig tax
avoidaMce tLrugh artificially fixed itr-trnpsny pri.

16. The unitary mthod sod the are's length method are not ceSpetible.
Alyi the m .Cry fe=l16 to groups whicb ale operate in coMte

whch work en the Ar' Lalength basal lead8 to ces. of double axatie
It bes been argued that the waLtary basis does not In fet tax the
foreign sercet ac of foreign corporations related to th- "unitory
cepany. ns teed that lcem is mraoly takeo late amount in order
to desae0um the met icme attriltable to activity within theunitarym state, but the arit rttcal results of applying a meLtarp
femla belle this artmen t. The "uits"" state Is t effect ruquia c=oexliated iame" tax return and subjecting to tax the imm eear
by fernige members of the unitary group without giving may relief for
.verMas t n. Is other rea It has esteaded its Jurisdictien to brio
nto its taxrn nt incme over whic other states will have exercised
their priority taxLng rights uader the Nrmal arm's length arreageem

17. The elmet of double coumntig thls inLvele cam emS does load to
oulttmetieml greeps being tamed om more then 10 per cmt of theirincome. The my represent a additiesal flaoia L ems f or the grow
itself, which is iaquitable. Or it could lead to e diianseol of
the revenues flowing to any a chequr ubich seeks to avoid double
tAxetiOe by giving credit fOT the "umity " tax pald - a reult whichat beat am In desribed as anmmLn. tI Ineqities mmd emliet
are particularly ecute Is the -net uncemmn case- whore the US coman
of a unitary group operates at a leas. Even though it bad modme
profit by eny nmual commercial standards, the GS company would be
Liable for tax in respect of a proportion o the worldwide profits of
its foreign affiliates. In other weds dogn would be Ag elmst ofdirect subsidy frm the worldwide group (r logreige roven as the
Cae my be) to the unitary stats.
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8. Third the witary basis is set - sad camoot. be - wifer. i its
epplcatien. The very couc s it uses are incapable of precise
dotaities. at eso n an otg other thea a very local basis. It
Is notable that, eves aMegst the various states within the USA. there
are sigslficast vaeracoas first in the criteria used for determiiLg
whether or sot a particular corporatio is "mitey". ad saeced in
the fermula to be applied to metary corporations. Even withis av
individual state it is by oe ma unembcm for a busisess which has
been deemed "uaitary' ee year to be clessed as aeseunitr the
folLowing year. &ad for the basls of calcukaetL its taz ability
to wry free owe year to the mst. As a result bo bssoss e.s he 0re
wheCher or eC it will be adjudged to be usitcary" and if so. hw its
tat bill will be -. Lculated. 2. other words the unitary best* breeds
marteisty. Te problem this creates for besiess is eighteod
by the lack e any procedure analogous to chat embodied is oam5ue
]engtb" tan treaties for resolving disputes about the application of
the rules to iedividual cases.

OSitary beets iamses bith comellesce cote

19. The fourth aspect of the umita y hoss which coetrihetes towards hIa
4daaegti effects ia the Compliane costs it lovolvee. it is for le
companies eselvese o tll the ftorieg Croup whet complying With the

ewitary system meas ie practice. The K vOeCrUme would meroly mote
that the full requirements of the system necessitate, at a ulsimn,
the tr9SLAtL ineto US dollars of ae conts maintaioed by related
cempesies is a mltitude of different currencies and the prepareiem
Of eatra sets of &cCousts to mat tho specific. ad varying, rsquirsmst
of the ueitory states. Amd we uedorstaud that the details requested
often reflect cftldetial d&a. trade secrets r eOther iCOrmOtieo
thot camot be ede available for reasons totally ancelated to tax
considerations.

20..II.1Of more direct cc.. or to the OK Cowvramut Is the exteae to which the
eltary s tat. dMeOed for flsesCial Isfermatiee My involve

leveetigatim Of the records of OK comnles wbich1 are outside the WSA.
Mere often thin 6ot. tbe suhtoutcil majority of the records tceqIred
describe business tramactie s thet ate eatir ly unrelated to activities
withie the lited States. This 1 bjoctlomabla i& prieciplo. as well
am producing excessive complance hrdes is practice.

CS!MioM of Viory fftd _wth er, sleetJ1 method

24. Any get Of rules which fall$ tw easfre up to the Criteria of a gee,
tan system Met be eutcted to have r rerse eueqwemes dhch go w-
beyond the jomdlate s t of that set Of rules ltseU. This is
cartaisly the case with the Currest apLiatLoe, by several 9S Stag
of the uomtary system - a worldwide is.

25. rirst there is new evidence that It Ia lbittg trade reLations a
dietrting iavesumest patterns. In tae light .1 the Laemitles,
anemlies sad mcettaioties generated b6 the tax tales, foreign
rC*WV*Ct10.0 are te-appreisieg the benefits and udeex of eoeducti
mstangs within a unitary state. The recat declaiom by the Losd

ahaber of Commerce to caucel its mission to Florida account of
WS.,a* A04 A Vb- Worldid mt4tw hutets ia send asenla

21. or ceotrast. the arm'a length meth d, though sot perfect. avtds of this.
tbse foer very reel problems which Luritably arise wo the o
me tary basis is applied worldwide. First by fecussiog em the amet 1 26. rurterwaer. the spread of Wetary taxation amoengt te varts St

of pofit that would heve bees made within as iudivIdual country by o ly serve to sndermine the very stregi& poition that the Sit
indepeadent parties d4lie4 at atm's Length. It recegaisso that States %ra adegted i. 0M and elsewhere for the liberaLlsotiee ef
ceepesias eeeratLi difforest ecoeseic cl cqst*ee* will Iacur ister"CasemlWetamot flows. The poitiem was restated 0ely a
different cets and rum very different risks, esoed, there Is of weeks ago by Presideat Reaa hioMeL tis his I September S&at t
course as qusetion of the bess histg incomptible with ieto melly US policy tmrds Iteru teoAL investment. The ceetinued impesIt
-m&ptod methods -tb e ' Ioea g bes tem etei eg ac eto# of uitary taxation is iwcoOatibLe with tk'' ttems.
hoa. estate a , r~e thithe bo t a an =m9ttJu eto
So e it he hemsor em w -in the gi din f pi il;e i oruarl mi 27. These advrIe ee q6uecc s for werldwIdo trade aud ieeestmet mlDes ithe bee bem for t esoet the rawdi gh p dlge of treatem- be o wor e if other comStries reneed to the Stages" lietieIth mthed. h cies o nos out d hcae eoelved of &e axam- ita y tax by taking retaliat.ry meases or LOmtr9ia£ wmeterysL ottod t aoiedsof.t.e wi heha le o se myeas of their ewe. to perticlar the Sates" prateo of the

accepted standards thAracapable le m worldwide unitary hasis, and the US rderal Governt s flure IAk-AAC1116914 U_1- the -- s. prohibit this syste. my well serve as aasampLe Whieh Other cow

f

i

Identified earlier - of double raxaciaeS of cempeelee hetnag lia"le
to tes o mare tha 200 -per cat of their locomt. of compile helS
liable to tea in respect of profits kes, 0s emal comercial
discipless. they are making a lose - simply do sot arise or bere
they do. the cam ho satisfactorily res ved.

22. The fourth problem, that of high zomliace costs for companies.
:q" ly does not arise to aywhera mes the gae eteeL under the

mes Length method. The information required La order to operate
this mahed Ls. more often thee moe. isatormaion uhch koupsies
have already had to prepare for other purposes. The we of acemets
drOm up to comply With coepsY low ro~qiremess Is a Soo" example
of this.

23. Gesrally therefore, whe measured against the criteria for Jwdgio
a Lax basis the area Lsogth basis is os each coent prferable to ti
Worldwide usitary mCbod. Tt La at oce ere equitable, meas cttae
simpler aed more cooducive to efficiency. lot does there mea say
god roasa why it sbould OE Ger as aS effectivW polileg meldWi
to protect the reonMe of iedividual states. Thet is aR exteasive
of asy aegulaties under Sectios 482 of the Internal Seme Cc

if 15 providing definLtive goLdelimss S _orulag the fiscal welati€
shipse ocealy-oetrlled,orporatiols. ilereve we understand
that. goder leug-staudig accords. isforeatien gathered by the Seit
States Treasury frm rederal tat adits is costm"enelle Ie avwalla
to the individual States. Against this beckground. t mjorLty of
States hove felt able to eporato as arm's Leuth ystmes. and to
ep ly tis rleo subidaries of wltiuariomal group resident witT
taer Jurisdictiofs.



Vilt see choose to follow. Is particular so" develeping cwatries
eay feel that the system has its atractios for thse. 9 such
countries ad* t unitary Lax. tbayou Ld be unlikely to follow th
three fatorse rmla used. tog example, t California. The very
different ecaemtic coeditLees which prevail in the deweipieag world woulA
ectaally incline then to develop or ephasis factors wkicb allocate
a greater proportiem of income to the developing country. They might
for example focus simply oe sales.

23. The effects of other cowotries taking retaliatory measures, or unitary
tax spceading outside the United States, viii be Manly felt by the
United ingdoe. This is because the 0P Iveste at a siusetantial scale
in foreign countries t both the developed and developing world. but
if the UK If a irubStAMLLal ieousr is foreign owtries the GeLted
States is a much larger em0. So the adverse impact o te waitad
States muet be expected to be much greater. As things stand at
present the ecoemic burden this imposes will, in large pae, fail
es the gaited Stares Tedetal Governent. &sreus the Vested State's
loternal wevee Code allows a crodl &aeiet waited States taxes
for taxes pald to a -ortign country (suwTJect to certain Ile icatioss).
moy increase is foreia taxer could be offset dollar for dollar by a

reductioe t Veitoed States taxes.

IIM. COKCLUSIOI,

29. to this paper the PC Soveromeet has a alysed the wocldwide unitary
system by reference co the universalLy-accepted criteria of * good
tax system - equity, certainly, simplicity aed the prometiio of oeeomic
eff ic iucy. It has demonstrated that, whe applied is the preseat
iotermtioal cOOteht. the worldwide unitary meathed inevitabLy produces
results Which are IfequtrbIe &ad uncertain. The method LavoLves
additional compliance costs for crepanies. furtberace It is to
the United KLigdou Coercnt's view objectionable iu principle
that the et cbad rCAe sqiro the disclosure of the records of cApRMeis
outside the GSA, particularly as these vill often apply to tCarsct'.oos
entirely unrelated to activities within the Pelte S totes.

'30. If the Worldwida mitry system Is allowed to persist it will hemper
rotbec than promt. eceoomic efficiency distorting investment patters
end inhibiting trade tbeughout the world. It makes it impossible
to achieve the essential objective of providing a CeMeistet aed
cabernet international tAz framewock for trade and investmet. This
franuwock is particularly crucial at the present Jumctre In the
davelepet at the world acom"my, when businesses are seeklag profits
throughout the wenld without regard to national beuedaties. The eaccow
economic stanPeiar of the unitary system is incompatible with tbe
hecanees relatioeship that is the goal ef our &over--ts, to tbo
benefit of the American and ritish e epla ef"
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UNITED KINGDOM GOVIKUKENT MOTE Afnex B

PROPOsD U ITARY TAX LUGI8LATIOW (S8 1974)

Introdmot~on

1. The United Kingdom Government welcome the Introduction into the United States
Congress on 13 December 1965 of a bill to reatriot the use by state. of the worldwide
unitary method of taxation for corporations. This is a significant atop towards resoluttoc
of the unitary tax issue and they trust that appropriate legislation will be passed
into law and take efleat by 31 December 1966. As a contribution to the progress that
ie now possible the United Kingdom Government wish to comment on the proposed li.eltiog
and hope that account can be taken of the particular concerns expressed below.

2. The United Kingdom Government recognize the determination of the United State&
Treasury to work towards a solution to this long-etnding problem! they are encouraged
to note that a number of concerns which have been raised previously have been net
and that some account has been taken of representatione submitted in relation to the
proposed Unitary Tax spreadsheet LegislatLon published In July 1965.

3. The United Kingdom, however, consider that there are certain features of these
new proposals whioh are unsatiefactory. In particular they are disappointed to note
that although taxpayers will reraire m nAw itAtitnry right fnr A nnrpnratA gro0g to
be taxed by roforence to the water's edge, states will still retain powers to disregard
that now right, and that the definition of water' edge used in the DIll will override
internationally accepted principles of taxation.

Is) Use of the Worldwide Vnit&ry ethod

4. The structure of the section is to prohibit the use of the orldwide Unitary
Method by states while permitting them to mahe provision for eleotions by companies
to use the worldwLde unitary eiLs If they so wish. This is a oUnd foundation to
the legislation and the United Kingdom overment welcome the express prohibition
of the worldwide Unitary method as an explicit statement of intent. Nevertheless
there are a number of particular points which are giving rise to concern in the united
Kingdom and to which the United Kingdom Government wish to draw attention as follows

i. The section permits the use of the worldwide unitary basis of taxation by
states in two designated seto of oircmtanes. As Indicated on previous ooOasLons;
the United Kingdom believe that there are strong objections of principle against
giving states these reserved rights. They believe that it should notbe possible
to withdraw from a taxpayer, without his consnt, the right to be ta,. on the
basis of internationallyy aeoeptod principles which have been approve'by the
US Government in numerous double taxation agreement. in addition, these reserve
powers will result In worldwide unitary taxatLoa being used a a sanotLon and
It is rot thought that such a penalty is the appropriate me"s of reglating
a tax system. The appropriate s*&ntion for fail to comply with tax legislation I
is the imposition of o*m financial penalty. (It is even conceivable that states
which do not presantly use the unLtary method of taxation on a worldwide basis
may also wish to do so as a station an this may result in more rather than
fewer states usng it.)

Li. Ae a practical point, it seem unneaseary to permit the use of worLdwide
unitary ta=tLon as a action if there are already proper penalty provisions
available for enforcing omplianoe. In this context it ie noted that Stion 6imA6
provides tor financial penalties where there is a fiLlure to o p*ly with spreads h
legislation ad that states are not precluded from Imposing finse or penalties
for negligence, fraud, or understatement of income. Those provisions woUl4 appear
to render the roserv powers otiose. (No rofor to thLs point again in paragraph I
below.)
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iii. Section 73M&(a L) permits the use of worldwide unitary taxation as a sanction i
for failure to comply with'the "legal or procedural requirement& of the income
tax laws" of states. There is much concern that this provision would be used
by states to impose inappropriate conditions (for example, an election/entry
fee or dieinvestment in Scuth Africa), to be fulfilled by particular taxpayers
such as mUtLnational corporations, by writing the conditions into the legal
or procedural requirements of the income tax laws* of states. Thuse, unless the
conditions were fulfilled by those taxpayers the worldwide unitary basis could
be imposed.

Lv. There are several points of detail relating to Sctio S 7514(a)(ki). FLrst,
Governments would not under present arrangeesnts provide information direct to
states as appears to be contemplated here. $eondly# the information referred
to is not subject to treaty limitations. This is in marked contrast to section
6103.4(d)(lI which cuntaine the roquieLte safeguards regarding Information exchanged
under double taxation agreements. Thirdly, it is not clear which country is
contemplated in the phrase "government of the relevant foreign country'. Is
this the oo%nmty of residence of the foreign parent company or of other members
of the group? Finally, it does not seem reasonable to penaliso the taxpayer
-for a foreign government's failure to provide Information. It may not for example
be a ilable to the government, or the government may be unable to provide inforate
for example for reasons of national security.

v. states aor not precluded from providing for a taxpayer to make an 'uncooditionq
election' (Igtion 75111A) to be taxed on the worldwide unitary basis. There I
is sam doubt as to the meaning of the torm unnditional in this contexts Vould
it prevent conditions in favour of the taxpayer, for example being permitted
to use the election for speoifio &*counting periods, being introd-ioad?

(b) WaMters e1os definition

5. The United ilngdnm Government have consistently maintain d that a water's edge
solution should be based on the Internationally sccepted comoept of the permanent
eatablishment. They •coguise that the definition of permanent establisent in for
example the OKC model double taxation mnention may, require sam adaptation for
ue Ln state legislatiO n. But, while they weloome the fect that a eatisfaotory solution
seem to have been found for the partlcuLr problem of foreign bates, they find it
very dappoLntLng that te proposed legislation, by wholly departing from the permeneat
eostablishmeat conoept, gives statutory authority to what ca only be a damaging derogatIc
from agreed principles of Inter national taxation. It makes it possible for a oorporetLog
to be included within a water's efte group, aMd expoed to.state taxation in a sLtuatlef
where the corporation has no tax presence in the United states for raders x purpose.
there seem to be no justification for giving state authorities wider ta•' tghts
tham the Federal authorities.

1. There are two points which are "ouing particular concern in the United ijdnom.

i. "a definition of worldwide unitary basis permit the inoluLon of a foreign
oorporation in a wter's edge group if it crosses certain thresholds. ?Mse
thresbolda, particularly the W.10 threshold (Section 75S0(c)()o, will give
rise to burden*o anid continuin compliant problem a foreign caries will
repeatedly have to opto worldwide factors in order to demonstrate whether
or not they oos the thresholds. The 9im1O threshold has Largely been discarded
by those states which have attmted to settle the unitary taxation Issue. The
United wngdom regret that what they regard as this mall measure of progress
by LnLvLdual states i defining the water's edge group should art be reflected
Ln the Federal proposals.

a
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Ji. it. i noted that Regulations will be prescribed by the Secretary to determine
the definition of "not subject to substantial foreign tax" (Section 7518(c)(3)(C)}.
As was stated in relation to the Unitary Tax Spreadsheet Legislation published
in July 1985 it is important to ensure that countries like the United Kingdom
will be protected from any risk of being cateqorised as tax havens merely because
of fluctuations in corporation tax rates.

Section 6OgA

7. The proposals relating to the reporting and spreadsheet provisions will have
many practical implications for United Kingdom corporations and representatives of
British business are making representations on this aspect of the proposed legislation.

8. The United Kingdom Government welcome the improvements which have been made in
the provisions since July 1965, particularly the increase in the filing period to
180 days and the uplift in the reporting threshold to SalO. There is, however, some
coaoern that action 6039A(e)(3) (imposition of penalties under state low) might allow
state& to impose worldwide unitary taxation as a penalty for perceived transgressions
of state tax laws. It is reiterated that, apart from this reservation, the penalties
which appear in Section 6039A(e) would appear to obviate-the need for states to have
reserve powers to impose worldwide unitary taxation for failure to provide information
or comply with state legal or procedural requirements. It is not thought appropriate
to impose the worldwide unitary basis of taxation as a compliance sanction.

JUrisdiction

9. It is noted that there is no provision in the proposals for the settlement of
disputes to any of the matters covered by the legislation. It is presumed, and it
would certainly be desirable, that jurisdiction will be conferred on Federal ourts
rather than on state courts.

Conclusion

10. It is important that the proposed legislation should enjoy the confidence of
foreign governments end of multinational businesses and the views expressed in this
note arise from the strong desire of the United Kingdom Government to see a satisfactory
solution to the present problems relating to state use of the unitary method of taxation
on a worldwide basis. O the one hand, thie proposals contain a number of features
which they welcome, in particular the way in which the problem facing foreign banks
has been dealt with. on the other hand, they have considerable reservations about
the powers reserved to states to impose worldwide unitary taxation and fear that the
legislation could be used by states to obtain more extensive information bt~ra while
continuing to Lose such worldwide unitary taxation. They also have considerable
reservations about the conception of the water's edge definition. They trust that
these and other concerns will be addressed in drafting the f!nal legislation.

11. United Ningdom Governsent officials are prepared to discuss these representation
further and could, Lf it would be helpful, come to Washington for any necessary discuseic
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Statement of BATUS Inc.

on

S. 1974

Senate Committee on Finance

Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management

September 29, 1986
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BATUS Inc. (herein "BATUS") is the management holding company

for the U.S. business interests of B.A.T Industries p.l.c.

(herein "BAT"), a United Kingdom corporation. BAT operates in

more than 90 countries and employs over 320,000 people worldwide.

It is involved in the four major business areas of tobacco,

paper, retailing, and financial services. BAT stock is publicly

traded in the United States on the American Stock Exchange in the

form of American Depositary Receipts.

The BATUS group of companies employs more than 40,000 people

in the United States and includes: Brown & Williamson Tobacco

Corporation, the third largest tobacco company in the U.S.;

Appleton Papers Inc., the world's leading producer of carbonless

copy paper; Saks Fifth Avenue, with 43 fashion specialty stores

in eighteen states; Marshall Fields, with 21 department stores in

three states; Ivey's, with 24 department stores in three states;

Breuners, operating 17 quality home furnishing stores and 42

furniture rental stores in three states; and Thimbles, with its

38 fashion speciality stores in 14 states.

Both BATUS and BAT have long been involved in the effort to

prohibit the use of worldwide unitary taxation. Worldwide

unitary taxation is a method of "sourcing" corporate income to

determine which taxing jurisdiction should tax it. State

governments in the U.S. have traditionally used a formula to

ascertain how much of the income of a single corporation doing
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business in more than one state should be taxed by each. most

often that formula is the amount of the corporation's payroll,

sales, and property in the taxing state compared to all states in

which it does business. About one-half of the states apply this

method to multicompany groups operating in more than one state.

That method is commonly called the "unitary method."

When the application of that method is carried one step

further, beyond the "water's edge," and overseas affiliated

corporations are included, that method of tax assessment has

become known as "worldwide unitary taxation." At the present

time, Alaska, California, Montana, and North Dakota continue to

use that method of corporate tax assessment. Neither the federal

government nor any foreign country uses it, and they are bound by

treaties not to do so.

Then Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of BATUS, Charles I.

McCarty, served on President Reagan's Worldwide Unitary Taxation

Working Group, which issued its report in August 1984. The

Working Group agreed on three principles to guide state taxation

of multinational corporations: (1) unitary combination for both

U.S. and foreign-based companies should be limited to the

"water's edge"; (2) increased federal administrative assistance

with the states to promote full taxpayer disclosure and

accountability; and (3) competitive balance for U.S.

multinationals, foreign multinationals, and purely domestic

businesses.
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S. 1974 was drafted in accordance with those three

principles. It would prohibit the use by the states of worldwide

unitary taxation. It would provide to the states increased

assistance from the federal government and the corporate taxpayer

so that the states could feel confident that all taxable

transactions are subject to taxation. It would require that the

states "equitably" tax dividends which U.S. corporations receive

from their overseas subsidiaries.

Some will tell this Committee that federal preemptive

legislation is not now needed. It is true that since the Working

Group issued its report, nine states have repealed or otherwise

ceased using worldwide unitary income taxation, and California

has most recently enacted legislation which, effective January 1,

1988, would allow corporations to, upon payment of a fee, elect

the internationally accepted arm's length approach rather than

the worldwide unitary method of calculating their tax base in the

state.

However, in addition to not taking effect until then, the

California law requires corporations electing not to be taxed

under worldwide unitary taxation to pay a special fee, and the

tax base for companies that conduct more than 80 percent or more

of their business abroad will still be calculated on the combined

basis of all the worldwide revenues, not only those generated in

or repatriated into California.
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Alaska, Montana, and North Dakota also still use worldwide

unitary taxation. There is no guarantee that other states cannot

adopt it whenever they decide they would like to increase revenue

by taxing income generated outside their borders. That motive

quickly increased the number of miscreant states from three to

twelve in a short period of time after the decision of the

Supreme Court in the Container case in 1983. Absent federal

preemptive legislation, there will be no obstacle to a repeat of

this performance in the future.

Opponents of federal legislation will contend that it

violates "states' rights." Actually the basic issue has nothing

to do with state' rights, but rather is a straightforward choice

of sourcing mechanisms. State, federal, or foreign tax

administrators all face the same problem: How much income is

earned in their jurisdiction? With the exception of Alaska,

California, Montana, and North Dakota, now every state and every

foreign taxing jurisdiction uses virtually the same method that

the U.S. federal government uses. This method is the separate

accounting or arm's-length method. The real debate is over how

income is sourced and has nothing to do with jurisdiction to tax,

method of tax, or amount of tax.

The Supreme Court has determined that limited indirect

federal involvement in some aspects of state taxation is not an

infringement on states' rights:

" 0 ._
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It is clear that the legislative power granted to
Congress by the Commerce Clause of the Constitution
would amply justify the enactment of legislation
requiring all states to adhere to uniform rules for the
division of income.l/

An examination of what federal preemptive legislation would

not do clearly indicates that state's rights are not an issue:

1. It would not change state tax jurisdiction. States
remain territorial" taxing jurisdictions free to
tax all income that arises within their borders.

2. It would not affect the level or rate of state tax.
Once income is sourced within their borders, states
are free to tax at any rate and by any method they
choose.

3. It would not affect taxation of income that arises
from sources inside the U.S. Income earned in the
U.S. is unaffected.

4. It would not require the states to adopt a uniform
apportionment formula. States may apportion U.S.
source income under any reasonable formula.

As Secretary of State George P. Shultz pointed out in his

January 30, 1986 letters to the Governors of Alaska, California,

Idaho, Montana, New Hapshire, and North Dakota:

Continued state taxation on a worldwide unitary
basis will greatly impair the ability of the federal
government to carry out its tax and investment policy in
the international arena and to manage the sensitive
issue of international double taxation. The worldwide
unitary issue has seriously complicated our economic
relations with many of our closest allies.

S. 1974 was drafted in accordance with the principles adopted

by the President's Worldwide Unitary Taxation Working Group. It

was introduced at the President's request in accordance with this

country's economic and foreign policy as specified in the

I/ Moorman v. Bair 437 U.S. 267, 280 (1978).
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President's statement of November 8, 1986.2/ it would solve the

problems that use of worldwide unitary taxation by states poses

for the federal government, its international trading partners,

and U.S. and foreign multinationals. It would remove a

disincentive to investment in the U.S. and increase the efficient

allocation of resources and employment opportunities for

Americans. It should be acted on favorably by this Committee,

and ultimately be passed by the Senate and the House of

Representatives. Only federal legislation, such as S. 1974, can

offer a lasting solution to this "difficult and long-lasting

issue," as Secretary of State described it in his letter.

2/ 45 Weekly Compilation of Presidential Documents 1368.
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September 22, 1986

Committee on Finance
United States Senate
Washington, D. C. 20510

Honorable Senators:

This letter contains my statement of support for the passage
of S. 1974, relating to state worldwide consolidated unitary tax
formulae, with amendments I shall suggest are needed for it to
accomplish its purpose. This statement is submitted on behalf of
Capitol Industries-EMI, Inc., a California corporation,
Meadquartered in HoIlywoon in that State, the stock of which is
entirely owned by a corporation of the United Kingdom, Thorn EMI,
P.L.C. Capitol has been operating from its California base for
more than 30 years, and was an established corporation with
substantial properties and sales at the time of its acquisition
by the forerunner of its present parent corporation.

On behalf of Capitol I have appeared before the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee in 1977, endorsing the ratification
of the United States-United Kingdom Income Tax Convention with
Article 9(4) as an integral part of it, and I was invited to
appear before the Task Fovce of the Working Group which the
Administration formed to study the unitary tax problem and make
recommendations of solutions in 1983. On behalf of Capitol and
of EMI I have also been attorney of record in litigation in the
federal courts to oppose the application of California's
worldwide unitary formula in a manner to include the operations,
and property, payroll and sales, of EMI itself and of its
non-U.S. subsidiaries in a unitary group headed with its American
subsidiary, Capitol.

The consolidation of a domestic subsidiary with the foreign
parent turns the unitary theory on its head. The unitary theory
assumes that the income of the other corporation is substantially
owned by the California taxpayer, which is an assumption contrary
to any conceivable fact when the California corporation is the
subsidiary and the foreign corporation is the parent with the
necessary controls of the subsidiary's operation and the
disposition of its income which that relationship embodies.
California could not tax dividends received by EMI from Capitol,
whereas if the roles were reversed, it could tax the dividends
paid by EMI to Capitol. Hence where the parent is foreign there
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is not the justification for including foreign operations
conducted by separately incorporated subsidiaries in the unitary
group headed by the parent, which the Supreme Court found in the
case of a consolidated unitary group with both foreign and
domes tc operations, the domestic parent being the taxpayer. The
situat.in the Committee is now considering, however, because of
the recent adoption by California of its peculiar relief measure,
applies only where the facts are turned on their head and the
flow of dividends is from the domestic subsidiary to the
non-taxable foreign parent, and the California taxpayer, the
subsidiary, has no conceivable legal or operational controls over
the foreign operations or benefit from the foreign income which
would be consolidated with it under the California formula.

So much has been presented to the United States Senate on
this subject, the constitutional invalidity, and the foreign
policy imperatives, all arguing against a continuation of the
combined worldwide unitary system, particularly where the parent
corporation is a foreign corporation, that I need not go further.
I shall turn now to the new California statute.

California's new legislation does nothing to end the double
taxation of the foreign income which results from its refusal to
allow either a deduction or a credit for the foreign taxes on
foreign income. This has been one of the most resented features
of the California system, except for those corporations which can
afford to elect out of the worldwide unitary system.

California's new legislation continues to keep it out of
step with most other states. In 1966, California, like most
other states taxing corporate income, adopted the Uniform
Division of Income for Tax Purposes Act (UDITPA). Most of the
adopting states did not interpret that Act as requiring the
automatic worldwide consolidated unitary system, but California
did, thereby destroying the uniformity among the adopting states
the title of the Act reveals was its objective.

The new California relief measure is not an acceptable
solution. It permits corporations such as Capitol to elect out
of the worldwide unitary formula, at the cost of an election paid
for by an annual fee calculated without regard to net income.
Though the California franchise tax is based on net income, the
price which must be paid under this new statute to elect out of
the worldwide consolidated unitary formula is the payment of a
fee based entirely on the sum of the taxpayer's property, payroll
and sales in California. The sum of Capitol's property, payroll
and sales in California is $400,000,000, and the resultant fee
would be $120,000 a year, for 10 years, or a total of $1,200,000.
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Since the unitary tax is based upon net income and not every year
is a good year for business, the annual cost of the worldwide
unitary tax is less than that sum. For example, Capitol is
challenging the unitary tax in the California legal system for
the years 1968-1974, inclusive, and the total tax is dispute is
$444,322. That averages out to less than $89,000 a year,
compared with $120,000 to elect out of the system. This is a
convincing demonstration of the fact that California's cure is
worse than its disease.

Capitol's situation cannot be unique. It will be shared by
every California subsidiary of a foreign parent which has been in
business substantially in California prior to 1986. The
property, payroll and sales of that subsidiary will be the
subject of this election fee, and while the percentage is small
arithmetically as an abstraction, when multiplied by the large
figures that are produced by adding the cost of property, payroll
and gross sales into a product which is multiplied by the rate of
the fee, the figures will always be large, and we suspect that in
most instances the fee will exceed the unitary tax which is being
avoided by paying the fee, which will result, presumably, in many
decisions not to make the election.

The beneficiaries of this scheme will be those corporations
which have had only minor operations in California, have withheld
enlarging them because of the unitary tax, and are induced to
locate heavily in California in order to keep the election fee to
a minimum, or eliminate it altogether. This is because new
property added after January 1, 1988, and new payroll added after
that date, will in sum reduce the measure of the fee. Many
Japanese corporations informed the California Legislature of
their anxiety to add new facilities in California if the unitary
system was done away with, and presumably they will be able to
reduce the fee to an insignificant amount. They may not be able
to reduce it altogether, because the relief obtained from adding
new plants will not be complete unless the value of the plants
and the size of the added payroll, greatly exceed what was there
before. The reason for this is that the fee is based on the sum
of sales, and property and payroll, and the relief provision is
only based on the sum of payroll and property. Sales, usually
the largest figure of the three, are not included in the relief
computation. However, the Act is clearly designed to give relief
to those that build new plants in California, and to withhold it
from those that already had large investments in California.

The California Act is thus a blatant attempt to attract new
industry, and have the cost of the attraction paid by those
domestic subsidiaries that were already well established in
California and do not need to enlarge their plants and operations
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in California. The legislative history of the Act shows that the
California Legislature was determined that the adoption of the
water's edge principle should not cause a loss of the revenue
heretofore obtained through what we believe is the unconstitu-
tional taxation of foreign parent corporations so the election
fee to be paid for the privilege of adopting the water's edge
principle was designed to finance the resulting loss of revenue.
The Legislature was made conscious by intense lobbying efforts of
some foreign interests that the election fee would inevitably
deter new investment in California unless something was done
about that, so the California Act permits the reduction of the
fee, as I have stated, measured by the new plant and payroll
added after 1988. The lag in effective date prevents any
corporation from benefiting which had a new plant under
construction at the time of the adoption of the new Act. Capitol
sees this situation as a rank discrimination against those
taxpayers that have been supporting the California economy in the
past and a probably unconstitutional discrimination, particularly
since foreign commerce is involved. Aside from its doubtful
constitutionality, this situation is deplorable foreign policy.
Foreign policy is something which the United States is supposed
to have exclusively, and a state is not supposed to have at all.
We urge the United States government to exercise its
constitutional power and by this statute state the conditions on
which the states may tax net income from the United States end of
foreign operations,'

In the recent past, responsible officials of the Treasury
Department, including one or more at the Assistant Secretary
level, have stated publicly that the attachment of conditions
such as this fee to a California water's edge measure would be
unacceptable to the Administration, and would not remove the need
for the adoption of this federal legislation. One of these
letters was written to the minority leader of one of the Houses
of the California Legislature, in response to a letter from that
legislator. Clearly it was intended to state the
Administration's position in a manner that would get the news to
the California Legislature, but equally clearly it was not
sufficient to deter the California Legislature from proceeding to
adopt a measure which conflicts with the stated federal condition
for regarding the unitary blight as eliminated.

Accordingly, we regard the federal legislation as an
imperative, no less so now that the California statute supposedly
designed to remove the problem has been adopted. All foreign
investment through local subsidiaries should be protected from
the exaction all other nations regard as abhorrent, not merely
that which appears in California after 1988. On behalf of
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Capitol Industries-EMI, Inc., an American corporation owned by a
United Kingdom parent, I urge the approval of S. 1974.

However. I do urge the Senate to consider an amendment to
the section of the Internal Revenue Code which that measure would
adopt. I fear that as drafted the measure will be
self-defeating. I have previously written the Senate author of
the bill to this effect, with copies to the corresponding author
of the House bill and to the Secretary of the Treasury, but I
have not been informed that any effort has been made to provide
an amendment, nor have I received any response to inform me that
my concern is overdone. The prohibition against the worldwide
unitary method is contained in proposed Section 7518, but it
provides that a State may continue to impose such a tax if either
the taxpayer or "the government of the relevant foreign country"
does not provide to the taxing State "material information"
related to the determination of allocable income. One of the
objections to the worldwide unitary system, particularly acute
when the group is headed by a foreign parent, is that much of the
information the states routinely request is beyond the reach of
the American subsidiary. It relates to foreign events, foreign
properties, and may be entirely unobtainable even by the parent,
sirce the parent does not need to have that information for its
own purposes and hence does not obtain it from its own offshore
subsidiaries. Furthermore, foreign governments adopt legislation
for their own purposes, to deal with their own problems, and not
for the purpose of making California's lot either easier or
harder.

Capitol Industries- EMI, Inc., is an example of what a
subsidiary of a corporation of such a country faces. In Oreat
Britain there has been, since before World War I, legislation
entitled "The Official Secrets Act." From some time before World
War II, EMI, the predecessor of Thorn EMI, Inc., has been an
important defense contractor for the government of the United
Kingdom. Its operations are subject to the restrictions and
restraints In the Official Secrets Act. Violation of the
restraints in that Act is a criminal offense. The responsible
officer of EMI, Inc., charged with ensuring the compliance by his
corporation with the provisions of the Official Secrets Act, has
testified that the release of the type of information California
requested of that corporation would violate the provisions of the
Official Secrets Act, because some of the plants are restricted
by the statute and so certified by the Ministry of Defence. The
problem arises because many of the facilities certified as
restricted by the Ministry of Defence are used interchangeably in
defense procurement and in the manufacture of musical recordings.
Capitol is involved only in the musical recording end of the

67-908 0 - 87 - 10
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business, so EMI's music recording business in the United Kingdom
and elsewhere is the one which the Franchise Tax Board of
California now regards as a single unitary business, combined
with Capitol. The Franchise Tax Board wants to sever the defense
business from the music business, but facilities cannot be
severed in that manner. The information about the property
values and payroll of such a facility are entirely restricted,
including the portion about which California wishes information.
It follows, unfortunately, that Capitol cannot provide the State
of California with information that state regards as "material"
relating to operations within the United Kingdom, and hence it is
doubtful to me whether Capitol would be protected by the proposed
federal statute in the form in which it Is now drafted. I do not
believe that Capitol is alone.

Furthermore, there is nothing in the statute to settle the
question who is to determine whether the information the State
wants is "material", and in the past California has regarded all
information about the parent corporation and its offshore
subsidiaries as "material". Indeed, the extent of the unitary
authorities' demand for foreign source information is a
significant part of the outcry against the worldwide consolidated
unitary formula. There is therefore grave danger that if the
provisions of Section 7518(a)(2), as now drafted, are not deleted
or significantly changed, the result intended by the Senate to be
obtained by the adoption of the statute will be frustrated. The
problem I see is not confined to non-disclosures because of
foreign statutory prohibitions. It extends also to the Franchise
Tax Board's unbending Insistence that transactions between two
foreign subsidiaries, not involving any commerce with the United
States at all, be included in the information to be submitted to
the Franchise Tax Board. I cannot explain this and express my
concern about it better than I did in my letter to Senator
Wilson, (R) (This was reprinted in full text in Tax Notes for
January 20, 1986, p. 282), from which I quote a portion:

"I recognize that the states are entitled to
information which will permit them to administer section 482
types of adjustments, including the determination of
whether fair prices are being charged in intra-group
transfers, but this subdivision is not so limited. It could
require Capitol Industries-EMI, Inc., to inform the
Franchise Tax Board of all "material information" about
sales between EMI's Italian subsidiary and its French
subsidiary, and other intra-group transfers entirely outside
the United States and to which Capitol was not a party
("transactions between ... . any related corporation
described in section (c)(2) . . . and any corporation . .
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which is a member of the same controlled group .... ") As
drafted It is definite overkill.

"In a sense the states'conduct in prevailing on a
minority in the Senate to defeat Article 9(4) has cut them
off from help-they might otherwise obtain. The treaties
obligate each signatory nation to assist in obtaining needed
information, and the states are not presently beneficiaries
of the treaties.

"With deference, I suggest the inclusion of" the
government of the-relevant foreign country" in the category
of bad boys, as the present draft of section 7518(a)(2)
does, is quite indelicate. It will exacerbate already held
resentments among many foreign governments, because it
implies they could be parties to a deliberate plan of
suppression to avoid state taxes which would be proper taxes
under the new act."

I think there is sufficient protection to the states in
section 7518(a)(1), and I believe that subsection (2) could quite
properly be deleted altogether.

Respectfully,

Valentine Brookes for
Capitol Industries-EMI, Inc.

VB:hJ
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STATEMENT ON BEHALF OF THE CONFEDERATION OF BRITISH INDUSTRY TO THE SLUCGI4TTEE ON TAXATION AND
DEBT WA(D T OF THE UNITED STATES SENATE COC4ITTEE ON FINANCE IN SUPPORT OF S.1974 - HEARINGS
29 SEPTE"E 1986

PART I - INTRPi0UCTION

I This statementI Is submitted on behalf of the Confederation of British Industry ("CBI"). The

CB[ speaks for British business, representing directly or Indirectly well over 250,000 firms and
organisatlons with over 12 million employees. Our members are drawn from all sectors of British

business and they range from the largest multinational companies to very small concerns.

Basic Position of British Business

2 The CBI has long opposed worldwide unitary taxation ("worldwide unitary") and Its departure from
the accepted separate accounting basis of International taxation end has, previously, testified

In detail against It to Congress, to the federal Worldwide Unitary Taxation Working Group and
to the Californian and other state legislatures.

3 We have welcomed the moves In some states over the past months to roll back worldwide unitary.
Most recently, we have noted the passage last month of legislation In California. These
developments represent stages in the process towards removal of the worldwide unitary problem.
But, as we explain below, the Californla legislation contains basic shortcomings and the
solution which has been sought has yet to be provided. It remains our belief that only federal
legislation can provide the universal, certain and enduring solution to meet the concerns
repeatedly expressed by International business and the many national governments which,
Individually and collectively, have consistently and repeatedly pressed the federal government
to bring an end to the problem of worldwide unitary. We continue to believe therefore, despite
the developments In California and elsewhere at state level, that early federal legislation
remains an urgent necessity. Accordingly we wholeheartedly support the Onactment of S.1974

which we believe can, with a few modifications, provide a quick end to the International
probl&As created by the use of worldwide unitary.

PMT II - I0E OBJECTIONS TO WORLONIDE UNITARY TAXATION

4 The CBI's long-standing opposition to worldwide unitary Is based on the widely-held objections
with which the Committee wll already be familiar. it Is of particular concern to us that -

I Worldwide unitary Is at odds with separate accounting and the arm's length principle which
govern US federal taxation, domestic and International taxation across the world, and the
International treaty obligations of the United States.

I This statement constitutes a summarlsed version of our full position on worldwide unitary
taxation. We would be very pleased to discuss our views In more technical detail with the
Committee or Its technical advisors and to supply copies of the detailed and extensive evidence
which we have tendered on worldwide unitary in previous years.
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II The methodology of worldwide unitary Is such that It distorts tax liabilities, results in
double taxation and creates extensive uncertainty for business.

Ill worldwide unitary Imposes onerous and often Impossible compliance burdens, particularly for
forelgn-parented companies.

Iv It thus threatens and Inhibits the free and orderly development of International trade and
Investment.

v Further, It sets a dangerous precedent which other countries could be tempted to follow
In an endeavour to maxlmise their revenues at the expense of US and other foreign
Investors.

A brief elaboration of these concerns Is contained In the Appendix to this statement.

5 These and other objections form the basis of the widespread opposition to worldwide unitary
which has been Increasingly voiced In recent years by US and foreign international business; by
business-representative bodies such as ourselves, the International Chamber of Comerce, UNICE,
and the Business and Industry Advisory Committee to the OECO (BIAC); by numerous foreign
governments and by the European Community and the 0ECO. Legislative, judicial end
administrative hearings at both federal and state levels over many years reveal a forthright and
consistent pattern of opposition.

6 To this Is to be added the clear and unequivocal opposition of the US federal administration, as
evidenced particularly by President Reagan's statement of 8 November 1985 and the Issuing of the
draft federal legislation, since reinforced by the amicus curiae briefs of the United States
(and seventeen foreign governments) In the cases of Alcan Aluminlum Limited and Imperial
Chemical Industries PLC v The Franchise Tax Board of the State of California.

PRT I - M CMINUING IEED FOR IEDDA LEGISLATION

7 It Is the International dimensin of the Impact of worldwide unitary which by definition demands
a federal solution to the problem. Only the federal authorities are competent to enter Into
International relations with foreign governments on fiscal matters such as Information exchange.
Equally, only federal legislation can provide protectIon which embraces all states and affords
uniform treatment across the United States. With such a solution In mind the C81 warmly
welcomed President Reagan's 8 November 1985 announcement of federal legislation which would -

"... effect a requirement that multinationals he taxed by states only on Income derived
from the territory of the United States (*the waters edge requirement")..."
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8 Some states have already acted to repeal worldwide unitary. Some, such as California, have
Introduced measures which do not fully meet the terms of the President's statement and fall well
short of satlifylng International concern, and others have not acted at all. Individual states
may or may nc-}Jntroduce and repeal their own local legislation from time to time. The
piecemeal approach to worldwide unitary by different states Illustrates the need for a
universal federal solution. The International community needs to be confident that wherever
business Is conducted In the United States there will, at the least, be a uniform and lasting
protection against worldwide unitary based on common concepts, definitions and reporting
obligations.

9 This Is well Illustrated by the water'ss edge" bill passed by California only last month.
At a general level, it applies inevitably only to California. As we have mentioned, other
states have adopted different measures and others none at all as yet. More specifically, as a
remedy In California Itself, It Is fundamentally unsatisfactory In three respects. First, In
sharp contrast to S.1974, far from repealing or prohibiting Its mandatory use It leaves
worldwide unitary firmly in place as the established primary basis for taxation In
California. "Water's edge" is structured only as the secondary, elective, basis. Second, It
provides-little certainty since It empowers the authorities to disregard a company's "water's
edge" election In a wide range of circumstances and to Impose worldwide unitary retroactively
and against the company's will. Finally, It levies an additional Impost on any company wishing
to elect by requiring It to enter Into a ten-year rolling contract to pay the state an annual
fee calculated as a percentage of its California payroll, property and sales.

10 It Is clear to us that In these circumstances federal legislation Is the only effective remedy.

PART III - TIE eSI's COIES ON S.1974

12 The broad thrust of S.1974 Is welcome and those features which create particular difficulties
for British business can we believe be met by relatively modest drafting changes.

13 We have three major areas of concern about the scope and effectiveness of S.1974, concerns which
have been heightened rather than a'layed by the recent Californian legislation -

A The retention by Individual states of residual powers mandatcrily to Impose worldwide
unitary on taxpayers (though to a much more limited extent than the Californian
legislation).

8 The conditIonality of taxpayer relief from worldwide unitary.

C The mismatch between the definition of the "water's edge" delimitation of states' tax
jurisdiction In the Bill and existing International taxation principles.
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The Retentlo by Individual Statee of Residual Powers 1bmdetorllI to I Moee Wrldwide
Unitary Taxation on Tampayers

We do not be] love, as a matter of principle, that such powers are consistent with a true
"vater's edge solution, nor with a framework of arrangements - of which S.1974 forms part
- In which such a key element Is to give states access to taxpayer Information obtained
under International tax treaties. Secretary Baker's 5 March 1986 letter to Senator
Packwood refers to S.1974 as legislation which would -

"...generally prohibit states from Imposlng corporate Income tax on a worldwide
unitary basis..." (emphasis added)

This Is the cornerstone of effective relief.

The objective must be to provide taxpayers with an unfettered right to be taxed In
accordance with International principles already accepted and applied by the United States
Itself, and to be rel lved clearly and unequivocally from all threat of mandatory worldwide
unitary. Unfortunately, as drafted, S.1974 allows states to impose worldwide unitary
against the wishes of taxpayers for failure by them or foreign governments to provide
certain Information and for other possible Infringements of the legal or procedural
requrenots of states' tax laws.

It would be astonishing If, by Including such powers In S.1974, mandatory worldwide unitary
actually appeared to be sanctioned by federal legislation, contrary to the Administration's
stated Intent and public position on the matter. If enacted as It stands S.1974 would for
the very first time enshrine federal acceptance of that system.

We urge that S.1974 be modified to delete all references to these powers and to make clear
that taxpayer default In relation to Information or other matters wilII carry only the usual
sanctions In tax matters of monetary or, where appropriate, criminal penalties at federal
and state level. We further suggest that In fairness taxpayers should not be penall sed at
all for the failure of foreign governments to provide Information or for their own
vnablllty under foreign national security law to do so.

8 The geltlmlel Ity of T wer Relief from Wrldvedo Vnltry Taxatlom

To provide a satisfactory solution to the worldwide unitary Issue and to give practical
effect to the President's expressed Intent, protection from that system In the form of
"vater's edge" treatment should be avaltable to taxpayers as an unfettered right.

S.1974 should unequivocally prevent local tax authorities from Imposing their own
Individual preconditions to the availability of "vater's edge' treatment, whether tiose
preconditione take the form of payment of an annual or entrance fee on top of ordinary
business taxes, the surrender or waiver of legal rights or any other form and whether
directly eresed In state unitary legislation or buried In the general corpus of state
tax law.
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C The Mismatch between the "Water's Edge' Deilmitation of Tax Jurisdiction In the Bill and
Existing International Taxation Prlrnloles

Worldwide unitary taxation does not separate non-US from US activities In line with US
federal and Internationally accepted taxation principles. S.1974 attempts to do this by
Imposing the 'water's edge' limitation on the unitary method.

Unfortunately the draft definition of "water's edge" in S.1974 does not marry up with the
permanent establishment concept of territoriality already established in International
taxation and used In the United States' (and the United Kingdom's) own double taxation
treaties and by the model treaties of the OECO and United Nations.

This would be sufficiently remedied by bringing Into S.1974 the rules which the United
States already uses In federal taxation for Identification of US operations for both tax
reporting and computational purposes. It would also allay a further fear that the proposed
Information reporting rules In S.1974 could be interpreted as extending to foreign
companies In a foreign parented group which are not subsidiaries of US companies In a
"water's edge" group, and possibly even to the foreign parent Itself, a result which would
vitiate S.1974.

Conclusion

British business believes that worldwide unitary taxation is wholly Inappropriate as a basis for the
taxation of trade and commerce across national frontiers; that the recent Californian legislation,
being seriously deficient In a number of respects, does not solve the problem; that worldwide
unitary taxation raises problems of International dimension which only federal legislation Is
competent to remove effectively and that S.1974 modified on the lines outlined above would provide a
satisfactory, universal and enduring solution to the current difficulties.

The OI therefore coxweds S.1974 to the Committee.
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Explanation of the Objections to Worldwide Unitary Taxation

Worldwide Unitary Taxation Is Inconsistent with existing International taxation principles based
on separate accounting on the arm's length principle.

Where a company operates across national boundaries rival claims of competing tax
Jurisdictions have to be resolved by some mechanism. 'Arm's-length separate accounting' Is long
established and adopted as the appropriate mechanism by the federal government and other nations
throughout the world, as vell as by the OECO and UN model tax treaties. Each foreign company
operating In a country or territorial sub-division Is taxed there separately as an Independent
enterprise. in Its transactions with Its parent company or other affiliates it Is treated for
tax purposes as If It were dealing at arm's length.

Unitary taxation, historically devised as a method of allocation of taxable capacity within
the USA, and not worldwide, does not recognise the local profits actually earned by each
company. It Is not a uniform system since different states use a variety of formulations and
many have never sought to apply It all beyond the United States, that Is worldwide, which Is
where the International problems are created.

Separate accounting, the longstanding federal and International norm, and worldwide unitary
taxation are Incompatible. At the International level worldwide unitary Is singly out of step
with International standards.

II Worldwide unitary taxation Is economically unfair, and creates double taxation and uncertainty
for business

a Unitary tax produces serious unfairness in the International sphere. The essential
underlying theory of unitary taxation, that a dollar of payroll, property and sales
produces roughly the same taxable return In different tax Jurisdictions, Is not valid
outside the USA where economic conditions, risks and costs vary enormously. It
overallocates profits earned In the whole world to those Jurisdictions with higher values
of payroll, property and sales factors regardless of actual profitability commercially
measured.

b By bringing In activities of foreign affiliates when determining Income attributable to a
local company In a state, worldwide unitary can tax the company on more than Its actual
local Income, can convert local losses Into notional taxable profit, and can produce
unrellevable double taxation. Unlike the separate accounting method, It Is not coupled
with relief for foreign taxes paid. It Is, In effect, a tax charge on the affiliates even
though they have no US presence. Multiple taxation of the same profits Is Inevitable If
worldwide unitary Is applied In some US states but the rest of the world, and the US
federal authorities, apply the separate accounting system.
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c For business the separate accounting method by Its recognition and acceptance throughout
most of the world provides an element of predlctlbllity and stability which Is so Important
for business decision making and forward planning. In making Investments and planning
decisions businesses need to have regard to local conditions. Worldwide unitary Introduces
extraneous elements Into the tax calculation which create uncertainty as to Investment
returns, since the size of the tax bill Is made to depend directly on circumstances
extraneous to the state and totally unrelated to the In-state activity.

III Worldwide unitary taxation creates disproportionate and Impossible compI lance burdens

Tax authorities using worldwide unitary demand information and records of foreign companies and
their subsidiaries outside the USA not related to activities In the USA, both to decide whether
to classify them as "unitary" and then to carry out a unitary assessment. Much of this data Is
neither required nor kept by foreign companies for commercial purposes or for federal, home
nation or other International tax compliance purposes. Its production creates additional and
often disproportionate compliance burdens, exacerbated by the costs of adjustment to the
particular requirements of Individual states.

Where the Information does not exist at all, or where it cannot be revealed for reasons of
foreign national security, a company may be forced to submit to a unitary assessment regardless
of Its merit simply because the relevant data cannot be made available. The problem would be
multipi led enormously If the unitary tax approach were to spread to more Jurisdictions each of
which Imposed its own special Information and compliance obligations.

iv Worldwide Unitary Taxation threatens the free and orderly development of world trade

Separate accounting with uniform rules and standards developed over many years, provides a
consistent and coherent tax framework for the development of International trade and
investment. Worldwide unitary threatens that stability by Introducing Incompatibility,
unfairness and dIstortive double taxation.

Secretary Baker's 5 March 1986 letter, previously referred to,-atlso records-that fourteen of
the United States' major trading partners confirm that worldwide unitary constitutes "...a
serious obstacle to the development of our trade and Investment relationships..."

v Worldwide unitary taxation creates a dangerous precedent

Worldwide unitary, If perceived as approved and endorsed by the United States or even a state
with such enormous economic power as California, In the face of iniernatlonal opposition, could
provoke emulation by other countries. Obviously they would be Intent on maxImising their
revenues and could devise their own formulae and factors designed to bear most heavily on US and
other foreign Investors. Any departure from separate accounting In the Internationcl tax field
could prove the precursor to fiscal chaos.
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TESTIMONY TO SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT

BY

NANCY J. ORDWAY
CHIEF DEPUTY DIRECTOR
DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE

STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Mr. Chairman and distinguished members of the Subcomittee,
on behalf of Governor Deukmejian, I would like to thank you for providing
the opportunity to express our opposition to S. 1974 and S. 1113.

When President Reagan was Governor of California, he wrote:
0One of the great strengths of our Federal-State system is the freedom
of the States to act to meet their own particular problems in the ways
that seem best to them; interference by the federal government with the
State's power to tax would be a major blow to such freedom."

I do not believe there is a person in this room, knowledgeable
about the history of this country and the workings of our federal system,
who could quarrel with the President's statement.

California has used the worldwide method of taxation for more
than two decades. Other states have also adopted this method. Normally,
choices made by California and other states with regard to the taxation
of multinational business would be of no concern to the federal government.
However, on rare occasions, state tax practices may impact or have resonances
on areas which are of principal concern to the Federal government.

In recent years, our foreign trading partners have expressed
concerns to the federal government about California's use of the worldwide
unitary method. These expressions of concern led to the consideration
of federal legislation and tax treaty treatment of the issue, all of
which have been rejected.

In March of 1983 the Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental
Relations, after an extensive study of state tax practices regarding
multinational corporations, concluded that the federal government should
only intervene in state tax matters upon a showing of Nserious national
harm."

In June of 1983 the United States Supreme Court in Container
Corporation of America v. Franchise Tax Board (463 U.S. 159) held that
California's use of the worldwide unitary method "while it had foreign
resonances...did not implicate foreign affairs."
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In September of 1983 President Reagan and then Secretary of
the-Treasury Donald Regan approached the issues raised by our foreign
trading partners in a rational manner by inviting public and private
sector representatives .to participate in a Working Group to resolve this
very complex problem. This approach was consistent with the President's
view of. the.,piroper function of our federal system of government. Governor
DeukmeJian, sharing the President's view, accepted his Invitation to
participate in the Working Group.

During the months of study and discussion, it became very clear
that no one formula would be acceptable to all the participants. The
members of the Working Group unanimously agree to principles which would
guide state taxation with respect to the income of multinational corporations:

Principle One: Water's edge unitary combination for both U.S.
and foreign based companies.

Principle Two: Increased federal administrative assistance
and cooperation with the states to promote full taxpayer disclosure
and accountability.

Principle Three: Competitive balance for U.S. multinationals,
foreign multinationals, and purely domestic businesses.

Secretary Regan, in his transmittal letter of July 31, 1984, stated that
issues of foreign source dividends and so-called 80/20 corporations were
to be "left for resolution at the state level in accord with Principle
Three."

The bills that are before you today were introduced because
of foreign countries' concerns, expressed to the federal government,
with the way California and certain other states tax foreign multinational
corporations.

The concerns expressed by foreign multinationals and their
governments with respect to t.alifornia's use of the worldwide unitary
method involve quq~tT6s of compliance costs and the taxation of income
reported by them F being attributable to sources outside of the United
States.

I would ask this subcommittee to consider whether the concerns
originally expressed have been answered. Upon inspection I believe that
you will find that they have been. During the last three years, nine
of the twelve states which used worldwide combined reporting have modified
their tax law to meet the principles agreed upon by the Working Group.
Earlier this month, California, after two years of legislative discussion
and debate, adopted Senate Bill 85. This bill (copy attached) complies
with the agreed upon principles and basically does the following:
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- allows multinationals, whether foreign or domestically based,
to elect to exclude their foreign activities from the unitary
method

- provides dividend relief for domestic-based multinationals

- provides necessary compliance tools for California to audit
multinational tax filings.

The three remaining states continue to discuss and debate solutions
which would be acceptable to them and consistent with the principles
of the Working Group.

A year ago this type of restrictive federal legislation may
have seemed necessary to some. Today, the need no longer exists. As
President Reagan in writing to a member of this body while Governor of
California concluded: "Federal intervention in the Interstate taxation
field is both undesirable and dangerous and should only be considered
as a last resort."

The wisdom of his statement has been demonstrated by recent
events which have solved the problem and obviated the need for the last
resort.

I
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PROPOSED UNITARY TAX LEGISLATION - S 1974 & H.R. 3980
US SENATE FINANCE CONNITTEE

HEARING BEFORE SUBCOMMITTEE ON TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT
SEPTEMBER 29. 1986

STATEMENT Or-THE DUTCH EMPLOYERS' FEDERATION (FEDERATION OF
NETHERLANDS INDUSTRY (VNO) AND NETHERLANDS FEDERATION OF

CHRISTIAN EMPLOYERS UC)
(Raad van Nederlandse'Werkgeversverbonden VNO en NCW;
Verbond van Nederlandse Ondernemingen en Nederlands

ChristellJk Werkgeversverbond)

1. Description of VNO and NCW: This statement is submitted by
the Dutch Employers' Federation (Federation of Netherlands
Industry (VNO) and Netherlands Federation of Christian
Employers (NCW); abbr. VNO/NCW). The Dutch Federation, with
its seat at The Hague, represents more than 10.000
enterprises and most of the various representative bodies
and associations for specific industrial or commercial
sectors in the Netherlands. VNO/NCW welcome this opportunity
to present their views on recent California legislation
aimed at limiting the scope of worldwide unitary taxation
and to submit evidence in support of S 1974. The views of
VNO/NCW on this matter are supported by their entire
membership.

2. Importance of Dutch investment in the USA: In recent history
the Netherlands have been one of the largest investors in
the USA and in some years even the largest. This reflects
the strong economic ties generally between the USA and the
Netherlands. Understandably VNO/NCW have been following the
developments around the worldwide unitary method of taxation
with concern for many years.

3. Current legislation in California not a complete cure:
Although recent legislation in California (S.B. 85) is a
significant step in the right direction it falls short of
curing essential aspects of worldwide unitary taxation that
have been causing widespread international concern for so
many years now. Essentially, the California legislation does
not displace worldwide unitary taxation. The worldwide basis
will remain the primary basis for taxpayers considered by
the tax authorities to be "unitary". The "water's edge*
basis is secondary, and elective. Further, the California
legislation fails to recognize that taxpayers must have the
unconditional right to elect to be taxed on the water's edge
basis. Worse still rather than be available as of right the
water's edge method can only be applied if an annual fee is
paid. Finally, the state retains the power to impose the
worldwide unitary method mandatorily by way of sanction in a
range of circumstances in which a normal financial penalty
would be appropriate (and indeed to combine imposing
worldwide unitary with such financial penalties).
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4. Federal legislation must be the solution: VNO/NCW are of the
opinion that federal legislation is a prerequisite for
arriving at an adequate solution. Indeed, the fact that the
California legislation falls short in the important aspects
referred to above only reinforces this belief. Federal
legislation will ensure that taxpayers are taxed on a basis
that is generally accepted, both federally and
internationally.

VNO/NCW urge the Committee to give favourable consideration
to S. 1974 and to contribute to its rapid progress through
Congress.

5. Comments on S. 1974: VNO/NCW refrain form detailed comment,
but mention two issues.

The current text of S. 1974 would still allow mandatory
application of worldwide unitary taxation in certain
situations. Noncompliance with onerous requirements such as
the election fee in California legislation may still lead to
imposition of worldwide unitary taxation. Furthermore, the
present definition of the water's edge includes within that
edge certain foreign corporations that under the text of the
internationally accepted permanent establishment rules would
not have a permanent establishment in the USA.

VNO/NCW urge that these aspects of S. 1974 be amended so as
to provide full protection against worldwide taxation and to
restrict the taxation powers of the individual states to
income that is derived from United States territory.

6. Support for statement by International Chamber of Commercet
VNO/NCW are members of the International Chamber of
Commerce. They fully support the statement by that
organization, laid down in a document No 180/278, which your
Cumunittee will have received as written testimony. VNO/NCW
request the Committee to take the statement of the
International Chamber of Comerce into account as a
reflection of the deep felt and widespread international
concern that will continue until clear and guaranteed
protection against worldwide unitary taxation is achieved.
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STATEMENT

We welcome this opportunity to comment on the Unitary Tax Repealer Act, ("the Bill") S.
1974 (companion bill H.R. 3980). As a major international accounting firm, F,.jA_&
Wh -js aware of the problems raised by worldwide unitary taxation. Our testimony will
comment on some basic policy questions and concerns that are raised by this major piece of
federal legislation. We will first discuss broad general issues, then direct our
testimony to some of the technical issues raised by the Bill.

1. General Concerns.

A. The Bill Should Only Address the Problems Arising From the States' Use of
Worldwide Unitary Combination.

The origin of the Bill arises out of the controversy surrounding the states'
use of worldwide combined reporting. Assuming that the purpose of the Bill is
to deal with the problems created by the states' use of worldwide combined
reporting, the proposed legislation is overbroad and falls unfairly on
taxpayers which were never directly or substantially affected by this issue.
The reason for this is, in part, because the reporting requirements of the Bill
are not limited to multinational taxpayers. Taxpayers which meet the Bill's
definition of a reporting corporation, notwithstanding that they have no
international activities nor have ever been subject to worldwide unitary
taxation, must suffer the burden of completing the disclosure spreadsheet
without enjoying any benefit from the demise of worldwide combined reporting.
This seems particularly unfair since in the past non-multinational taxpayers
may have been led to believe that their interests were not involved in the
Working Group's deliberations*; and, the Working Group's members themselves
primarily included business representatives from the largest multinational
corporations in the United States.

The only reporting requirements that should be imposed by a Bill aimed at
dealing with worldwide tnitary taxation are disclosures concerning
multinational taxpayers. Restricting the use of worldwide unitary taxation
without providing the states with disclosure information may create an undue
burden on the states' resources to gather data they had previously relied upon
concerning the operation of multinational taxpayers. Likewise, however,
restricting the use of worldwide unitary taxation has absolutely no bearing on
the states' need for such information from non-multinational taxpayers.
Although the states may be legitimately concerned about tax evasion by
multistate taxpayers, and requiring these taxpayers to complete a disclosure
spreadsheet may facilitate compliance, such concerns are generally unrelated to
the problems created by worldwide combined reporting and cannot be logically
incorporated into federal Legislation aimed at addressing worldwide unitary
taxation. Additionally, because states have a right to most if not all the

The Working Group's charge was to produce "recommendations in a relatively short
time that would be conducive to harmonious international economic relations."
Statement by Donald T. Regan, Secretary of the Treasury, September 23, 1983. "The
purpose E the (Proposal) is to permit the States to improve their taxation of
multinational corporations." Technical explanation of Treasury Departwent's Draft
Unitary Tax Legislation, p. I (July 8, 1985). "1 rise . . . to offer a bill that

. must be offered . . . (to) avoid starting an international conflict over the
tax.ition of multinationals." Remarks of Sen. Wilson (for himself, Sen. Mathias and
Sen. Hawkins) on introduction of S. 1974, 99th Cong., let Sess., 131 Cong. Rec.
S17975 (daily ed. Dec. 18, 1985).

-Il-
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information required by the Bill from non-multinational corporations, one major
effect of the spreadsheet will be to shift the compilation and analysis of this
information from state tax auditors, where it has always rested, onto such
non-multinational taxpayers. Putting aside until later the question of whether
taxpayers' administrative costs outweigh the states' benefits, this altered
relationship raises important policy questions which must be addressed. For
example, what effect will this Bill have on voluntary tax compliance and our
federal, state and local tax systems of self-assessment?

A cornerstone of any viable tax system founded on self-assessment and voluntary
compliance is fairness and equity. If a tax system is perceived as unfair or
inequitable, taxpayer morale and voluntary compliance is undermined. Shifting
burdens of compilation and analysis from the state tax auditor to the taxpayer
in an uneven handed manner creates an increased level of perceived unfairness
and is therefore counterproductive.

In order, then, to effectively resolve the controversy surrounding worldwide
unitary taxation, the Bill should concentrate on this one problem alone. There
are a host of other state tax problems which may warrant federal legislation,
but which should not be addressed in this Bill. For example, in addition to
enhancing state tax compliance by multistate taxpayers through the requirement
of a disclosure spreadsheet, federal legislation may be needed in such areas as
establishing standards for imposing a duty to collect use taxes, establishing
nationwide rules regarding the states' power to levy different types of taxes
(e.g., income, gross receipts, capital stock), and enacting uniform procedural
rule* on items such as filing due dates and statutes of limitations. Instead
of tying a measure to promote tax compliance on the domestic level with the
limitation of worldwide unitary taxation, it would seem more logical to develop
separate, even-handed legislation which deals with the states' concern over tax
evasion by multistate taxpayers and, perhaps, the multistate taxpayers'
concerns over certain state tax non-uniformity issues.

As a possible approach towards achieving a balanced Bill, i.e., tailoring the
disclosure required by taxpayers to fit the problems created by the limitation
of worldwide unitary taxation, Congress may wish to consider adopting an
election on the federal return where all taxpayers could choose between being
taxed on a worldwide combined basis or filing the disclosure spreadsheet. If
the taxpayer has no foreign operations, it presumably would elect to file on a
worldwide unitary basis, rather than file the disclosure spreadsheet. The
taxpayer with foreign operations would have to determine whether it would file
on a worldwide basis in states so requesting or file the disclosure
spreadsheet. By requiring such an election, the reporting requirements of the
Bill would respond to the worldwide unitary taxation issue and avoid the
problem of burdening taxpayers which were never directly or substantially
affected by this controversy.

Details concerning the mechanics of making the federal election and the
consequences of an election to forego worldwide combined reporting in favor of
filing the disclosure spreadsheet would have to be determined. We would be
pleased to assist the Committee with that endeavor.

B. The Bill Should Not Ignore the Unitary Business Principle.

A state way only tax a multistate controlled group or corporation if the group
forms a unitary business, part of which is conducted in the state. The Supreme
Covrt La F. W. Woolworth Co. v. Taxation and Revenue Department, 458 U.S. 354
(1962), reaffirmed the principle that intercorporate ownership is not, of
itself, sufficient to create a unitary business. Rather, intercorporate
o uerskip is only one factor that must be considered in determining whether a

-2-
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controlled group forms a unitary business. Other factors to be considered
include functional integration, centralization of management, and economies of
scale.

State unitary combined reporting stands in marked contrast to the federal
consolidated return. Under consolidation principles corporations are generally
includible if stock ownership rules are met. To be included in the
consolidated return, the corporations need not form a unitary business. in
other words, the consolidation and unitary principles are separate and distinct
from each other and the rules relating to these two concepts should not be
confused.

The unitary business requirement is based in large part on due process
concerns. Under the Due Process Clause a state is prohibited from taxing
extraterritorial values. Hence, a state simply lacks the power to reach a
corporation outside its borders for income tax purposes, unless that
corporation is part of a unitary business that is taxable in the state.
Congress should be cognizant that if the Bill is read as abandoning the unitary
business principle in favor of a state taxation standard based exclusively on
ownership, substantial protracted litigation on due process issues may arise.
Moreover, it is unlikely that a common ownership principle could withstand
scrutiny under the Due Process Clause. In this regard, it should be noted that
the Supreme Court of New Hampshiri has indicated its belief that a per se
ownership rule for determining whether a business organization should be
included in a water's-edge combined group would violate federal and state due
process requirements. Opinion of the Justices, _ N.H. _, A.2d
slip. op., (5/1/86), citing Woolworth.

In light of the above, disclosure of information about nonunitary members of a
controlled group is neither necessary nor appropriate. A state cannot
constitutionally consider this information in taxing in-state corporations.
Consequently, such a disclosure infringes on privacy interests without any
demonstrated state need.

Not only the Due Process Clause, but also the Commerce Clause is implicated by
the proposed legislation on state unitary taxation. Under the Commerce Clause,
Congress has the power to regulate interstate and foreign commerce and no state
tax can impose an undue burden on such commerce. We commend the"Committee on
undertaking, through consideration of the Bill, action to alleviate the burden
on international commerce created by unitary taxation. We urge Congress to act
to eliminate the problems of worldwide unitary taxation through the exercise of
its Commerce Clause powers. However, under the Commerce Clause, the federal
interest in free trade must be balanced against the states' interest in raising
revenues through unitary taxation. Hence, a recurring concern of our testimony
is that Congress should carefully direct its action to resolve, as fully as
possible, the Commerce Clause problems raised by unitary taxation, while at the
same time avoiding necessary restrictions on the State's powers to tax. See
Garcia v. San Antonio Metropolitan Transit Authority, 105 S.Ct. 1005, 83 L.Ed.
2d I016 (2/19/85).

C. The Exceptions to Section 7518(a) Permitting Worldwide Unitary Taxation in Some
Circumstances Are Inappropriate and Unnecessary.

Section 7518(a), as added to the Internal Revenue Code by the Bill, generally
prohibits worldwide unitary taxation and therefore should alleviate many of the
international problems created by this method. However, there remain in the
Bill certain circumstances in which states may impose taxes on a worldwide
unitary basis without the consent of the taxpayer. As a result, the goal of
eliminating the problems created by the states' use of worldwide combined
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reporting is not fully served by this Bill. Under the Bill, a state could
imse worldwide unitary reporting on a taxpayer who has not complied with the
disclosure requirements of the Bill (Section 6039(a)) or who has not complied
with the legal or procedural requirements of the state income tax laws. Thus,
the Bill would use worldwide combined reporting as a means of enforcing federal
or state laws.

Allowing a state to impose worldwide unitary taxation on a taxpayer for
material failure to comply with tne legal or procedural requirements of the
state's income tax laws raises a question of whether the Bill effectively
restricts the use of the worldwide unitary basis. If this provision is used by
the states to impose worldwide unitary taxation in any situation in which there
is material failure to comply with a state income tax law, the Bill will be an
ineffective limitation on the worldwide unitary method, and the international
concerns raised currently by this method will continue. If the Bill does not
delmee the controversy generated by worldwide combined reporting, its enactment
will be futile.

Considering only the language of the Bill, it appears that any material
noncompliance with a state's laws would permit it to impose the worldwide
unitary method, i.e., the noncompliance need not have any connection with the
tampayer's foreign operations or enforcing water's-edge (as contrasted with
worldwide unitary) taxation. For example, an erroneous determination that a
subsidiary is not subject to a state's tax jurisdiction because of U.S. Public
Law 86-273 may lead a state to an after-the-fact determination that the
taxpayer has not materially complied with its laws. Surely it cannot be
intead.d that such a miscalculation should lead to imposition of the burdens of
the worldwide unitary basis upon other members of the controlled group. All
states have arsenals of penalties available to promote tax compliance. If
these state penalties cannot insure compliance with state laws, they should be
strengthened directly, rather than indirectly through the use of the worldwide
unitary basis.

Furthermore, as discussed above, the definition of "worldwide unitary basis" in
Section 7518(c)(2) does not contain any requirement for intercorporate unity
beyond intercorporate ownership. Hence, the Bill's definition of the worldwide
unitary basis ignores the ultimate issue of whether a controlled group forms a
unitary business and thus creates potential due process problems. If the Bill
is interpreted as permitting a state to tax the entire income of a controlled
group without regard to the unitary business principle whenever Section
7518(a)(1) or (2) is implicated, then this expanded scope of the states' powers
to tax foreign affiliated corporations perhaps may create the same
international discord currently generated by worldwide unitary taxation.

Generally, if the Bill permits states to impose the mandatory worldwide unitary
taxation too frequently, the Bill will have failed to resolve the problems that
made the worldwide unitary method an international issue. Accordingly, the
circumstances under which the Bill permits states to impose the worldwide
unitary method seem to be inappropriate. Worldwide combined reporting is not
designed to serve as an enforcement mechanism. Thus, the Bill should directly
strengthen legitimate enforcement mechanisms.

D. The Rules on Taxation of Foreign-Source Dividends Should Address More Precisely
the Problems of State Taxation of the Earnings of Foreign Subsidiaries.

1. The Taxation of Foreign-Source Dividends Should Be Reconsidered.

The desirability of taxing any portion of foreign-source dividends should
be challenged. The treatment of dividends from foreign subsidiaries was
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"the most significant difference" between the positions of the state and
business members of the Task Force on Unitary Taxation. The Final Report
of the Worldwide Unitary Taxation Working Group, p. 35 (August 1984).
Permitting states to effectively tax 15 percent of foreign dividends, as
implied by proposed Section 75i8(b)(1), may equalize the taxation of
foreign dividends with those of domestic corporations if the state allows
a dividends-received deduction comparable to Internal Revenue Code Section
243(a)(1). However, this approach may not be fully satisfactory.

Under the Internal Revenue Code, 100 percent of qualified dividends from
members of an affiliated group is eligible for a dividends-received
deduction. Thus, dividends from domestic subsidiaries are not subject to
federal income tax and in many states are not includible in state taxable
income. In this light, any state taxation of foreign-source dividends
from subsidiaries may be inconsistent with the third principle developed
by the Worldwide Unitary Taxation Working Group to guide state taxation of
the income of multinational corporations: "competitive balance for U.S.
multinationals, foreign multinationals, and purely domestic businesses."
It seems clear that if U.S. multinationals are subject to state tax on L5
percent of their dividends from foreign subsidiaries while purely domestic
businesses and foreign multinationals are not taxed on dividends from
their subsidiaries, then competitive balance does not exist.

2. Transition Rules Regarding the Taxation of Distributions Should Be
Developed.

Consideration should also be given to providing transition rules on the
taxation of distributions after the Bill. Depending on the assumptions
used about the earnings and profits underlying a particular distribution,
the Bill could result in double taxation of foreign earnings. For
example, should a distribution be subject to different tax treatment if it
is considered to have been made out of earnings and profits accumulated
before the enactment of the Bill? If not, undistributed earnings
previously subject to state taxation on a worldwide unitary basis may
again be subject to tax if distributed in a year in which the state uses
water's-edge taxation but includes foreign-source dividends in taxable
income.

This issue is related to the limitation on changes in state tax laws
regarding foreigii-source dividends provided in the last sentence of
Section 7518(b): "This subsection shall not be construed to permit State
taxation of any dividend not subject to State taxation prior to enactment
of this section." The policy behind this provision is unfair if it means
that states' laws regarding taxation of foreign-so rce dividends will be
frozen as of the date the Bill is enacted. Specifically, states that
imposed tox based on the worldwide w"i.'tary method on that date may have no
provision regarding the taxation of di'vdends of unitary foreign
subsidiaries (i.e., because the state's tax base has considered the income
of unitary foreign subsidiaries rather than their dividends). Under the
Bill, these scateJ my be foreclosed from considering any portion of
foreign dividends in their tax bases, even though other states may tax
these dividends. This illustrates a broader issue raised by this
provision: If states that have enacted provisions conforming to Section
7518(b)(l)-(3) before the Bill may tax a portion of foreign-source
dividends, what are the problems raised by permitting other states to
eract such provisions at a later date? It would seem preferable to permit
a&4states to tax dividends to the same extent, rather than limiting each
states' powers to tax those dividends to a different degree depending on
tie provisions of their laws on the date the Bill is enacted. Finally, it
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is Rot clear how the last two sentences of Section 7518(b) interact. For
example, may a state tax the dividends of a corporation on the basis that
it is the corporation's connercial domicile even if it did not have a law
to that effect before the Bill?

3 ectio 7518(b) Should Be Extended to "Section 78 Gross Up" And Other
Foreiga-Related Income Treated As rI idends By the Internal Revenue Code.

Amatker problem raised by the proposed legislation concerns the scope of
the term "foreign-source dividends." The Bill restricts state taxation of
torei&%-source dividends, but apparently assumes that the concept of

"foreiva-source dividend" is clear; it is not. For example, the dividend
"gross-iq" under Section 78 of the Internal Revenue Code has been
subjected to state taxation. According to one recent compilation, eight
states Isclude the Section 78 gross-up in state taxable income. Panel
Publishers, Multistate Corporate Tax Almanac - 1986 Edition, pp. 68-70.

uder I.R.C. Section 78, if a domestic corporation elects to take a
foreign tax credit for any taxable year, an amount equal to the taxes
deem" to be paid by the corporation under I.R.C. Section 902(a) or
S|etion 960(a)(1) for such taxable year is treated for purposes of the
federal income tax (other than with respect to the dividends-received
de+&ctiom of I.R.C. Section 245) as a dividend received by the domestic
corporation from the foreign corporation. Although the Court did not
address this issue directly, the opinion of the Supreme Court in F. W.
WWJiqgth Co. v. New Mexico, 102 S. Ct. 3128, 3139 (1982), does not
preclude state taxation of the Section 78 gross-up in a manner consistent
with the taxation of the distribution to which it relates.

If the Section 78 gross-up is included in state taxable income because it
is not a dividend protested by the Bill, this fictitious income will be
tamed at a higher effective rate than that imposed on the underlying
divided. There is no poLicy justification behind state taxation of the
Section 78 gross-up in the first instance, because most states do not
provi e a foreign tax credit comparable to the federal credit to which the

e tion 78 gross-up relates. Consequently, there is a definite need to
ested Section 7518(b) to cover this income.

Is addition to I.R.C. Section 78, there are several provisions of the
Iutoqnel Revenue Code that impute earnings of a foreign subsidiary to its
parent corporation in a manner resembling a dividend. An example is
".subart F income" (I.R.C. Sections 951 to 964). Although subpart F
iseme is not explicitly termed a dividend by the Internal Revenue Code,
it is treated as a dividend for most purposes. The problems raised by
state taxation of subpart F income are similar to those problems raised by
the taiation of dividends from foreign subsidiaries and also are similar
to those problems raised by imputed income, i.e., the Section 78 gross-up.

Several other Internal Revenue Code provisions may cause a U.S. parent
corporation to recoiaize ordinary income because of the activities of its
foreign subsidiaries without regard to cash distributions. These include
ai, from certain sales or exchange of stock in certain foreign
corporations (I.R.C. Section 1248(a)), the complete liquidation of a
foreign subsidiary (Tress. Reg. Section 7.367(b)-5), exchanges of stock
pursat to certain corporate reorganizations (Tress. Reg. Section
7.367(b)-7), and distribution#s of stock pursuant to certain spin-offs,
split-%"e, or split-offs (Treas. Reg. Section 7.367(b)-l0). In any of
thse twsnaactions the principles of competitive balance would seem to be
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best served by exempting the income at issue from any state taxation, or
if that is not possible, subjecting these items to no less favorable
treatment than that afforded actual cash distributions.

A policy of reducing the state tax burden on actual or deemed
foreign-source earnings and profits in an effort to promote competitive
equality between foreign-based and U.S. multinationals can only be
successful if such "dividends" are treated the same as actual cash
distributions. In fact, the policy arguments in favor of mitigating the
state tax burden on foreign dividends are perhaps even stronger when the
foreign income, unlike the case with cash distributions, does not carry
its own wherewithall to pay.

4. Section 7518(b) Should Address the Treatment of Expenses Attributed to
Foreign Dividends.

Under I.R.C. Section 265, in computing federal taxable income no deduction
is allowed for interest and other expenses related to tax-exempt income.
Section 265 does not apply with respect to dividends from foreign
subsidiaries inasmuch as they are subject to federal income tax.

Because Section 7518(b) exempts a significant portion of foreign-source
dividends from state taxation, it may be necessary to modify the Bill to
provide specific rules on the expenses that a state may disallow as
deductions because they are attributable to income exempt from state
taxation.

E. The Bill's Provisions on Foreign-Source Dividends Should Apply to a Recipient's
Legal and Conmmercial Domiciles.

The Bill permits the jurisdiction of a corporation's legal or commercial
domicile to tax its foreign-source dividends without regard to the limitations
otherwise imposed by the Bill on state taxation of such income. The policy
behind this provision is highly questionable. Presumably the objective of the
Bill is to reduce and limit the taxation of foreign-source income including
foreign-source dividends. However, this provision allowing the corporation's
legal or commercial domicile state to tax the dividends runs afoul of this goal.

Under the worldwide unitary method, intercompany dividends are eliminated, and
thus, for a U.S.-based unitary business, unitary taxation focuses on the income
of foreign subsidiaries rather than their dividends. Intercompany income is
deleted via appropriate intercompany eliminations. The income of this
worldwide unitary business is then apportioned based on the relative presence
of certain factors (generally payroll, property and sales) in the state
compared to those factors worldwide. Consider how this treatment under
worldwide unitary taxation contrasts with the Bill's proposal to permit
taxation of foreign dividends by the recipient's legal or commercial domicile.
Under the Bill, dividends of a foreign subsidiary would be included in the
domici state's tax base; however, they would not be apportioned by reference
to the .elative amount of the taxpayer's income-producing activities within the
state and worldwide. Rather, the entire foreign-source dividend could be taxed
by a state merely because it was the corporation's legal or commercial
domicile. Thus, under the Bill a corporation could face a higher effective
state tax on its foreign-source dividends by its legal or commercial domicile,
which need not apportion them, than it would under the worldwide unitary method
where the foreign subsidiary's income is apportioned. Such a result clearly
flies in the face of the policy objectives of the Bill.

7
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In addition, the Bill raises the potential for duplicative taxation. For
example, if state A taxes foreign-source dividends of corporations that have a
state A legal domicile and state B taxes foreign-source dividends of
corporations with a state B commercial domicile, a corporation incorporated in
state A with a state B ccmrmercial domicile will pay tax on 100 percent of its
foreign dividends in both states. By exchanging its legal and commercial
domiciles, the corporation could escape all state taxation on its foreign
dividends. A federal law concerning state taxation should foster greater
uniformity of state laws rather than creating the potential for greater
nonuniformity and double taxation.

F. The Bill Should Not Exempt Certain Foreign Corporations From State Income
Taxation.

While Section 6039A may be overly broad in reaching wholly domestic taxpayers,
the same provision may also adversely affect the states' jurisdiction to tax.
Under the Bill, certain foreign corporations with U.S. presence that satisfies
an "80/20" taxable presence test and with less than $10 million in U.S. assets,
sales, and payroll, may not be included in the water's-edge group. While this
exclusion is desirable in restricting worldwide unitary taxation, if the bill
is read as prohibiting any state taxation of foreign corporations other than
those specified in Section 7518(c)(2)(D), a corporation may have a substantial
presence in the state (e.g., nearly $10 million in compensation, sales, and
property) and still escape state taxation. The Bill should clearly specify
that states are entitled to tax a corporation's U.S. source income on a
separate return basis where that corporation has taxable activities in the
state because of its own activities, even though such corporation is excluded
from any water's-edge unitary group.

G. Administrative Costs May Not Warrant the Benefits Sought by the Bill.

As accountants to multinational corporations, we can attest that the
administrative costs of preparing the information return required by Section
6039A ("the disclosure spreadsheet") and its supporting schedules will be
substantial. The wisdom of enacting such disclosure requirements is
questionable in light of the fact that most of the information contained In
the disclosure spreadsheet would be available to the states from other
sources. Moreover, it is questionable whether the states even have the
resources to adequately analyze spreadsheet information and thereby benefit
from their preparation. Whatever criteria are used to evaluate the merits of
the Dill, it is unfair and counterproductive from a compliance viewpoint to
enact a law with administrative costs that exceed its benefits.

Perhaps more fundamentally, however, the Bill assumes noncompliance and
evasion. Why else woulO multistate taxpayers have to file a cornucopia of tax
returns, then account and reconcile in a costly, time-consuming manner the
information already accessible to the state? Taxpayers that were never subject
to nor materially affected by worldwide combined reporting may be particularly
hard hit by the Bill. Unlike multinational taxpayers, these taxpayers will not
receive any benefits from the Bill's elimination of worldwide combined
reporting and restrictions on state taxation of foreign-source dividends.

i

In this regard, it may be desirable to provide additional exemptions from the
Bill's filing requirements for certain businesses. For example, rather than
requiring filing in years in which the Act's $10 million or $250 million tests
are satisfied, it may be desirable to limit the disclosures to companies that
consistently satisfy these tests, e.g., through the use of three-year moving
averages rather than an annual determination. This approach would better limit
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compliance costs to those businesses with a significant continuing foreign
presence.

H. The Compliance Burdens of the Bill Should Be Considered.

The Bill is designed to answer concerns voiced by multinational corporations
and our foreign trading partners about the states' use of worldwide unitary
taxation. Their concern was not only that worldwide reporting leads to
-.. iterritorial taxation, but also that worldwide reporting imposes excessive
administrative costs and disclosure burdens. The Bill does little to reduce
these compliance costs and problems.

For example, Section 6039A(b) imposes a heavy administrative burden on the
reporting corporation of a controlled group that includes a foreign corporation
that is not required to file a federal income tax return. In this very typical
situation, the reporting corporation must supply much of the information about
the foreign corporation that would be presented on a federal income tax return,
i.e., the reporting corporation would be required to prepare and present some
of the foreign corporation's financial data in U.S. dollar amounts and
methods. Imposing additional costs, as well as exposure to increased
penalties, on U.S. corporations with foreign-based affiliated corporations
violates the principle of competitive balance between multinational and purely
domestic businesses. These administrative burdens may make compliance with the
Bill as burdensome as the compliance with worldwide combined reporting.

A more fundamental problem is the failure to analyse the costs of preparing the
disclosure spreadsheet. There is no clear data on the cost of compliance with
this bill; only speculation based on the illustrative spreadsheet and its
schedules contained in the working group report. We would suggest that it is
impossible to make a meaningful cost-benefit analysis of the Bill when
information on the most objectively determinable cost -- the cost of compliance
-- is not available.

Federal Filing Should Nut Constitute an Original State Filing for Purposes of
Penalties.

In addition to federal penalties, the Bill would permit states to treat a
failure to substantially comply on a timely basis with federal law as a
violation of state law. There are serious problems of equity and fairness in
treating a filing of the disclosure spreadsheet with the federal government as
an original filing with the states, thereby exposing taxpayers to state
penalties. That state penalties should adhere to a failure to substantially
comply with federal information return requirements is novel to the Internal
Revenue Code. Furthermore, an affected taxpayer cannot know from the face of
the federal statute the sanctions it faces for incomplete compliance, or late
but full compliance, with federal law. As the Bill is currently worded, the
extent of penalties for noncompliance can only be determined by reference to
state laws, and thus turns in large part on the states in which the taxpayer
does business.

The Bill places no restrictions on the maximum penalty that a state my impose
for violations of the Bill, nor does it require states to follow the procedural
safeguards (i.e., notice requirements) imposed upon the Federal government in
enacting penalties for violations of the Bill's filing requirements. Thus,
these state penalties for noncompliance with the Bill may be substantial.
Also, the Bill's penalties for noncompliance are dependent upon the state or
states in which the taxpayer is present, as well as dependent upon the
willitgaess of these states to commit their enforcement budgets to enforcing
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federal law, possibly at the cost of diverting resources from enforcing other
state laws.

In addition, it is difficult to rationalize as a threshold matter why
noncompliance with a federal information reporting requirement should support a
state penalty. If federal sanctions for noncompliance cannot ensure compliance
with the Bill, it certainly seems more appropriate to strengthen federal
sanctions than to rely on additional state penalties.

For all the problems raised by the provision for state penalties, can their
contribution to enhancing compliance be anticipated to be anything but
minimal? It is unreasonable to expect the threat of state penalties to enhance
compliance with federal law when the non-complying taxpayer may already be
subject to a federal penalty of up to $25,000. Moreover, this problem of
concurrent federal-state penalties is exacerbated when a reporting corporation
reasonably concludes that it has no responsibilities under the Bill. Yet, the
Bill fails to provide a reasonable cause exception to the federal penalty of

Section 6039A(e) and does not mandate that state penalties provide such an
exception.

Finally, there are issues of uniformity in the administration of the Bill. The
federal penalty in Section 6039A(e)(1) is imposed for failure "to comply
substantially" with Section 6039A(a) by the due date set out in the later
subsection. Thus, one potential defense to the federal penalty is that
substantial compliance has occurred. As currently proposed, Section 6039A(d)
does not require a state to abate any penalty for substantial compliance.
Furthermore, it is unclear whether the Bill authorizes state courts to make a
finding of noncompliance without regard to any federal determination on this
issue. Thus, the Bill raises the possibility of two undesirable consequences:
that a federal court and a state court may reach inconsistent determinations on
whether a taxpayer is in substantial compliance with federal law as applied to
the same facts, and that two state courts similarly may reach inconsistent
conclusions. Consequently, if state sanctions to promote compliance with the
Bill are not dropped, then, at the very least, their use should be limited to
circumstances in which there is a prior federal penalty imposed with respect to
the spreadsheet in question.

J. Federal Review of Controversies Arising Under the Bill is Necessary.

A major flaw in the Bill is its failure to provide uniform administrative
reviews and/or judicial remedies for taxpayers. Consideration should be given
to granting the Secretary of the Treasury or his delegate and/or the federal

district courts jurisdiction over controversies arising under the Bill. At the
judicial level, there is precedent for such action. In this regard, it should

be noted that federal law prohibits certain state tax discrimination against
rail transportation property. The law provides in part:

Notwithstanding Section 1341 of title 28 and without regard to the amount
in controversy or citizenship of the parties, a district court of the
United States has jurisdiction, concurrent with other jurisdiction of
courts of the United States and the States, to prevent [specified acts of
tax discrimination against rail transportation property]. 49 U.S.C.
511503(c).

Under federal law, U.S. district courts are similarly granted jurisdiction with
respect to tax discrimination against motor carrier transportation property.
49 U.S.C. §11503a(c). If the Secretary or his delegate and the federal courts
have jurisdiction to consider controversies arising under the Bill, it may be

hoped that uniform interpretations will develop. Where this type of review has
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not been provided, as with U.S. Public Law 86-272, state decisions have been
contradictory and no uniform interpretation of federal statutory limitations on
state taxation have emerged. See P. M. Tatarowicz, "State Judicial and
Administrative Interpretations of U.S. Public Law 86-272," 38 Tax Lawyer 293
(1985).

K. The BILL Should Provide Stronger Confidentiality Safeguards.

By providing some penalties for illegal disclosure the Bill tacitly recognizes
that considerable harm could ensue if a reporting corporation's spreadsheet
were improperly disclosed. From an examination of the penalty provisions it
appears that Congress may have drastically underestimated the extent of the
damage that would be wrought through the improper disclosure of information.
We feel that the Bill does not contain adequate safeguards, and that I.R.C
Sections 7231 and 7213, imposing penalties on state tax officials for illegal
disclosure, are unsatisfactory in this regard.

Sectign 6039A requires disclosure of competitively sensitive information. For
example, spreadsheet information would permit a competitor to gauge the
relative profitability of a taxpayer's operations in different states.
Furthermore, because of this state-by-state breakdown in a single document, the
disclosure spreadsheet may contain a greater potential for competitive harm
than any single state's income tax return. We are concerned that access to the
disclosure spreadsheet be carefully controlled and accordingly believe that
greater confidentiality safeguards are needed.

Furthermore, the need for sharing of Section 6039A information directly between
states is far from clear. Rarely, if ever, will the information contained in
the Section 6039A disclosure itself lead to the assertion of a deficiency; the
spreadsheet disclosures appear to be intended principally to aid in the
selection of taxpayers for audits. These audits in turn may lead to the
discovery of deficiencies. It is difficult to comprehend how an inability to
receive Section 6039A information from another state could interfere with an
effective state audit. In short, if a state wants information available in
the disclosure spreadsheet, it should be required to obtain it from Treasury,
rather than from another state.

L. The Rules Regarding the Taxation of 80/20 Companies Should Be Re-examined.

1. The Bill should not make a distinction between large and small 80/20
companies.

Under Section 7518(c)(4) of the Bill domestic corporations with less than
20 percent of certain defined factors assignable to locations in the
United States are deemed to be foreign corporations excludable from a
water's-edge group. However, whether such a corporation is in fact
excluded from the water's-edge groups depends upon its size. An 80/20
company is included in a water's-edge group if it has $10,000,000 or more
of certain defined compensation, sales, purchases or property assignable
to one or more locations in the United States. Thus, in tailoring the
water's-edge group, the Bill distinguishes between large and small 80/20
companies.

There is no policy reason for this distinction between large and small
80120 companies. Perhaps the distinction which taxes some 80/20 companies
as members of the water's-edge group while exempting others is meant as a
compromise position. Nevertheless, this approach is severely flawed even
as a compromise position, because the dollar Limits determining whether an
80/20 corporation will be included within the water's-edge group may be
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easily avoided by some taxpayers. To avoid being included within a
water's-edge group, an 80/20 corporation may be encouraged by the Bill to
simply reduce its operations in the United States. As the Bill is written
currently, this could easily be accomplished: for example, by separately
incorporating the 80/20 corporation's U.S. operations. Assuming
reasonable, cost-effective taxing mechanisms could be enacted to temper
such avoidance plans, companies could still avoid including their foreign
operations in the water's-edge group by simply disposing of their 80/20
corporation's U.S. operations which exceed the Section 7518(c)(4) limits.
Such corporate actions could be more detrimental for U.S. and state
economies than simply allowing such corporations to exclude their foreign
operations from the water's-edge group. For instance, an 80/20
corporation might find it less expensive to replace its U.S. jobs with
jobs outside the U.S. or change its purchasing habits by buying from
non-U.S. companies rather than U.S. companies than to pay state taxes
based on the results of its 80/20 companies.

To provide parity with our proposal that the Bill should not exempt
certain foreign corporations from state income taxation (see F at p. 21
above) the Bill should clearly specify that states are entitled to tax an
80/20 corporation's U.S.-source income on a separate return basis where
that corporation has taxable activities in the state because of its own
activities, even though such a corporation is excluded from any
water's-edge unitary group.

2. The State Tax Definition of an 80/20 Company Should Conform to Its Federal
Counterpart.

The exclusion or inclusion of a corporation with, in part, 20 percent or
less of certain defined factors assignable to locations in the U.S. from
the worldwide unitary basis definition is also troublesome. Although the
issue of so-called "80/20" corporations received much attention in the
deliberation of the Working Group and Task Force, there is no apparent
policy reason for using different definitions of 80/20 companies for
federal and state taxation, particularly if the business representatives
on the Working Group were correct in asserting that the payroll and
property test for 80/20 status under state law and the federal income
sourcing rules generally classify corporations consistently.

M. Need For Disclosure Spreadsheet Federal Legislation.

It must be considered whether federal legislation is needed to provide the
proposed spreadsheet's information to the states. Even assuming that a
disclosure spreadsheet would be useful to states in auditing multinational
businesses, does it follow that federal legislation is needed for states to
obtain this information? At least with respect to affiliated corporations that
form a unitary business, there appears to be no federal constitutional barrier
to states requiring disclosure of information contained in the spreadsheet;
this is a logical corollary to the Container decision.

In fact, Idaho has already passed legislation enabling its tax commission to
require certain taxpayers making a water's-edge election to file a disclosure
spreadsheet if various conditions are met (e.g., the United States fails to
require these taxpayers to file a spreadsheet with the Internal Revenue
Service). Proposed legislation drafted by a North Dakota Interim Taxation
Committee would similarly require the same disclosures if enacted.

In addition, various other states have taken steps, both legislatively and
administratively, towards enacting their own spreadsheet requirements. For
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example, on August 26, 1986, the California Senate and Assembly approved a
compromise unitary tax reform bill which, in addition to offering electing
taxpayers the option to file on a water's-edge basis for 10-year periods, would
require the filing of a domestic disclosure spreadsheet. The New Mexico
Department of Revenue has likewise considered mandating disclosures similar to
those called for in the Bill. New Mexico's taxing authorities believe that
under the state's general administrative powers specific state legislative
authorization is not required to mandate this sort of disclosure. Moreover, it
is interesting to note that the Working Group included as a "cotnon element"
the existing fact that taxpayers must make available to state tax auditors "all
state corporate tax returns filed by each corporation in each state." Report
at p. 33. This information would provide much of the detail provided in the
spreadsheet. Care should be taken that states are not foreclosed from
requiring information they have a legtimate interest in obtaining by what might
be viewed as federal preemptive legislation.

If states can require the same information without federal intervention,
federal legislation may be unnecessary. Historically, both states and
taxpayers have opposed federal legislation addressing state tax problems where
proponents of the legislation argued federal action was the only effective way
of addressing the problem. Here, where no clear need for federal action
exists, perhaps action may best be left to states that feel a need for the
disclosures, for example, through uniform legislation or through a multistate
compact.

IS. Technical Problems.

The following comments highlight certain technical problems we feel exist in the
Bill as currently proposed. While some of these issues have not been alluded to in
our general concerns discussed above, many can be viewed as logical, related
extensions of those concerns. For example, we elaborate below on the problems which
result from the failure of the Bill to limit the required disclosures to unitary
businesses. Other areas discussed below related to our general concerns include the
scope of the Bill's penalty provisions, its application to purely multistate
businesses, and the centralized control function we feel the Treasury Department
should maintain.

The comments below are organized in the order the Bill presents proposed amendments
to the Internal Revenue Code: Section 7518, Section 6039A, amendments to Section
6103, and effective date.

A. Section 7518.

Although many of our concerns with Section 7518 are detailed in our "General
Concerns" discussion above, additional comments are presented below.

I. The Bill Should Clearly Indicate That Its Definition of State Includes the
District of Columbia and That Section 7518 Applies to State Subdivisions.

The Bill does not define the scope of "State." Such a definition is
desirable in order to avoid uncertainties and make the Bill fully
effective.

a. The District of Columbia Should Be Treated as a State for All
Provisions of the Bill.

The Internal Revenue Code definition of state, I.R.C. Section
7701(a)(lO), does not treat the District of Columbia as a state for
all purposes but rather "where such construction is necessary to
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carry Out the provisions of this title." The absence of guidance in
U.S. Public Law 86-272 on whether the District of Columbia is
considered a state has led to litigation over this issue. Jantzen,
Inc. v. District of Columbia, 385 A.2d 29 (D.C. 1978). The Bill
should specify that the District of Columbia is to be treated as a
state, if this is the intent of Congress.

b. State Subdivisions Should BelSubject to Section 7518.

The arguments for restricting the use of worldwide unitary reporting
and taxation of foreign-source dividends apply with equal strength to
political subdivisions of states, and Section 75L8 should apply to
municipal taxes and other taxes of political subdivisions of states.
However, the burden on taxpayers to compile and disclose information
concerning local taxes probably outweighs any benefit which the state
subdivision could derive from the information. As a result, the
spreadsheet should not be disclosed below the state level.
Therefore, Section 7518, but riot Section 6039A, should apply to both
states and their political subdivisions.

2. States Should Not Be Required to Request Information On Related-Party
Transactions From Foreign Governments.

Section 7518(a)(2) would permit a state to impose worldwide unitary
taxation where neither the taxpayer nor the government of the relevant
foreign country provides to the state, within a reasonable time after
proper request, material information relating to the determination of
income on transactions between members of a water's-edge group and foreign
members of the same controlled group. It is difficult to see how the
requirement of Section 7518(a)(2) that states attempt to obtain
information from foreign governments substantially enhances the states'
enforcement powers or necessarily protects the taxpayer. There appears no
strong need for the state to approach a foreign government for this
information. By definition the transactions to which the Section
7518(a)(2) applies are between members of the same controlled group. The
state should be able to obtain the information on the foreign member of
the controlled group from a member of the controlled group within the
water's edge. Moreover, it is likely that the member of the controlled
group within the water's edge will have access to information regarding
transactions between members of a water's-edge group and foreign members
of the same controlled group. These transactions generally will have
federal tax implications, so that taxpayers must be able to produce
adequate records in order to pass I.R.S. scrutiny, such as possible
challenges under I.R.C. Section 482. Finally, it is difficult to conceive
of eituatiut.s in which information will be available from the foreign
government that is not also available from members of the controlled
group, because in most cases the foreign government's information will be
derived from reports filed by the corporation.

In view of these uncertainties, requiring inquiry of foreign governments
by state tax administrators gives little addition' assistance to the
states or protection to taxpayers, and in fact ma) increase delays and
inefficiencies and costs of state tax administration. For example, must a
state show that it has made a "proper request" to a foreign government,
regardless of how futile it may be, when the state has failed to obtain
adequate information on transactions with affiliated taxpayers from
intransigent taxpayers?
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3. Provision Regarding the Election to Be Taxed on the Worldwide Unitary
Basis Should Be Clarified.

Section 7518(a) does not preclude any state from permitting a taxpayer to
be taxed on a worldwide unitary basis pursuant to an unconditional
election by such taxpayer. The scope of this provision is unclear,
especially in determining what is meant by "an unconditional election."
Contrary to what might be expected, the "Technical Explanation of Unitary
Tax Legislation" indicates that the ahsence of a condition in the election
relates primarily to the absence of any substantial condition on the part
of the state:

Thus, the imposition of significant fees for the privilege of making
an election or investment restrictions on the right to make the
election would not be permitted. Reasonable restrictions placed on
the taxpayer's ability to shift from one method of computing its tax
liability to another method trom year to year would not violate this
rule. (p.2).

Section 7518(a) should be modified to reflect these standards.

4. The Definition of "Tax Haven" Corporations Should Be Narrowed.

Section 7518(c)(3)(C) defines a foreign corporation that may be included
in a water's edge group to include a foreign corporation that "is not
subject to substantial foreign tax on its net income." There are several
significant problems with this attempt to include all corporations with
activities in "tax haven" jurisdictions in the water's-edge group.

Initially, clearer guidance is needed on the standards Congress intends to
be used in identifying tax haven jurisdictions and the taxes that are to
be considered as levied, at least effectively, on net income. State
representatives of the Working Group suggested a definition of a tax haven
as "any country which either does not impose an income tax or whose income
tax rate is less than 90 percent of the U.S. tax rate;" business
representatives advanced a similar definition using a 65 percent
standard. Notwithstanding this apparent consensus on using federal rates
to identify tax havens, defining "tax havens" via the use of statutory
marginal income tax rates is inappropriate. This is illustrated, for
example, when it is realized that the U.S. could b,2 a tax haven country if
H.R. 3838 were enacted in comparison to current statutory rates using the
definition of a tax haven proposed by state representatives of the Working
Group. Moreover, under a quantitative standard of this sort, a country
may be a tax haven in one year and not in another year even though there
is no change in its tax law, if there is a change in U.S. rates.

More fundamentally, tying the definition of tax havens to the imposition
of a net income tax presents significant problems. As recognized by
Section 903 of the Internal Revenue Code and its applicable Regulations,
many foreign nations do not impose income taxes but impose other
significant taxes in lieu of a tax on income. Such taxes may be based on
gross income, gross receipts or sales, or the number of units produced or
exported. Particularly, in the case of specialized industries, taxes may
not be based on net income. For instance, insurance companies may be
taxed on gross receipts, rather than net income. Moreover, other nations,
notably those with significant natural resources, may not impose taxes at
all but may impose license or concession fees to the same effect.
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Although the issues for both nonincome taxes and fees bear a superficial
resemblance to issues under the foreign tax credit, the objective under
Section 7518 is very different: -to identify foreign countries that permit
themselves to be used as tax havens to activities distorting state taxable
income. Because many foreign countries do not impose net income taxes but
impose levies thit discourage income-shifting activities, a narrower
definition of "tax haven" is necessary.

Finally, the inclusion in the water's-edge group of all corporations
active in a tax haven (regardless of the scope of that term's definition)
is based on the assumption that in all cases these corporations are used
in tax avoidance. In many cases, however, a unitary group may have
activities in tax havens for bona fide business reasons, e.g., access to
natural resources. Because a blanket rule may tax bona fide foreign
operations, an exception for such operating companies should be provided.
If necessary to make this rule workable, the taxpayer could be required to
carry the burden of proof that tax avoidance is not a principal purpose of
its "tax haven" activities or certain "safe harbors" could be established.

B. Section 6039A.

I. More Detail Is Needed on the Disclosures Contemplated By the Bill.

Much of the disclosure contemplated in the Working Group's recommendations
with respect to increased information disclosure is not included in
Section 6039A. For example, one such item is a reconciliation of the
apportionment factor used by the taxpayer under state law and the
taxpayer's apportionment factor for each state computed under the Uniform
Division of Income for Tax Purposes Bill (UDITPA). If these disclosures
will be required by regulations (i.e., as part of "such other information
as the Secretary may by regulation prescribe"), they should be
specifically enumerated in Section 6039A(a). Also, detailed guidance or
exceptions from a reconciliation requirement should be provided for
industries whose businesses do not fit within the parameters of UDITPA,
e.g., non-manufacturing or non-mercantile entities.

Furthermore, concrete guidance is needed on the detail contemplated by
Section 6039A. Although specific problems are addressed below, at this
point it is sufficient to note that the disclosure of "income subject to
tax" in each state could be satisfied by disclosures ranging from a single
summary number for each state to a transaction-by-transaction breakdown.
Clarification of the level of detail contemplated is necessary to make a
cost-benefit evaluation of the bill.

Section 6039A(a) specifies certain disclosures which are complex and far
removed from any attempt at tax simplification. Consider each item of
information to be required:

a. The reporting corporation's income tax liability to each state in
which it is liable. For many corporations there will be a threshold
issue with respect to state tax jurisdiction ("nexus")
determinations. Evaluating whether an entity is subject to a given
state's tax jurisdiction requires a detailed subjective analysis of
the state's nexus requirements and a consideration of federal and
constitutional law. This is particularly true of service industries
and other taxpayers that do not deal in tangible personal property.
As noted earlier, a taxpayer's determination that it does not have
nexus, which already may subject a taxpayer to state penalties if
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erroneous, will carry new risks of federal and state penalties under
the Bill.

Second, phrasing the requirement in terms of an incomee tax
liability" is unduly vague. The Bill does not address whether a
corporation should report when it is taxed on an alternate basis
(e.g., capital stock or gross receipts) rather than upon its income.
In other words, does a requirement exist when the state imposes an
income tax only if the corporation's income-based liability exceeds
its liability computed using another base? Furthermore, the Bill
does not address the reporting responsibilities of any specialized
industry that a state may tax on a basis other than an income tax
that the state imposes on most corporations (such as where a state
taxes insurance companies on gross premiums).

b. Income subject to tax. There is a need for specific guidance on the
level of detail Congress intends to be disclosed as "income subject
to tax." This term is not self-defining, and could be satisfied by
disclosures ranging from a single number for taxable income to a
detailed breakdown of the components of income including revenues,
deductions, and nonbusiness income allocated to specific states.

c. The method of computation and allocation. As with the enormous range
in detail which could be required with regard to "income subject to
tax," the disclosure of "allocation' information called for by the
Bill is troublesome. Furthermore, "allocation" is a term of art
employed by states that have adopted UDITPA which refers to the
method of assigning nonbusiness income to a single tax jurisdiction.
Accordingly, the use of the word "allocation" in Section 6039A(a)
should be stricken in favor of rare precise terminology or defined
appropriately to include apportionment data (formulary apportionment
of business income).

Again, as in the definition of "income subject to tax," the level of
detail contemplated by the "method of calculation" used by a taxpayer
in "allocating its income" is not clear. For example, it could
contemplate a single apportionment number, a breakdown by factor
(e.g., disclosure of a property factor) or a high level of detail for
each factor (e.g., disclosure of beginning and ending property costs
and annual rentals paid by the taxpayer). Finally, as noted above,
there may be need for additional guidance for industries that
historically have not followed the typical UDITPA apportionment
approaches, such as financial corporations, transportation, and
telecommunication companies.

d. Disclosure of data based on stock ownership. Section 6039A(a) calls
for disclosure of any corporation in which the reporting corporation
or a corporation owning at least 50 percent of the reporting
corporation's voting stock owns, directly or indirectly, more than 20
percent of the combined voting power of all classes of stock entitled
to vote. These ownership provisions raise several problems.

First, by imposing the ownership disclosure requirement with respect
to "50% or more" owners, rather than on owners of "more than 50" of
a corporation's stock, the Bill potentially requires multiple filings
where a corporation has two 50-percent owners, e.g., if the reporting
corporation is an equal joint venture of two foreign corporations.
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Second, the Bill makes no provision for attribution rules expanding
upon its "direct or indirect" language. For instance, the Bill does
not specify whether partnerships, joint ventures, or trusts will be
considered in evaluating ownership arrangements among related
corporations.

The provision of attribution rules would be beneficial for both
taxpayers and states. For example, taxpayers may well argue that the
same conclusions that preclude states from taxing foreign-source
distributions should preclude states from taxing distributions from
foreign partnerships and joint ventures. Conversely states nay be
concerned that a business may avoid the definitions of controlled and
affiliated groups by using joint ventures, partnerships and trusts,
instead of incorporated subsidiaries.

The lack of attribution rules could also frustrate legislative intent
and result in nonuniformity among the states. For example, a New
York-based shareholder lacking federal guidance on ownership
attribution may adopt the direct-indirect definition of its home
state. New York applies only a very limited attribution, and does
not look beyond first-tier subsidiaries in imputing stockholder
status. See e.g., Hooker Chemical & Plastic Corp., TSB-H-81(37)C (NY
Tax Com'n. 1981). Other states may adopt more expansive ownership
attribution rules. Because the direct-indirect language recurs in
the Bill, it is imperative that the stock attribution rules governing
Section 6039A, if any, be specified clearly.

Finally, there appears no strong reason to extend the disclosure
requirements to include investments of more than 20 percent. It is
unlikely that any substantial degree of non-compliance with state
income tax laws could be attributed to investments of only a little
more than 20 percent. hence the burden of such disclosure
requirements on the taxpayers seems to outweigh any conceivable gain
in state tax compliance.

e. Other data -- Section 6039A allows for such other information as the
Secretary may by regulation prescribe. Because this historically has
been the exclusive preserve of the states, it would be preferable for
the taxpayers and the states to know before enactment the precise
scope of this grant of authority.

2. The Definition of Reporting Corporation Should Be Clarified And Conformed
More Closely to Common Principles of State Taxation.

Section 6039A(c) states that a reporting corporation is one which, among
other things, is required to file a federal income tax return. This,
however, completely ignores state nexus standards. Thus, a corporation
lacking nexus with any income taxing state but filing a federal income tax
return (e.a., a corporation whose domestic activities are conducted
entirely in nonincome taxing states) must prepare a Section 6039A return
that will not be used by any state.

In addition, the definition of reporting corporation !s puzzling in using
standards resembling those employed by the states in apportioning income,
but departing from the general approach taken by the states in important
particulars. For example, although UDITPA uses payroll, property and
sales concepts, these concepts apparently are defined differently in
UDITPA and in the Bill. For example, most states consider leased property
in determining a taxpayer's property factor; the Bill makes no reference
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to leased property. The compensation and receipts tests raise similar
difficulties. For example, most states' sales factors consider all
business income, not just income from sales of tangible personal
property. Hence "gross receipts" may be a better term than sales." By
using the term "sales" the Bill leaves no guidance as to the Bill's
application for taxpayers that are not engaged in sales of property, such
as banks and service companies.

Consideration should be given to bringing the Bill into closer conformity
with UDITPA. Failure to conform the Bill to the general state approaches
to these issues will create problems with tracking different computations
for federal and state law where the same items are being collected to
determine state tax liabilities. We recognized that adopting UDITPA
definitions would not eliminate disparities for a taxpayer operating in
the approximately two dozen states that have not substantially adopted
UDITPA. Nevertheless, closer conformity to the UDITPA standards may limit
the compliance problems of taxpayers. As a collateral benefit, it may be
hoped that the adoption of standards styled on UDITPA would provide states
with a greater incentive to move toward a uniform approach in these
issues, and thus through federal action move toward a system of greater
certainty for both taxpayers and the states.

3. Authority to Promulgate Regulations Clarifying Computations in Applying
the Tests for Reporting Corporations Should Be Granted to the Secretary of
the Treasury.

Under Section 6039A(c)(l)(A), the Secretary has the authority to increase
the dollar thresholds in determining whether a corporation is a reporting
corporation and is explicitly granted authority to provide regulations
governing the "allocation" of compensation payments, property, or sales,
to or among foreign countries.

Although the Secretary is given explicit authority to specify how the
factors in Section 6039A(c)(l)(A)(i) to (iii) are to be "allocated," no
explicit grant is given permitting the Secretary to specify the content of
these factors. These factors are not self-defining. For example, it is
not clear if intangible assets are to be considered in determining the
amount of a taxpayer's property. States typically exclude intangibles in
determining their property factors. Similarly, state sales factors
typically consider all the business income of the taxpayer, whether
generated from sales of property, rents, dividends, interest, licenses of
intangible property, etc. The Bill, in contrast, apparently only
considers sales of property in its determination of a taxpayer's sales.
In addition, states frequently modify the definitions of the components of
their apportionment factors for industries that are not involved in
producing or selling tangible personal property.

The Secretary should be given the authority to specify what is to be
considered in computing each factor so that these and similar issues can
be addressed. The primary objective of this grant of authority is, of
course, to bring certainty to the determination of whether a corporation
is a reporting corporation. As discussed above, it may be hoped that a
secondary benefit of federal rules in this area would be greater
uniformity in the apportionment of the income of interstate businesses,
should states follow the definitions adopted by Treasury. While it is
unlikely that a single set of rules could be developed that would be fully
satisfactory in every circumstance, any movement toward greater uniformity
would be beneficial both to multistate taxpayers and to the states.
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4. rhe Definitions of Affiliated And Controlled Groups Should Be Clarified to
Direct Their Scnpe Toward Unitary Businesses.

The definitions of affiliated and controlled groups illustrate the undue
breadth of the Bill because these definitions include corporate members
regardless of whether they form a unitary business. Curiously, however,
the definition of a controlled group excludes, by incorporating I.R.C.
Section 267(f)(1), certain types of potentially unitary corporations
without evident policy basis, such as certain insurance companies (I.R.C.
Section 1563(a)(4)). These definitions should be evaluated to determine
whether they indeed specify the corporations which Congress wants to be
affected by the Bill.

5. There Is a Need For a Reasonable Cause Exception to the Various Penalties
That May Be Imposed Under the Bill.

As stated in the foregoing discussion of general concerns, taxpayers are
subject to federal as well as state penalties i.ider the Bill,
notwithstanding good faith compliance efforr . Although, as we have
indicated above, we believe that multiple federal-state penalties are
unnecessary, at the very least a reasonable cause exception to the Section
6039A(e) penalty and any state penalties is needed. Much of the
information required under Section 6039A calls for subjective judgments,
such as whether the taxpayer is exempt from state tax jurisdiction under
the Due Process Clause or U.S. Public Law 86-272. Because the Bill
contains areis in which reasonable minds can differ, a reasonable cause
exception foe failure to file or make all required disclosures is needed.
In this regard, the fact that the I.R.C. Section 6038 penalty does not
have a reasonable cause exception is not persuasive because the
information required by Section 6038 is more objective than the judgments
required under Section 6039A.

Furthermore, focusing on the federal penalties, the Bill is unclear on
whether the Section 6039A(e) penalty stands alone or other penalties
(notably I.R.C. Section 7203 on willful failure to file and I.R.C. Section
7206 on fraudulent statements) also apply. Moreover, if the Section
6039A(e) penalty is the only applicable sanction under the Bill, the
maximum dollar penalty of $25,000 may be too low, because this amount
might be less than the administrative costs of complying with Section
6039A. This problem is compounded by the extended period for assessment.
In addition to the availability of extensions of time to file, there is a
90-day post-notice requirement, and a 24-month penalty accrual period. As
a result, a taxpayer will not face the maximum penalty until at least
three years after the taxable year end. Finally, we reiterate the

concerns expressed above on allowing the btates to Impose income tax on
any taxpayer on a worldwide unitary basis if the taxpayer materially fails
to comply with the requirements of Section 6039A. If the Section 6039A(e)
penalties are insufficient to promote taxpayer compliance, this subsection
should be strengthened to promote compliance through federal enforcement
rather than requiring the states to bear the costs and burdens of
enforcement.

C. Section 6103.

1. Disclosures Should Only Be Made to Agencies Enforcing a State's Income Tax

Laws.

Section 4 of the Bill amends Section 6103 of the Internal Revenue Code,
regarding the confidentiality and disclosure of returns and return
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information. Subsection (1) effectively permits disclosure of tax return
information to any state agency to the extent necessary in the
administration of its tax laws. This broad sweep goes well beyond the
Working Group's recommendation, which provided federal assistance to
promote full "disclosure to states to assist them with enforcement ot a
water's-edge unitary tax." Report at p. 9.

Under the Bill the disclosure may be made to "any State tax agency" for
use in administering "the tax laws of a State." This provision permits
disclosure to agencies that have no interest in administering the state's
income tax laws as defined in Section 7518(c)(1). As previously
indicated, the disclosures called for under Section 6039A are sufficiently
sensitive that they must be safeguarded from unauthorized disclosure.
Accordingly, Section 6103(d)(l) should be modified to provide: "For
purposes of disclosing the return described In Section 6039A, a state tax
agency shall mean the state tax agency or agencies, as defined in
subparagraph (d)(4)(B) of this section, charged with the administration of
the corporate income tax (as defined in Section 6039A(c)(1)) laws of the
State."

2. The Effects of Subsequent Events on The Spreadsheet Should Be Specified.

The Bill does not address the effects of subsequent adjustments on the
sufficiency of a taxpayer's spreadsheet. For example, do state tax
adjustments resulting from state tax examinations, nexus determinations,
or amended state returns, require an amended disclosure spreadsheet? If
not, will states fully benefit from the Section 6039A
reporting/enforcement mechanism? Conversely, is it fair to place a
federal compliance burden on taxpayers based upon the enforcement actions
of each state's tax administrators?

3. Rules Regarding Disclosure to State Tax Officials Should Be Clarified.

a. The Threat of Impairment of State Investigations Should Be Sufficient
to Restrict Disclosure Under the Bill.

Section 6103(d)(2)(A) restricts disclosures that might impair a civil
or a criminal tax investigation. It is unclear, however, whether
this section applies to state tax investigations or is limited to
Federal investigations. Disclosure should be restricted where it
could reveal a federal or a state's confidential informant or
seriously impair a state's civil or criminal tax investigation. This
protection may only be effective if disclosure is centralized in the
Treasury and inter-state disclosure is limited.

b. Disclosures to State Audit Agencies May Be Unnecessary, and at a
Minimum Should Be Restricted.

While Section 6103(d)(2) restricts disclosure, Section 6103(d)(3)
allows disclosure to a state audit agency for purposes of a review of
the state tax agency. No policy has been articulated on the need for
this provision. It is not clear how disclosure of the details of
individual spreadsheets would aid in assessing tax agency
performance, and particularly whether this broadened disclosure
outweighs the privacy concerns it raises.

Furthermore, Section 6103(d)(4)(C) defines a state audit agency Lo
mean "any state agency, body, comission, or entity" charged with
reviewing state programs. 'his definition apparently would include
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legislative oversight committees, even those with a single member.
Is a vast universe of qualified recipients necessary?

4. The Provisions On Common Agencies Should Be Clarified and Narrowed.

The provisions on the use of common agencies are highly unsatisfactory.
By permitting a common agency to be designated by as few as four states,
it is possible that multistate taxpayers will not only have to accommodate
tax auditors from each state, but from as many as 12 common agencies
(assuming each state may designate only one common agency, another factor
the Bill should make clear). This is particularly troublesome because it
does not appear that an audit by the common agency and its constituent
states will be mutually exclusive. To the contrary, it would seem
reasonable to expect that after the common agency completes its
eyamination, each of its constituent states will wish to review this
examination to determine whether the common agency has applied its rules
properly. Therefore, safeguards should be provided to limit both the
number of designated agencies and the overlap of the examinations of the
common agency and the states it represents.

D. Effective Date.

1. The Effective Date of the Bill Should Be Delayed.

The effective date of the Bill, December 31, 1986, should be set back. It
likely will require more time than the proposed effective date allows
before taxpayers and the federal government can be ready to implement the
Bill. In particular, there will not be enough time to develop a federal
administrative framework in response to the bill if the Treasury and
Internal Revenue Service resources are simultaneously burdened by the
implementation of major changes to the other provisions of the Internal
Revenue Code. Furthermore, corporations will have to develop compliance
systems to gather the data required by the Bill. Accordingly, because of
the need for regulations in several substantial areas of the Bill, the
effective date of the Bill should be deferred to the later of 12 months
after the date of enactment or 12 months after regulations have been
promulgated thereunder. Another alternative may be for Congress to
mandate the issuance of temporary regulations by a specified date so that
they will be available to assist taxpayers in preparing their initial
spreadsheets. However, if this course of action is followed, in no event
should the effective date be before 12 months after the date of enactment.
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STATEMENT OF EXXON CORPORATION
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE SUBCOM"ITTEE
ON TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT
HEARINGS ON S.1974 AND S.1113

SEPTEMBER 29, 1986

As a company that operates in the United States and directly or indirectly in
over 80 foreign countries, Exxon is concerned with the problem of developing
workable rules for attributing the income of a multijurisdictional business to
operations within any particular state of the United States. While reasonable
people may differ as to the most appropriate method of income attribution among
the states, we believe that there is an overriding need for the states to apply
a consistent framework to avoid duplicative taxation and refrain from adversely
impacting international commerce.

Thus, Exxon has, for more than 20 years, actively participated in efforts by
business and state representatives to develop a framework for consistently
determining the amount of income reasonably assignable to each state taxing
jurisdiction for companies operating in more than one state or country.

In the mid-1960's, Exxon and other members of the business community, as well as
leading state tax aiMThT~trators, became convinced that before following the
path of federal intervention as recommended by the Special Subcommittee on State
Taxation of Interstate Commerce (the Willis Subcommittee), a concerted effort
should be made at the state level to develop a more orderly approach to carving
up the income of multijurisdictional businesses.

Exxon, therefore, supported the efforts of a group of states to establish the
Multistate Tax Compact to:

1. Facilitate proper determination of state and local tax liability of
multistate taxpayers, including the equitable apportionment of tax bases and
settlement of apportionment disputes.

2. Promote uniformity or compatibility in significant components of tax
systems.

3. Facilitate taxpayer convenience and compliance in the filing of tax returns
and in other phases of tax administration.

4. Avoid duplicative taxation.

However, efforts by representatives of the business community and the states to
develop a consensus on how to achieve these goals failed, and were marred by
state charges that business was trying to avoid its fair share of taxes and
business countercharges that the states were seeking maximum tax revenues
without regard to "equitable apportionment". In the meantime, Exxon pursued the
issue of appropriate income attribution rules through the court system, but to
no avail.
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In 1980, Exxon reluctantly concluded that a federally legislated solution was in
order and filed a statement with this Subcommittee in connection with its
hearings on the issue in which we took the following position:

Exxon has consistently expressed its willingness to expose all of its
U.S. source income to state taxation provided there are safeguards to
prevent overlapping or duplicative taxation of the same income. To
avoid such overlapping and duplication, Exxon supports a reasonable
federal limit on the portion of a taxpayer's income that may be
attributed to a particular state. To avoid distortion and to spare
foreign (non-U.S.) corporations an unnecessary recalculation of income
for U.S. state tax purposes, it would be appropriate to eliminate from
any combination affiliates not doing business in the U.S., and to
allow states to tax only U.S. source income determined under the
federal income tax sourcing rules. The desire of the Internal Revenue
Service to maximize U.S. source income for federal tax purposes would
seem to offer adequate protection to states.

Exxon believes this position is as sound today as it was six years ago.

In 1983-1984, Exxon participated in the lengthy effort by the President's
Worldwide Unitary Taxation Working Group to develop an approach which would
satisfy the tax enforcement concerns of the states while avoiding the
extraterritorial state taxation of income from operations outside the United
States which U.S. and foreign based multinationals find so objectionable.

The Working Group agreed that the following three principles should guide state
taxation of the income of multinational corporations:

Principle One: Water's edge unitary combination for both U.S. and
foreign based companies.

Principle Two: Increased federal administrative assistance and
cooperation with the states to promote full taxpayer
disclosure and accountability.

Principle Three: Competitive balance for U.S. multinationals, foreign
multinationals and purely domestic businesses.

State and business representatives, however, were unable to reach agreement on
the proper state tax treatment of foreign-source dividends and of U.S.
incorporated corporations operating primarily abroad (so-called 080/20
corporations").

The efforts of the Working Group did provide the impetus for another effort by
the states and business community to resolve this foreign income issue at the
state level.
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However, in spite of a concerted effort by Exxon and other members of the
business community to develop a satisfactory solution state-by-state, the
problem remains unresolved as there are three states that continue to use the
worldwide unitary method and twenty-seven that tax in some degree foreign source
dividends.

As a result, we feel compelled to turn again to Congress and urge that you
favorably consider federal legislation which permits each state to tax income
reasonably attributable to operations within its borders but prohibits taxation
of income generated elsewhere.

We continue to believe that the best approach is simply to exclude all income
from sources outside the United States, as determined under federal income tax
sourcing rules (Internal Revenue Code sections 861-864), from the calculation
of income attributable to any particular state. Such an approach would balance
the need for the United States to speak with *one voice" internationally while
at the same time permitting states to meet revenue needs, protecting both
taxpayers and the states from substantial over or under attribution of income.
This approach would also be preferable to either S.1974 or S.1113 as currently
written, although either bill if modified as suggested below would certainly be
an acceptable solution to the worldwide unitary controversy.

S. 1974 - Unitary Tax Repealer Act

S.1974, introduced in the Senate on behalf of the Administration on December 18,
1985 by Senator Wilson (R-CA), would permit states to allow taxpayers to elect
to be taxed on a worldwide unitary basis, but would generally (although not
totally) prohibit states from imposing income tax on any taxpayer on a
worldwide unitary basis. It also restricts the ability of states to tax foreign
source dividends and imposes a number of new information reporting requirements
regarding a taxpayer's aggregate state taxable income, allocation factors, tax
payments, and stock investments in related companies (the so-called *domestic
disclosure spreadsheet"). While superior to current law's total lack of
restraint on state use of worldwide unitary taxation, we feel S.1974 should be
improved in several important respects.

Absent a taxpayer election, the bill should prohibit states from using the
worldwide unitary method in all cases. The definition of the water's edge group
should not include (as it currently can) 80/20 companies, foreign sales and
possessions corporations, or any other foreign corporations. The bill should
also require states to exclude 100%, rather than 85%, of foreign source*
dividends from the income base.
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In addition, the Secretary should not be given authority to add to the
information requirements of the spreadsheet, nor should corporations have to be
listed on the spreadsheet when the reporting corporation or the common owner
have less than a controlling interest in such corporation. Finally, the bill
should not specifically authorize the states to use the spreadsheet filings as
the basis for state civil and criminal penalties for negligence, fraud, or
material understatement of income or tax liability because the returns actually
filed with the states should suffice for this purpose.

S.1113

S.AI3, introduced in the Senate on May 9, 1985 as part of the continuing effort
by Senator Mathias (R-MO) to prohibit states from including foreign corporations
in a "worldwide combination" to calculate a multinational corporation's taxable
income, accomplishes this result by prohibiting the states' from taxing an
affiliates foreign source income until it is includable in the parent's gross
income, and then only to the extent that the parent's aggregate foreign income
tax rate is less than 46%.

S.1113 should be modified so that, unlike the current version, it clearly
prohibits states from taxing a domestic parent corporation's foreign source
operating income or the income of 80/20 companies.

The bill should also be modified to include an ownership test in its definition
oft"affiliated group", as well as some indication of how brother-sister
controlled groups and combined groups should be treated.

Conclusion

In summary, Exxon believes the time has come for federal legislation which will
write a definitive end to the long-running worldwide unitary taxation
controversy. The method has become a constant irritant in our international
trade relations and frequently leads to international double taxation. Further,
even though the recent trend has been for the individual states to more or less
abandon the method, it could reemerge as a major controversy at any time so long
as states are unrestrained by federal legislation.

We would be pleased to work with the Congress, the states, and other interested
parties in reaching a reasonable federal legislative solution as soon as
possible.

October 1, 1986
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Statement

of

HOUSEHOLD INTERNATIONAL, INC.

on

Pending Federal Legislation Prohibiting State Taxation
on the Worldwide Unitary Basis, Restricting the State

Taxation of Foreign-Source Dividend3, and Imposing New
information Reporting Requirements on Multistate

and Multinational Corporations

September 29, 1986

Household International, Inc. is a diversified Fortune 100 corporation with business
operations located in all fifty states and major foreign countries. The President's
Working Group on unitary taxation called for the prohibition of the worldwide
unitary method of taxation as well as, the equitable taxation of foreign-source
dividends, as a means to achieve a competitive balance between U.S. and foreign
based multinational businesses. As a corporation deeply concerned with the
achievement of these objectives, we appreciate the opportunity to state our
position on S. 1974 and H.R. 3980 which address the worldwide unitary tax
problem and related issues.

Household International, Inc. supports the enactment of federal legislation to
resolve the worldwide unitary tax conflict and, consequently, supports the goals of
S. 1974 and H.R. 3980. However, we have strong reservations with the proposed
legislation as it currently stands and suggest certain modifications which we feel
are absolutely necessary in achieving a fair and equitable federal solution to the
problems associated with worldwide unitary taxation.

Our comments and suggested modifications are set forth below and are organized
under two generic headings both relating to specific sections contained In the
proposed federal legislation: (1) Section 7518(b). State Taxation of Foreign-Source
Dividends; and (2) Section 6139(A). Information With Respect to Certain
Multistate and Multinational Corporations.
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HOUSEHOLD INTERNATIONAL, INC.AS POSITION ON
PENDING FEDERAL LEGISLATION

(S. 1974 AND H.R. 3980)

I. Proposed Section 7518(b). State Taxation of Foreign-Source Dividends

Proposed Section 7518(b) prohibits states from taxing more than an
"equitable portion" of foreign-source dividends. This restriction may be
met if the state:

a) excludes at least eighty-five percent (85%) of such dividends from
the taxable base,

b) excludes the portion of the dividends from the taxable base that
effectively bears no income tax after application of the foreign tax
credit; or

c) adopts a method of taxation that results In equitable taxation of the
dividend pursuant to regulations to be issued by the Treasury
Secretary.

Household International, Inc. believes that proposed Section 7518(b) is
inadequate for the following reasons:

a) Although standards or guidelines are established for determining
what constitutes an "equitable portion" of foreign source dividends,
these guidelines are are only that - guidelines - and are not
mandatory on the respective states. Consequently, what constitutes
an "equitable portion" remains a matter of state interpretation.

b) Foreign-source dividends are not specifically defined. It is uncertain
whether the limitations imposed under Section 7518(b) are also
applicable to foreign dividend gross-up defined under i.R.C. Section
78 and subpart F income under I.R.C. Sections 951-964.

c) There is no restriction on the taxpayer's state of legal or
commercial domicile regarding the taxation of foreign-source
dividends. Therefore, the taxpayer's state of legal or commercial
domicile could impose a water's-edge method of taxation and still
fully tax the foreign-source dividends of the recipient. This is
precisely the inequity addressed by the President's Working Group
and agreed to be corrected in all proposed water's-edge legislation.
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In order to correct the vagueness currently existing in Section 7518(b),
Household International, Inc. proposes the following modifications:

a) Section 7518(b) should specifically provide for the elimination from
taxation of at least eighty-five percent (85%) of foreign-source
dividends actually received or deemed received by the taxpayer. All
alternatives in determining what constitutes an "equitable portion"
of a taxpayer's foreign-source dividends should be deleted. (Page 3,
Lines 7-14)

b) Since the taxation of foreign-source dividends at eighty-five percent
(85%) acknowledges the nondeductibility of appropriate related
expenses, Section 7518(b) should specifically provide that no state
shall disallow a taxpayer's deductions or credits as an offset against
such dividends if such disallowance would have the effect of
including in the state's income base more than fifteen percent (15%)
of such dividends.

c) Section 7518(b) should specifically provide for the elimination from
taxation of foreign dividend gross-up defined under I.R.C. Section 78
at one-hundred percent (100%).

d) The limitations imposed under Section 7518(b) should apply to all
states, regardless of whether a particular state Is the commercial or
legal domicile of the taxpayer/reciplent. As a result, the exception
to Section 7518(b) for a state of commercial or legal domicile should
be deleted. (Page 3, Lines 15-17).

e) Section 7518(c) should define foreign-source dividends to include
subpart F Income under I.R.C. Sections 951-964 and other foreign-
source dividends received or deemed received by the taxpayer
(including I.R.C. Section 1248 gain and consent and deemed
dividends).

II. Proposed Section 6039A. Information With Respect to Certain Multistate
and Multinational Corporations

Household International, Inc. questions whether the significant reporting
requirements contained in proposed Section 6039A and their attendant
administrative cost to taxpayers, have been adequately justified. The
compliance requirements for corporations subject to proposed Section
6039A are at least as burdensome as those currently associated with the
worldwide combined report methodp even though the amount of useful
information presented to the states is minimal and already available to
the states without federal intervention. Uniess proponents of the federal
disclosure spreadsheet can better articulate their need for such
information, we believe the burdens to taxpayers are unwarranted and
that proposed Section 6039A should be deleted in its entirety.
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Notwithstanding the foregoing comments, should Congress still feel
compelled to include the disclosure requirements in the proposed
legislation, the following suggests certain modifications which we feel are
necessary to ensure that the legislation is equitable and capable of
consistent administration.

1. PRESUMPTION OF CONSISTENCY IN STATE LAWS

The basic problem with the domestic disclosure spreadsheet is that
it presumes state tax law and its interpretation are the same in each
state. This Is not the case. Each state has its own set of laws, the
interpretation of which is made by each state's own tax
administration and judicial system. What has consequently
developed is a system of taxation unique on a state-by-state basis.
As such, the spreadsheet will inevitably result In the disclosure of
filing positions which are inconsistent on a state-by-state basis. The
fear Is that these inconsistencies will be assumed to evidence
taxpayer error and cause each taxing state to ignore its established
guidelines and to adjust the returns in accordance with the position
most favorable to the state.

In order to alleviate this fear, it is suggested that Section 6039A
also subject states to certain disclosure requirements. For example,
a requirement that all states file the results of each completed audit
with the I.R.S. would allow taxpayers to monitor state tax
administration and to determine whether the respective tax laws are
being properly and consistently applied.

2. ADMINISTRATIVE BURDEN AND COST

Because states have a right to most, if not all, information required
by Section 6039A, one major effect of the spreadsheet is that the
compilation and analysis will now become the responsibility of the
taxpayer rather than the state auditor. This is a significant shift of
the audit burden to taxpayers which adds another layer of
administrative effort and cost. The information and disclosure
spreadsheet requirements are far removed from the objective of
simplification. Based on 1985, Household International, Inc. would
have had to submit information and disclosure spreadsheets for 137
separate, affiliated multistate corporations. it will take substantial
effort to accumulate the required data and arrange it on the
disclosure spreadsheet to each state's satisfaction, given the
different laws in the respective states.

3. USE OF ONE COMMON AGENCY

Under the proposed legislation, any information with respect to a
Section 6039A reporting corporation could be disclosed to a
"common agency". Common agency is defined in Section
6039A(dX4)(A) as any agency designated by "four or more States" to
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assist in the administration of the income tax laws of such States.
Consequently, more than one common agency could be authorized to
receive disclosure information. This situation would compound the
administrative burdens noted in section two above. Section
6039(d)(4)(A) should be amended to limit Information disclosure to a
single common agency designated by all states collectively In
administering the disclosure spreadsheet. (Page 19, Lines 2-10)

4. FEDERAL FILING SHOULD NOT CONSTITUTE AN ORIGINAL
STATE FILING

The filing of the information return required by proposed Section
6039A should not be considered an original state return filing. Due
to the extent of information requested, it is conceivable that the
federal disclosure return could be filed after the designated due
date. As proposed, the taxpayer could be subject not only to the
federal penalty, but to civil and eirminal penalties from each
participating state as well. The imposition of additional state
penalties is in our opinion, duplicative, harsh and improper and
recommend that proposed Sections 6039A(d) and 6039A(e)(3) be
deleted in their entirety. (Page 13, Lines 13-24; Page 14, Lines 1-2,
Lines 20-24).

5. NEED FOR REASONABLE CAUSE EXCEPTION

As noted in the preceding section, taxpayers are subject to federal
as well as state penalties, notwithstanding a good faith effort at
compliance. Although we first believe that there should be a
prohibition against multiple federal-state penalties, the subjective
nature of the requested information requires, at the least, a
reasonable cause exception to the penalty imposed under Section
6039A(e).

3. INFORMATION REQUESTED SHOULD BE DEFINITIVE

Section 6039A(a) language which provides for the reporting of "such
other information required as the Secretary may by regulation
prescribe" should be deleted. The burdens known to exist with
respect to this legislation are already substantial and should not be
allowed to be expanded to include additional unknown burdens.
(Page 9, Lines 3-5)

7. DISCLOSURE REQUIREMENTS SHOULD BE RESTRICTED

Only information relevant to the conduct of a state Income tax audit
should be required. The disclosure requirements relating to the
reporting corporation's Income tax liability in each state, its income
subject to tax in each state, and the method of calculation by which
the reporting corporation computed and allocated its Income subject
to tax by each state, should be deleted. As noted earlier, the
Income tax statutes vary from state to state. Even when the
provisions are Identical, their interpretation and application remains
varied. As a result, the method of determining a corporation's
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income tax liability In other states under dissimilar taxing provisions
is Irrelevant and meaningless when determining whether the proper
income tax liability has been reported in a specific state. (Page 8,
Lines 15-20)

8. EXEMPTION FROM DISCLOSURE REQUIREMENTS

The establishment of the domestic disclosure spreadsheet was meant
to offset the perceived revenue loss to states caused by the repeal
of worldwide unitary taxation. For many taxpayers, however, there
is no benefit realized from filing a unitary return on a water's-edge
basis. For these taxpayers, the disclosure requirements of Section
6039A are particularly onerous. We recommend that Section 6039A
provide an exemption from the disclosure requirements for those
corporations that elect to remain subject to worldwide unitary
taxation in those states that currently impose such method.

9. CONFIDENTIALITY OF DISCLOSURE SPREADSHEET

Section 4 of S. 1974 amends I.R.C. Section 6103, relating to
confidentiality and disclosure of returns and return information.
Subsection (d) effectively permits disclosure of tax reurn
Information to any State tax agency to the extent necessary in the
administration of the tax laws of a state. We feel the broad access
of this information goes well beyond the intent of the President's
Working Group. Section 6103 should be amended to provide that
only states that unequivably prohibit both worldwide taxation and
the taxation of foreign-source dividends should be permitted access
to the domestic disclosure spreadsheet.
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CONCLUSION

Household International, Inc. commends Congress's and the Administration's
efforts to seek a federal solution to the worldwide unitary problem. 8. 1974 and
H.R. 3980, although requiring significant amendments, provide a sound foundation
for achieving this objective. Consequently, we urge Congress to take immediate
action on this legislation. We request that the specific recommendations
discussed above be taken into consideration since they are believed necessary in
order to ensure that the federal solution, once realized, Is both fair and equitable
to both U.S. and foreign-based multinationals.

Household International, Inc. appreciates this opportunity to present our views on
the pending federal legislation relating to the worldwide unitary tax problem and
related issues. Should you require additional information or wish to discuss our
comments further, please do not hesitate to contact the undersigned at (312) 564-
6105.

Respectfully submitted,
Household international, Inc.

Byl
Thomas P. Maletta
Vice President - Taxes
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Iiilei rnald' (..Iarntoet ul Comlmerce
38, Cours, Albert 1- - /5008 Pans
Telephorle (4) 562 34 5b
(ab,.; Ilcorrerc-Poris - Telex 650770
Telwt.i (4) 225 86 63

Odt.

¥OuiUr fee~

PROPOSED UNITARY LEGISLATION-S. 1974 & H.R. 3980

U.S. Senate Finance Committee, Hearing Before Subcommittee
on Taxation and Debt Management (29 September 1986)

STAT XENT OF THE INTERNATIONAL. CHMABER OF COMMERCE

1. The International Chambor of Commerce (ICC| is an international
orqanisAticon sne,rts%-r;, &fir) ,he husiness community worldwide. With
7000 ma.)Pers comrti;d iU comp.mnit.s .nd business associations in
11re thdn ,)U ccuntri s, t.h, ICC work. to promote the principles of
a free marke-t cL'onoiny, arilg , lair anti op,,n system of international
t r.ie and ifVi'.t amY'io .

2. The ICC has over m.ony y,.sr,, consistently opposed the use of the
worlWiti d uni tiry ,,.t h,.,, ot .t.xt.ui ( "wur itiwade unitary") . orld-
wide unitary con1ltct-. with this istabliohed principles of taxation
as )rctt',, fed,.rslly %,io knt,,rnatonally and ucts as an impediment
to the free flow of intcrnai tonal trad" and investment. The ICC has
long advocatd its remov.t! aind, in its pldce, the secure proviLon
for international busine.,, to( the unconditional right to be taxed by
the Stat.,; in accortlanc-, with international y accepted principles, as
is the case for te,toral purposes. The more specific objections to
wor-Jwide unit.ry have b,,0, set out on eany occasions and ICC takes
this orportunity to endor, the strong condemnation of the use of
this m,.thod conLoditt-t tFI P.rt 11 ,r T r.*a.ury .iker's letter of March
5, 1986 to the Chairman of Lhe Senate F tiance Committee (copy attached
for reference).

3. The ICC accordinqly warmly wplcomed the introduction in December 1985
of S.1974 and tf.k. 19HO, tollnwinq th, Preident's statement of
Nov.mt,.er 8 I41 16 arMILIurC 1',. hi . SUp13,r.t 10I the" enactment of leglIlar-
tLon which would requirt, '.t.tos to tax multinationals only on income
derived from the territory 'f th, United States ("the water's edge
requirement"). Such leqL.la~ton would thus prohibit States from
reachinq out beyond the Lhiti,,.1 States; to tax companies, by the use of
worldwide unitary, on Lncmro learned uutside the United States by them
or by non-US companies in t1e srrto affiiaLted qroup.

4. In the view of th*s IC(', it t.. only through federal legislation that a
satislfactory. univrsal .i nd .,ririq solution will be found. That

convict n is; rerlorc,,d r,,h,,r .hAn diminished by the recent passage
ot "water's eadie" le'l .'.,ton ( i..RS, in California. As a clear
recoqnitt on of th .. *. -1nt , I C,'o, vlainst worldwide unitary
the Californii t,.-qtI'.l" ,1 t ,'. in-leed to tIw welcomed. But as a solu-
rion to )me i10% , hWi n of wIV +, t.- ti.11tary it L% vfefy seriously flawed.
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In particular:

(1) It does not qrant an unconditionAl right to be taxed on the
water's edge ta'.is. In.,tvad it mAke. the right to el~et
water's edge SuLject to a numbe-r of undertakings and
coneations.

MoSt seriously. the water',. edqp bAsi, is only available to a
company which cc'n.rac'.,. wari the State, for a ter. year period.
or an evergreen bix, tt, p ay an annual ,fee calculated as a
percentage of its California payroll, property and sales.

(2). The State retains th' powsr, in a ra"ia. of circumstances
in which normally A financiAl penalty would be the appro-
priAtP Sanction (and in which indeed the State does in
addition impo'c' thr. cu-.t(,m"ry financiAl penalties), to
disregard a c(Pmlsoy's. wAve'. rdq* el.cttrn witts retro-
active effect. ana to subj,.ct it uandatortly to worldwide
unitary.

The protection afforded by the California legislation is thus hedged
aiout with conditions and uncertainty. Th.v door is left open to the
mandatory reimpus-tion of wcrldiakdo.. unitary. Further, payment (the
annual feel is dcnqndi'i as th, price for being taxed on a basis
consistent with tha.t tsa.ta.1 r(. r'der.lly and) internationally, rather
than on a basis (worldwide unitary) which has been so widely and
i-werfully condemned toy the f.o'd,r.sl qovernme.nt, by the major trading
partners of the U, anA by in,.'r ro oroa I bu'.nv'ts, both US and
foreign., for the ra.L11. Al,..1,ly m'nt iorwd.

S. The ]CC therefore urn'*- rhe% C'n,,,-'tt_.P to QiVe urgent and favourable
consideration to S.1474.

6,. *.e leave detailed connrnt on !..11174 to others but would draw the
Com.ittee's atteritoucrt to twu Ie..turet; we re.,,,rJ as unsatisfactory.

First, contrary to the Prc'sidt,,t's announcement and to the statement
in the transittal letters to Conqres that the leqLslation would
"prohibit state, fiom' impusinn corporate income tax on a worldwide
unitary basis", S.1474 as dro!te'.1 would Still permit States to apply
worltswide unitary marJ.atorily in certain circumstances. It would
not, for example, prevent tht, introduction of onerous requirements
of the sort which h.av Appv.irt.1 in certin r.ItatP billS (such as
payment of fees, unuertakinq; A. regard% the- location of investment)
into their tax lAws, the taxpayer's failure to comply with which
would entitle a State to re,.,)it to worldwide unitary.

The ICC urges that S.1974 be Amended so as to provide clear and
guaranteed protection, thu.; removing all uncertainty.

Second, the ICC notes that the bill proposes to include within the
water's edge certain foreign corporations whose nexus with the United
States is slender or even, in some cases, non-existent. The ICC urges
therefore that the wA'e'r' b e(1111 Ibwundiry Ie drawn on a basis compats-
blt with the perm.nenet estalili-Ouont approach. thus clearly confining
the State%' taxnq powers to tr, ome d*,rnved from the territory of
the United States.

1. In concluding, the ICC again wsrmly welcomed. the positive initiative
whicn has been tAKen and look. fnrwrd to A satisfactory resolution
of this lonq-stAnilinq prohlf.. by -'.' rrly p'.ag, of the bill,
suitably a-ennde'.
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THE~ SECREAP Cr TP;E TREA~St.Yv ^

ot iarcl , 9-

C- a r U_ v

Lt. 1974t ifl1iOJAtS 1:1 9vi.-,'L%5P tV{~o, as We" A"eat~
Nathias. AnI Pawcins1 in~ t))q sfrA.'t~ re Dpe.ber 1$0 19&.1 Wv2a.d
Senrally prohibit, Staten ftcl li~jn C~rPZ(Ate IrAeO=0 thZPA o

a worl'hlde un,.tary basis. Th~ Le.;!21AtLor fa11m w~itht? V10
jurisJictio., of the Epr~tp 7iner:e Cco'_ittes. Thot bill %bS9
drafted by the Treauri VC~te~ at the eapre diretit cl
the rpslene a-tl~ t tnt~ fo ef t0;* Aorlniatrationv I
have attathNeC for yc-ir cc~i!Ser~ti~m a copy ef t - Pttelsentas
wete--ert of November e, 19FS o. th~e worlduldr wndtiry tax a..

d~r~~tr~me to: Prepqrr ~a~ this 1ec'alatton to co'q:#&..
A tech,%ica expanation cf the b!1U, ptccviarI a ee-4plete
csciptlerm e its poiis~onre Is &at encosoe!. This letter Is

ta% j4 . are to dea-:ribft th1e sertc.R; cor:eorns -.?-.At tave irl tL;F

Mrinlat rationl to ;t;.R an!~~r ~ L;aai~

1. VP!:rIpt! n cf CJtert ~~i

W.- n a CCrPCrAtiCn (cr relate! qrczp of eoep!-ratcns.) c!eratCe
eprm stoor gr rt~ot.i Lozriaries. c,!-p~,tir) tax clafrms ef t -

Cnri ir t~t CC LI, A1c'Vct!r VCCL..'G era taAO6 Urn
byw identifying th.1 in.cmi, #kri'b-ta0N1e te *ach luriedtirm. T--z
e-ffertnt tittition Pethile a:P im vse for itAkifle this detercinp&-
t~on; .epirate a zcv.-tir-2ar wF'1,.±d V'ttry to .±atici

Separate accountinp to t' ^ Met d C tAstlton ir1 use Serertlly
L~r~.~thol vrid ar.'e J1 Ialoe by th. federal, qov~prnezt.

Unlp4r st.Nrate accv3ritinh?, tsxe%'be inzcze is etrim!P' f~ !
tately for escn rh ~ d czrpo~atio,%- ky Improper lnc,:-i, Cf
Pf it oh~f LiC9 bjtwie*e rea.ate.4 c~rpc!Atiofle for tax evo~derize
~i 9roses Le carrecte! by reqjirinp garr.'e lerqth pric!: in
relotte party tranisactlis. Tnat is, flowun of goole ani servic-*s
LVZ.ww.. related or 1yo~c~r~'r rat Lone are required te be
va~io.d at prices carresponrlitS te thole thAt would ~Uvea. teAlie.
actioms betven loelateli entities OPOrating At arm a len;th.
Under the sepstato ftzourtinc eettho_-, doq;ble taxation bet% een
JurLedCetiona s torelev*d eli-o through *menPt1*P (rc tax by
the residencee juris~1ctiOn (vuuaiY the PIRCO Of IftccOr Ation cr
taa gnment vorttol) ct InCozo tiorived Lvn the oftree Jur~f~ictiom
( the place the, Incece Im n ea'r". or by t'e resldence jr aec-
tion granting a credit for tRICA Peaid t(% thl Ic~vre Juria.ict~ovt.
The~ Unit9d St.ates tseea tR1 law uses th. lattet appfrach.

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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"'e Altern'.tive tretJtd worldwide unitary echbitton, is
cz:rently ure! by $over States (A:AAk' Ca iforriao 2datce
M-64'ta. Kle; fWaIrPAsiree 1'rt OA,tar ard Ctah*) tz detegE±ime a
ZdI'aia I tC;risp's state corporate tat i!abilit). Crrtar

ti-Is L618):, ~h bisine in~zmv Cf 419d Inel-iieja?. Cco'tr-ies In
tz. c.~~ cortrvolle enterpr~se v'~ic'* op erate lim the size,
;vptral li'e of busfreas (the lunit~r-.- busa-nesso) as t"-i
c'pr3:et1qz Cr Corp-rLlcona mQabjtw.h tc the 006tals, tasRin
4LA slict1f is i ar9igatelp reqardosmA Cf WE wbetber the otbt;
inehvido.Al corpmrwiea are tofeigeo : do~esctle (ii) vheth~r thi

ctl"*r Iniidal. Crpanles bay. a tAx nTzxQ v!-.,d or presence Ila
t',%i state In questions Anrd (Lit) whether the lnec.e fVai th otbor
1r~ividual ec.jpanLot would be treAte! as deritt freft ferelga C:
eT~lest Ic W:-rrem 6-lz f.A~.aX lbam v 0&* p.a~ ce
inpntca taxatci principles. A sh~re of t~o uggrtgatq.
Lm:crfte of the vcrliwLdw uintary qro-ip Is Vier aas'qned or
trctier!e tc- tl-e tating stnte o". the btasis of a fer~la v~nc'.
Is intensde! trv atas:rp hCV:h rf t~-e acti~vity a! the wditarjr

b.-tnis ar.' hfn-cov its lnco:e! la attr~t;-ab1* t: thi tailt

7'.e ma1r c*Vtent f -.rrula gt-ere2ly tie! I1. bait! on re'.Ative
#k-uQtG C' .f ol pr,:-erty, and Sales. !treap,2
Fr.,ruert of ti-e psrzi"le property, anA siles of tt- oritery qrc4;

&r :e j~etat i#',ece frcm tht wi.tary bismness vzull be
ar~rt1o~it* t"At state. Pecaupie the aP??rt 3.-.e'.t fomula is

c.:;nsderee to Aisig the appro;riate anomIt cf It~zeme t2 a
psr'.1CjA-: state,, re fvtth'-r c~easurea are WR~Ob tc relieve any
r-.3tip."e tetaticn cf Vt sa'i.e intote i-hieht rty &rise frone t-e vse
c!f d~ffoert incwe eo.;rcirq rales by. cthpr taxin~g %itisotiCloi.

Volrt%-, v.:-rldt4e wittary tethode diiderds ;&Ad by one
% %- r. 0.A - L *a .,I 11thfn ?tr bav jiv'ttoa Vroup are

~~ ~as Lrntercarporate tra~ r.I~im :C.

~~ in. contrast, Int.erccrpzrate dividends are recogni!eS
txpLitly as a tlc~i of income froth t!%e dividerd-PAYIng
corporAti:' to t h ere±v t crpzratior. A vsaterte
edie* llitstlc c= the vrittary w~t're i~e., excl.uding forelen
eztr-letiort: wr.ild rerpett the separate antitY st~tul Cf felittts
e:-4st t ard3 foreign Itsp~ate'u theretft* S!e rise to
t~e qoestior of how idiv~den!x roeive! by s. U.S. eorp--rstd'oo thRt

Is thhsac~pP MA-iniatrative rv..les t'ls't v:uIAd aband'!e
vorldvild yrithry' taxation u-:n iplef-entaticA of certain ftleeva:
ameIsta-'ce enesores, in.Awjdinq tho ai'Aetrult (it the W~A'

A~~Ite'e 1~aaAc'contnn.- in' the rropose! tia1 anid
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Is it neiber ef a *waters& atge- uitay ;re%; fr,. a fcrg±;e
cerpocratica that It rot A Otmtrq of thA "watee tddee 5rc4,
0766.Ad-te tri~ated fer state tax r'Jrposis. The ;jaet102 of stAte
tamatiCn Cf foraLgb-do-irCe eividerds in tlS J loextricably 7
te th-' isave of wrldw~de o'iltari taation atd# as desarite!
beloar, Is therefore addressed Lz Vha prc-osed l*91slatia:.

tAA~et present lay, OtAtts tivation of Intescrporate Civfderde,
ftzre.!n a~.donestie, exhibits a rang;e of practlco. "acg9
dividenda froa a domestic czrpceratlan are avbJeet to tat Ir.
early all states with a ccr-orate IvnCOP.- tS2, aOSt Of V'8964
stateA alac gran~t a divideriu'-re.tIve! de i-:tion, fr#e;uent7iy t--
tS W~reeflt cr 100 rorcapt erdu:Lon aillowed under federal. lAm.
As at *t, federal level,, the effect Of t:)is treat.it Is lar;elyr
to exempt dividends I-Aid bi a eo'eastic corp~ratloa from state
corporate Ir'eoe 'alpticD. Dividends recsi'.ed from a ftreigr
cor~craticn are sibJect to varyjng te~:ent# ranging f:o'n f-1
Alczaticn (a'1 t ,us taxationi) to thl te:il~iert's Comercial

dc.~ile tisaticn of foreign~ divleernds by allve~iq a to:.Lgo tat
creditL.

11. Peaz-. ns for ~c1'rt C- 2Dsit~e, to h'rldvde U,-erj
yaiA I -C-r -* -- --,

70 boss bvei. the 1ePtn~ . :'ley Ct the 'United Stttev te fario:
the separate atcoutntlrg LtwheO OC ill 0.'ititg Income &:-cr;
raGtions (or purposes of titxat%4o'. This pltcy Is emodle! It 09e
lntaria!. Pevenve Code an-1 Is a central feature Ini ogr bilateral
tat treaties. SepAtate A::3rting in also the internetiorl'.
stardard. The mi5el tat treaties p-"b'ishtd bj the Organizat~ot
for Vcar:' nlc Cooperation~ ani Ne'elopment ('OECWD) Ar-4 t~q elinte!
Natic-ne IOUS) specify thnt traw~u'tionslInc1r~c'e Is to be tazc!
on. a separate fccaoqtnq~l tasie. *,vIuq, c:ntinue.4 state w~rld~~LdV
UMOtt t9%ALIO0i IA dire-.Ot,.v In conflict with federal *rd
1hterrnaticnally aceptewl P~aCtIce and Im~pedes the ability CE t'tq
federal i5ov.rnner.t to pursue tbis police In its inttrnht.1o G'
eea Ing a.

During the debate ever tvhrldvide Unitary taxation*, for'9
sovernents. ?uivo repeatedlyy petitioned the federal go-.er=Pflt
te' act to corb state use of the worldeide unitary fteth04-
Diplon~tie rates articalatiing th4 protA0ers caused by state
worldid~e urnLtiry taxation have been rtceivtd fCOM ,ttua.Iy
every developed caintry in~ the w~rldt Includ'ang Canada, ths
United Fingdon, Gernartyp Fra?,,e Smecjiuw. the NethtrlarJop Its 70
Ssr!tzerlan.!, 3r.-pa', and Pustralia. -he United XSPgd0a5t I" d?
19eS, aeopte! a!-ti-unitsry retellAtory le#islmticn that v.1d
permit Vr- D.P. Sovernmen. to effectively increase tht C.R. t~z
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on dividend distribution, trec U.nW. hubaldiarles, to tmptr L.b.
fren~t corporatiers, o;,eratirn; in vcf1dPLd,! unitmry- states. it
Icpleme-t&!, thiLs le~islatice w. 41 cloarl11Y viclatt tk~e V.S.-UO.,
bilateral Inccoe tax treaty. w'bie Ie;talatlo~np by virte~ ef a

.priv~msie which' cakes possible the retroactive Ir-positio: cf
%eavy pferaliro', we h.Avin aft adverse efet-t an~ ti' Villfl?.,qs5
,.*I U.S. companion to repatriate eftr'"n~s of t"'-ir U.K. Lu:L
aries to th,! Unit*.' States. (T-he O.X. has row a-reed t7 eeter
Inlementatiori ef this le;ts:Atd~b~ for the tie ho-Ing.) The
adoption C- this le-vialAticn by the V.X illaptratna thtt state
virldve!3e unitary~ tevwation is cleanl ad9teely aft~ctLrg; tl -
Vnite! F.ntes' foreign *=orc-.!c rejAtinr.

7cr*ein Svernents ar'5 businesses that are siabject to wcr'&.!vde
unitary taxatIoD arg.je that this method of conpt~nq stzte tax
given rise to doj!le tawatio. cf fere!9ft ince Thpy a'.no
conrten 'I that worldvide unitary taxiation is ad,:istratively
bijrder.!ci:, particularly for f-.:ei;vi owne-.1 companies. TA-s
reuvO.Li ar Lv~evitibil* as 1C!n Ps A !*-d states relY Cn a e'v
of mee-rinq incei- th-at ts ei!fertmt fron the &ppr)ac. ust- b4

thie reat of the wzrld.

'heoret!Cally,, if all juried!c6.&c, dan~estic an~d forei;e, were
to ad~pt a unifor-4 11itary cthd of. taxati-n, Ori Apply it
cc~n..er~~t3y# there v-;ul.d bt n, do,:b~p t.vation as the ftrn.is,
w:-)! nort aq;vTrtlon the same ino' to more t14an one jix~lc-
tion, T~ie problems, hou..vert Warss froaJ th, fact that Cc:t*Lne
rctorn on a worldwide Qrittry hAsis in a distin~ctly m~notity
practice. Ir~ an erirorent in WhIh separate &Cccurilri'is tlie
generally e~cejpteJ r%.1e, state taxation o3 a vzrldwde %ittery
basis czeas~e a clear rL9X cf dojU-,-* thxation. Be-Audt labzc
gilts, P;I;&trt vtu~s and profitab~lity cal" vary grestly #-to
courntripir an fpzcine tceaserehenc systt- bn; . E(Pa'ulA
apportLo.%erot Is La eon conflict with the international StS'dazd
of separate, accounting. This ie because tornbula apportionment
aaskzes all arts of a unitary bjinvess are e-ually vroofitts5le
wliereas separate s:c~unt~r; ohede that Individoa. corpora-
tionR cnn earn difterpnt rates cf return. O-uble taxation will
result 1! thot relative pro!itality 9! thes L"Vestme~t in the
unitary tax state is less th-sn that of the aftillateS overseas9
operations that are taxe4 abroad an a separate accountihq basis.

Gt~te us* of thq vorldid al iltary ttet'jod also creates
adm~iitrative burdent fcr taxpayers. There are aubutentiat
,Costs Asqociated wi1th callectinq ani con~verting aCcountlnO data
genlhezted by the various foreign affillattba of the guitar; qtou
to a torr. con~iatent with 0.9, stAndards. Theo* burden# can he
pacticularl~y acute for foreign-oared CoftPanits which &Ve Dot
requie to keep data under V.S. tax and finAfc1ia se 4a'tio
rules cn their nonf-O.S. operations (or an~y oth- b purpose.
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'.-* une of 09, warlddid1e a"'izary moho by some states nay atsc
Inhibit antd distart the international, fliv of Invostusett capital.
Ze the Am-wril lof g;11 forest g overamn.t, (tjh4 Conttry tax]
arthcd can chill I utirns ionni iJ'wr..4ft% arA Aae-rpa~q gf~cient.
*olIocation of reso~rcefi and wnp1*)nent c'prort~rltties. la
Varbulcditarp the uittary wetJ'id cib impede foctigo *otry loto thte
V'ittd States rcarketp.l Co'qs.e~ertly, according to a gro; of
foreign~ goveracents, worldwide uittary tit constitutes $...a
sciovs ebqtacle ti the further develovent of eir trade and
Iny~tt-ent relatiornshtps ()$;,te igine bl the Ambpesders of
foirteor of o-ar major tral'inq p~rtnersl* The Ovdted Stated ill
atro?,qgy ccntitte! tv rc~r~n the free movement of lotte-
national direct in-eqtt.int capital Aiross national boundaries.
state use of the worldwide unitary moeth:& is unacceptable be-acre
It c.am adversely &!f.zt tbis cirarly articulate! felera. polici.
The United States, as the country hvetirq thi larqe&t aweejt ef
foreign direct Investnent? has Sained erarnously frosh the inflow
of foreign ipyettent. if the use by av:. of our states of th4
w~rldwide unitary methol Inhibits the fl.ow of caitol, tht
e:~** U-being of the country' as a whol# voold sufer. 6:%n

aaten cay b- irt a resitlo,- in wItcb thnir us* of the li-titry
roth4A causes foreigiD LbtV~tULS t tutrif awAY trov the Vntq
Stdes altoothor (rather t,'~ans hift in,:estnonts to othtr U.S
states) I

In September 1983l in resp':nee to camplarinti raised by both thi
L.S. arnd foitign buginess9 cD,--uii1y and foreL9q1 govertft!nts cver
th'!, 6,4re-. C'ou.rt dt:isicn in C,)ntAin Ca. v. Frtnfhi~e T'ai
E,)av.d, President PC67AM afk# tn *4r1!AJry Fetetry-76nal
Fegan toi establish anti chaer a worldw'idt Unitary TaxatiQ:: :ztkinj
Croup. Tnts gjro-.,p was eor;pse! of representatives of the federal.
Soyerncernt, stAtt Sovernrments, ar.i the b-igimes! co'~'unity 69 wbs

akdt,3 provide re YL'een~ationq suitable for r*3olvLng the
Isaces talsed by w~rldelde w:;Ltary teration.

At its final wreetitig an My it i9fi4p tiYe IWol4de Onitary
'Axation Workini Cro~r ag:.ed cn three prtnciple3 thet ahoul-d
quido state taxation of the Lncoete of rtjltinational corporations:

Principle Is *Water's edge* %&mtary com~bination for both
G.S.- and foreigoi'basod companies.

rrtnciplt' 2s Increase! federal. &!FinistratIVO Osesstance ande
Ocoperatio. with tho st~tos to prop'ote toll
taxpayer disclosure and accountability.

Principle 3t Competitive b3Alan.e for V.5.- tUttirnetionallt
fao.igo toltinatlonali, antd purely domcestic
businesel.1

WY~* firstt and tbir.! prin:-.plea wire to be allopte~l volup)-
tarilv w, a state-by'-atate btsfr, PrincIple to in particular,
rtpreaented a cLeat revoilrtzm bi; tho working Groap thait tho
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sepecato, atccu.nting met~'ol was ai.perlor to t'he wv-rldv~de uqtt'iry-
Neth'd In tA'" Iternatio-ka ccmtqxt. The Adtinistration vjxs very
t: i~gl thnt theu aLatta wv~ulA be able t-,% reaclse tbk worldved.
u:%(tary~~~ei along t.2.t lins a~vocat* by thq Workitg, coz on
a voluiita~i bftals without resort to fp~tral If-;islAt1Te Lateg-

line& th,' &A-option of t!he Wtrhinq Grejp Poport szoe utatee ? ave
ehange-2 their lawa to conform to the~ %Drkin2 Groq~ principl.ex.
Y'rIPAI r',!nradg, jndi~ana ard O~-n btve coeee taxing o. a
%,rld%;!de unitary basis. X Piassaclusacze v44 %. J9.!a(aA Lmyose*
l11citatetins an~ thqt state's usiefc tho worldv!.d unitary mthi
anl the Gtate' 3eps:Rtur. has to dpete Werainet! from ta~ting A'vY
action.ta would permit application of that =ttad In the face
c-' the juJicial decision. Voweverp *even other states cantinje,
t; u'?t, tern@ world.(~dp unitary vetNo:. In particular,# eoffrts Let
CA11!rm'i' t-. or-act legislation limil.%imS v-rI~de uiIltiy
tiation h.Ave fo~wmidered in the Pait tW4 logialsti1e Sessions,
c:st re'centlY whqn thet Califorti.a lepis-4ture edjo'arnel fcr the.
Ivar Int Septerberp ISFS withivot talkin; action cn the issue.

In trans'hItinig the report of the W.Jrkin? Croup to the Preild.n-,
Lit~zeratp.-I J"4ir'At. t$101 he W;Uj! r#'oort:*n4 restricti7e
fe~oral legislation . if scbsatits vv 'ntary proqgre.e i'a! rct
teenI made on tht wctr~dode %uiitary iss44 at tV'e stato level b~
Jily 311 1965. Tnat date ha! lon-V since pass*. %Pr. he . #Tol.;
that the tin~e hts c*-e for Congress to act to finally re$2l'e
this xerLoja international ec o--ic problem.

1?1. State TA13tLo7LOf ?orpeqn-S5*rce tlviderdS

The taaer. of foreign-sovrle dilddfds La !'.ectly relattd to
the laeut of world~eido unitary taxation. A 11joited reol!%tior. of
th,, worideilde unitsry issue -- j so aso aee-root by States net
to impose borldoide unitary tax but with no restrictio) an the
t~xation, of foreig i-source itCOtPzrAtO divideridt -- wut
Vaof %Lhi serijo V~rmh1P.-ia 'In effect, this would3 be a
*foreign onxy* situation, frectrng fotgn-owned Iuuil~Aft.LStle
from' thes yoke of worldwide unitary taxation whiile sobjeet1i'9 U.S.
based multinatio'nals to filIl tavation eni their foreign, dividend
iao_ Oe. Suckb & forqLijm 0 .%1yr s*utLon, if adopted, woull
.disadvantage domestically controlled bastnesees. Tn. tWorking
Group's third principle recogreiZ42 the fted for COrmPetitivc
bnaace for domestic ,ultin~tionals, favvign Oultirietiovialle "r
rarely domestic busi.ncsee That principle reqdirea that
legislation restricting state unitary taxation also address the
qVeetior of equitable state tOAatio o foeg' oo@dvdns
Vnrelieved4 state taxatjon of foreign do-videndp is not cao,steflt
v~th FrL'.±,Lple 3.
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et.s eto~d stae. t &Katie% of foreign oile~ wfmntl *utject
eocestic bicinesses to aericus dz~o t~iatior of tortigr? inccie.
weeral tR1 P~iCy h^9 lo=g beor char&a'terized by Its cci.enit

to agoid loteinational double -taxation. Indu*!, the Crites
State. hme been a leeve in a worldwide *ffart to #xtab1a~
t~auiug rules, under treaties and co-u-only accepteff principles ta~t
sLoir-ai 10ttinat;0nal double taLu. if a CIO&Vrefscral
policy is not to be undercut LY state action, states must co-tply
W~rh this policy of elirdrnatiol dnj'3le taxation and~ therefcre bwe
~liitel to taxing s:re e;~iltable pz-rtior ct forelgr~ source

The leq!sation dcns not Mandate, thet any specific method Of
dividen3 tiva't1on be 1,z:)u4 u., Vi~e starcen, Zga WWaI L

argumnt? f state fiscal 0sovereignty strongly Indhcst. that
statois should, have leeway to t%1,c't thel: awa dstas~~ of tagatple-
to th~b eAttnt thAt they d2 niot cagoe serious foreign ccterce
eaificlties by :.sulring I* vyototatic overtaxation amd dovuDle
taxatic-, of U.S. b-.;aivees in contriverticn of establish@-! fetera:
andi tnternnt.onal policy. Trhe legislation~ therefore pro-idea io
L~oad tefre for the equitable tation c! dividenis an4 s.%;qe!t1
certain 54ideline t.bat *tites cold fcllo.' in satigfyin3 th.t
standard. As ap ili1jstratior. cf the flexibility of the aroa-.*,
th* 1e5!saation wcz'.d accept as appropriate thdi treatment ef
cividen.4s in su-ch states as Colorado, 0:e~on, Plarida an',
r11ljnis, ItEntes& v~1h have been litinaely in'uoloA~ in "
wrd m iee u;nitacj taK controveey.

IV. Inf-rr.ttot pp~jn ad Oter e."r&I Asssto&ce

Gtttes have legitim~ately contende! in~ the Wzrkinl Crcup- AtS
e "siehere that tbey lack the resojrces ar.! ability to rnon'1to

~qJ~S~. t1A~A~I~nSb~ten etbars of & vatqros e~r unitary
qto~a' ftT' rIe.Atpd foreign companies outside that qrouP. The
11resuiry Depar_ rpt agreed Witt., rezor.dat ions of the W:rkinq
croup to pro~vide appropriate federal assist-ance to th§ stateF I.
order tc sure proper warktnq of the Ntanitt accOuntinI ccethce.
The Workin7 Group suggested thAt an ann%;Al information return be
filpa with the_ Internal p~eae Cerviet by mutinatlotna.
cwtpato&J. This return woqld Ln turn be shared With the states
and withn multistate &adit agencies &ad %*uld PrOcide states with
too* assurance that crvrporatioqs bad Allocated 1knd appartioned
the appropriate share of the corporatio!"s income to *ach state.
The re port wcwld aloe identify those related Companies with which
amriousii ncomue ahirting9 would t.P rOfft li*1Y to arise. In the
st.amer of 1905, the Treasury DeparLrtant publiSed for ccc~tet't a
draft of legislAtion icpl~e~enting this reporting sYstem. section:
3 of the bill J L- ased upon that draft after taking 1Qto &'Cc..nt
the Mar corarnento receive! fror2 affected businesses ani th't
varin.13 RthtebS. Ve believe t.at the In'ornatiofl tePOrtic! BYqtep

provides fag irk tre bill is a". integra. part of 1tlit volutioc' tO
tlip wa;ldvtide unitlryr problet.
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ja crcder t: rrcvide states w!th g~rea'ter &Ast&!!e. the Trtasut)Y
r,rttAr' alv itdicateC in the WVrOrin go am Lntaertlc to
1ncreLe~st,-.e rese-rces devoted to t'ne ipsos ad'rinistratio. e! t-ax
laws applicatle to foreign operations Cf multimational, ccrpvies.
I uia yc-r assistance in approvinlg the in~reaed bdget
arprv:priatione th'tt are being requestart for thts pvrpose.

Cor.i1us ion

L obvero',v rrgc th Irc.Tpt ani favcrabl.e eonsiderAtiOn ef Vt
Ieislatlon bv the~ F1T'aT .e ~ rei.-.-. m bavinaul fnrclq
ca'.'ercs dfflcult lez caused by the use of tie w--rl id~Le%;.%AV
tax mettcS by a few state must now be resolve!.

oi'.r hPs advimeSi that therfi to no objecticn froa the atan'p:iut of
t;'e Adtr5'niztrationla projra-'o to the pre~eetatiol of thts le~ia-
l~tiOP1t h Cong~ets and that its eamcternt wz-u1i be 0i accord

Sthe~ P..viar of %.lw1,*MrLd6Mb..

-Ape Foporable Bcb P&al13oad
Chaj:manr FinancGi Co-.xitte
V!1te5 States Senate
Lighinfltbn 1 
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Mobil Corporation ISO(AST 42ND STREET
NEW YORK NEW YORK 10017

OfFliC OF TAX COUNSEL

THOMAS J DU BOS

October 1, 1986 TAX LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL

The Honorable John H. Chafee
United States Senate
567 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Chafee:

I appreciated the appointment to appear before your
subcommittee on September 29 on behalf of the National
Association of Manufacturers to testify in favor of S.1974. I
would like to offer some additional comments on behalf of Mobil
Corporation.

Perhaps Lhe single most important aspect of S.1974 is that
it provides a uniform method by which both U.S. and foreign
multinational companies may be taxed by the various states on a
fair basis irrespective of the companies' country of
incorporation. This "level playing field," so long sought by
U.S. multinationals, will remove the competitive disadvantages
that are present in a number of States including California-
which have purportedly repealed worldwide combination in favor
of a water's edge method of taxation. In fact, worldwide
reporting continues to be the norm in California while the
option to elect water's edge requires a substantial annual fee
and a ten-year commitment to remain on water's edge. Indeed,
California's elective water's edge method does not even take
effect until 1988. -

At the hearing you expressed an acute concern about
situations in which U.S. companies are placed at a disadvantage
with respect to their foreign competitors as a result of state
taxation. You requested a submission of information detailing
instances of such discrimination.

I believe that we need look no further than to examine
state taxation under the worldwide unitary concept or the
water's edge combination as practiced by California and a
number of other states, such as Indiana, Minnesota, Maine,
Nebraska, New Hampshire, Oregon and Kansas for an illustration
of how U.S. states generate an uncompetitive economic climate
for U.S. multinationals.

The most prominent specific abuse is to exclude from state
taxation the income earned by a foreign multinational from its
business operations abroad while subjecting to state tax the
same type of income earned abroad by a U.S. multinational.
Montana was cited at the hearing as a classic example of this
type of discrimination by a state using the worldwide method of
taxation.
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In general, there are two major areas in which states
(including California beginning in 1988) that are not using the
worldwide method are taxing U.S. and foreign multinationals
differently. These areas involve the taxation of 80/20
companies and foreign dividends. These two areas, which are
described below, are largely responsible for creating the
uncompetitive business climate experienced by the U.S.
multinational in connection with state income taxes.

The lack of a level playing field is illustrated in the
case of 80/20 companies. As you know, 80/20 companies are
U.S.-incorporated companies which perform substantially all
(80% or more) of their business activities outside the U.S.
These companies are subject to foreign taxation in
jurisdictions in which they conduct business. Under the
recently-enacted California water's edge method. of taxation,
the foreign source before-tax income of 80/20's is included in
the California tax base without deduction or credit for the
income taxes paid to foreign governments. This not only
results in double taxation but creates the absurd situation of
a tax on a tax, e.g. amounts which have been paid to foreign
governments as income taxes are included in the water's edge
income base and subjected to additional tax in California. The
same situation prevails in Minnesota, Maine, Nebraska, Oregon
and Kansas. In many cases, particularly in the oil industry,
the rate of foreign income tax is far in excess of the rate of
U.S. corporate income tax.

Because foreign multinationals usually conduct business
outside the U.S. through foreign-incorporated companies, the
foreign multinationals' before-tax income from foreign sources
is completely excluded from taxation in California and other
states under the water's edge method. By itself this is a
major state tax burden which must be overcome by U.S.
multinationals if they hope to compete successfully with
foreign companies.

A second significant area of taxation by states which
results in discrimination and lessened competition is in the
taxation of dividends received from foreign operating
subsidiaries of U.S. multinationals. The methods of taxation
differ widely among the States, e.g. both Indiana and New
Hampshire use the water's edge method and exclude both 80/20
companies and foreign incorporated subsidiaries from the tax
base but include all foreign source dividends. A serious
competitive problem is created to the extent that foreign
source dividend income is subject to state taxation. This is
particularly true since the states do not include in the
taxpayer's apportionment factors the foreign property, payroll
and receipts that generated the foreign dividend income.
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Foreign multinationals with parents headquartered outside
the U.S. are clearly not subject to state taxation on dividends
from foreign operations. Some would argue that the foreign
countries tax the foreign multinational's dividend and
therefore a balance is created between the U.S. and foreign
multinational company. In most cases this argument is wrong.
Foreign countries generally tax on a territorial basis. Under
this method dividend income earned outside the taxing country
which is received by a resident of the country is exempt from
local taxation. The net result is that a portion of the
dividend received by a U.S. multinational is taxed by various
states while similar dividends received by foreign
multinationals escape tax.

While it may be true that in a perfect world, "all things
being equal," foreign and U.S. multinationals, as well as
purely domestic business, will pay the same income tax on their
business in Montana, to use the example referenced in the
subcommittee hearing, the fact is that all things are not
equal. Far from it.

Multinational business must contend with fluctuating
exchange rate conversions in determining apportioned foreign
source income for state income tax purposes, while this is not
a problem for purely domestic business .

Furthermore, for an apportionment formula to work fairly,
the factors (receipts, property and payroll) which form the
numerator and denominator of the apportionment fraction and
which therefore decide the amount of income to be allocated to
a specific state, must have a degree of uniformity in labor and
property costs in both the numerator and denominator. This
does not exist in the real world in international operations
where foreign labor and property costs are often much lower
than in the U.S. For example, in order for the apportionment
of income formula to work properly, it is necessary that each
dollar of property and payroll expended generate a relatively
uniform level of profit wherever employed. In realty this
assumption is seriously flawed and generally works to the
detriment of multinationalebusiness in connection with U.S.
state taxation of worldwide income. To illustrate, the
generally higher labor and property costs incurred in the U.S.
to produce income versus the Middle East, Asia, Africa, South
America and even Europe draws a disproportionately higher
amount of total worldwide income to the U.S. states. This
occurs because the higher U.S. costs go into the numerator of
the apportionment fraction while at the same time the generally
lower level of foreign labor and property costs go into the
denominator of the apportionment fraction. The lower foreign
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costs combined with often higher productivity in foreign areas
result in higher foreign profits being taxed by the U.S.
states. This perverse result is found when we examine oil
producing costs and productivity in the U.S. versus foreign
areas, particularly in third world areas, where large amounts
of Mobil's income is generated.

Indeed, in Mobil's case, the state tax on foreign tax and
the extreme differences in oil well productivity and costs of
operation (property and payroll) between U.S. and foreign areas
results is a large misattribution of 80/20 company income to
the U.S. states. This income is being taxed in U.S. states
such as California, Maine, Minnesota, Nebraska, Oregon and
Kansas which include 80/20 companies in their water's edge tax
base.

The U.S. Supreme Court has invited the U.S. Congress to
resolve the disparities existing in state taxation. Mobil
believes that only federal legislation will provide permanent,
uniform and fair rules among the states in the taxation of U.S.
and foreign multinationals. S.1974 would achieve this desired
result and end the competitive disadvantages experienced by
U.S. multinationals.

The President's Working Group set out the following three
principles which are embodied in S.1974:

a) States repeal worldwide unitary combination and adopt a
water's edge combination

b) equitable taxation of dividends on a uniform basis by
states

c) competitive balance among foreign multinationals, U.S.
multinationals and domestic companies.

It was the intent of the Working Group that multinational
taxpayers receive the protection which is granted by S.1974 and
in return those taxpayers would make available information
required by the states to assure that income was correctly
reported. This concept was embodied in the proposed
"spreadsheet" portion of the legislation. Clearly, however,
the benefit of the spreadsheet information must be contingent
on passage of S.1974 or similar legislation. Any other result
would further burden multinational taxpayers with an
extraordinary administrative cost and workload without
receiving the protection afforded by the principles of the
Working Group.
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We are grateful to you and the members of the subcommittee
for having held the hearings on September 29 and we hope the
testimony presented there will aid in the passage of
legislation such as S.1974 during the early stages of the 100th
Congress.

Thank you for the opportunity to present these views on
behalf of Mobil Corporation.

Yours very truly,

Thomas J. DuBos
Tax Legislative Counsel

TJD:iq
1140Q
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Hr. Chairman:

The Nlatic.r]l Governors' Association appreciates the opportunity to provide

you with written testimony concerning proposed federal legislation, S. 1974

and S. 1113, intended to preempt the authority of states to utilize the

world-wide unitary method of taxation and tax foreign source dividends. In my

statement I will address three issue areas that I believe you should examine:

1. the present use by states of the world-wide unitary method of

taxation and the taxation of foreign source dividends;

2. reasons why no federal preemption of state authority is

appropriate; and

3. reasons why federal assistance to states in their taxation of

multi-national corporations is appropriate.

Present Use

In 1982, there were thirteen states - Alaska, California, Colorado, Idaho,

Illinois, Indiana, Massachusetts, Montana, New Hampshire, New York, North

Dakota, Oregon, and Utah - that utilized the world-wide tmitary method of

taxation. These states were later joined by Florida. California collected

approximately $500 million of the $700 million attributed to the use of that

-2-
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method. At present there are only three states still utilizing world-wide

unitary taxation. They are Alaska, Montana and North Dakota; and it is

anticipated that Montana and North Dakota will amend their legislation next

year by adopting a water's edge concept of unitary taxation. By the end of

1987, only Alaska is expected to be utilizing comprehensively the world-wide

unitary method, and the corporations most greatly affected there, the

petroleum companies, want its use continued because it reduces their state

income tax liability.

Twenty-seven states presently tax foreign source dividends, collecting

between $445 million to $550 million in the process.

States which have used the world-wide unitary method of taxation contended

that this method of taxing multi-national corporations is fair, efficient and

produced significant income. Corporations challenging the use of unitary

apportionment either on a world-wide or domestic basis have lost every

challenge in the Supreme Court. Most recently in Container Corporation of

America v. The Franchise Tax Board, 463 U.S. 159 (1983), in which NGA filed an

amicus curiae brief on behalf of the State of California, the Supreme Court

found that the use of the world-wide unitary method met due process, equal

protection and foreign commerce clause constitutional standards. The Supreme

Court has concluded that the use of the unitary method is as fair as the

separate accounting method, a method which the Treasury Department would

impose on the states and which is not always as effective in requiring

multi-national corporations with tmuerous subsidiaries to pay their fair share

of state taxes. The Supreme Court concluded that the separate accounting

method had as much potential for creating the risk of double taxation with

foreign governments as the unitary method.

-3-
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Present state use of the unitary tax method has aroused vigorous

opposition by multi-national corporations seeking to reduce their state tax

liability. Foreign governments have provided verbal support for their large

corporate constituents. However, the Senate has never ratified a U.S. tax

treaty with a foreign government to preempt state authority to utilize the

method nor has a foreign government ever taken any action against the United

States for permitting state use of the method.

Rationale for No Federal Preeqtion

As a matter of federalism states should be able to choose their own tax

system and taxing methods. NGA's adopted policy position A.-4 entitled

"Avoiding Federal Preemption of State Laws and Policies" speaks to the issue.

It reads in part:

The Constitution assigns certain responsibilities to the federal
government and reserves the balance for the states. Accordingly,
the role of the federal government in areas reserved f r states and
local government should be strictly limited

Integral to the operation of state government is the freedom to
structure state revenue systems. It is essential that the federal
government not preempt, either directly or indirectly, sources of
state revenues, state tax bases or state taxation methods.

Nothing is more important to the states than their ability to collect

revenue to finance the provision of services to their individual and corporate

citizens. The unitary method is merely a technique which some states have

chosen to use to ensure that multi-national corporations pay a fair share of

state taxes commensurate with the services they receive. It would be unfair

to those states to shift the tax burden to domestically operated large and

small businesses to pay for services provided multi-nationals.

-4-
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One benefit of our federal system is the ability of states to operate as

laboratories for new programs and methods. The stite experimentation with the

unitary method serves as a useful example of how one taxing method works, and

provides information to the federal government and state governments on

whether this method can improve revenue bases by enhancing tax compliance.

Essentially, the type and method of taxation a state uses under our

federal system is a local question, provided it meets constitutional muster.

The unitary method has met all constitutional challenges, including

allegations that its use prevents the United States from speaking with one

voice in foreign policy matters. Since the question of its use is strictly a

local matter, there should be no federal interference through preemption.

In 1983 President Reagan had then Secretary of the Treasury Donald Regan

established a Working Group on World-Wide Unitary Taxation. Governors

DeukmeJian, Thomson, and Matheson represented the National Governors'

Association along with representatives of state legislatures and state tax

officials. The Working Group agreed to a report which called for voluntary

state action to modify state laws in return for federal assistance in state

taxation of multi-national corporations.

Sirnce then, of the 14 states which have utilized world-wide unitary, only

3 states still do - Alaska, Minnesota, and North Dakota. Forty-seven states

do not. California, the largest state user, does not. Whatever concerns the

Administration, multi-national corporations and foreign governments may have

had, are dissipating. Even Minnesota and North Dakota are likely to recede

from world-wide unitary to "waters edge" unitary by the end of next year.

-5-
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Only Alaska is likely to continue to use the method because its use is

supported by the major multi-national corporations doing business in that

state.

The only outstanding state-related issues covered by the proposed

legislation are whether so-called 80/20 corporations should be included within

the definition of waters-edge and what level of state taxation of foreign

source dividends is acceptable. Neither question has foreign policy

ramifications; neither question could be resolved by the Working Group.

Since the resolution of these issues is strictly of domestic concern, there is

no reason for the federal government to be involved. They are strictly state

questions.

Federal Assistance

As part of the Working Group agreement, the Administration indicated it

muld provide federal assistance to state tax compliance efforts in return for

state modification of world-wide unitary lows to waters-edge. Only 3 of 14

states that used the world-wide method do so now, but the promised federal

assistance has not been realized. We urge the Comittee to work with the

Administration and other appropriate Congressional Committees to authorize

disclosure of taxpayer information to states, renegotiate tax treaties,

enhance IRS capabilities and provide appropriate IRS training and cooperative

efforts.

In summary, there is no reason for federal preemption, but there is reason

for the federal government to stand by its commitment to states to enhance

their compliance tools so multi-national corporations will continue to pay

their fair share of state corporate income taxes.
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E InRTIOnRLFRRnERSunion
TESTIMONY OF ROBERT A. DENMAN, LEGISLATIVE ASSISTANT FOR THE
NATIONAL FARMERS UNION BEFORE THE U.S. SENATE COMMITTEE ON
FINANCE, SEPTEMBER 29, 1986.

Mr. Chairman, I am Robert A. Denman, Legislative Assistant
for the National Farmers Union (NFU), a family farm organization
representing some 250 thousand family farms in the Nation.

The National Farmers Union has long been on record in
support of the unitary method of calculating the taxable income
of multinational corporations. We testified before the House
Ways and Means Committee in 1980 in opposition to legislation
similar to S. 1974, the subject of today's hearing. In the 1982
Supreme Court case of the Container Corporation of America v. the
California Franchise Tax Board, the NFU filed an Amicus Curiae
brief in support of the Franchise Tax Board noting that
"invalidation of the California tax would result in
discriminatory treatment based solely on geographic
considerations." We argued then and continue to hold that
fairness to state and local taxpayers requires that those engaged
in interstate and foreign commerce pay a fair share of the
burdens of government.

I come before you today because we believe that should
federal legislation restricting state taxation of multinational
corporations be enacted, it would pose a threat to American
farmers because: 1) It would subsidize foreign investment in U.S.
farmland by sheltering the profits of foreign investors from
effective state taxation; 2) It would encourage the restructuring
of corporations so that the bulk of their American profits could
be attributed on paper for tax purposes of foreign subsidiaries
or associates; 3) It would result in a severe loss of revenue to
State governments, tending to shift the tax burden to the real
property tax base, already sorely overtaxed.

The tax climate of the U.S. is already tilted in favor of
foreign investors in the U.S., and in favor of the flight of
capital of the nation's corporations into foreign investment,
both trends being motivated by the prospect of tax avoidance.
More American farmland has come under foreign ownership since
1977 than in the past fifty years. Fifty-four percent of all
farm land parcels owned or controlled by alien investors have
been acquired since 1975. We are not contending that all
investment by U.S. companies in foreign plants and subsidiaries
or all investment by foreign companies in American plants and
subsidiaries is undesirable. But, we do question such investment
where its principle motivation is tax avoidance.

United States tax policy, in our view, must recognize the
economic self-interest of the United States. If, due to federal

600 Maryland Avenue, SW. * Suite 202 * Washington, D.C. 20024 0 Phone (202) 554-1600
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legislation, the unitary method of computing taxable income were
to be disallowed, this would shift a substantial annual tax load,
estimated in the hundreds of millions of dollars annually, from
the foreign persons and corporations to state and local
taxpayers. Since state sales and income levies are already at
what many regard as scarcely tolerable levels, the tendency would
be for the revenue lost by the states to be sought largely from
tho property tax base. In many states, agricultural land is an
important part of that tax base. In contrast, the tax burden
imposed on the multinational corporations by the U.S. federal
government and the several states is relatively light.

A decision of this body to bar the use of the unitary
apportionment system would have the effect of acquiescing in
discrimination in favor of multinational corporations to the
detriment of domestic corporations. It would interfere with the
rights of the states to tax income which is earned, in part, in
their respective states and also lead, undoubtedly, to a
restructuring of business activity in order to avoid state taxes.

Such a decision would encourage multinational corporations
to engage in a tax "shell game", to assign their profits to
jurisdictions which allow them to avoid or minimize tax
liability. The opportunity to attribute U.S. corporate profits
on paper to foreign subsidiaries or associates should not be
encouraged by this body.

Our policy statement on this issue continues as follows, "At
a time when the federal government is turning responsibility for
programs to the states, actions should not be taken which would
impair the state tax bases or provide tax loopholes for
multinational corporations."

Thank you Mr. Chairman for your time and consideration.
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STATEMENT OF VICKIE L. FISHER
SECRETARY OF TAXATION AND REVENUE

STATE OF NEW MEXICO

REGARDING S. 1113 AND S. 1974

State treatment of foreign-source Income and expenses for state Income tax purposes
has been an Issue for at least a quarter century. Over the years the arguments have
not changed much, though the noise level certainly has Increased. it is probably time
to put this Issue to rest.

The fundamental question now is not so much what the solution is but rather how it is
to be implemented. Must the federal government promulgate yet another edict
mandating that the states behave in certain ways? Or is this a problem that the states
can and will resolve by themselves?

We submit that there is good evidence that the states are moving to a resolution. New
Mexico, for example, formerly permitted (but did not require) corporate groups to file
on a worldwide unitary basis. In 1983 our statutes were amended to prohibit use of
this method. Since then many other states have eliminated or restricted use of this
technique. Action Is pending in at least one of the few remaining states still applying
this method.

With a little more patience, Congress may find that the "problem" has vanished. We
urge this patience.

Regarding S. 1974 In particular, we note only that it is one of the few bills offered in
Congress on this topic that at least offers substantial federal cooperation and
assistance to the states. For that alone, the sponsor and the Administration are to be
complimented, though this bill too ought to be put on the shelf for awhile.
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I am Senator David Nething, President of the National Conference of State

Legislatures, on whose behalf I present this statement.

As a member of the Worldwide Unitary Taxation Working Group, I was a

signatory of the Final Report submitted by then Treasury Secretary Donald T.

Regan, to President Ronald Reagan in August 1984. One of the three agreed

principles of that Report was that the change from worldwide unitary taxation to

waters edge unitary 'would be implemented by state action rather than Federal

restrictions.0 Final Report, p. 9. I have carefully followed the progress of

this issue since that recommendation was made. As Majority Leader of the North

Dakota Senate, I know that our state legislature is currently proposing changes

that will bring us from the worldwide unitary method of taxation to the water's

edge.

NCSL POSITION

The National Conference of State-Legislatures represents the 50 state

legislatures across the country. State legislatures have a mandatory

responsibility to determine state revenue needs to balance appropriations for

essential programs. This responsibility has increased in its challenge due to

declining Federal assistance. One method of ensuring adequate state revenue has

been to take steps to assure the correct apportionment of corporate taxes to

each state.

Several states worked to lessen the possibilities of tax avoidance available

through traditional "separate accounting* by instituting a new method of

-2-
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apportionment of taxation that accounted for worldwide sales, property and

payroll of a unitary business.

Many states have since reconsidered worldwide unitary in light of the

recommendations of the Working Group and interstate competitiveness. Today all

but three states -- North Dakota, Montana and Alaska -- have adopted legislation

repealing worldwide unitary taxation. The Working Group Report called for

increased Federal cooperation with the states to promote taxpayer disclosure and

accountability as a condition for the states limiting unitary combination to the

water's edge. Without waiting for the Federal assistance states have acted on

the recommendations of the Working Group. In spite of this effort by states

that had previously adopted worldwide unitary taxation, Senate bill

S. 1974 imposes restrictions on all states.

The NCSL supports measures taken at the Federal level that would include:

(1) training state auditors and tax administrators on international tax matters;

(2) developing procedures for states to trigger Federal audits under reasonable

circumstances; (3) supporting of audit referral staff to review domestic spread

sheets for inconsistencies; and (4) establishing a study to improve the separate

accounting method. NCSL opposes any Federal legislation that interferes in

state taxation of foreign source dividends or the income of foreign

subsidiaries, and therefore opposes any such restrictions as found in S. 1974.

In order to achieve a fair allocation of the tax burden between corporations

with multinational ties and corporations without multinational ties, the Federal

government must assist states as they move away from worldwide unitary taxation.

-3-
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The NCSL supports the provisions of S. 1974 that Implement sections of the

Working Group Report requiring the sharing of Internal Revenue Service

information among the qualified states, and the filing of domestic spread-

sheets. In addition, NCSL supports better international enforcement by the

introduction of steps to increase the productivity of the international tax

examiner office of the Internal Revenue Service. These measures would

necessarily make worldwide unitary taxation less appealing to states that have

not yet repealed it, and would correct some of the abuses that have occurred

through the separate accounting method of income reporting.

COMPLAINTS ABOUT METHODS OF ACCOUNTING

The complexity of the problem of taxation of multijurisdictional

corporations is highlighted by the *Issues' stated in Section 3 of the Final

Report of the Working Group. All but one of the concerns of critics of

worldwide unitary echoed similar concerns of critics of separate accounting.

Each system drew criticism for the following reasons: (1) inaccurate income

measure; (2) limited access to necessary information; (3) income distortion for

foreign-based multinationals; (4) administrative complexity; (5) taxpayer

uncertainty; (for example, unitary business" definition vs. arm's length"

prices); (6) method not internationally accepted; (7) criticism by General

Accounting Office. With so much in debate, the matter should be left to the

states.

In meeting the criticisms of worldwide unitary taxation the U.S. Supreme

Court dismissed the difficulties of defining a unitary business and the

-4-
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necessary imperfections of the three-factor formula apportionment as inadequate

reasons to set aside this method for states to determine fair taxation of multi-

Jurisdictional corporations. The Supreme Court termed the unitary taxation

method as "proper and fair.0 Container Corp. of America vs. Franchise Tax

Board, 463 U.S. 159, 184 (1983).

THE FOREIGN PROBLEM

One distinct concern of the critics of worldwide unitary is the reaction of

foreign businesses and governments. However, after examining the unitary method

of taxation in the context of the Foreign Commerce Clause, the Supreme Court

concluded that 'such taxation is in reality of local rather than international

concern.@ Id. at 196. The thorough analysis by the Court focused on the

questions of enhanced risk of multiple taxation and the need for national

uniformity. Id. at 185, 186. The Court concluded that under the unitary method,

neither the possible overlapping of taxes nor the "risk of retaliation, was

sufficient to conclude that the uniform method was either "pre-empted by federal

law or fatally inconsistent with federal policy.' Id. at 197.

Although there are other areas where serious harm might result to the

national interest if the national government did not speak with one voice, the

speculation about how a state might impose a method of taxation in the future

should not be grounds to impose national restrictions upon the states in matters

relating to state tax policy.

Those countries and companies who question the fairness of the worldwide

unitary method of taxation because of its supposed uneven treatment of

-5-



multinational corporations appear less than concerned about state-implemented

policies that result in uneven tax breaks or tax Incentives for the location of

multinational business within the various states. Just as competition among the

states has resulted in tax expenditures for various multinational corporations,

so also competition among the states may lead to the elimination voluntarily of

the worldwide unitary method of taxation. Certainly that is the trend. In

short, Congress should not threaten long-standing deference to state tax policy

in order to achieve a limited and questionable goal.

CONCLUSION

NCSL urges that the option to repeal worldwide unitary taxation remain at

tbe state level and that the Federal government implement only legislation that

Is intended to assist the states in taxing multinational corporations fairly by

preventing the avoidance of state taxation.

-6-
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The National Foreign Trade Council is a non-profit associa-
tion of more than 500 U.S. companies who are engaged in all
aspects of international trade and investment.

The Council supports the passage of Federal legislation which
prohibits the application by any state of the worldwide unitary
method of taxation and provides for the equitable tax treatment by
states of foreign source income, including dividends.

In his letter of March 5, 1986 to Chairman Packwood, Treasury
Secretary Baker documented the reasons why he believes this kind of
legislation is necessary. Without going into too much detail, we
believe the legislation is needed for the following reasons

(1) Under the worldwide method, a share of the world-
wide income of a group is apportioned to a state by reference to a
formula the relative factors in the formula are sales, property
and payroll. This formula apportions income inaccurately it can-
not help but do so since the factors do not produce the same
amount of income in each location where they are employed. The
fact is they produce widely different amounts of income in dif-
ferent places.

The fallacious theoretical rationale under the world-
wide unitary method is that the highest amount of income is earned
where the highest costs are incurred. Obviously, the opposite is
usually true. Intrinsic payroll costs and property values vary
widely around the globe, with the variances in the factors being
widened or narrowed by swings in extrinsic exchange rates. These
factors have tended and still tend to be relatively high in the
U.S. Thus, the worldwide unitary method works to overallocate in-
come to the states that use that method.

(2) The worldwide formula method conflicts with the
Federal and internationally accepted practice of allocating income
by reference to the separate accounting method; under the separate
accounting method income is traced and assigned to the location
where it is actually earned. The OECD specifically considered and
rejected the unitary method; to the best of our knowledge, outside
the applicable states, the method is used by no other governing
body in the world.

(3) This difference in methods of accounting for income
leads to its double taxation and to added layers of burdensome
compliance expense. These added costs are extremely onerous, so
much so that involved foreign countries have petitioned for curbs
on the states' use of the worldwide unitary method and domestic
companies have complained about the taxation by states of income
earned outside the U.S.
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(4) The worldwide unitary method lends itself to being
administered in a arbitrary manner in order to maximize revenue.
The concept of a combinable unitary business is in many cases nebu-
lous. Thus, out-of-state operations may be viewed as combinable
or not depending upon whether those operations are profitable or
not, and upon the judgement of the particular tax examiner. As a
result, competitive companies in similar economic circumstances
may very well have different tax bills.

In his letter, the Treasury Secretary outlines the 3 princi-
ples agreed to by the Administration-sponsored working group as
being those that must be present in any resolution of this pro-
blem. The group was composed of the Federal government, state
governments and the business community. The 3 principles are:

1) A water's edge method of allocation -- for both U.S.
and foreign multinationals -- be provided instead
of or in lieu of the worldwide method

2) Federal assistance to states on taxpayer disclosure

3) Competitive balance for U.S. and foreign multina-
tionals.

Federal legislation would certainly satisfy these three prin-
ciples. The only question is whether it is needed now that Cali-
fornia, by far the most important impacted state, has taken steps
to make its worldwide method elective and to reduce its tax on
foreign-source dividends.

The answer to that question is an emphatic yes; federal
legislation is -till needed. First, Federal legislation is needed
in any caps because the problem is a federal and international
problem that requires a federal and not a state solution. Addi-
tionally, a federal solution is needed because the California law
does not satisfy the 3-principle solution, since it violates two
of the principles.

A federal solution is required in any case because without
it there is nothing to prevent the problem from arising again, if
and when afterwards states reimpose the worldwide method. If the
states do that, they again would be interfering with the foreign
commerce policy of the Federal government. The U.S. must not
again be put in that kind of position. It must be able to speak
with one voice in that area and not only at the time it speaks
but also at all later times, unless it - not a state - wishes to
change the message.
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A federal solution is also required because California law is
deficient. It is deficient since: (1) it requires that an annual
ransom in the form of a fee be paid to opt out of the worldwide
methods (2) it contains so many escape clauses for the state that
taxpayers cannot be assured that their election to opt out of the
worldwide method will actually be eventually allowed (3? it does
not provide for a competitive balance, since U.S. multinationals
are subject to tax on part of their foreign dividends. Foreign
mltinationals do not pay tax on such dividends; (4) it includes
sub-part F income in the base and 80/20 companies in the consoli-
dated groups and (5) it does not take effect until 1988.

Accordingly, the Council feels Federal legislation is needed
and that it is needed now. Otherwise, if left over to the next
session, this intrinsically important legislation could very well
fall victim to inertia or to then current political exigencies.

Incidentally, for its high value as source material, filed
with this testimony is a copy of the Treasury Secretary's letter
of March 5f 1986 to Chairman Packwood. In our opinion, the letter
provides a clear and logical dissertation on all the historical
and technical background to the subject that is required.

September 29, 1986
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0 TH lSMI.lrARY OF TM TRrAWNY
X-rhS 1986

Dear ;"*"Mrs

8. 1974t introduced by Senator Wilson, as well as Senators
Mathias and awkins. in the senate on December 1M. 1955, wouldgenerally prohibit states from levying corporate income taxes on
a worldwide unitary basis. This legislation falls within the
uriediotion of the Senate Finance Cosmittee. The bill we
rafted by the Treasury Department at the express direction of

the President and has the full support of the Adiniastration. I
have attached for your consideraton aopy of the president's
statement of November It 1905 on the worldwide unitary tax issue,
directing me to prepare and submit this legislation to Congress.
a technical explanation of the bill, providing a complete
description of its provisions, is also enclosed. ,This letter is
intended toprovide you with background on the worldwide unitary
ta issue and to describe the serious concerns that have led the
AdiLnistration to propose and support this Iegislatios.

1, Description of Current State Corporate Income Tax Practice

when a corporation (or related group of cor pcrations) operates
across state or national boundaries, competing tax claims of the
urisdLctions in which the corporate group operates are resolved
y identifying the inome attributable o ach jurisdiction. Two

different taxation methods are in use for making this determina-
tions separate accounting sod worldwide unitary combination.

Separate accounting is the method of taxation in use generally
throughout the world and io employed by the federal government.
Under separate accounting, taxable Income is determined sepa-
rately for each individual corporation. Any Improper income or
profit shifting between related corrratioos for tax avoidance
purposes is corrected by requiring arm's length* pricing in
related party transactions. That is, flows of goods and services
between related or commonly owned cogporatLons art required to be
valued at prices corresponding to those that would govern trans-
actions between unrelated entities operating at arm's length.
Under the separate accounting method, double taxation between
jurisdictions is relieved either through exemption from tax by
the residence jurisdiction (usually the place of incorporation or
management control) of income derived In the source jurisdiction
(the place the income is earned), or by the residence jurisdio-
tiom granting a credit for taxes paid to the source jurisdiction.
The United States federal tax law uses the latter approach.
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"be alternative method# worldwide unitary combination@ to
currently used by seven states (Alaska, California# Idaho*
metanae 3ev Empshiree 3ortl Dakota# and Utah*) to determine a

meltinational enterprise's state corporate ta: ability. Under
tWie approach# the business income of all individual companies in
6he commonly controlled enterprise vhich op rate to the same
general line of business (the Ounitary business') as the
corporation or corporations subject to the state's taxing
P ri diction Is aggregated, regardless of (i) whether the other
ndividual companies are foreign or domestlog (ii) whether the

ether Individual companies have a tax nexus with or presence in
the state in questions and (iLL) whether the income of the other
individual companies would be treated as derived from foreign or
domestic sources under federal tax rules or generally accepted
international taxation principles. A share of the aggregated
Income of the worldwide unitary group is then assigned or
aportioned to the taxing state on the basis of a formula which.
is intended to measure how such of the activity of the unitary
business (and hence Its Income) is attributable to the taxing
jan sdation.

Me apportionment formula generally used is based on relative
amounts of payroll. property, and sales. If* for example, 2.5
percent of thepayrolle property, and sales of the unitary oup
e located in the taxing urtedietiont then 25 percent of

group's aggregate income troe the unitary business would be
siortLoned to that state. because the apportionment formula is
considered to assign the appropriate amount of income to a
particular state, no further measures are taken to relieve any
multiple taxation of the same income which may arise from the use
of different income sourcing rules by other taxing jurisdictions.

Under the worldwide unitary method# dividends paid by one
corporation to another within the unitary business group are
eliminated as interoorporate transfers. Under separate
aecunting# in contrast* intercorporate dividends are recognized
explicitly as a flow of Lcome free the dividend-payial I
corporation to the dividend-receiving corporation. A water's
edge limitation on the unitary method, i.e., excluding foreign
corporations, would respect the separate entity status of related
domestic and foreign corporations. It therefore gives rise to
the question of how dividends received by a 0.S. corporation that

C Utah has adopted administrative rules that would abandon
worldwide unitary taxation upon implementation of certain federal
assistance measures, including the onactnent of the federal
assistance legislation contained in the proposed bill and
described in section IVt below.
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Lo a member of a "vater's edge unitary Iroup from a foreign
corporation that is not a member of thM water's edge group
should be treated for state tax purposes. The question of state
taxation of foreign-source dividends Is thus Inextricably linked
to the issue of worldwide unitary taxation and as described
below* ts therefore addressed in the proposed fegIslatien.

Under present law, state taxation of interaorporato dividends,
foreign and domestic, exhibits a range of practice. Though
dividends from a domestic corporation are subject to tam i
nearly all states with a corporate Income tax, most of these
states also grant a dividends-received deduction* frequently the
85 percent or 100 percent deduction allowed under federal law.
As at the federal level, the effect of this treatment is largely
to exempt dividends paid by a domestic cor ration from state
corporate Income txation. Dividends received from a forei a
corporation are subject to varying treatment, ranging from full
allocation (and thus taxation) to the recipient's commercial
domiaile, to apportionment, to either full or prtlal exemption.
Unlike the federal government, no state alleviates international
double taxation of foreign dividends by allowing a foreign tax
credit.

II. Reasons for Administration opposition to Worldvide Unitary
Taxation

It has been the longstanding policy of the United States to favor
the separate accounting method for allocating Income among
nations for purposes of taxation. This policy is embodied in the
Internal Revenue Code and is a central feature In our bilateral
tax treaties. Se rate accounting is also the international
standard. The ors l tax treaties published by the Organization
for Econoia Cooperation and Development (OOBCDO) and the UnitedRations (U) seoify that transnational Income Is to be taxed
on a separate accounting basis. Thus, continued state worldwide
unitary taxation is directly In conflict with federal and
Internationally accepted practice and impedes the ability of the
federal government to pursue this policy In Its international
dealings.

During the debate over worldwide unitary taxation, foreign
governments have repeatedly petitioned the federal government
to act to curb state use of the worldwide unitary method.
Diplomatic notes articulating the problems caused by state
worldwide unitary taxation have been received from virtually
every developed country in the world, including Canadao the
United Kingdom, Germany. France, Belgium, the Netherlandso Italy,
Smitserland, Japan, and Australia. The United Kingdom, In July*
19SS, adopted anti-unitary retaliatory legislation that would
permit the 0.K. government to effectively Increase the U.K. tax
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as dividend distributions from U.S. subsidiaries to their V.
st corporations ae rating in worldvide unitary states. If

a sonted this legislation would clearly violate tbe U.S.-.K..
bi atoral Inome tax treaty T his legislation, by virte of a
oviuiq whioh makes possible the retroactive Imposition of
yvy pepaltles, was having an adverse effect on the willingness

.1oe. companies to repatriate earnings of their .K. subsidL-
4WiOs to the United states. (The U.K. has now agreed to defer
Implemntation of this legislation for the time being.) The
adoption of this legislation by the .e. illustrates that state

wrldwide unitary taxation is clearly adversely affecting the
United States' foreign economic relations.

oroLgn governments and businesses that are subject to worldwide
unitary taxation argue that this method of computing state tax
gives rise to double taxation of foreign Lnome. They also
contend that worldwide unitary taxation is administratively
burdensome, particularly for foreign owned companies. These
results are inevitable as long as a few states rely on a method
of measuring income that is different from the approach used by
the rest of the world.

Itworetioally, if all Jurisdictions, domestic and foreign, were
te adopt a uniform unitary method of taxation, and apply it
eeneistently, there would be no double taxation as the formula
would not apportion the seas income to more than one jurisdio-
tion. The problem, however, arises from the fact that combined
reporting on a worldwide unitary basis is a distinctly minority
praties. In an environment in which separate accounting'is the
C nerally accepted rule, state taxation on a worldwide unitary

as creates a clear risk of double taxation. Because labor
oeosts,.property values, and profitability can vary greatly among
countries, an incone measurement system based on formula
apportionment io in open conflict with the International standard
of separate accounting. This is because formula apportionment
assume* all parts of a unitary business are equally profitable
whereas separate acoounting acknowledges that individual corpora-
tLons can earn different rates of return. Double taxation will
result if the relative profitability of the investment in the
unitary tax state is les than that of the affiliated overseas
operations that are taxed abroad on a separate accounting basis.

State use of the worldwide unitary method also creates
administrative burdens for taxpayers. There are substantial
*eats associated with collecting and converting accounting data

nerated by the various foreign affiliates of the unitary group
a form consistent with U.S. standards. These burdens can be

particularly &aute for foreign-owned companies which are not
required to keep data under U.8. tax and financial accounting
rules on their non-U.S, operations for any other purpose.
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2fe use of the worldwide unitary method by some states may also
Inhibit and distort the International flow of investment oaital.
in the vqrds of one foreign government, eltibe (unitary taxi
method ca chill International Investment and decrease efficient
Allocation of resources and employment opportunities@ Is
C rticutlar; the unitary method can Impede foreign entry into the

SLt a tates market." Consequently, according to a group of
foreign governments, worldvids unitary tax constitutes 0...a
serious obstacle to the further development of our trade and
Investment relationshipes. (Note signed by the Ambassadors of
fourteen of our major trading partners). The United States io
strongly committed to encouraging the free movement of inter-
national direct Investment capital across national boundaries.
State use of the worldwide unitary method is anaoceptable because
It can adversely affect this clearly articulated federal policy.
The United States, as the country hosting the largest amount of
foreign direct Investment, has gained enormously from the inflow
of foreign investment. It the use by some of our states of the
worldwide unitary method inhibits the flow of capital, the
economic well-being of the country as a whole would suffer. Some
states say be in a position in which their use of the unitary
method causes foreign Lavestors to turn away from the United
States altogether (rather than shift investment to other .8.
states).

In September 1983, in response to complaints raised by both the
U.S. and foreign business community and foreign governments over
the Supreme Court decision in Continer Corp. v. Franchise Tax
bord President Reagan asked then Treasury Seretary ionald
Iga to establish and chair a Worldwide Unitary Taxation Working
group. This group was composed of representatives of the federal
government state governments, and the business community and was
asked to provide recommendations suitable for resolving the
issues raised by worldwide unitary taxation.

At its final meeting on Kay 1, 1944, the Worldwide Unitary
Taxation Working Group agreed on three principles that should
guide state taxation of the Lncome of multinational €vorporations,

Principle Is OWvters edge* unitary combination for both
U.S.- and foreign-baseod companies.

Principle Um Increased federal administrative assistance and
cooperation with the states to promote full
taxpayer disclosure and accountability.

Principle 3s Competitive balance for U.S. multinationals,
foreign multinationals, and purely domestic
businesses.

While the first and third principles veto to be adopted volun-
tarily on a state-by-state basis, Principle 1 in particular,
represented a clear recognition by the Working Group that the
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separate accounting method yas superior to the worldwide unitary
method in the International context. The Administration was very
woeful that the states would be able to resolve the worldwide
.M.I., problem along the lines advocated by the Working Group on
a voluntary basis without resort to federal legislative Lnter-

since the adoption of the Working Group Report some states have
changed their laws to conform to the orking Group principles.
Plortda Colorado, Indiana and Oregon have ceased taxing on a
worldwide unitary basis. A assachusetts court decision Imposed
limitations on that state's use of the worldwLde unitary method
and the state tgislature has to date refrained from ta ing any
action that would permit application of that method In the face
of the judicial decision. lever, seven other states continue
to use the worldwide unitary method. In particular, efforts in
California to enact legislation limiting worldwide unitary
taxation have foundered In the past two legislative sessions
most recently when the Californ a legislature adjourned for the
year in September, 1955 without taking action on the issue.
In transmitting the report of the Working Group to the President,
Secretary Regan Indicated that he would recoaend restrictive
federal legislation If substantial voluntary progress had not
been made on the worldwide unitary Issue at the state level by
July 31, 15S. That date has long since passed. We now believe
that the time has come for Congress to act to finally resolve
this serious International economic problem.

III. flate Taxation of Foreign-Source Dividends

The taxation of foreign-source dividends is directly related to
the Issue of worldwide unitary taxation. A limited resolution of
the worldwide unitary issue -- such as an agreement by states not
to Impose worldwide unitary tax but with no restriction on the
taxation of foreignosource intercorporate dividends -- would
cause other serious problems. in effect, this would be a
foreign onlyg situation, freeing foreign-owned multinationals

from the yoke of worldwide unitary'taxation while subjecting 9.8.
based multinationals to full taxation on their foreign dividend
Looe. Such a "foreign onlyO solution, If adopted, would
disadvantage domestically controlled businesses. The Working
Group's third principle recognises the need for competitive
balance for domestic multinationals, foreign multinationals, and
gurelI domestic businesses. That principle requires that
legislation restricting state unitary taxation also address the
question of equitable state taxation of foreign-source dividends.
Unrelieved state taxation of foreign dividends is not consistent
with Principle 3.
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Unrestricted state taxation of foreign dividends would subject
domestic businesses to serious double taxation of foreign ncome.
ftderal tax police has long been oharacterLsed by Its commitment
to. avoid international double taxatLon. Indeed the united

,tatee hae been a leader io a worldwide effort to establLh
xLg roles tinder treaties and comoly accepted princLples that

• o~s se International double taxaton. If a clear federal
polLey ie not to be undercut by state action states must comply
with this policy of elLainatig double taxation and therefore be
limited to taxing some equitable portion of foreign sousce
divLdends.

The legislation does not mandate that any specific ethod of
dividend taxation oe imposed on the states. Za our vLew.
krguents of state fiscal sovereignty strongly Indicate that
states should have leeway to tailor their own systems of taxation
to the extent that they do not cause serious foreign commerce
difficulties by resulting In systematic overtaxatlon and double
taxation of 9.4. business in contravention of established federal
and international policy. The legislation therefore provides is
broad terms for the equitable taxation of dividends and suggesto
certain guideLines that states could follow Ln. satisfying that .
standard. As an illustration of -the flexibility of the approach.
the legislation would accept as appropriate the treatment of
dividends in such states as Colorado, Oreg on, Florida and
IlLnois. states which have been intinately involved L the
worldwide unitary tax controversy.

IV. Information Reorting and Other federal Asistance

States have legitinately contended in the Working Group and
elsewhere that they lack the resources and ability to monitor
adequately transactions between members of a water's edge unitary
group and related foreign companies outside that group. T e
Treasury Department agreed with recommendations of the Working
Group to provide appropriate federal assistance to the states in
order to assure proper workLIng of the separate accounting method.
The Working Group suggested that an annual information return be
filed with the Internal Reavenue service by multinational
companies. This return would in tern be shared with the states
and with multistate audit agencies and would provide states with
some assurance that corporations had allocated and apportioned
the appropriate share ofthe corporation's income to each otute.
Te report would also identify those related companies with which
serious income shifting would be most likely to arise. In the
sa.mer of 1965. the Treasury Department published for comment a
raft of legislation implementing this reporting system. $e*ties
3 of the bill is based upon that draft after taking into account
the many comments received from affected businesses and the
various states. We believe that the information reporting systm
provided for in the bill is an integral part of the solution to
the worldwide unitary problem.
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In order to provide states with greeter aesistance the Treasury
Department a es Indicated in the Working Group an intention to
increase the resources devoted to the ZM's administration of taz
laws applieable to foreign operations of multinational companies.
I urge your aseistam in approving the increased budget
appropriations that are being requested for this pupos.

I strongly urge the prompt and favorable consideration of this
legislation by the Finance Comittee. The serious foreign
omerce difficulties caused by the use of the worldwide unitary

tax method by a fey states mst now be resolved.
OKI has advised that there is no objectioa from the standpoint of
the Administration's program to the presentation of this legis-
latlon to the Congress and that its enactment would be in accord
with the program of the President.

Sincerelyt

Z A.'ker, III

The Nonorable Bob Packvood
Chairman, Finance Committee
United States Senate
Washington# D.C. 20510
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Royal Netherlands Fuibassy.

Washington D.C.
11518 September 26, 1986.

The Honorable Bob Packwood
Chairman,
Senate Finance Comittee
U.S. Senate
S.D. 219 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Packwood,

On the occasion of the Hearings of your
Committee on worldwide Unitary Taxation (S 1974 and S 1113) I
have the honor to submit the following comments on behalf of
the Netherlands Government:

1). The Netherlands Government has noted recent developments
in California, and in particular the adoption of legislation
limiting the application of worldwide Unitary Taxation in
that state.

2). The Netherlands Government nevertheless persists in strongly
supporting federal legislation in this matter for a number of
reasons:
a) such legislation would provide clarity, certainty, and

legal security for foreign business enterprises operating
in the Unitxd States with regard to their liabilities in all
states of this country,

b) such legislation would diminish the possibilities of a return
to outright Unitary Taxation on worldwide basis.

c) such legislation would not link "ater's edge" treatment
to conditions not related to taxation such as election fees.

3). Appended is a letter from State Secretary Koning of MIRy 26, 1986,
in which he underlines the importance The Netherlands attaches
to federal legislation on this matter, and provides further
comments on the proposed legislation before you.

Sincerely

R- :hard . Foin,
Amb~assador of The Netherlands.
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The Hague, 26th May 1986

The Honourable Bob rackwood
Chairman of the Senate Finance Comitre
U.S. Senate, Capitol KillQ.v. Washington DC
The United States of America

Nr. 086-809

The proposed unitary
tax legislation.

Dear Senator Packwood,

As State Secretary of Finance of the Netherlands, L would like to
draw your attention to the unitary tax legislation introduced into
Congress by the federal Government on 18 december 1985.
The Netherlands Government has many time. expressed its concern
about thu application of worldwide unitary taxation by several
U.S. states. In this context ' would like to refer to the
memorandum signed by 16 UZCD member countries and the Commission of
the European Economic Community on 2 May 1986, which was recently
sent to you.
Now that the states applying worldwide unitary taxation have not
been able to deal satisfactorily with the issue, I welcome the
introduction of a federal bill restricting the states' use of
unitary taxet4on, thus ensbling the United States to speal with
one voice on this subject.
This bill may be an Important step toward eolving this
lunS-standing problem.
I would, however, like to ask your attention for a few points in
the bill which in my view ate not satisfactory.

With respect to the description of the ac-called water's edge
limitation (section 7518, letter c, (2), 1 would like to reiterate
the view of the Netherlands and virtually all member countries of
the OECD that the internationally accepted principle of separate
accounting and at arm's length pricing ought to be adhered to. This
principle implies that the application of unitary taxation should
be limited to U.S. companies, including U.S. subatdariea of
foreign companies, and the permanent establishments of foreign
companies operating in the U.S.

'-, profits of t'-.. ::znjnot establishmants (a nctiLo. wull
defined in the OECD model double taxation convention, and in the
tax treaties concluded by the federal Government) ought then be
determined on the basis o( their accouats, where appropriate
adjusted on an arm's length basis, and not - as under the unitary
method - by applying a formula to the head office's profits.

- In -
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In this respect there is concern overt
- section 7318 (c) (2) (D) which contrary to the aforementioned principles,

Includes foreign corporations if a certdLn level of activities is exceeded in the
U.S., even though there may not be a permanent establishment In the U.S. at all.
I would advocate to treat domestic branches of all foreign corporations as a
separate entity. In the bill (section 7518 (c) (6)) thIs approach is only 1pi,11.t
to certain bank branches, whereas in uLher cases the Secretary of the Treasut: ,
issue regulations to that effect.
The approach I advocated, albo solves a matter not clearly dvalt with In the il!
that is the taxation of domestic branches of foreign corporations not exceedln3
the threshold level of activities mentioned ii the bill. Without such A provision.
the bill does not seem very clear on whether or not those branches mighL be taKc,
on an apportioned part of the profits of their foreign head offices.
If they might be, it could become unattractive for foreign corporations to staid:
innovatLive Investment in the U.S. Due to the risks lvolved in such invutmcnL.
corporations often prefer to make such investment through branches. In tnat Zas,
they can immediately aet off (initial) losses in their home country. If, hovcvpr
Such a loss making branch could be taxed in a state on an apportioned part of
its head office's profits, it is clear that the double taxation resulting
therefrom may hamper innovAtLve risk bearing inveataeo: in the U.S.

- section 7518 (c) (2) (e) and 7518 (c) (3) (C). in these &ubsections certain (to,
haven) companies are included in the uater's edge group. This approach right be
acceptable if it t ensured that the wording "not subject to substantial tax" i.
defined in such a way that no major U.S. trading partners, like the Netherlands
may be affected by the provision.

With respect to the possibility of the states to retain worldwide unitatry taxoticr
in spite of the above discussed water's edge limitation, I would like to submit c,
foliowin remarks.
In Section 7518, letter a, the use of worldwide unitary taxation is till permltt."
to the states if the taxpayer, inter alia, fails to comply with legal or procedkr
requirements of the income tax law of a state, of if neither the taxpayer nor Ci.
Government of the relevant foreign country provides to a state, within a reaso.i'
perLod after proper request, mterial information relating to the determination
the income of the taxpayer,
The Netherlands takes the view that it does not seem appropriate to introduce Pri
internationally rejected method of taxation like worldwide unitary taxation as
punishment for failure to comply with requirements, this appears especially so
section 6039A (e) of the bill already allows to impose proper penalties.

Finally section 6039 A (reporting requirements) seems to impose a considerable
administrative burden on the companies concerned. I trust that the Netherlands t
multioationals will, wlhvre they consider this necessary, further comment ,n th..
section to you, either in writing or orally during the htsrtrgs t. ,t 'I.
bill in Congress.

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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L hope the points mentioned above viii be addressed in the discussions In Congress,
and would greatly appreciate If these points could be dealt vith in the final
lcglultLion. A satisfactory solution of this issue vill certainly enhance the
further development of economic relations between our countries.

/

H.E. KoniLni

, t i. w.#
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EMBASSY OF SWITZERLAND

October 10, 1986

Dear Senator Packwood:

The Government of Switzerland appreciates the opportunity to submit
comments on S.1974, the proposed Unitary Tax Repealer Act. In a letter to
you dated April 29, 1986, Switzerland, along with fifteenother countries
and the Commission of the European Conuunities, expressed its concern that
the use of the worldwide unitary method of taxation by certain states
represents a serious divergence from the long-established principles of
international corporate taxation and a deterrent to the further development
of the investment and trade relationship between Switzerland and the United

States. We commend the efforts of the Administration to resolve the
problems caused by the worldwide unitary method of taxation, and the
efforts of the Senate Finance Committee in consider-Fg S.1974. Although
California has recently enacted unitary return legislation, we believe the
need for a Federal solution to the problem remains. We find serious
deficiencies in the California legislation; and Alaska, Montana and North
Dakota continue to use the worldwide unitary method of taxation.

The Honorable Bob Packwood
Chairman, Committee on Finance
United States Senate
Dirksen Senate Office Building, SD-219
Washington, D.C. 20510

67-908 0 - 87 - 13
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We believe that S.1974 presents an appropriate framework for a Federal
solution to the problem of worldwide unitary taxation. We have, however,
misgivings regarding certain aspects of the Bill, which we raise in our
comments.

Respectfully submitted,
in the absence
of Ambassador Jacobi

David de Pury
Minister
(Deputy Chief of Mission)
Embassy of Switzerland

cc: The Honorable John M. Chafee
Chairman, Senate Subcommittee on Taxation
and Debt Management, United States Senate

The Honorable Charles Mc C. Mathias, Jr.
United States Senate

The Honorable Pete Wilson
United States Senate

The Honorable Dan Rostenkowski
Chairman, Comittee on Ways and
Means of the House of Representatives

The Honorable J. Roger Mentz
Assistant Secretary for Tax Policy,
Department of the Treasury

The Honorable Douglas Mc ,inn
Assistant Secretary for Economic and Business Affairs
Department of State
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The Federal Role in the Unitary Tax Debate

Statement prepared for Senate Finance Conmittee Hearings

Steven M. Sheffrin
Professor and Chair
Department of Economics
University of California, Davis
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In his letter of July 31, 1984, conveying the report of the
Working Group on Worldwide Unitary Taxation to the President,
Secretary of Treasury Donald Reagan anticipated that the states
would conform their practices to those recommended by the Working
Group and thereby avoid the need for federal legislation. By
September of this year, most of the states that utilized
worldwide combination have, in fact, changed their laws to
conform to the recommendations of the Working Group and the few
states that remain will most likely change their laws in the near
future. At this point, there is really no need for federal
legislation.

California is the most recent state to change its laws
governing the taxation of the multinational corporations. After
long and extended negotiations in which foreign and domestic
interests were represented, California adopted a system in which
corporations can choose to be taxed on a water's edge basis. Any
corporation choosing this method must stay with this accounting
scheme for ten years and contribute to an infrastructure fund
based on its payroll, property and sales in California. Domestic
multinationala are essentially allowed a seventy-five percent
exclusion of dividends from foreign corporations in which they
hold majority interests. Corporations, moreover, can continue to
file under worldwide combination if they find that option
preferable.

The primary accomplishment of the Cal4 fornia legislation is
to remove any serious grounds for complaint by foreign-
headquartered multinationals. Any foreign-headquartered
multinational with a United States subsidiary can now file on a
separate accounting basis just as it does in its federal tax
return. The small fee they must pay for this option (.03 percent
on payroll, property and sales) can be easily justified as paying
for the additional auditing costs which accompany separate
accounting. No longer can foreign-headquartered multinationals
complain that the unitary method is an impediment to trade. They
can, if they wish, simply avoid unitary taxation by filing on a
separate accounting basis.

At the same time, the negotiations in California arrived at
a compromise that roughly balanced foreign and domestic
interests. Two areas which will continue to be debated are the
treatment of 80-20 corporations and the treatment of dividends
from majority owned subsidiaries. In both cases, California
adopted, in my view, a judicious approach.

80-20 corporations are domestic corporations which conduct
most of their business (as measured by payroll and property)
abroad. California included them in the waters' edge in their
recent legislation. As the states argued in the Working Group
report, there are special problems involved in auditing these
corporations. Since they are domestic corporations, transactions
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between these corporations and the domestic parent are rarely
audited on federal returns. If the states did not include them
in the waters' edge, they would be forced to bear the full burden
of auditing transactions between these corporations and their
parents. The California legislation calls for a study, by March
of 1987, of the auditing problems that would occur if the 80-20's
were not included in the waters' edge. This study offers both
the state and the corporations an opportunity to reexamine this
issue. Pending this study, the approach taken by California is
necessary in order to protect its interests.

With respect to dividends, California clearly adopted a
position close proposed federal legislation. As the states
argued in the Working Group report, dividends paid by foreign
corporations to their parents are not necessarily "foreign
source" dividends. Multinational corporations operate on a
worldwide basis and often incur expenses in the United States
which are deducted in their tax returns, which, in turn, lead to
increased profitability abroad. Research and development
expenses are only one important example of this type of
transaction. Dividends thus represent a return on these
investments. Since the costs of these investments are deducted
in the United States, the returns on these investments should be
taxed in the United States. The seventy-five percent dividend
exclusion is an attempt to tax an appropriate share of these
dividends without taxing income which is truly earned outside the
state. It is in my view, a fair and quite reasonable policy.

The states have shown a willingness to adjust their tax
policies in light of the issues raised in the Working Group.
Although many tax administrators and policy experts prefer the
unitary system, they have responded to the federal government's
request to adjust their policies to accommodate the desires of
some of our major trading partners. The legislation that has
been adopted has been responsive and has cost the states
significant revenue at a time when demands on states' coffers are
high. With the primary foreign policy considerations eliminated
by recent state legislative action, there is simply no
justification for federal legislation. The remaining difficult
and complex issues in state corporation taxation should be left
to the states.
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Statement

of

TAX EXECUTIVE INSTITUTE# INC.

on

Pending Federal Legislation Prohibiting State Taxation on the Worldwide
unitary Basis, Restricting the State Taxation of Foreign-Source

Dividends, and Imposing New Information Reporting Requirements on
Multistate and Multinational Corporations

September 17# 1986

I. BACKGROUND

Tax Executives Institute (TEl) is a professional association of
corporate and other business executives who are responsible for the tax
affairs of the companies by whom they are employed. Our 4,000
individual members represent more than 2,000 of the leading
corporations in the United States and Canada.

Historically, TEl has been concerned with the administrative
aspects of tax policy, and we are proud of our record of working with
Congress, the Department of the Treasury, Internal Revenue Service, and
appropriate state tax officials to reduce the costs and burdens of tax
administration and compliance to the mutual benefit of government and
taxpayers. TEl represents a true cross-section of the business
community in North America -- including numerous non-U.S. owned or
controlled multinational corporations. We believe our diversity and
the professional training of our members enable us to bring an
important and balanced perspective to issues such as those posed by
federal legislation concerning the states' use of the worldwide unitary
method: our members are the individuals who must contend with the
applicable rules on a day-to-day basis.

TEl has long been interested in minimizing and rationalizing the
administrative and fiscal burdens placed upon multijurisdictional
businesses through the use of the worldwide unitary tax method. This
statement sets forth TEI's position on pending federal legislation
dealing with the worldwide unitary tax problem and related issues
(S. 1974 and H.R. 3980).

xI. SUIIaRY OF PENDING FEDERAL LEGISLATION

On December 18, 1985, S. 1974 was introduced into the Senate and a
companion bill, H.R. 3980, was introduced in the House of
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Representatives. These bills attempt to resolve the worldwide unitary
tax dispute and attendant problems in three principal ways.

First, the bills would prohibit states from using the worldwide
unitary tax method to compute taxpayers' state income tax liabilities.
Secondly, the proposed legislation would prohibit any state -- except
the state in which a taxpayer has its commercial or legal domicile--
from taxing foreign-source dividends. Thirdly, the proposed
legislation would impose new disclosure and information reporting
requirements on certain multistate and multinational corporations.

III. THE NEED FOR FEDERAL LEGISLATION

The dispute over the constitutional propriety of the worldwide
unitary tax method to compute the state tax liabilities of
multinational businesses raged for over two decades and culminated in
1983 in the Supreme Court of the United States decision in Container
Corporation of America v. Franchise Tax Board. In Container, the
Supreme Court placed its imprimatur on the worldwide unitary method.
The Court's decision, however, by no means resolved the matter.
Indeed, in response to the outcry from the business community following
this decision, President Reagan appointed a "Working Group" to study
the issue and recommend solutions. The Working Group was chaired by
the Secretary of the Treasury Donald T.Regan and included
representatives of various states, the business community, and the
federal government. After months of hearings and discussion, the
Working Group "agreed" (subject to myriad qualifications fr4m
representatives of both business and the states) on three basic
principles:

Principle One: "Water's-edge" unitary combination for both
and foreign-based companies.

Principle Two: Increased federal administrative assistance
to and cooperation with the states to promote full taxpayer
disclosure and accountability.

Principle Three: Competitive balance for U.S. multi-
naionals, foreign multinationals, and purely domestic
businesses.

Those principles were set forth in the Chairman's Report on the
activities of the Working Group. Since that report was released in
1984, much activity has occurred at the state level. Of the 12 states
employing the worldwide unitary method at the end of 1983, nine have
replaced the worldwide method with the "water's-edge" method. Most
notably, the California legislature enacted replacement legislation in
August 1986, which Governor Deukmejian signed into law on September 5.

Despite the "progress" that has been made in certain states to
repeal the worldwide unitary method and in other states to reach a
solution to the problem, TEl believes that federal legislation is
necessary to resolve the disputes that have divided business and "the
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states for decades. Federal legislation is needed for the following
tax-policy related reasons:

First: Although the trend at the state level to repeal the
world=we unitary method is certainly welcomed by the business
community, federal legislation is necessary to ensure that state
administrators or legislators will not at some later date seek to
impose the worldwide unitary method.

Second: Federal legislation is needed to ensure that no state, or
subdivision thereof, is permitted to tax foreign-source'-aividends,
since such taxation constitutes a mere extension of the worldwide
unitary tax method. Currently, approximately 15 states, in addition to
those currently employing the worldwide unitary method, include
foreign-source dividends either wholly or partially in their tax bases.

Third: Federal legislation is needed to discourage states from
taxing-7etraterritorial income (i.e., foreign-source dividends) by
indirect methods. For example, in-tain worldwide unitary states
(including California), consideration has been given to imposing, as a
condition of electing the "water's-edge" method, an assortment of
onerous toll charges, filing fees, and other burdensome requirements.
(The legislation recently enacted by the California legislature imposes
such a toll charge on a corporation's electing not to use the worldwide
unitary method.) Such conditions would clearly undermine the
principles on which the Working Group agreed and dilute the overall
efficacy of the corrective state legislation. Thus, federal
legislation is necessary to establish clear, well-defined limits to the
states' powers to tax multinational businesses.

IV. THE ESSENTIAL COMPONENTS OF FEDERAL LEGISLATION

Tax Executives Institute has filed reports and statements on the
state taxation of multistate and multinational businesses with Congress
and others. For example, in 1980 the Institute testified before the
Senate Finance Committee on S. 1688 and before the House Ways and Means
Committee on H.R. 5076, both of which would restrict the states' right
to use the worldwide unitary method and to otherwise tax foreign-source
income. In 1981, we testified before the Advisory Commission on
Intergovernmental Relations in support of federal legislation defining
and limiting the power of states to tax multijurisdictional businesses.

Most recently, TEI submitted comments on the proposed unitary tax
legislation drafted by the Treasury Department and released for public
comment on July 8, 1985. This draft legislation would have required
certain corporations to file annual information returns with the
Internal Revenue Service reflecting the computation of their state
income tax liabilities in the various states. In noting that the
Treasury Department had expressly deferred a decision on whether to
press for federal legislation to remedy the worldwide unitary tax
problem, TEI stated:

Since the imposition of new information reporting
requirements on multistate and multinational
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corporations, such as those proposed in the draft
legislation, may constitute but one part of the
perceived solution to the worldwide unitary
taxation problem, TEI believes that the proposed
domestic disclosure spreadsheet legislation is
premature and that it should be held in abeyance
pending the completion of the Secretary's review of
this area.* * *

* * * TEI believes that the domestic disclosure
worksheet legislation is premature and that an
improved proposal should be introduced only as part
of a comprehensive solution to the conflicts that
exist in this area.

TEI continues to believe that federal legislation is necessary to
resolve the worldwide unitary issue. In our view, such legislation
should contain the following elements:

I. Prohibit any state, or subdivision thereof, from
imposing income tax on any taxpayer on a worldwide
unitary basis. The federal legislation, however,
should not operate to preclude states from
affording taxpayers an election to use the
worldwide unitary method.

2. Prohibit any state, or subdivision thereof, from
including in its income base subject to taxation
dividends received (or deemed received) from
foreign subsidiaries of the taxpayer.

3. Provide a definition of "worldwide unitary basis"
specifying which members of a controlled or
affiliated group of corporations can be included in
a combined return. In this respect, TEl believes
that "section 936 companies" should generally not
be includible in a "water's-edge" combined group.
We take no position at this time on whether "80-20
companies" should be included or excluded from the
group for combination purposes.

V. TEX'S POSITION ON PENDING FEDERAL LEGISLATION
(S. 1974 AND H.R. 3980)

Tax Executives Institutes supports the enactment of federal
legislation to resolve the worldwide unitary tax conflict and,
consequently, supports the goals of S. 1974 and H.R. 3980, which are
pending before the Senate and the House. In this regard, we commend
the Senate Committee on Finance for scheduling a September 29, 1986,
hearing on the proposed legislation, and we urge the House Committee on
Ways and Means to follow suit.

We believe, however, that certain modifications to the proposed
legislation are absolutely essential to achieve federal solution to the
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worldwide unitary problem. Our proposed changes are set forth below
and are presented serially rather than in order of importance or
prominence.

Proposed Section 7518(a)

This section would prohibit any state from imposing the worldwide
unitary method on any taxpayer with two exceptions. A state could
continue to use the unitary method --

(1) if the taxpayer materially fails to comply with the
disclosure requirements set forth in section 6039A
or the legal or procedural requirements associated
wTth the income tax laws of the state; or

(2) if the taxpayer (or a relevant foreign country)
fails to provide material information concerning
the income transactions with certain related
corporations.

TEI believes that the prohibition against the use of the worldwide
unitary method must be unequivocal. Consequently, we object to the
legislation's granting states the right in certain cases to use the
worldwide unitary method. A taxpayer should not be threatened with the
imposition of the worldwide unitary method (i) for failing to comply
with the legal and procedural requirements imposed under the various
state tax statutes and regulations, or (ii) for failing to provide
information on transactions with related members of a controlled group.
State law governing such disclosures and reporting requirements might
not only be unacceptably vague or fluid but, for many if not most
taxpayers, would be as administratively burdensome as the use of the
worldwide unitary method itself.

Moreover, state tax codes already provide substantial civil and
criminal penalties for such transgressions. Mandating the use of the
worldwide unitary method in such situations would, in our view, be
wholly unwarranted. Undoubtedly, this provision could lead to
protracted litigation in which states and taxpayers would spar over the
adequacy of the information disclosures.

In addition, the proposed legislation would apparently allow a
state to apply the worldwide unitary method where the failure to
disclose was not at all attributable to the taxpayer's actions -- for
example, where a third party (i.e., a foreign country) refused or
failed to provide information rj-rding transactions between the
taxpayer and a related corporation doing business in the foreign
country. We submit that such a result would be inequitable.

Proposed Section 7518(b)

This proposed subsection would prohibit states from taxing more
than an "equitable portion' of foreign-source dividends. By its terms,
however, this restriction would not apply to the state of commercial or
legal domicile of the taxpayer receiving such dividends. TEI submits
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that no state, including a taxpayer's 'state of commercial or legal
domicile, should be permitted to tax foreign-source dividends.
Conferring on any state the right to tax foreign-source dividends would
contradict the underlying basis for prohibiting the state taxation of
such income -- the prevention of the double taxation of extra-
territorial income. Permitting any state to tax foreign-source
dividends would perpetuate disputes concerning the appropriate scope of
state taxation, not solve them.

Under the proposed legislation, a state would not be considered to
include in its income base more than an "equitable portion" of a
taxpayer's foreign-source dividends if it --

(1) excludes from its income base subject to taxation
at least 85 percent of such dividendsl

(2) excludes from its income base the portion of the
dividends which effectively bears no federal income
tax after application of the foreign tax credit or

(3) considering all the facts and circumstances, effect
an equitable apportionment of the dividends to the
state substantially similar to (1) or (2), pursuant
to regulations to be promulgated by the Secretary
of the Treasury.

Although this proposed definition at first blush seems consistent
with the intent of the legislation in restricting the taxation of
foreign-source dividends, it leaves open many questions. Absent
comprehensive regulations, it would be virtually impossible for
taxpayers and the states to reach agreement on what portion of the
taxpayer's foreign-source dividends "effectively bears no federal
income tax after the application of the foreign tax credit." If
history is any guide, regulations would not be promulgated for years,
thus leaving the states and taxpayers without a clear understanding of
how foreign-source dividends sh-ald be effectively taxed.

Moreover# it must be remembered that state allocation and
apportionment schemes, as they relate to the transaction of
multijurisdictional businesses, are intended to provide a mechanism for
determining the "source" of the taxpayer's income, irrespective of the
taxpayer's legal domicile or state of incorporation. Allowing states
to tax foreign-source dividends would render this precept meaningless.

Proponents of the worldwide unitary method and the taxation of
foreign-source dividends have frequently focused on the supposed
ability of corporations to effectively shift income outside the United
States. We suggest, however, that changes made by the Tax Reform Act
of 1984 (specifically, amendments to section 367(d) of the Internal
Revenue Code) have substantially reduced the force of such arguments.
Indeed, the result of those changes, together with the Treasury
Department's pledge to devote substantially more resources to the
examination of international transactions, has been to significantly
narrow any opportunity for unlawful income shifting that might have
previously existed.
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Therefore, TEI recommends that the proposed tests for determining
what constitutes an "equitable portion" of a taxpayer's foreign-source
dividends be cast as a single mathematical limitation. The 85-percent
threshold found in proposed section 7518(b)(1) presumably is intended
to result in the elimination from the state tax base of only the net
foreign-source dividend received by a taxpayer, after reduction for
appropriate related expenses. We propose that the second sentence of
proposed section 7518(b) be redrafted, as follows:

For purposes of this subsection (b), a state shall
not be considered to include in its income base
more than an equitable portion of dividends
described in the preceding sentence if it excludes
from the income base at least 85 percent of such
actual dividends received or deemed received by the
taxpayer.

Notwithstanding the preceding sentence, no state
shall include foreign dividend gross-up defined
under section 78 (of the Internal Revenue Code] in
its income base subject to taxation. Furthermore,
no state shall disallow a taxpayer's deductions or
credits as an offset against such dividends if such
disallowance would have the effect of including in
the states's income base more than 15 percent of
such dividends.

In addition, proposed section 7518(b) should be modified to make it
clear that the term "foreign-source dividends" includes subpart F
income under sections 951-964 of the Internal Revenue Code and other
foreign-source dividends received or deemed received by the taxpayer
(including section 1248 gain and consent or deemed dividends).

Proposed Section 7518(c)(2)

The definition of the "worldwide unitary basis" set forth in the
proposed legislation is clearly predicated on a "low-tide" mark. TEI
submits it is unacceptable. Under the bill, states would be permitted
to include in a "water's-edge" combination so-called possessions
(section 936) corporations and 80-20 companies with payroll, sales, or
purchases to or from unrelated parties or property exceeding a
$10,000,000 threshold. As already noted, TEI takes no position on
whether 80-20 companies should be included in a permissible "water's-
edge" group. As to possessions corporations, we submit there are
several reasons for excluding them from a "water's-edge" combination.

First, transactions with such companies are already subject to
Internal Revenue Service review to determine whether income has been
unlawfully transferred outside the U.S. taxing jurisdiction. Secondly,
the basic complaints associated generally with the worldwide unitary
method (i.e., that income earned outside the United States is
disproportionate in relation to the factors used to allocate such
income under the various state formulary methods) are equally
applicable to these companies. Lastly, as part of the federal solution
to the worldwide unitary problem, the Treasury Department has already

I
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agreed to strengthen its audit and review of transnational
intercorporate transactions. This pledge should provide sufficient
comfort LO those states otherwise concerned about the ability of
taxpayers to shift income outside jurisdictions.

Proposed Section 6039A -- Information With Respect to Certain
Multistate and Multinational Corporations

As an organization whose members are responsible for ensuring that
their companies comply with the tax laws, TEX is very much concerned
about the administrative burden posed by the proposed information
reporting requirements set forth in section 6039A of the proposed
legislation. In this regard, we seriously question whether the time
and costs required to fulfill these requirements have been adequately
justified by its proponents. In its present form, the legislation
would impose significant burdens on many corporations not conducting
any or more than a nominal amount of business outside the United
States.

In addition, the compliance requirements for those companies
subject to the proposed legislation could, in our opinion, be as
onerous as the worldwide combined reporting burden that now exists for
many taxpayers, even though the ame-'nt of useful information provided
to the states would be generally minimal. Clearly, where the
information obtained is of marginal value, this type of burden is
wasteful in terms of both personnel and financial resources.

Notwithstanding the foregoing comments, should Congress still feel
compelled to include the information reporting requirements in the
proposed legislation, TEX believes that certain changes are necessary
to ensure that the legislation is administrable, equitable, and
consistent with longstanding tax policy goals. Not the least of the
required changes relates to the discretionary authority that would be
granted the Secretary of the Treasury under proposed section 6039A(a)
to expand the nature and volume of information required to be submitted
by a reporting corporation. In our view, that discretionary authority
should be eliminated. Thus, only those items specifically identified
in proposed section 6039A(a) -- essentially, income tax liability,
method of calculation, and affiliated company transactions -- should be
required to be included on the domestic disclosure spreadsheet (DDS).

Other changes recommended by TEX to the domestic disclosure
spreadsheet requirements are set forth below.

Proposed Section 6039A(c)

Under the proposed legislation, a "reporting corporation" required
to file the DDS return includes a corporation that "is subject to tax
in at least two states, and owns total assets with an aggregate
original cost of at least $250,000,000, at least $10,000,000 of which
are located in the United States." We submit the proposed definition
is excessively broad. The overall purpose of the legislation is to
resolve the conflict between the states and business over worldwide
unitary taxation. Under the bill, however, many large corporations
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(i.e., those with total. assets of $250 million or more) that conduct no
or'oly de minimis foreign activities would be requiredd to comply wiEM
the DDS requirements. In addition, small and medium-sized businesses
that merely export $10 million or more of products outside the United
States would be subject to the DDS requirements.

TEI submits that corporations that conduct no or only de minimis
business outside the United States and those corporations that engage
in foreign commerce only through direct export sales should not be
subject to the DDS reporting requirements. In this regard, the
Department of Commerce has taken issue with the proposed legislation
and expressed the federal government's need to balance the interests of
the states in obtaining information regarding the activities of
multinational corporations against the need not to overburden
businesses with substantial reporting requirements of little or no
value. Specifically, in a letter dated August 22, 1985, Douglas A.
Riggs, the Commerce Department's General Counsel, argued persuasively
that the proposed DDS guidelines issued by the Treasury Department on
July 8, 1985 (after which the DDS requirements found ir, S. 1974 and
H.R. 3980 are patterned) should be moderated. Mr. Riggs stated that
DDS requirements --

will place a difficult burden on small and middle sized U.S.
companies, which have no direct investment abroad and should
not be subject to the unitary remedies at all. Furthermore,
such companies, unlike true multinationals with active
subsidiaries and branch operations abroad, have virtually no
potential for immunizing their profits from local state
taxation.

TEI agrees with the Commerce Department that only those
corporations that are directly involved in the worldwide unitary tax
dispute should be drawn into the legislative net. Consequently, we
recommend that the definition of *reporting corporation" be modified to
exclude purely domestic cmxaianies. Specifically, we urge the exclusion
from the combined group of those companies conducting only de minimis
foreign business (i.e., those companies deriving five percent or less
of their revenues--F-om the sale of products or services through the
active conduct of business outside the United States), and those
companies engaged in foreign commerce merely through the direct export
or import of personal property to or from unrelated parties (i.e., not
conducting business through a foreign branch, office, fixed pace of
business, permanent establishment, or subsidiary -- other than a FSC or
DISC).

Proposed Section 6039A(d)

In addition to the federal penalty provisions set forth in
proposed section 6039A(e), proposed subsection (d) would provide that
the states may treat the filing of the DDS return with the Internal
Revenue Service as if it were also originally filed with the states for
purposes of imposing state penalties for negligence, fraud, or a
material understatement of income or tax liability. Such a provision
is both unnecessary and ill-advised. Indeed, because it could lead to
the inconsistent application of various state laws to federally
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required disclosures and, in fact, sanction the unequal treatment of
similarly situated taxpayers, it represents bad tax administration and
even worse tax policy.

The penalties imposed by the Internal Revenue Code are substantial
and, we believe, wholly sufficient to discourage noncompliance with the
reporting requirements. If states were permitted to levy additional
civil or criminal penalties with respect to DDS returns, a taxpayer
could face multiple assertion of such penalties -- the particulars of
which might depend on the vagaries of each asserting state's tax laws,
administrative regulations, and enforcement practices. As a result,
the taxpayer could be placed in the position of defending itself
against scores of separate, perhaps even inconsistent, state
determinations with respect to the same DDS return.

Enforcement of proposed section 6039A should be left to a single
general agency -- the Internal Revenue Service -- that can assure that
the provisions are interpreted and applied in a consistent, even-handed
manner. Accordingly, TEl recommends that proposed section 6039A(d) be
deleted in its entirety.

V%1. CONCLUSION

Tax Executives Institute applauds Congress's and the
Administration's efforts to seek a federal solution to the worldwide
unitary problem. S. 1974 and H.R. 3980, although requiring significant
amendments, provide a sound foundation for achieving this objective.
Consequently, TEX urges Congress to take immediate action on this
legislation. TEX requests that the specific recommendations discussed
above be taken into consideration since they are believed to be
necessary to assure that the solution is both fair and enduring.

TEl appreciates this opportunity to present our views on proposed
federal legislation relating to the states' use of the worldwide
unitary method. If you should need additional information or wish to
discuss these comments, please do not hesitate to call James F. Buresh,
chairman of TEX's State and Local Tax Committae, at (312) 875-9010 or
Timothy J. McCormally, TEI's Tax Counsel, at (703) 522-3535.

Respectfully submitted,

E~ECUTIS INSTT, INC.

By: David L. Burn
President
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VII. APPEMDIX:
HISTORY OF THE PROBLEM

On June 27, 1983, the Supreme Court of the United States held that
California's application of the worldwide unitary method of taxation to
Container Corporation of America and its foreign subsidiaries was
proper. Container Corporation of America v. Franchise Tax Board, 103
S. Ct. 2933 (1933). In so holding, the Court found that California is
not required "to employ the arm's-length approach used by the Federal
Government and most foreign nations in evaluating the tax consequences
of intercorporate transactions," that "the double taxation occasioned
by the California scheme is not impermissible," and further that the
"California tax does not violate the 'one voice' standard * * * under
which a state tax at variance with federal policy will be struck down
if it either implicates foreign policy issues which must be left to the
Federal Government or violates a clear federal directive.m

As a result of the Court's decision and the concern that
additional states might incorporate the worldwide unitary method into
their own taxing systems, affected members of the business sector
(joined by major foreign trading partners of the United States) stepped
up their efforts to have the federal government ban the worldwide
unitary tax method by urging the President to intercede in the dispute.
At the same time, supporters of the worldwide uaitary method implored
the Administration not to interfere in what they perceived to be
primarily a "states' rights" issue. In response to the concerns
expressed by both the proponents and opponents of the worldwide unitary
method, President Reagan established a "Working Group," whose members
represented the affected parties in the dispute: multinational
corporations, state governments utilizing the worldwide unitary method,
and the federal government. The Working Group was charged with
examining the issues and formulating recommendations that would *be
conducive to harmonious international economic relations, while also
respecting the fiscal rights and privileges of the individual states."

The Working Group, chaired by Secretary of the Treasury Donald T.
Regan, heard testimony and debated the issues for a period of five
months. The results of these hearings were transmitted to the
President in the Chairman's Report On The Worldwide Unitary Taxation
Working Group: Activities, Issues and Recommendations (July 31, 1984).
The Report set forth the following three prrnciples:

Principle One: "Water's-edge" unitary combination
for both U.S. and foreign-based companies.

Principle Two: Increased federal administration
assistance and cooperation with the states to
promote full taxpayer disclosure and
accountability.

Principle Three: Competitive balance for U.S.
multnationais, foreign multinationals, and purely
domestic businesses.
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The Report noted that the state representatives and the
representatives from the business community were not able to reach a
consensus on two key areas:

(I) whether states should have the right to tax
foreign-source dividends; and

(2) whether so-called 80-20 corporations should be
includible in a "water's-edge" unitary combination.

The states argued that foreign-source dividends should not be
exempted from their tax bases; business representatives countered that
allowing states to tax foreign dividends would effectively expand,
rather than constrict, the use of the worldwide unitary method. The
difference of opinion over the proper treatment of 80-20 companies was
equally diverse, with the states arguing for inclusion of such
companies in the "water's-edge" definition and business proposing a
"high-tide" definition favoring exclusion of such companies. (As noted
above, TEI has to date taken no position on whether 80-20 companies
should-be included in the definition of the "water's-edge" unitary
group.)

Thus, in the final analysis, the Working Group failed to agree on
a comprehensive solution to the worldwide unitary question. Instead,
Chairman Regan exhorted the states still using the worldwide unitary
method to resolve the dispute with new state legislation. In his
report, he stated that if the states had not made "appreciable
progress" to eliminate the use of the worldwide unitary method by July
31, 1985, he would recommend that the Administration support federal
legislation to correct the problem.

On July 8, 1985, the Treasury Department issued for public comment
draft legislation requiring certain corporations to file information
returns with the Internal Revenue Service reflecting their computations
of state income. taxes in the various states. This legislation was
intended to promote Principle Two of the Working Group Report--
federal assistance in promoting full taxpayer disclosure and
accountability. Two days after the Treasury Department released the
draft domestic disclosure spreadsheet legislation, the British House of
Commons approved a measure that would permit the United Kingdom to
retaliate against those states employing the worldwide unitary method
by withholding tax refunds on dividends paid by U.K. subsidiaries of
U.S. parent companies doing business in worldwide unitary states.

On August 16, 1985, the Treasury Department issued a News Release
stating that "positive developments" had occurred at the state level
over the course of the previous year. The News Release specifically
commented on the efforts then underway in California to enact "water's-
edge" legislation. In light of the developments, the Treasury
Department announced it had deferred consideration of whether to
recommend federal legislation to solve the worldwide unitary taxation
dilemma. The Treasury acknowledged, however, "that important steps
remained to be taken by the states before the unitary taxation problem
(could] be considered to be satisfactorily resolved." Most observers
linked the Treasury Department's decision to defer consideration of
federal legislation to the intense efforts underway by the California

67-908 0 - 87 - 4
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legislature to reform the worldwide unitary method system.
Unfortunately, the California legislature adjourned in September of
1985 without enacting a "water's-edgem bill.

In light of the failure of the California lawmakers to enact
"water's-edge" legislation during 1985, combined with the stepped-up
pressure by foreign governments (most notably, the United Kingdom) on
the Administration to intercede, the President announced on November 8,
1985, that the Administration would support federal legislation
compelling the remaining states to abandon the worldwide unitary method
of taxation and provide restrictions on the states' rights to tax
foreign-source dividends. On December 18, 1985, S. 1974 was introduced
in the Senate by Senator Wilson of California and, on the same day,
Representative Duncan of Tennessee introduced a companion bill, H.R.
3980, in the House of Representatives. This legislation generally
would prohibit the use of the worldwide unitary method, would restrict
the state taxation of foreign-source dividends, and would impose new
disclosure requirements on multistate and multinational corporations.

Notwithstanding the introduction of S. 1974 and H.R. 3980, the
Administration made it clear that it would prefer for the states to
resolve the worldwide unitary dispute without the need for federal
intervention. In a letter dated January 30, 1986, to the governors of
the six states still using the worldwide unitary method, Secretary of
State George Schultz urged the states to abandon the use of the method.
He stated that the Administration "would welcome swift legislative or
administrative action by your state to terminate your state's use of
the worldwide unitary method of taxation and to limit your state's
taxation of foreign-source dividends." Furthermore, in a letter dated
March 14, 1986, to California Assembly Republican Leader Pat Nolan, J.
Roger Mentz, Acting Assistant Secretary of the Treasury for Tax Policy,
stated:

(T]he fact that California continues to tax on a
worldwide unitary basis presents serious problems
to the Administration. We hope that California,
like other states, will be able to resolve this
difficult problem by enacting legislation that is
consistent with the federal legislation. This
action would stand as a tangible expression of the
workability of federalism. It also would prompt us
to reassess the need for the federal legislation.

On August 26, 1986, the California legislature approved a
compromise unitary tax reform bill (SB-85). Governor Deukmejian signed
the measure into law on September 5. The bill offers multinational
corporations currently taxed under California's worldwide combined
reporting method an option to be taxed on a "water's-edge" basis, as of
January 1, 1988. Generally, corporations can continue to be taxed
based on the California portion of their worldwide unitary income or
they can elect to use a rolling 10-year period to compute their tax
based on the California portion of their U.S. income. It should be
noted that, under the California legislation, domestic international
sales corporations (DISCs), foreign sales corporations (FSCs), and "80-
20 corporations," and other companies -- regardless of where
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incorporated -- with 20 percent or more of their average property,
payroll, and sales within the United States would be included in the
"water's-edge" group.

Under SB-85, the electio will not come without cost to the
corporation. Specifically, companies reporting under the election
provision will be required to pay an annual fee of .03 percent of their
property, payroll, and sales in California. This fee can be reduced to
a minimum of .01 percent by making new investment in the state. Under
the legislation, 75 percent of dividends received from foreign
subsidiaries owned more than 50 percent by the parent will be exempt
from taxation, with adjustments possible based on the relationship of
domestic payroll to total payroll. Finally, taxpayers making the
election will not be able to revoke it for 10 years.

The bill also contains several provisions unrelated to combined
reporting reform, including a requirement that many corporations file a
domestic disclosure spreadsheet similar to that which would be required
by H.R. 3980 and S. 1974. The spreadsheet would have to be filed
without regard to whether the corporations have foreign operations oN
elect the new reporting method.

Since the California legislation will not become effective until
1988 and since the measure will require that certain studies and
reports be made to the legislature during its 1987 session, it remAine
unclear whether uniform reform in California is at an end.

Meanwhile, judicial developments concerning the unitary issue have
continued. Specifically, on March 6, 1986, the Justice Department
filed an amicus curiae brief in the case of Alcan Aluminum Limited v
Franchise Tax Board, No. 84 C 6932 (N.D. Ill. Jan. 10, 1985), whiciv H
pending before the U.S. District Court for the Northern District of
Illinois. In its brief, the Justice Department argued that the
worldwide unitary method, as it applies to foreign-based
multinationals, is offensive to the Foreign Commerce and Supremay
Clauses of the Constitution, because it resulted in impermissible
interference with the federal government's implementation of national
policies and the conduct of foreign affairs. On March 22, 1986, amici
curiae briefs were filed on behalf of 17 foreign governments askingEa
court to strike down California's worldwide unitary tax.

It is expected that the Alcan case may ultimately reach the
Supreme Court of the United States. A final decision by the Court,
however, may not be forthcoming for several years. Should the
worldwide unitary tax method be found unconstitutional as it applies to
foreign-based multinationals, the focus may again shift to Congress to
consider the extent to which such a decision would have on the Working
Group's third principle -- to strike a competitive balance between
U.S.-bascd multinationals, foreign-based multinationals, and purely
domestic companies.
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STATEMENT OF TEXACO INC.

TO THE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT

OF THE

SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

UNITED STATES SENATE

Texaco Inc. (Texaco) appreciates the opportunity to submit writ-
ten comments on the proposed Unitary Tax Repealer Act (S. 1974).
Texaco is a wholly integrated oil company that either directly or
through subsidiaries and affiliated companies conducts oil and
gas exploration, production, transportation, refining and sales
activities in the United States and in over 160 countries
throughout the world. Texaco, a Delaware Corporation, has filed
a consolidated federal tax return since 1954.

The Administration and this Committee are to be commended for
their efforts to resolve the international controversy surround-
ing the individual states imposition of the worldwide unitary
method of taxation. Important in this endeavor is the attempt to
provide for the *equitable" taxation of foreign source dividends.
Texaco wishes to emphasize that any limited resolution of the
worldwide unitary issue without restriction on the state taxation
of foreign source intercorporate dividends and other foreign
income would disadvantage domestic corporations in their foreign
operations.

Texaco strongly supports the enactment, with modifications, of
S. 1974, which is before the Senate Finance Committee for con-
sideration, and its identical companion bill HR. 3980, which is
before the House Committee on Ways and Means.

I. Background

This legislation was drafted by the Administration and was
introduced into both chambers at the request of the President.
S. 1974 was introduced on December 10, 1985, by Senator
Pete Wilson for himself, and Senators Mathias and Hawkins.
HR. 3980 was introduced on the same day by Congressman
Duncan. Since introduction, Congressmen Gibbons, Jenkins,
Archer, Frenzel, and Daub have agreed to co-spons~r HR.
3980.

-1-
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In brief, this legislation would apply a water's-edge ap-
proach to state taxation of corporate income by (1) pro-
hibiting states from imposing corporate income tax on a
worldwide unitary basis; and (2) providing for "equitable'
tax treatment of dividends received by U.S. corporations
from their foreign subsidiaries. In exchange, all states
would benefit under this legislation from the establish-
ment of new federal information reporting requirements for
multinational corporation groups and certain other corpo-
rations. Such information is intended to assist the
states in the administration of their tax laws.

II. The Need For Federal Tax Legislation

There is a strong need for federal legislation notwith-
standing the recently enacted California legislation. The
dispute over the constitutional propriety of the worldwide
unitary tax method to compute the state tax liabilities of
multinational businesses has plagued national governments,
the business community, and the states for many years.

The resolution is important now for the following reasons:

(1) Only federal legislation can give the uniformity,
equality and the consistency necessary to prevent the
disruption of international relations by individual
arbitrary state tax action which taxes income earned
outside of the United States and is not related in
any way to the taxed company's operations in the
state.

(2) To permit action by one state (California) to deter
federal legislation gives the impression to foreign
governments that it is California and not Congress
which determines the tax rules in foreign commerce.

(3) The enacted California legislation does not repeal
worldwide unitary because the California Franchise
Tax Board at its own discretion may ignore the
taxpayer's water's-edge election.

(4) California legislation can be easily repealed and
other states could still impose unitary taxation.
Thus, foreign governments will be required to main-
tain the threat of tax retaliation as the United
Kingdom has done.

(5) "California" type solutions favor mainly foreign-
owned multinationals and, as a result, place domes-
tic multinational companies at a disadvantage. The
foreign source dividends of foreign-owned companies
are fully exempt from California taxation, but U.S.
multinational companies are subject to tax on all or
part of their foreign source dividends.

-2-
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16) California extracts a heavy toll charge (.03% of busi-
ness activities in California) for the option to elect
water's-edge unitary tax relief from worldwide unitary
taxation -- an unfair cost to multinational companies.
Moreover, the election fee can be increased by Cali-
fornia in the future.

(7) The California legislation discriminates against U.S.-
based multinationals in favor of the foreign-based
multinationals by including 80/20 corporations in the
water's-edge unitary combination.

(8) To permit states to tax foreign source income and
require companies tp report on such foreign opera-
tions results in oppressive administrative and com-
pliance costs for companies which are required to
report on their complete worldwide operations even
though such information is often not readily avail-
able to those companies.

(9) Requires a determination of income which is based on
apportionment factors that can significantly under-
state income earned by foreign operations, and over-
state income earned in the state and therefore result
in double taxation.

For the above reasons, individual state taxation on a world-
wide unitary basis of internationally generated income and
taxation by states of foreign source dividends is simply
not good international tax policy and it is not good foreign
policy when states are permitted to act individually and
independently in areas of foreign income taxation.

III. Basic Principle of Taxation Which Texaco Supports

The basic principle to which Texaco adheres is that states,
like the United States, should recognize the established
principles of international taxation so that the foreign
source income determination be made on the established
"arms length" principle (also referred to as the "separate
accounting" principle) uniformly and historically followed
by the international community. The "arms length" method
of determining the source of taxable income would preclude
formulary apportionment which is the basis oZ the unitary
method of taxation as followed by California and other
unitary states.

Under the "arms length" principle, foreign source income
should be defined for state taxation purposes by federal
law (consistent with international tax principles) and
formulary apportionment of foreign source income should be
prohibited as a permissible method of determining income
arising from activities within their states and income

-3-
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reasonably related thereto. In addition, foreign source
income (dividends or operating income) should be excluded
from state taxation so that U.S. corporations competing
overseas would not have a competitive disadvantage.

IV. Federal Restrictions on State Taxation of Foreign Source
Dividends is Essential

Texaco's major concern with respect to the specific legis-
lation currently before the Congress is the "equitable*
taxation of foreign source dividends. We note that the
concept of "equitable" taxation of foreign source divi-
dends has been adopted by the Administration and is part
of this legislation. However, our concern is that because
of the wide disparity in views as to what will constitute
"equitable" taxation, the "equitable" concept may not be
practicable or workable. We believe that the foreign
source dividends, like any other foreign source income,
should not be subject to any state taxes. It is clear
that the foreign parent corporation will be able to have
100% of their foreign source income (dividends) protected
from U.S. federal and state taxation. Accordingly, we
believe that U.S. multinationals should not be placed in a
less competitive position.

Although Texaco does not favor the "equitable" taxation of
foreign source dividends as proposed in S. 1974, in order
to have "equitable" taxation of dividends, the following
principles should apply:

(1) Foreign source dividends received by foreign-based
multinationals will be excluded from state taxation
by state law or by lack of "nexus"; therefore,
"equitable" treatment requires the same exclusion for
foreign source dividends received by U.S. corpora-
tions either from foreign or domestic corporations.

(2) Exclusion of foreign source dividends from state tax-
ation should not be thwarted by interest expense o4
any other expense disallowance. Allocation of inter-
est expense between domestic and foreign operations
for state tax purposes should follow federal rules.

(3) Alternatively, interest and other expense allocation
by the states should be prohibited if there is not a
full exclusion of foreign source dividends (such as
an 85% exclusion). The 15% inclusion should replace
all expense allocations.
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(4) Dividends should not include Section 78 gross-up;
income which is deemed a dividend for purposes of
Subpart F as well as Section 1248, and those derived
from 80/20 companies.

S. 1974 provides that 85% dividend exclusion represents
"equitable" taxation of foreign source dividends. We
respectfully suggest that the only manner in which tax-
ation of 15% foreign source dividends could be "equitable"
would be that the 15% represents a fair allocation of
associated expenses attributable to foreign source income
including interest offsets. Accordingly, we would urge
that as a necessary element of "equitable" taxation,
further disallowances of expenses of the parent corpo-
ration, such as the interest expense offset, or any other
expense disallowance, should be prohibited if 15% of the
dividend income is to be subject to state taxation.
Alternatively, we would urge that if the states are per-
mitted to disallow or allocate expenses attributable to
foreign source income, then taxation of foreign source
dividends should be entirely prohibited. We suggest that
if the 85% safe harbor treatment of foreign source divi-
dend taxation is included, then such approach should be in
lieu of allocation of expenses related to foreign source
income.

V. Taxation On a Worldwide Unitary Basis Is Inconsistent With
the Tax Policies of the United States

State taxation on a worldwide unitary basis has produced a
significant deterioration in the relationship of the
United States and its principal trading partners. The
worldwide unitary method of state taxation has undermined
the ability of the federal government to speak with one
voice in foreign tax policy matters. In fact, the con-
tinued one of this method of taxation by the states im-
pairs the ability of the United States to carry out its
tax and investment policy in the international arena and
alienates our economic allies and exposes the United
States business community to increased taxation, adminis-
trative costs in foreign jurisdictions, and to severe
trading disadvantages in competing in the international
community. The water's-edge approach of S. 1974 will per-
mit the federal government to once again regain control of
the United States international tax policy. This bill
will provide for a simple and fair guideline for states to
enact a consistent network of water's-edge legislation.
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VI. Federal Legislation Is Necessary to Assure Equitable
Treatment of American 80/20 Companies

The new California legislation illustrates the need for
federal legislation to restrict states from not only dis-
criminating against American companies in favor of foreign
competitors, but also from discriminating against some
American companies in favor of other American companies.
This situation results from California's exclusion of
American incorporated companies from the benefits of a
water's-edge combination, even though they have more than
80% of their operations overseas, the so-called "8 0 / 20
company" under the Internal Revenue Code.

This legislation should adhere to the principles that the
United States espouses in the double taxation treaty
agreements to which it has entered. Thus, the water's-
edge definition should be based upon the concept of limit-
ing state taxation of income to those individual companies
(of an affiliated group) that have a permanent -1stablish-
ment in the U.S. If the permanent establishment concept
cannot be easily adopted, then the test to determinne
whether foreign corporations are within the water's-edge
should be a simple calculation based on an analysis of the
sources of the corporations gross income. For example, if
at least 20% of a corporation's worldwide gross income
consists of U.S. source income which is not effectively
connected with a U.S. trade or business, or income from
U.S. or foreign sources which is effectively connected
with a U.S. trade or business, then the corporation would
be within the water's-edge and subject to taxation on a
worldwide unitary basis.

Including an 80/20 corporation in the water's-edge unitary
combination merely because it is incorporated in the U.S.
discriminates against the U.S.-based multinationals in
favor of the foreign-based multinationals because a simi-
larly situated foreign subsidiary of a foreign corporation
would not be included in the water's-edge combination and
the income therefore not subjected to formulary apportion-
ment.

VII. The Worldwide Unitary Method Should Not Be Used As a
Penalty

The basic purpose of Section 7518 of S. 1974, is to
restrict the use of the worldwide unitary method of taxa-
tion. This is a sound approach and one supported by
Texaco. However, Section 7518(a)(1) and (2) would allow
the states to require the use of the worldwide method of
taxation as a penalty or sanction. Using the worldwide
method as a sanction in regulating a tax system is inap-
propriate.

-6-
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With respect to Section 7518(a)(1), most state statutes
provide for civil and criminal penalties for taxpayers who
materially fail to comply with the income tax laws of the
state. With respect to 7518(a) (2), to prevent the dis-
ruption of international relations by individual arbitrary
state actions and to maintain uniformity, all information
from foreign governments concerning income transactions
with certain related corporations should be obtainable
only through the IRS or the State Department and disbursed
to the states.

Therefore, we recommend that Section 7518(a) (1) and (2) be
deleted.

VIII. The "Spreadsheet" Informational Requirements Should Not Be
Enacted Without Unitary Tax Relief

In noting that the Treasury Department has expressly de-
ferred a decision on whether to press for federal legis-
lation at this time to remedy the worldwide unitary prob-
lem, including the state taxation of foreign source divi-
dends, Texaco strongly urges that it would be equally wrong
to go forward with imposing new information reporting re-
quirements on multistate and multinational corporations,
such as those proposed in the draft legislation. Such
legislation would constitute but one part of the perceived
solution to the worldwide unitary taxation problem. In
arriving at the three basic principles which the working
group agreed upon, it cannot be over-emphasized enough
that the increased federal administrative assistance and
cooperation with the states in order to promote full tax-
payer disclosure and accountability was a principle which
was provided primarily for the states benefit and that the
other two principles which were agreed upon which would
provide for a water's-edge unitary combination for both
U.S. and foreign based companies and which would provide
that there be a competitive balance for U.S. multina-
tional, foreign multinational, and purely domestic busi-
nesses, was the quid pro quo with respect to these prin-
ciples which the business community sup ported. To enact
at this time only that portion of the legislation will
only benefit the states; without consideration of legis-
lation to benefit business would be most inappropriate and
would undermine the concept of the working group agree-
ment. The proposed domestic disclosure spreadsheet legis-
lation is premature and it should be held in abeyance
pending the completion of an improved proposal that will
be introduced as part of a more comprehensive solution to
the conflicts that exist in this area.

-7-
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IX. The Spreadsheet Provisions Are Generally Acceptable as an
Inseparable Part of Unitary Taxation Relief

As long as this legislation provides for the basic prin-
ciples which the business community required including a
water's-edge unitary combination for both U.S.- and foreign-
based companies and a competitive balance for U.S. multi-
nationals, foreign multinationals and purely domestic busi-
nesses, the Federal disclosure spreadsheet provisions are
generally acceptable.

The Federal disclosure spreadsheet provisions of Section
6039(a) of S. 1974 are designed to provide the states with
federal assistance in gathering information that is neces-
sary for them to administer their tax laws relating to
multinational businesses. Subject to the non-disclosure
provisions of the bill, there is no objection to providing
the reporting corporations income tax liability paid to
each state, the income subject to tax in each state, and
the method of calculation in which the reporting corpora-
tion computed and allocated its income subject to tax by
each state. However, such information should only be pro-
vided to the Internal Revenue Service and to the appro-
priate state Departments of Revenue for their restricted
use. Consequently, we recommend deletion of all reference
to common agency. Furthermore, the requirements as set
forth in Section 6039(a) and (b) to report on companies
own-d by affiliates should be applied only where they own
more than 50% of the outstanding stock of the company.

Texaco continues to believe that federal legislation is necessary
to resolve the entire worldwide unitary taxation dispute. In our
view, such legislation should contain the following elements:

1) Prohibit any state or subdivision thereof from imposing an
income tax on any taxpayer on a worldwide unitary basis.
The federal legislation, however, should not operate to
preclude states from affording taxpayers an election to
use the worldwide unitary method.

2) Prohibit any state or subdivision thereof from including
in its income base, subject to taxation, any intercorpo-
rate dividends received (or deemed received) from foreign
subsidiaries, affiliates, or domestic companies operating
wholly in a foreign area.

3) Provide a definition of worldwide unitary basis specifying
no members of a controlled or affiliated group of corpora-
tions shall be included in a combined return unless the
members are carrying on more than a substantial amount of
business in the U.S. In this respect, Texaco believes
that 80/20 companies should not be included in a water's-
edge combined group. I

-8-
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Texaco applauds Congress' and the Administration's effort to seek
a federal solution to the worldwide unitary tax problem. S. 1974
and HR. 3980, although requiring modification, provide a sound
foundation for achieving legislation which will embody the three
basic principles agreed upon by the working group business and
state representatives. Consequently, Texaco urges Congress to
take immediate action to enact this legislation. We request that
the specific recommendations discussed above be taken into con-
sideration, since we believe them to be necessary in order to
insure that the solution to this problem is both fair and endur-
ing. We appreciate this opportunity to present our views on the
proposed Unitary Tax Repealer Act federal legislation. If you
should need any additional information, or wish to discuss any of
these comments, please do not hesitate to contact the undersigned
at 2000 Westchester Avenue, White Plains, NY 10650. I may be
reached by telephone at (914)253-6210 or (202)331-1427.

Respectfully submitted,

TEXACO INC.

Robert S. Bevan
General Tax Counsel

-9-
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U NKE UNION DES INDUSTRIES DE LA COMMUNAUT9 EUROP9ENNE

Betty Scott-Boom
Committee on Finance, Room SD-219
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington DC 20510

PROPOSED UNITARY TAX LZCI,%LATIOU - S. 1974

US Senate Finance 'Comittee

Hearing before the Subcommittee on Taxation on Monday 29 September 1986

With reference to the United States Senate press release issued on II
August 1986, UNICE respectfully submits to the Taxation Subcommittee the
following written statement:

1. UNICE is a confederation of the industrial associations of the Member
States of the European Economic Community (EEC *) and of the European
Free Trade Association (EFTA CC). Host major industrial corporations
in these eighteen countries are affiliated to UNICE's members.

Most direct foreign investment in the United States comes from Euro-
pean sources, the overwhelming majority of which are multinational
corporations affiliated to one of UNICE's member Federations.

2. UNICE is also authorised to make this submission on behalf of the
European Banking Federation, which represents the twelve banking
associations of the Member States of the EEC. These associations
comprise the one thousand seven hundred full range service commercial
banks established in the EEC, several of which either have branches
in the United States or are considering establishing one there.

3. UNICE and the European Banking Federation urge the Committee to give
urgent and favourable consideration to S.1974.

4. In the opinion of both organisations, it is only through federal
legislation that a satisfactory universal and lasting solution will
be found to the prohibition on the use of the worldwide unitary
method of taxation by the States.

As to the reasons for this view, UNICE and the European Banking Fed-
eration would refer to the testimony which Mr Harry Corless gave at
the Subcommittee's oral hearing on behalf of the Organization for the

C) The Member States of the EEC are Belgium, Denmark, France, Federal
Republic of Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, Netherlands,
Portugal and Spain.

CC) The Member States of EFTA are Austria, Cyprus, Finland, Norway,
Sweden and Switzerland.

RUE DE LOXUM 6 STE 21 10a BRUXEi.LES TVA SM059612 TEL. 5134562.5125070 TELEX UN CE B 2013 TWLCOR. UNINOUSEUROF
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Fair Taxation of International Investments "OFTII= (a suatmry of the
OFTII statement is attached). UNICE and the European Banking Federa-
tion strongly support the arguments in the OFTII statement in favour
of federal legislation, as well as its more detailed counts on the
substance of S.1974.

5. In conclusion, UNICE and the European Banking Federation look forward
to the satisfactory solution of this long-standing problem with the
early passage of the Bill, suitably amended.

j gmn t Tyszkiewicz
9, tary General

Enclosure: summary of OFFTI statement
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Annex to the UNICE submission

SUMMARY OF OFTII TESTIMONY ON S.1974.

OFTII is composed of twenty-four domestic companies owned by foreign
shareholders. OFTII members have invested billions of dollars in the
U.S. and created thousands of jobs for American workers. OFTII mem-
bers have been penalized unfairly by worldwide unitary taxation in
certi.in States because they are taxed under this method on a portion
of th.! income earned by their foreign shareholders or related companies
in foreign countries. This substantially disadvantages worldwide enter-
prises that have investments in unitary tax States and discourages in-
vestments in the U.S. Recent unitary tax legislation in California has
not dealt adequately with the problem. Several States still retain
fully worldwide unitary taxation; the California measure only provides
partial relief in the form of an "election" upon payment of a substan-
tial fee to which the taxpayer is committed annually for ten years
without regard to the amount of taxable income; the California tax.
authorities have the power under vague criteria to terminate the "election"
and the law does not take effect until 1988. OFTIl members do not see
this as a statisfactory solution to their concerns and are continuing to
litigate in State and federal courts to have worldwide unitary taxation
finally declared unconstitutional. OFTII members urge that the appro-
priate solution is federal legislation, much in the form of S.1974 with
relatively few technical changes. These changes, the details of which
are specified in the full statement, are proposed to ensure that State
unitary taxation is limited to the "water's edge" and cannot be expanded
to include foreign enterprises not doing business in the United States;
that definitional matters are clarified; that compliance for State tax
purposes is made uniform and administered federally; and that stringent
monetary penalties are applied to ensure compliance under federal law
with reasonable and appropriate State revenue requirements.
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Statement
of the

Chamber of Commerce
of the

United States
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The U.S. Chamber of Commerce is the world's largest
federation of business companies and associations and Is the
principal spokesman for the American business comuity. It
represents approximately 180,000 businesses" and
or g anizations, such as local/state chambers of commerce and
trade/professional associations.

Hore than 91 percent of the Chamber's members are small
business firms with fewer than 100 employees, 58 percent with
fewer than 10 employees. Yet, virtually all of the nation's
largest companies are also active members. We are
particularly cognizant of the problems of smaller businesses,
as well as issues facing the business coumnity at large.

Besides representing a cross section of the Arican business
community in terms of number of employees, the Chamber
represents a wide management spectrum by type of business and
location. Each major classification of American
business-manufacturing, retailing, services, construction,
wholesaling, and finance--numbers more than 11,000 members.
Yet no one group constitutes as much as 29 percent of the
total membership. Further, the Chamber has substantial
membership in all 50 states.

The Chamber's international reach is substantial as well. It
believes that global interdependence provides as opportunity,
not a threat. In addition to the 56 American Chambers of
Comerce Abroad, an increasing number of members are engaged
in the export and import of both goods and services aad have
ongoing investment activities. The Chamber favors
strengthened international competitLvseaee and opposes
artificial U.S. and foreign barriers to international
business.

Positions on national Issues are developed by a cross section
of its members serving on eadfittes, mabcomltteen end task
forces. Currqoly, m l#1D0 business psepl. participate in
this growws.
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STATEMENT
ON

FEDERAL LEGISLATION PROHIBITING STATE TAXATION
ON THE WORLDWIDE UNITARY BASIS

for submission to the
SUBCOMMITTEE ON TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT

of the
SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

for the
U.S. CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

By
David R. Burton*

September 29, 1986

I. SUARY OF PENDING FEDERAL LEGISLATION

On iDcember 18, 1985, S. 1974 was introduced by Senator Wilson of
California, and a companion bill, H.R. 3980, was introduced by Representative
Duncan of Tennessee. These bills attempt to resolve the ongoing dispute over
states' use of the worldwide unitary tax method by: (1) prohibiting the states
from using the worldwide unitary tax method to compute a corporation's state
income tax liability; (2) restricting the state taxation of foreign-source
dividends; and (3) imposing comprehensive new disclosure and information
reporting requiremnts on certain multistate and multinational corporations.

I. CALIFORNIA UNITARY LEGISLATION

In 1983, the United States Supreme Court in Container Corporation of
America v. Franchise Tax Board held that Calafornia's use of the worldwide
unitary method of taxation was constitutional. Shortly after the court's
decision, at the request of the business community, a Working Group was
appointed to recommend solutions to the unitary issue. After a series of
prolonged hearings, the Working Group, comprised of representatives of both
business and the state and federal government, agreed on three basic
principles:

Principle One: ater's-edge unitary combination for both U.S. and foreign
based comanies.

Principle Two: Increased federal administrative assistance to and cooperation
wth the'ites to pr te full taxpayer disclosure and accountability.

Principle Three: Competitive balance for U.S. multinationals, foreign
mltiiationa land purely domestic businesses.

In the three years since the Working Group began its work on the unitary
issue, nine of the 12 states still utilizing the worldwide unitary method at
the end of 1983 have replaced the worldwide method with the water's-edge
method. Most recently, the California legislature approved a compromise
unitary tax reform bill which Governor Deukmejian signed into law on
September 5, 1986.

*Acting mager Tax Policy Center, U.S. Chamber of Commrce
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Under the compromise bill, all corporations may elect to report income
for California bank and corporation tax purposes using a water's-edge
apportionment method as of January 1, 1988. Companies electing to be taxed
under the water's-edge method will be required to pay an annual fee of 0.03
percent of the sum of their property, payroll and sales in California. In
addition, electing companies will not be able to revoke such water's,-edge
election for a period of 10 years except with permission of the state tax
authorities.

The definition of the water's-edge group under the California legislation
includes foreign sales corporations (FSC s), domestic international sales
corporations (DISC's), U.S. corporations with primarily foreign operations
(80/20 companies) and Subpart F income. The bill also provides that 75
percent of dividends received from controlled foreign corporations (CFC's)
owned more than 50 percent by the parent will be exempt from taxation. This
75 percent exemption of foreign-source dividends, however, could be reduced
significantly over time for companies that increase their foreign payroll
relative to their domestic payroll. Finally, all corporations subject to
California jurisdiction would be required to file a domestic disclosure
spreadsheet similar to that proposed by S. 1974 and H.R. 3980.

While the U.S. Chamber commends California for taking steps to alleviate
the unitary problem, the California legislation does adequately not do so.
Some of the problems with the California bill are:

(1) The water's-edge group should not include FSC's, DISC's, 80/20
companies and Subpart F income. The objective of water's-edge legislation is
to tax only such income that can be described fairly as earned within that
state. Income from these types of companies Is earned outside of California
and as such should not be taxed by the state under a true water's-edge
approach.

(2) One hundred percent rather than 75 percent (or less depending on a
corporation's percentage increase in foreign payroll) of foreign-source
dividends should be exempt from state taxation. State taxation of any portion
of foreign source dividends is an extension of the worldwide unitary tax
method. Since 15 states in addition to those three states currently using the
worldwide unitary method include at least part of foreign source dividends in
their tax bases, federal legislation is necessary to ensure that foreign
dividends are not taxed.

(3) The 0.03 percent fee imposed on companies electing to be taxed WO&r
the water's-edge method undermines the benefit of California's water's-edge
legislation. This election fee percentage could be increased easily by
California when additional state revenue Is needed. As a result, federal
legislation is needed to eliminate the states' ability to tax companies using
the worldwide unitary method, both directly and Indirectly (i.e., through use
of an election fee).
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II1. NUT SHOULD BE INCLUDED AS PART OF FEDERAL LEGISLATION

Even though a number of states have recently taken steps to repeal the
arldwide unitary method and resolve the problem, the Chamber strongly
contends that the ongoing dispute between the business community and the
states over the unitary method will not be resolved totally and satisfactorily
-mtil federal legislation is enacted. There are two overriding tax policy
reasoms why federal legislation is needed to resolve the unitary issue:

(1) Unitary leads to the double taxation of income incorrectly
apportioned to the state. The California legislation reduces but does not
eliminate double taxation of foreign source income.

(2) Even though the current trend has been for states to repeal the
worldwide unitary method in favor of the water's-edge method, federal
legislation is needed to ensure that states will not seek to reinstate the
worldwide unitary method in an attempt to raise revenue.

(3) Federal legislation is necessary to guarantee a free flow of
international trade through all 50 states without the threat of a state
impeding such movement of goods by employing the worldwide unitary method of
taxation.

Under our constitutional system, the federal government establishes and
carries out foreign policy. The regulation of international trade is an
important element of that foreign policy. Chaos would result if each of the
50 states was able to establish, for example, its own tariff barriers and
export regulations. The use of worldwide combined reporting by the states
produces similar problems and prevents the federal government from t,:ng able
to speak with one voice on behalf of the entire nation in conducting foreign
policy.

The U.S. policy toward international trade has been to promote the free
flow of goods andservices across International boundaries. The United States
has recognized that taxation can be an important factor in hindering or
promoting international trade and has endeavored to make it a neutral factor.
One of the most important aspects of that endeavor has been the prevention of
double taxation through tax treaties and the foreign tax credit. The double
taxation that often results from the use of worldwide combined reporting,
however, runs directly contrary to those efforts.

The Chamber believes that certain critical elements must be included as
part of federal legislation to resolve the worldwide unitary issue once and
for all:

(1) States must be unequivocably prohibited from imposing income tax on
sq company by using the worldwide unitary method.

(2) States must be prohibited from including any portion of a
soe'patOm's foreign-source dividends as part of its income tax base.
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(3) A water's-edge apportionment system must not include FSC's, DISC's,
80/20 companies and Subpart F income, since income from such sources is
foreign source income and states should not tax foreign source income.

(4) Spreadsheet reporting requirements must be drafted so as to minimize
the administrative burden on companies subject to the spreadsheet.

IV. TECHNICAL COMMENTS ON PENDING FEDERAL LEGISLATION (S. 1974)

As previously discussed, the Chamber strongly supports federal
legislation to resolve conclusively the continuing worldwide unitary tax
problem. Thus, the Chamber supports the overriding goals of S. 1974. It also
contends that specific changes to the proposed legislation are needed to
achieve a totally acceptable long-term solution to the worldwide unitary
problem. The Chamber's proposed improvements to the bill are set forth below.

(A) Worldwide Unitary Taxation Should Be Unequivocably Repealed and
Not Imposed as a Penalty for Noncompliance

The proposed legislation would prohibit.the states from imposing the
worldwide unitary method on any taxpayer with two exceptions. A state could
continue to tax on a worldwide unita'y basis if:

(1) A taxpayer materially fails to comply with either the new
spreadsheet reporting requirements or with the legal or procedural
requirements of state income tax laws; or (2) neither the taxpayer nor the
government of the relevant foreign country provides material information to a
state regarding the income transactions with certain related companies.

The prohibition on states' use of the worldwide unitary method must be
unequivocal. Allowing the states to use the unitary method as a penalty for
noncompliance with information reporting requirements is unwarranted. Due to
the broad scope of the reporting requirements, it may be difficult for foreign
companies and governments to provide U.S. taxing authorities with all the
requested information. Instead, monetary penalties should be imposed to deal
with noncompliance. Such monetary penalties are, indeed, the typical way in
which the U.S. enforces the informational return requirements of its tax laws.

(B) No Portion of Foreign Source Dividends Should Be Taxed by the States

The proposed legislation would prohibit a state from taxing more than an
equitable portion of a taxpayer's foreign-source dividends. A state shall not
be considered to include in the income base more than an equitable portion of
foreign-source dividends if the state:

(1) excludes from its income base at least 85 percent of such
dividends;

(2) excludes from its income base the portion of the dividends that
effectively bears no federal income tax after application of the federal tax
credit; or
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(3) adopts a method of taxation that results in an equitable
apportionment of the dividends to the state substantially similar to (1) or
(2), pursuant to regulations to be promulgated by the secretary.

No state should be permitted to tax any portion of foreign-source
dividends. Even though foreign-source dividend income is included as part of
a U.S. corporation's taxable income, federal law allows a foreign tax credit
to be applied against U.S. tax for foreign taxes imposed on both the dividends
and the corporate income out of which such dividends are paid. Dividends paid
by a foreign corporation often are subject to a foreign tax greater than the
combined federal and state rates in the U.S. In such a case, no federal
income tax is imposed on the foreign-source dividends to avoid double taxation
at the federal level. Double taxation at the state level results if the
states do not follow the lead of the federal government and exempt such
dividends from the tax base.

(C) The Threshold Level For Including 80/20 Companies As Part of the
Water's-Edge Group Should Be Eliminated

Under the proposed legislation, states would be allowed to include as
part of a water's-edge combination 80/20 companies with U.S. payroll, sales or
purchases exceeding $10.000.000 in the companies most recent federal tax
year. The Chamber believes that U.S. corporations with over 80 percent of
their business activities outside the U.S. should be excluded from the
water's-edge group without exception.

Such 80/20 companies are essentially foreign corporations, since their
business activities occur primarily abroad. A U.S. corporation with mainly
foreign operations should be treated the same as a similarly situated foreign
incorporated business. The income from an 80/20 company related to its
foreign operations is considered to be foreign-source; and for U.S. federal
tax purposes, a foreign tax credit can be utilized to offset the foreign tax
paid on such income to avoid double taxation. Since the U.S. federal tax
structure treats this income outside the water's edge, the states should also
exclude 80/20's from the water's-edge group.

(D) Information Reporting Requirements Need to Be Revised and Made Less
Onerous

The Chamber is concerned about the administrative burden placed on
companies subject to the reporting requirements in the proposed legislation.
Those corporations required to file the domestic spreadsheet return include
companies subject to tax in at least two states that own total assets with an
aggregate original cost of at least $20,000,000, at least $10,000,000 of
which are located in the U.S.

BV defining reporting companies so broadly, many corporations that
conduct little, if any, foreign activities would be subject to the domestic
disclosure spreadsheet filing requirements. Furthermore, small businesses
that annually export over $10,000,000 of goods the U.S. would also be subject
to tke reporting requirements.
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The Chamber beleives that strictly domestic companies as well as
companies conducting only minimal foreign business should be excluded from the
definition of reporting companies. Since the reporting requirements are a
tradeoff for the states abandoning the unitary method, it makes sense that
only those corporations directly involved in the worldwide unitary dispute
should be subject to the disclosure requirements.

Another area of specific concern to the Chamber is that the proposed
legislation grants to the Secretary of the Treasury the discretion to
prescribe information to be submitted by a reporting corporation beyond state
income tax liability and method of allocation of income between the states,
items which are specifically enumerated in the proposed legislation. The
Chamber believes that such discretionary authority should be taken out of the
hands of the Secretary of the Treasury. Only specifically identified items of
importance to the states (i.e., state income tax liability and method of tax
calculation and income allocation) should be made part of the domestic
disclosure spreadsheet.

V. CONCLUSION

Continued use of the worldwide unitary method and the taxation of
foreign-source dividends by certain states threatens the ability of the U.S.
to adopt a coherent international trade policy and result in multiple taxation
and overly burdensome compliance costs for businesses. The solution to the
unitary problem must come at the federal level. As a result, the Chamber
urges both the Senate and the House to Immediately enact legislation that
prohibits the use of the worldwide unitary combination method and the taxation
by states of foreign source dividends.
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STATEMENT OF THE BUSINESS REPRESENTATIVES OF THE
WORLDWIDE UNITARY TAXATION WORKING GROUP

COMM ITTEE ON FINANCE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT

HEARING ON S.1974 AND S.1113
SEPTEMBER 29, 1986

On September 23, 1983, then-Treasury Secretary Donald T. Regan announced
President Reagan's decision to establish a Worldwide Unitary Taxation Working
Group composed of representatives of the Federal Government, state governments,
and the business community. According to the Treasury Department News Release
announcing its formation, the Group, chaired by Secretary Regan, was *charged
with producing recommendations.. .that will be conducive to harmonious
international economic relations, while also respecting the fiscal rights and
privileges of the individual states.' The membership of the Working Group was
announced by Secretary Regan on October 28, 1983, and its first meeting was held
on November 2, 1983.

At this first meeting, the Working Group established a staff or technical-level
Task Force composed of representatives of the Working Group members to
thoroughly review the issues and develop options for decision by the Working
Group. From its inception through its final meeting on March 22, 1984, the Task
Force held 145 hours of meetings on 20 separate days. At these meetings the
Task Force heard testimony from numerous witnesses representing various
federal, state, and foreign tax agencies, as well as business, labor, and public
Interest organizations, and academia. In addition, more than forty written
statements from a diverse group of private witnesses and foreign governments
were received and, along with the oral testimony, carefully analyzed with a view
to developing a comprehensive solution to the unitary tax controversy. This all
culminated in a report on options which was presented to the Working Group at
its third and final meeting on May 1, 1984.

During the course of the discussions, domestic and foreign-based multinational
corporations highlighted a number of specific problems they saw with the
worldwide unitary method. They contended that this method of taxation leads to
state taxation of foreign source income and is at variance with the
internationally-accepted separate accounting method for avoiding double
taxation. They also pointed out that to simply lump together income earned in
numerous profit centers throughout the world and then divide the result on a
three-factor (property, sales, payroll) formula basis automatically distorts
the attribution of income to any particular source or state since in some
centers losses are incurred, while others have actual profits, and neither
profits nor losses are directly related to the ratio between the domestic and
foreign factors. For example, an international wine producer based in France
expanded its business by purchasing vineyards in California. These recent
purchases of property had a relatively high cost basis. The company's old,
established vineyards in France, however, had a comparatively low basis. The
result, if the other factors remain the same, is an attribution of some portion
of the wine producer's worldwide income to California simply as a result of the
purchase of the high cost vineyards.
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Many domestic multinationals also contended that distortion occurs because no
deduction{ is allowed for foreign taxes or other payments to foreign governments.
Also, the absence of a consistent and appropriate definition of a unitary
business was cited as giving rise to an unacceptable degree of taxpayer
uncertainty and possibly discouraging investment In the United States.
Multinational corporations pointed out that although states Justify the use of
the worldwide unitary method on the basis of perceived profit shifting by
multinationals, federal enforcement of separate accounting is adequate to
protect against any misallocation or shifting of income. Foreign-based
multinationals contended that use of the method imposed on them substantial
administrative burdens because of the need to translate accounts of their entire
foreign operations Into U.S. currency and to conform them to U.S. and state
accounting rules, which they would not have to do absent the requirements of the
unitary method. Finally, both domestic and foreign-based multinationals pointed
out that worldwide unitary has given rise to vigorous objections by numerous
foreign governments which could very well lead to retaliatory actions.

In the *Chairman's Report on the Worldwide Unitary Taxation Working Group:
Activities, Issues, and Recommendations which was issued by Secretary Regan on
July 31, 1984, it was stated that the Working Group at its May 1 meeting had
agreed that the following three principles should guide state taxation of the
income of multinational corporations:

Principle One: Water's edge unitary combination for both U.S. and
foreign based companies.

Principle Two: Increased federal administrative assistance and
cooperation with the states to promote full taxpayer
disclosure and accountability.

Principle Three: Competitive balance for U.S. multinationals, foreign
multinationals, and purely domestic businesses.

The Chairman's Report went on to say that state and business representatives
were unable to reach agreement on the proper definition of the water's edge,
state tax treatment of foreign-source dividends and of U.S. incorporated
corporations operating primarily abroad (so-called 080/20 corporations").
According to the Chairman's Report, these issues were left for resolution at the
state level In accord with Principle Three above.

In the "Final Working Group Report* dated August 31, 1984, the statement by the
business representatives first made the general point that, in their view, the
three principles enunciated in the Chairman's Report form an Indivisible
package. That is, there is no business support of Principle Two (increased
federal administrative assistance and filing of domestic disclosure
spreadsheets), absent state support for Principles One and Three (an appropriate
water's edge limitation; and competitive equality for domstic corgorations and
their foreign coqpetitors).
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The August 31 business statement then critiqued each Principle in turn. With
respect to Principle One (water's edge unitary combination for both U.S. and
foreign based companies), the key observations were the need for an acceptable
definition of the *water's edge group, and that such definition not include
foreign source income in the apportionable base. With regard to that basic
assumption, it was pointed out that there were four items concerning foreign
source income where business and the states were in disagreement: (1) Income of
80/20 companies; (2) the threshold of activity by a foreign corporation doing
business in the U.S. whi h would subject it to state taxation; (3) the question
of "tax havens" and their interaction and relation with water's edge groups; and
(4) the treatment of foreign source dividends.

With respect to Principle Two (increased federal administrative assistance and
filing of domestic disclosure spreadsheets), the business representatives
reiterated that agreement and support on the part of business representatives
was based on the understanding that the states would adopt an acceptable
definition of the water's edge and also not tax foreign income in accordance
with Principles One and Three.

As to Principle Three (competitive equality for domestic corporations and their
foreign competitors), it was pointed out that any taxation of foreign source
income of U.S. based multinationals adversely affects their ability to compete
overseas with foreign based multinationals. fhe states must recognize that If
states tax the foreign income of U.S. based multinationals, either by the use of
the unitary method of taxation or by taxing foreign dividends, it necessarily
results in a potentially non-competitive situation for U.S. based multinationals
in both foreign and domestic markets, since t'ey would be subjected to a higher
combined tax burden than corporate groups which do business exclusively in the
U.S. or exclusively abroad.

The August 31, 1984 business representatives statement concluded by expressing
disappointment that the concerns described above, particularly state taxation of
foreign source dividends, had not been resolved by the Working Group. The
business representatives issued a call for a federal legislative solution if the
states refused to adjust their taxing policies to eliminate the inherent
distortion from the worldwide unitary method of taxation and thereby also ease
the threat of retaliatory actions by concerned foreign nations.

At this point, It should be acknowledged that substantial progress has been made
to date at the state level towards the complete elimination of the worldwide
combined unitary method from the state tax scene. As of January 1, 1984, there
were 12 states (Alaska, California, Colorado, Florida, Idaho, Indiana,
Massachusetts, Montana, New Hampshire, North Dakota, Oregon and Utah) using the
worldwide combined unitary method of taxation. As of today, only three (Alaska,
Montana and North Dakota) continue to use the method. However, some
twenty-seven states continue to tax a certain portion of foreign source
dividends, thereby Indirectly continuing to double tax foreign source income.
Others, though, have gone to a true water's edge system completely excluding
foreign source income from the state tax base (e.g., Colorado, Florida and
Idaho). Unfortunately, despite all this progress, the need for a federal
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legislative solution has not disappeared. Certain states continue to directly
use the worldwide unitary tax method, one state requires the payment of a
substantial annual fee as a condition of being relieved from the worldwide
method, and other states indirectly impose their state tax on foreign source
income. This discordant response sends a confusing policy signal to both
foreign and domestic companies which may inhibit foreign investment in the U.S.
and deprive domestic companies of the needed assurance that they will be
permitted to compete in foreign markets without incurring state tax penalties.

S.1974 - Unitary Tax Repealer Act

S.1974 was introduced in the Senate on behalf of the Administration on
December 18, 1985 by Senator Wilson (R-CA). The legislation would generally
prohibit states from imposing income tax on any taxpayer on a worldwide unitary
basis. However, a statIewould be permitted to allow taxpayers to elect to be
taxed on a worldwide unitary basis. The bill also restricts the ability of
states to tax foreign source dividends. Finally, the legislation would impose a
number of new information reporting requirements regarding a taxpayers's
aggregate state taxable income, allocation factors, tax payments, and stock
investments in related companies (the so-called "domestic disclosure
spreadsheet'). While superior to current law's total lack of restraint on state
use of worldwide unitary taxation, S.1974 still has some problems which need to
be addressed.

New section 7518(a) is not a complete prohibition against state use of the
worldwide unitary method. States could still impose that method on taxpayers in
two circumstances: (1) Where the taxpayer materially fails to comply with the
requirements of the new domestic disclosure spreadsheet or the legal or
procedural requirements of state income tax laws; and (2) where neither the
taxpayer nor a relevant foreign government provides requested information to the
state. Imposition of the worldwide unitary method as a penalty for failure to
follow an unrelated procedural requirement of state income tax laws is
inappropriate.

The water's edge group (all of whose income can be permissibly included in the
state tax base) as defined by the bill could, under certain circumstances,
include 80/20 companies, foreign sales corporations, possessions corporations,
and foreign corporations. The income of a foreign corporation would be included
if it was subject to state income tax in any one state by virtue of business
activity in that state and it has $10 million or more in U.S. property, payroll
or third party sales (or purchases), or its aggregate average U.S. state tax
factor is 20% or more.

Section 7518(c) also contains a definition of tax haven corporations (which are
also included in the water's edge group) which goes beyond that suggested by the
business representatives. Not only are foreign corporations engaged in no
substantial economic activity classified as tax haven corporations, but foreign
corporations that are engaged in substantial economic activity are so classified
only because they are not subject to substantial foreign tax on net income and
stated percentages of their sales or payments for expenses are to members of the
controlled group.
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New section 7518(b) does not require states to exclude from the income base any
more than 85% of foreign source dividends, and could require exclusion of
substantially less than 85%. It has been the consistent contention of the
business representatives that inclusion of any portion of foreign source
dividends in the state income base is an inappropriate extension of state taxing
authority, leads to double taxation of the dividends, and constitutes a serious
impediment to the competitiveness of domestic owned companies.

New section 6039A contains the requirements of the proposed domestic disclosure
spreadsheet, and once again there are areas of concern. The new rules allow all
states access to the spreadsheets, including states still using unitary. In
addition, the Secretary is given authority to add to the information included in
the spreadsheet, which seems inconsistent with the concept that the spreadsheet
burden should be kept to a minimum. The section 6039A(a) requirement that
corporations be listed in which the reporting corporation or its common owner
have less than a controlling !nterest is unnecessary and burdensome.

Finally, the legislation also makes no provision for the exclusion from the
spreadsheet of U.S. subsidiaries (other than section 501 exempt organizations)
whose size or activities are such that states have not included them in income
taxes calculated on a combined or consolidated basis. Elimination of such
corporations from the spreadsheet was accepted by the Working Group, and
authority for the Secretary to make such determinations should be included.

S.1113

S.1113 was introduced in the Senate on May 9, 1985 as part of the continuing
effort by Senator Mathias (R-MD) to prohibit states from including foreign
corporations in a "worldwide combination" to calculate a multinational
corporation's taxable income. The bill accomplishes this result by prohibiting
the states' from taxing an affiliates foreign source income until it is
includable in the parent's gross income, and then only to the extent that the
parent's aggregate foreign income tax rate is less than 46%. The bill does not,
however, deal with the question of "tax havens" and their interaction and
relation with water's edge groups or the threshold of activity by a foreign
corporation doing business in the U.S. which would subject it to state taxation.

To calculate the amount of income the states can tax, the bill provides that
once the foreign affiliate income is repatriated and is includable for purposes
of chapter one, the amount to be taken into account may not exceed the lesser of
(1) the actual amount of the dividend received, exclusive of any foreign income
taxes or section 78 "gross-up"; or (2) a formula amount which is designed to
take into account foreign taxes imposed on the dividend itself or on the income
from which the dividend is paid. The formula is structured so that if the
aggregate rate of foreign income taxes deemed paid by the U.S. corporation with
respect to the dividends it receives from its foreign subsidiaries equals or
exceeds the 46% federal income tax rate, no portion o: the dividends received by
the U.S. corporation from the foreign subsidiaries can be taxed by the various
states. For these purposes, dividends from an 80/20 company are treated the same
as dividends from a foreign corporation.
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One of the major problems with S.1113 is that it would permit the states to
include in their tax base foreign-source income. The bill's approach clearly
fails to exclude the parent's foreign source operating income or income of 80/20
companies, and the potential for distortion' from including affiliates' foreign
source income is merely tempered at best by the proposed formula.

Another problem with the bill is its definition of "affiliated groups. This
definition provides that affiliated groups are comprised of a common parent and
one or more chains of corporations connected through stock ownership with the
parent. This language is quite similar to that contained in Code section
1563(a)(1). However, unlike the section 1563 definition which contains an 80%
test for affiliation in the case of parent-subsidiary controlled groups, the
S.1113 definition provides no ownership test at all. Additionally, unlike
section 1563, S.1113 does not indicate how brother-sister controlled groups and
combined groups should be treated. These omissions severely limit the protective
scope of the bill.

Foreign Investment

The argument is sometimes made that if states are noc allowed to tax any foreign
source income it will merely encourage U.S. companies to invest abroad, and that
if foreign investment were somehow made unattractive to U.S. companies, they
would substitute investment in the U.S. for the foregone foreign investment.

This ignores several facts, however. First, the reasons why U.S. firms
establish operations abroad are generally related to geographical location of
natural resources or marketing requirements, and not tax purposes. If a foreign
market can be served from a U.S. plant, it will be so served through exporting.
However, all too frequently obstacles are placed in the way of exporting such as
restrictive import duties, requirements that a percentage of the product be
manufactured locally, on-site inspection requirements, governmental procurement
practices and other regulatory provisions. To overcome such obstacles and to
compete effectively for foreign markets, it often becomes necessary for the U.S.
producer to manufacture on-site in the foreign market area. Since he cannot
serve that market by exports from the U.S., his only alternative to establishing
a facility abroad would be to leave the market to foreign owned competitors.

Second, it must be recognized that direct foreign investment by U.S. companies
is In any event a powerful stimulus to the U.S. economy in a multitude of
interrelated ways. Jobs for American workers are created directly through actual
employment of U.S. workers by the foreign subsidiaries, and indirectly through
purchases by the foreign subsidiaries of equipment and supplies manufactured in
the U.S. by U.S. workers. Dividends remittee by the foreign subsidiaries to
their U.S. parent corporations are used for new U.S. consumption and investment.

Finally, not making the foreign investment does not assure an alternative
investment in the U.S. Companies invest in U.S. plant and equipment where the
anticipated, risk-adjusted after-tax returns exceed the expected financial
costs. Making foreign investment less competitive and less profitable because
more heavily taxed than foreign based competitors does not make domestic
investment more profitable. Indeed, the more likely result Is a negative effect
on the purchase of domestic goods and services to help U.S. managers operate
abroad.
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Conclusion

For domestic multinationals to compete abroad, total taxes cannot be higher than
those of their foreign competitors. To compete domestically in any given state,
total taxes cannot be significantly higher than those of their purely domestic
competitors. The key, therefore, is that states refrain from Including foreign
source income of a domestic multinational corporation in the state tax base.

Thus, we urge the Congress to take up the invitation extended many times by the
Supreme Court [e.g., Mobil Oil Corp. v. Commissioner of Taxes of Vermont, 445
U.S. 425 (1980); Container Corp. of America v. California Franchise Tax Board
463 U.S. 159 (1983)J and provide a federal legislative solution to the unitary
controversy. As the Supreme Court has stated, in Foreign Commerce Clause cases
the need for national uniformity is essential and Congress has the power to
preempt state laws to attain that uniformity and prevent the states from
creating competitive disadvantages among similarly situated entities. Either
S.1974 or S.1113, as modified per our contents described above, would be a good
start toward finally ending the worldwide unitary tax controversy and creating
the national uniformity and competitive equality now so sorely lacking.

October 1, 1986
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